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Abstract
Socio–cognitive theories such as the ‘theory of reasoned action’ (TRA), the ‘theory of
planned behaviour’ (TPB), and the ‘technology acceptance model’ (TAM) have
provided researchers with a theoretical framework to guide many of the studies that
have sought to predict and explain end–user adoption and acceptance of information
systems. Many of these studies were conducted in usage contexts in which individuals
had a choice about their use of an information system. However, the increasing trend
among organisations to computerise their work places has changed the scope of work
activity. More industries are now requiring their employees to use an information
system and to do so in prescribed ways. This amounts to mandatory usage. These
workplace trends pose conceptual/theoretical, methodological and research validation
issues for the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB.
A conceptual/theoretical issue that threatens to challenge the validity of the TRA
and TAM in mandatory information systems (IS) usage contexts is based on the notion
that mandatory behaviour is outside an individual’s volitional control. If this is the case,
it clashes with an underpinning assumption of the TRA and TAM that these theories
were designed to predict and explain behaviours under volitional control. The TPB, on
the other hand, has been suggested as a solution to this potential problem as it has the
theoretical capacity to predict and explain behaviours low in volitional control. Despite
these problematic issues, there is a paucity of published studies in the IS literature that
have addressed mandatory usage within the framework of the socio–cognitive theories.
Of the rare studies that have addressed mandatory usage, most were based around
the framework of the TAM. There is also an absence of IS research that has examined
the assumption that mandatory behaviours are low in volitional control.
One of the methodological concerns about using the TRA, TAM and TPB in
mandatory IS usage contexts was that the key variable for predicting behaviour in
these theories was considered potentially unsuitable in mandatory contexts. In the
general literature, and to a lesser extent in the IS literature, usage intentions are
strongly associated with behaviour. Due to the paucity of studies based in a mandatory
usage context, it was unclear whether the association between usage intentions and
behaviour would be weakened when the usage context was mandatory. There was
reason to expect that it would be weakened. The reasoning was based on the view that
if a potential end–user was asked whether they intended to perform a mandatory
iv

behaviour they would be likely to answer in the affirmative. It was proposed that a way
of overcoming a skewed measure of usage intentions would be to replace that variable
with another that was less likely to be skewed but which would still be capable of
predicting behaviour. One variable that appeared to fit these criteria was symbolic
adoption, which refers to the extent to which a potential end–user has mentally
accepted the adoption of an IS as a good idea and is enthusiastic about using it.
Another methodological concern was that in mandatory usage contexts it was
considered neither sufficient nor sensible to measure usage behaviour based on
whether people used the system or not (i.e., no/yes). It was argued that it would be
potentially more important to have a dependent variable that measured aspects of
usage behaviour. Moreover, since usage behaviour is multidimensional (Doll &
Torkzadeh, 1998), there would be benefits to organizations if the TRA, TAM and TPB
could predict and explain multiple IS usage behaviours. To date, there is a relative
absence of IS research that has examined the capacity of these three theories to
predict and explain multiple mandatory usage behaviours prospectively.
The major research question in the thesis sought to determine whether the
TRA, TAM and TPB would predict and explain multiple prospective mandatory IS
usage behaviours. A secondary research question examined whether the skewness in
a measure of usage intentions would hamper the successful prediction and explanation
of mandatory behaviour and, if so, whether symbolic adoption would outperform usage
intentions in the prediction and explanation of usage behaviour. To answer these
research questions, a series of studies was conducted using a strict methodology that
involved testing the three theories true to theory by constructing scales for the TRA and
TPB based on salient beliefs that were elicited from a subset of each sample; writing
questionnaire items consistent with Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980) correspondence rules
in action, context, target and time; and employing a longitudinal design in which the
measurement of usage intentions and usage behaviour were separated in time.
Four studies were conducted in two types of organisations: (i) an Australian
university, and (ii) Australian hospitals. Each study was conducted solely in the one
type of organisation (either a university or a hospital) and was focused solely on one
type of IS in each organisation. End–users were undergraduate students and nurses,
in the university and hospital environments respectively. IS usage behaviours were the
dependent variables that the three theories were being tested to predict and explain.
Although the type of software varied across the studies, personal computers formed
the hardware in each study. The degree to which the adoption and usage
environments were mandatory varied across the studies. Participants completed
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questionnaires on two occasions: before implementation and after they had been using
the system for about two to three months. The structural models for the three theories
were analysed using structural equation modelling with partial least squares estimation.
The results showed that despite the skewness in the measure of usage
intentions, the TRA, TAM and TPB significantly predicted and explained prospective
mandatory IS usage behaviour, albeit by explaining a relatively small amount of
variance in behaviour. This weaker explanation of behaviour in comparison with other
studies in the IS literature was attributed to predicting prospective, rather than current
or retrospective, behaviour as well as predicting multiple, rather than single, IT usage
behaviours. An unexpected finding was that when mandatory and voluntary usage
behaviours were compared in the same study, the mandatory behaviour was predicted
and explained more successfully than the voluntary usage behaviour. It was concluded
that mandatory behaviour may be more stable than voluntary behaviour in the early
stages of an IS implementation. This characteristic may mean that mandatory
behaviours can be predicted more successful longitudinally than voluntary behaviours.
While many end–users had strong intentions to use the particular IS in each
study, a sizeable proportion had negative attitudes about such use. To examine
whether these end–users developed positive attitudes about the IS after using the
system, as suggested by cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), Study 4
compared pre and post-implementation perceptions about the IS. The results were
counter to the research hypothesis. Rather than showing improved attitudes and
perceptions of the usefulness and ease with which the system could be used,
participants’ attitudes and perceptions of usefulness decreased over time. This
decrease was attributed to overselling the benefits of the IS to employees, which may
have created expectations that could not be matched by subsequent use of the IS.
In comparing the three theories across the four studies, each explained a
similar amount of variance in usage behaviour. However, the TPB explained the most
variance in usage intentions. The TAM was the easiest model to apply, since the
scales did not have to be constructed from elicited beliefs, as they did for the TRA and
TPB. The choice of these three theories and associated models will therefore depend
on the priorities of the researcher or stakeholder.
Finally, this thesis has conceptually clarified and empirically verified that the
type of volitional control that may be absent when usage is mandatory, is a different
volitional control than was envisaged by Ajzen (1985, 1991) when he developed the
TPB. As such, the TPB may perform as well in voluntary usage contexts as it does
when usage is mandatory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Thesis overview

This chapter provides an overview of the key issues and rationale for this thesis and
outlines how the thesis is structured. The chapter begins by describing recent trends in
the way that information technology (IT) is positioned within organisations, with a
particular emphasis on how the increased technologising of the workplace has resulted
in more people using IT mandatorily. Following this is an introduction to the major
research paradigms that have featured prominently in the research literature around
understandings of user acceptance and use of IT. The theoretical frameworks that form
the basis of the thesis are then identified and briefly described. The chapter then
outlines some of the parameters of the thesis and defines key terms. Finally, a brief
description of each of the following chapters is presented.
The last two decades have seen the design and development of an amazing
array of new IT. Along with the commercial availability of IT there has been a
commensurate increase in the implementation of IT in organisations (Foo, 1997;
Fountain, 2000; Henry & Stone, 1995). In 1996, worldwide expenditure on IT was
estimated at more than one trillion US dollars for the year and growing at about 10%
compounded annually (Seddon, Staples, Patnayakuni & Bowtell, 1999). According to
Weill, Subramani and Broadbent (2002), organisations are spending more than 4.2% of
their revenues on IT expenditure, accounting for more than half their capital budget.
The magnitude of expenditure on IT is apparent when one considers that countries
such as Australia, Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the
United States spend about 2% or more of their total Gross Domestic Product on IT
hardware and software (Gust & Marquez, 2004).
The overriding rationale for the uptake of new IT in organisations has been a
belief that the use of these technologies is linked to increases in productivity,
competitive advantage, reductions in cost, and the provision of better services to
customers (Fichman & Kemerer, 1997; Igbaria, Zinatelli, Cragg, & Cavaye, 1997;
Legris, Ingham, & Collerette, 2003; Lucas & Spitler, 1999). Cooper and Zmud (1990)
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echoed similar beliefs when they noted that the use of IT provides organisations with
the potential means by which to ‘make their operational, tactical, and strategic
processes more efficient and effective’ (p. 123). Despite the widespread uptake of new
technologies in organisations, the returns on investment have disappointed most
company executives (Tiernan & Peppard, 2004). Disappointing returns on investment
have in many cases been attributed to the difficulties involved in implementing IT.
IT failure or implementation failure is not uncommon (Legris et al., 2003;
Rogers, 1995; Sauer, Southon, & Dampney, 1997; Szajna & Scamell, 1993; Umble,
Haft, & Umble, 2003). IT failure refers to the non–use of IT (Lyytinen & Hirscheim,
1987), which ranges from under utilisation to outright rejection of the technology
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Less–than–ideal implementation occurrences have also
been referred to as IT failures (Dietrich, Walz & Wynekoop, 1997; Martinsons, &
Chong, 1999). Although IT failure may sometimes be attributable to the IT (Dietrich et
al.), quite often it is due to: a poor fit between the system and end–users (Davis, 1993);
weak configuration fit, such as inconsistent strategy, structure and technology (Sauer,
et al.); and problems with the implementation process itself (Martinsons & Chong,
1999). One of the many negative consequences of IT failure has been the financial
cost to organisations (Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). Avoiding IT failure and realising the
advantages of an IT investment are of great importance to organisations. Along these
lines, researchers, organisations, and IT practitioners have had a keen interest in
understanding the processes that result in successfully implementing technology in
organisations.
Various studies have demonstrated that there are many factors that contribute
to the success or failure of an IT adoption and implementation (Johnston & Linton,
2000). These factors reside at the psychological, social, organisational, environmental,
management and technical/system levels (see Agarwal, Higgins & Tanniru, 1991;
Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Hepworth, Vidgen, Griffin, & Woodward, 1992; Higa, Sheng,
Shin & Figueredo, 2000; Hunton, Arnold & Gibson, 2001; Legris et al., 2003; Johnston
& Linton, 2000; Karahanna, Ahuja, Srite, & Galvin, 2002; Markus, 1994a, 1994b;
Martinsons & Chong, 1999; Venkatesh & Johnson, 2002; Yetton, Sharma & Southon,
1999; Zmud, 1979). One way of categorising the array of research on IT adoption and
implementation is to distinguish studies based on whether the unit of analysis (i.e., the
adopting agent) is the organisation or the individual.
Adoption and implementation research at the organisational level of analysis
generally attempts to determine and understand the factors that lead to or are
associated with successful IT adoption and implementation in organisations. The
determinant factors in these models tend to be about organisations rather than about
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individuals. They include, but are not limited to, organisational culture (Harper & Utley,
2001; Hasan & Ditsa, 1999), management style or support (see Higa, et al., 2000;
Leonard–Barton & Deschamps, 1988; Martinsons & Chong, 1999; Zmud, 1984), group
cohesion and perceived respect (Hunton, et al., 2001), opinion leaders (LeonardBarton, 1985), active involvement of experts (Agarwal, et al., 1991), end-user
involvement in system design (Hepworth, et al., 1992), the social context of
communication and media choice behaviour (Markus, 1994b) and organisational
structure (Johnston & Linton, 2000).
Key models that are used in the organisational research paradigm include, but
are not limited to, the process and stage models. These models attempt to combine
divergent theoretical perspectives into one overriding framework (see Cooper & Zmud,
1990; Kwon and Zmud, 1987), as well as to show the sequence of events and
expected causal influences necessary for certain outcomes to occur in the
implementation of IT (Gallivan, 2001). Despite the claim that process and stage models
offer a comprehensive integrated framework for explaining IT implementation (Cooper
& Zmud, 1990), adoption at the individual level is given little prominence in these
models.
Research at the individual adoption level, which is the research paradigm of this
thesis, is concerned with the factors that influence individual adoption and use of IT.
Individual level research helps to provide a more complete understanding of IT
adoption and usage than solely viewing adoption at the organisational level (Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). Published research has shown that individual characteristics and
organisational structures and processes are associated with individual IT acceptance,
the success of an IT implementation and/or the way that IT is used. Some of the
individual characteristics include age (Adamson & Shine, 2003; Morris & Venkatesh,
2000), gender (Adamson & Shine; Venkatesh, Morris, & Ackerman, 2000), personality
(Johnston & Linton, 2000), attitude (Chau & Hu, 2002; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany,
1999), perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989; Davis, 1993), perceived usefulness (Davis,
1989, 1993), enjoyment, self–efficacy (Henry & Stone, 1995), computer self–efficacy
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000), outcome expectations (Henry & Stone, 1995), computer
anxiety (Henderson, Deane & Ward, 1995), personal innovativeness (Agarwal &
Prasad, 1998a; Karahanna et al., 2002), previous computer experience (Bentler &
Speckart, 1979; Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989), and habit (Limayem, Hirt, & Chin,
2001).
Since research at both the individual and organisational level contribute to an
understanding of IT implementation somewhat independently of the other, some
researchers have called for more models that integrate organisational and individual
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factors (e.g., Brown, Massey, Montoya–Weiss & Burkman, 2002; Ward, Brown &
Massey, 2005). The rationale for integrated models of the type proposed is that IT
implementation typically encompasses organisational change (Adamson & Shine,
2003; Massey, Montoya–Weiss & Brown, 2001; Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbeck, 1973;
Zmud & Cox, 1979), and often requires the cooperation and inputs of many different
stakeholders at the political, technical, and social levels (Walsham, 1993). While the
pursuit of more integrated models is a useful goal, particularly given the limitations in
current process and stage models, it is not the focus of this thesis. Instead, this thesis
is based within the individual–level paradigm of research, which Markus and Robey
(1988) describe as micro–level research.
An underlying assumption of the individual adoption level paradigm is that even
when organisational processes, structures and IT design are optimal, the potential
investment benefits of implementing IT are unlikely to be realised unless individual
end–users adopt and accept the IT (Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Agarwal & Prasad,
1998b; Agarwal and Prasad, 2000; Davis, 2000; Ghorab, 1997; Karahanna et al., 2002;
Mathieson, Peacock & Chin, 2001; Venkatesh, 1999; Walsham, 1993). This body of
research asserts that individual end–users are necessary and important cogs in the
wheel of a successful IT implementation, and that research in this area is worthy of in–
depth study in its own right (Sjazna & Scamell, 1993).
Through research at the individual adoption level, stakeholders in an IT
implementation can be better informed of a range of factors that may influence end–
user sentiment, attitudes and use of IT. This type of information can be particularly
effective during the early stages of an IT project when changes to the system, the
implementation strategy, or end–user training can be achieved more easily than later
on. Such changes, if implemented, increase the chance of a successful IT
implementation (Sjazna & Scamell, 1993). It is not surprising, therefore, that a major
focus of study in this area of research has been to explore and identify the factors
associated with individual adoption, use and acceptance of IT in organisations (see
Igbaria and Chakrabarti, 1990).

1.1.1

Individual adoption and use of IT

Although individual adoption of IT occurs both within and outside the structures of an
organisation (Rogers, 1995), this thesis focuses on adoption within organisations. End–
user adoption of IT within an organisation may be slightly more complex than adoption
that occurs outside of an organisational structure, as the former involves two adopting
units: the organisation and the individual. Generally, individual adoption of IT in an
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organisation is preceded by adoption from the organisation employing the individuals.
Rogers (1995) refers to this type of adoption process as a ‘contingent innovation–
decision’, as the adoption decision of one adopting agent (the individual) is contingent
on the adoption decision of another adopting agent (the organisation). Some
researchers have referred to similar processes as a ‘two–step managerial process’
(Leonard–Barton & Deschamps, 1988) or a ‘two–stage implementation’ (Lucas,
Ginzberg & Schultz, 1990). The combination of organisational and individual adoption
in organisations produces varying levels of adoption decisions.
Rogers (1995) has identified three types of adoption decisions in organisations,
based on levels of participation in the adoption decision (Rogers, 1995): (i) optional
innovation–decisions; (ii) collective innovation–decisions; and (iii) authority innovation–
decisions. Optional innovation–decisions refer to adoption decisions that are made by
individuals independent of others in the organisation. This type of adoption decision is
the most similar of the three to an individual adoption decision made outside an
organisation. Collective innovation–decisions refer to adoption decisions that are made
by consensus with other people in the organisation. Finally, authority innovation–
decisions occur when the decision to adopt is made by relatively few people who are in
positions of power over those for whom adoption is required (Rogers, 1995).
This last type of adoption decision, a contingent authority innovation decision
(Gallivan, 2001; Rogers, 1995), has also been variously referred to as mandatory use
or mandatory adoption (Brown et al., 2002; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Rawstorne,
Jayasuriya, & Caputi, 1998, 2000; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996; Ward et al., 2005), non–
voluntary adoption (Gallivan, 2000), nonvolitional use (Henry & Stone, 1997), forced
compliance (Brown, et al.), dictatorship environments (Karahanna & Limayem, 2000),
accidental use (Marsden & Hollnagel, 1996), forced use (Butters & Eom, 1992) and
forced adoption (Ram & Jung, 1991). Contingent authority innovation decisions, or
mandatory adoption for the end–user, comprise both a primary adoption (adoption by
the higher level authority) as well as a secondary adoption (individual adoption by
users) (Gallivan, 2000). It is this type of adoption, mandatory adoption for the
individual, which is the adoption context of key importance in this thesis.

1.1.2

A changing landscape: mandatory IT use in organisations

The implementation of IT has brought about changes in work practices (Lassila &
Brancheau, 1999; Robey & Boudreau, 1999), social structures in organisations
(Walsham, 1993) and, in some cases, quite dramatic transformations in the way
organisations conduct their business (Schultze & Orlikowski, 2004). For example, the
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rise in IT adoption and use has corresponded, especially since the mid 1990s, with a
greater demand among organisations to integrate various organisational functions into
the one system (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Brown et al., 2002; Ward, et al., 2005). Many
organisations are now requiring that their IT infrastructures span many applications,
business initiatives and business units (Weill et al., 2002). These demands have
spawned the rise of enterprise systems that enable electronic systems to be integrated
between and within physical locations (Weston, 2003). Enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems, which are types of enterprise information systems, are software–based
and attempt to integrate all functions of the organisation (Watson & Schneider, 1999).
ERP systems have been widely adopted by organisations in many countries including,
but not limited to, North America (Kumar, Maheshwari & Kumar, 2002; Nicolaou, 2004;
Sarker & Lee, 2003), Europe (Nicolaou, 2004), Australia (Mandal & Gunasekaran,
2003) and Asia (Huin, 2004). ERP systems are of such a large magnitude that
implementing them into an organisation can take many years and tens to hundreds of
millions of dollars, depending on the size of the organisation (Mabert, Soni &
Venkataramanan, 2001). Indeed, by the late 1990s, organisations were spending $23
billion a year on enterprise software, mainly ERP software. The high level of integration
that is a characteristic of ERP systems makes mandatory use necessary.
The mandatory use of IT in the workplace is likely to increase as more
organisations integrate technology into their work places (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999;
Brown et al., 2002; Henry & Stone, 1995; Henry & Stone, 1997; Huin, 2004; Kumar et
al., 2002; Mandal & Gunasekaran, 2003; Nicolaou, 2004; Sarker & Lee, 2003; Ward, et
al., 2005; Zhang, Lee, Huang, Zhang & Huang, 2005). This trend does not diminish the
need for stakeholders involved in the implementation of IT, to identify the determinants
of successful use. Indeed, since 2000, more researchers have acknowledged
mandated systems in the context of examining the determinants of individual IT use or
acceptance (Brown et al., 2002; Mathieson, 1991; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000;
Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003; Ward et al., 2005). Guiding each of these
studies are theoretical frameworks that have been used in IT adoption, diffusion and
acceptance research.

1.1.3

Theoretical frameworks for individual end–user IT adoption
and acceptance

The theoretical frameworks discussed in this section were developed to predict and
understand behaviour, which, in the current context, includes IT usage behaviour. A
body of research based around individual–level adoption has been variously referred to
as research on technology adoption, information systems implementation, and
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technology acceptance (Agarwal & Prasad, 1998b). Research in this area has
predominantly been based on two streams. The first stream is Rogers’ (1983) Diffusion
of Innovations (DOI) theory, while the second stream is the socio–cognitive theories
based on Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1975) theory of reasoned action (TRA), including
Davis’s (1985, 1989) technology acceptance model (TAM) and Ajzen’s (1985, 1991)
theory of planned behaviour (TPB).

Diffusion of Innovations research
Diffusion research is based on the premise that individuals adopt innovations at
different times and that it is possible to map and estimate rates of adoption across
populations (Rogers, 1995). DOI theory recognises that individuals, social groups and
the IT itself may all influence the speed and extent to which IT is adopted. According to
DOI theory, what is important about the nature of the IT is how individuals perceive it.
To this end, Rogers (1995) showed that five perceived attributes of the IT are related to
adoption. These are: (i) Relative advantage; (ii) Compatibility; (iii) Complexity; (iv)
Trialability; and (v) Observability. Rogers (1995) defined these attributes as follows:
Relative advantage is the degree to which an
innovation is perceived as being better than the idea
it supersedes (p. 212)
Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is
perceived as consistent with the existing values, past
experiences, and needs of potential adopters (p. 224)
Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is
perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use
(p.242)
Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may
be experimented with on a limited basis (p. 243)
Observability is the degree to which the results of an
innovation are visible to others (p. 244)
Studies have shown that the rate of adoption of an innovation is positively
related to perceptions of relative advantage, compatibility, trialability and observability,
while being negatively related to perceptions about the complexity of a system (Rogers,
1995).
Research findings have also indicated a relatively predictable set of individual
characteristics that are related to rates of adoption. These characteristics enable
researchers to group people according to adopter categories that provide the
mechanism by which rates of adoption can be mapped and predicted. Rogers (1995)
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identified five adopter categories ranging from innovators (very early adopters), early
adopters, early majority, late majority, to laggards (very late adopters). In a population,
the proportion of people in each of the five categories resembles a normal distribution –
the largest proportions of people are in the middle categories and the smallest
proportions are in the extreme categories (Figure 1).

Please see print copy for Figure 1

Figure 1:

Diffusion of Innovation adopter categories (Rogers, 1995, p. 262)

DOI theory is of limited use as a research framework in mandatory IT usage
contexts as it presupposes that (i) individuals are free to decide whether to adopt; and,
(ii) individuals will not all adopt at the same time. While this presupposition may
accurately reflect how individuals adopt technology outside of an organisational
context, it does not hold so well for individuals adopting IT that is mandatory. In a
mandatory usage context, individuals are generally forced to commence using the IT at
about the same time. Since there is not a staggered diffusion of the IT within the
organisation, one of the major advantages of DOI theory – to map the diffusion process
– becomes irrelevant. Given this limitation, researchers who have used DOI theory to
better understand end–user adoption in organisations have generally used some of the
DOI factors and applied them to cross–sectional models.
Along these lines, the DOI framework has been utilised by researchers to better
understand individual adoption and use within organisations (see Moore, 1987; Moore
& Benbasat, 1991). Some studies have incorporated one or more of the five perceived
attributes in DOI theory into the frameworks of the TRA, TAM and TPB, or vice versa;
usually with the aim of improving explanation of individual use (see Agarwal & Prasad,
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2000; Karahanna et al., 1999; Moore, 1987; Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Other studies
have used DOI theory to help validate other theories and models (e.g., Liao, Shao,
Wang & Chen, 1999). Studies that have utilised DOI variables have often informed the
use of TRA, TAM or TPB. For example, Karahanna et al. (2002) explored the
determinants of individual perceptions of the relative advantage of using a Group
Support System. Their results showed that personal innovativeness, defined as ‘the
willingness of an individual to try out any new information technology’ (Karahanna et
al., 2002, p. 331), influenced individual perceptions of relative advantage. Relative
advantage is a construct that is conceptually similar to perceived usefulness (PU) in the
TAM.
Although DOI theory has provided useful insights into the adoption and use of
IT, and is a useful tool in helping to integrate technology into business programs
(McCorkle, Alexander & Reardon, 2001), due to the limitations in using DOI in
mandatory IT usage contexts, DOI theory is not the focus of this thesis.

Social cognitive theories
In recent times, socio–cognitive models have been the dominant theoretical
frameworks in IT adoption, usage and acceptance research (Limayem et al., 2001).
Models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB have provided researchers with a theoretical
framework to guide many of the studies that have sought to predict and explain end–
user adoption and acceptance of IT (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 2000; Brown et al., 2002;
Chau & Hu, 2002; Gefen, Karahanna & Straub, 2003a; Gefen, Karahanna & Straub,
2003b; Hu, Chau, Sheng & Tam, 1999; Karahanna et al., 1999; Plouffe et al., 2001
Venkatesh, 1999). Based on the number of academic publications that have reported
the use of the TRA, TAM or TPB, these models have been a popular choice among IS
researchers.
The TRA, TAM and TPB are not the only socio–cognitive models that have
been utilised by IS researchers over the last two decades. Others include Bandura’s
(1977) Social Learning Theory (SLT) (Henry & Stone, 1997), and Triandis’s (1979)
Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour (TIB) (Gagnon et al., 2003). These two theories
have some attractive features that are not necessarily found in the TRA, TAM and TPB.
For example, in SLT’s reciprocal determinism, there is recognition that causal
influences are not always unidirectional. The dynamic interplay between, for example,
behaviour and beliefs is also represented in the feedback loop in Triandis’s theory,
which attempts to explain attitude change over time. Although many of the variables
contained in the SLT and TIB are also represented in the TRA, TAM or TPB, albeit with
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slightly different definitions and variable names, this is not the case for all of the
variables. As an example, one of the three variables used by Triandis to explain
behaviour – habit – is not contained within the TRA, TAM or TPB and is a potentially
important factor in explaining IT usage behaviour (see Bentler & Speckart, 1979;
Limayem et al., 2001).
Despite the value and relatively widespread use of SLT, TIB and other socio–
cognitive theories, none have generated the same volume of research into IT adoption,
usage and acceptance as the TRA and TAM. According to a number of researchers
(e.g., Mathieson et al., 2001; Riemenschneider, Harrison & Mykytyn, 2003), the TRA,
TAM and TPB have been the most popular and well–supported intention models or
cognitive behavioural decision theories for helping to explain intentions and use of IT.

A rationale for focussing on the TRA, TAM and TPB
The TRA, TAM and TPB provide the theoretical frameworks that will be empirically
tested in this thesis. Aside from the popularity of these theories amongst IS
researchers, the TRA, TAM and TPB were very timely in their arrival and have been
beneficial to the IS community. The theories have enabled IS researchers to group
factors related to IT adoption, use and acceptance into a coherent, understandable and
useable framework (Legris et al., 2003). Furthermore, these theories have a strong
theoretical base – they have undergone extensive theoretical development as well as
theory testing (Mathieson et al., 2001). Research that has a strong theoretical base and
builds on the work of prior studies is more likely to be relevant, according to Benbasat
and Zmud (1999). Other researchers share this view and suggest that knowledge
transference is a key issue in making IS research practically relevant and useful
(Moody, 2000).
In addition to guiding research endeavours, the TRA, TAM and TPB are also
practical models that can be applied to real–life IT implementations. Some researchers
(e.g., Davis, 1986; Szajna & Scamell, 1993) purport that the earlier in an IT project
these models can be used to detect and uncover potential barriers to a successful
implementation, the more likely it is that an organisation can make necessary changes
and avert the possibility of IT failure. Moreover, these models can be used proactively
to identify the types of conditions that facilitate effective use of IT.

A case for including both the TRA and TPB
It could be argued that it is unnecessary to test both the TRA and TPB within the same
study, as these are identical models with the exception of one additional variable in
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TPB – perceived behavioural control (PBC) – and two causal pathways; one from PBC
to behavioural intention (BI) and the other from PBC directly to behaviour1. There are
sound reasons for including both models in this thesis. Since the TAM and TPB were
derived from the TRA it would be important to assess whether these more recently
developed models perform any better than the TRA. The inclusion of the TPB in this
thesis is especially important because mandatory IT adoption contexts are considered
by some researchers (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Hartwick &
Barki, 1994) to provide the circumstances in which individuals have little volitional
control over their actions. The TPB is purported to predict and explain actions low in
volitional control.
Ajzen (1985, 1991) developed the TPB because of what appeared to be a
weakness in the TRA. The weakness became apparent when the theory was used to
predict and explain behaviours that were not fully under volitional control, such as the
cessation of smoking or drinking. The weakness in the TRA stemmed from the fact that
for a range of health–related behaviours, many people with positive intentions failed to
perform the behaviours that may have assisted their health (Sheeran, 2002). The
development of the TPB came about as a direct consequence of this apparent
limitation in the TRA. The solution, according to Ajzen (1985, 1991), was to include a
new variable, PBC, which measures the amount of control that individuals perceive
they have over performing a given behaviour. PBC is theorised to influence behaviour
directly and indirectly through behavioural intention.

1
The theories and associated models are each described and diagrammed in detail in Chapter
3.
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1.1.4

Problem identification and significance

Despite the popularity of socio–cognitive models in IT research, there are reasons for
believing that the performance of models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB may suffer
when applied to the prediction and explanation of mandatory IT usage behaviour. It is
an aim of this thesis to identify potential problems at a conceptual level and then
empirically test whether such issues manifest in poor prediction and explanation of
mandatory IT usage behaviour. If such problems do exist empirically, then, as more
organisations mandate the use of IT, the need for researchers to address what may
have serious implications for the effectiveness and usefulness of socio–cognitive
models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB is heightened (Gallivan, 2001).
There are at least two issues that may affect the performance of the TRA, TAM
and TPB when IT usage is mandatory. First, one of the conditions required to use the
TRA and TAM – that behaviours are under volitional control – may not be satisfied
when IT usage is mandatory (Brown et al., 2002; Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Hartwick &
Barki, 1994). If mandatory IT usage contexts are synonymous with low volitional
control, the TRA and TAM would be expected to poorly predict and explain usage
behaviour in that context (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Davis, 1986). The IS research
literature shows that although there have been some published papers since 2000 that
have addressed the use of the TAM or the TPB in mandatory IT usage contexts (Brown
et al., 2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Venkatesh et al., 2003), none of them have fully
addressed the issue of volitional control. One of the subsidiary aims of this thesis is to
conceptually and empirically explore whether volitional control is necessarily low when
IT usage is mandatory and, if so, whether the TRA, TAM and TPB are likely to suffer in
performance because of it. Dishaw and Strong (1999) have suggested that the TPB
may provide a possible remedy to the perceived difficulty of predicting and explaining
behaviours that are not wholly at the discretion of the user. There are a number of
assumptions underpinning the assertions of Dishaw and Strong (1999) that in this
thesis will be considered conceptually and tested empirically.
There is at least one other major issue that may affect how well the TRA, TAM
and TPB predict and explain mandatory IT usage behaviour. As more organisations
mandate the use of IT, such as through the implementation of enterprise systems, it will
become less important and less relevant to predict and explain which people will use
these systems. This is because if mandates operate effectively, all employees who are
meant to use a particular IT system will do precisely that. It is arguably of more
importance for stakeholders to know and understand the major factors that may
influence end-user usage behaviour (Rawstorne, Jayasuriya & Caputi, 2000). This
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represents a slight shift in research emphasis and makes the task of prediction and
explanation more complex.
As an example of this complexity, some measures of usage behaviour include
frequency of use or cumulative times spent on a system (e.g., Lederer, Maupin, Sena &
Zhuang, 2000; Mathieson et al., 2001; Roberts & Henderson, 2000; Szajna, 1996;
Yetton et al., 1999). The complexity arises in interpreting what the results mean. Does
spending more time on a system signify greater acceptance, inefficient usage, or
perhaps something else? And, does the answer to that question depend on whether
the employee is an experienced user of the system? Another layer of complexity is
based around whether the TRA, TAM and TPB can predict multiple types of usage
behaviour in a mandatory usage context, rather than a single action. This question is
important because IT usage behaviour is multifaceted and unlikely to be accurately
encapsulated in one measure alone (Doll & Torkzadeh, 1998). The TRA, TAM and TPB
were designed to predict one type of behaviour rather than multiple types. As such,
there is a possible conflict between the demands required of these models and whether
they are capable of delivering on those demands. If the TRA, TAM and TPB cannot
predict and explain multiple types of usage behaviour then it may restrict their use to a
narrow range of applications in this area of IS research. Although some studies
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Venkatesh et al., 2003) have shown that the TAM can
predict generic self–reported usage behaviour, to date there have not been any studies
that tested whether the TRA, TAM and TPB can predict multiple types of usage
behaviour in a mandatory IT usage context. An aim of this thesis is to examine the
conceptual issues involved in predicting multiple types of usage behaviour with the
TRA, TAM and TPB and to empirically test whether such behaviour is significantly
predicted by these models.
Aside from the theoretical and practical gains that can be made from studies
that address issues of volitional control and the prediction of multiple IT usage
behaviours, there are other benefits to this type of research. In the context of
mandatory IT usage, Brown et al. (2002) asked themselves the question: ‘if individuals
must use a system, why do we care about the antecedents to mandated use?’ (p. 283).
Their answer was twofold, because: (i) forcing people to use technology when they
would rather not, carries implications for job satisfaction, employer–employee relations,
and organisational morale and loyalty (Brown et al., 2002; Ram & Jung, 1991); and (ii)
understanding how end–users react to the use of mandated IT, may help to avoid
negative outcomes such as employee sabotage (Ram & Jung, 1991; Brown et al.,
2002). Empirically testing models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB has the potential to
provide important information for IT implementation in organisations.
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1.1.5

Thesis parameters

The aim of this section is to set some research parameters on the thesis by describing
the type of technology, the type of adoption decision, the structure of the adoption
environment, and the unit of analysis that will be researched.

Type of technology
In this thesis, the focus is on particular types of IT – information systems (IS).
According to Cooper and Zmud (1990, p.123), an information technology ‘… refers to
any artefact whose underlying technological base is comprised of computer or
communications hardware and software’. IT can be distinguished from IS in that IT
refers to the specific technology that is adopted and used, whereas IS refers to the
organisational system. An IS is defined here as:
‘… a particular type of work system whose internal
functions are limited to processing information by
performing six types of operations: capturing,
transmitting, storing, retrieving, manipulating, and
displaying information’ (Alter, 1999, p. 45).
The information systems of interest in this thesis are computerised information
systems. In each of the four studies in this thesis, the IT includes personal computer
hardware. The software, however, varies across the four studies.
Although information systems are the focus of this thesis, the use of the
abbreviation ‘IT’ will be favoured over ‘IS’, as ‘IT’ conveys meaning at both the singular
and plural levels, whereas ‘IS’ does not. However the use of ‘IS’ will be used to denote
the IS literature, IS research, and IS researchers. Reference to the system being
studied and to published results will generally use the ‘IT’ abbreviation. As such, there
will be some interchangeability of the two abbreviations.
Although the term ‘innovation’ will rarely be used in this thesis, referring instead
to an IT or IS, the perceived newness of the technology among end–users in each of
the four studies qualifies the various systems as innovations. Rogers (1995) defines an
innovation as:
‘…an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as
new by an individual or other unit of adoption’ (p.11)
An innovation therefore encompasses new technologies or technologies that
are at least perceived to be new by individuals or organisations. In this thesis, the focus
will be on specific types of innovations – computerised information systems.
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Type of adoption decision
A term that will be used quite extensively in this thesis is adoption. IT adoption refers to
the actual decision to use IT. This meaning is evident in the following definition from
Rogers (1995), who described adoption as ‘a decision to make full use of an innovation
as the best course of action available’ (p.21). As described in Section 1.1.1, there are
two different entities making adoption decisions in organisations: (i) the organisation,
and (ii) the individuals in the organisation. In this thesis the focus is on individual–level
adoption while also acknowledging that organisational adoption generally precedes
individual adoption. In order to examine whether the type of individual adoption
decision (i.e., ‘forced’ or ‘free’) affects the prediction and explanation of IT usage
behaviour in the TRA, TAM and TPB, some of the studies in this thesis will be
conducted in predominantly voluntary usage contexts while others will be conducted in
contexts described as predominantly mandatory.

Terminology around the mandatory use of IT
The various situations in which adoption decisions and usage environments are
compulsory have been referred to in several ways (see Section 1.1.1). In this thesis,
the favoured terminology is mandatory adoption, mandatory use, and mandatory
usage.

Differentiating mandatory IT adoption from mandatory IT use
Individual IT adoption generally, but not always, precedes IT use. For example, IT use
may precede IT adoption when individuals feel forced to adopt the use of IT but do not
symbolically adopt the technology (Karahanna, 1997). This type of scenario is likely to
be more common in mandatory than voluntary usage contexts.
This thesis is concerned primarily with how effectively the TRA, TAM and TPB
predict and explain IT usage rather than IT adoption. The focus is on IT usage because
in a mandatory IT usage context most end–users will adopt the IT even if they feel such
adoption was forced. As such, there would be little or no variance and hence little
justification for having IT adoption as a research end–point. Making IT usage the end–
point, or outcome variable, is based on an assumption that even when IT usage is
mandatory, individual usage of the system will vary. While there is some evidence for
variability in mandatory use (e.g., Hartwick & Barki, 1994), such a view is somewhat
contested in the IS literature (e.g., Brown et al., 2002). The assumption needs to be
correct for there to be sufficient variance for the TRA, TAM and TPB to predict usage
behaviour.
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Study setting
Each of the four studies in this thesis was set within an organisational context in its
broadest sense. The organisations included educational and health institutions. Basing
the studies within an organisational framework was necessary as organisations provide
the hierarchical structure in which mandatory adoption and use can occur (Rogers,
1995). Another important reason for setting the research within organisations was one
of relevance, since more organisations are implementing and mandating IT.
Each study was set within a single organisation and there were two major
reasons for doing this. First, conducting research within a single organisation
eliminates the need to control for organisational differences, which is sometimes
necessary when the research is conducted across different organisations. The other
reason was that conducting research within the one organisation more readily
simulates the type of scenario that may be experienced by change agents involved in
an IT implementation. As such, the models get to be used in a way that is similar to a
real–life implementation context.

The unit of analysis
The different levels of analysis in IS research generally include individuals,
organisations and society (Markus & Robey 1988). The unit of analysis in this thesis is
the individual since the focus of this research is on theories that operate at the
individual–level of analysis. As an illustration, the TRA, TAM and TPB posit factors that
are important for understanding and intervening in how people adopt and use IT
(Ajzen, 1985; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Davis, 1986).
There is an implicit assumption in this thesis that individual end–users play a
crucial role in a successful IT implementation and that if end–users do not fully utilise
new IT it is unlikely that organisations will realise productivity gains from their IT
investments (Venkatesh, 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). Hence it is essential to
understand individual characteristics of adoption and use. Since the unit of analysis is
the individual, frequent reference to end–users will be made in this thesis. End–users,
who are also referred to in the literature as ‘users’ (Clegg, 2000; Kumar et al., 2002),
have been defined by Hartwick and Barki (1994, p. 446) as: ‘…a person who, as part of
his or her regular job, either used the systems hands–on or made use of the outputs
produced by the system’. This definition needs to be modified for the purpose of this
thesis as the focus here is on those who use IT hands–on rather than simply using the
outputs. Moreover, as students are the end–users in three of the four studies, the
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definition also needs to include this group of people. As such, in this thesis an end–
user is defined as a person who, as part of his or her regular study or job, uses the
systems hands–on.

Distinguishing units of analysis from other types of analysis
It is important to distinguish levels of analysis from contexts of analysis. For example,
although the units of analysis in the studies conducted for this thesis are at the level of
the individual, the context in which the individual is analysed is the organisation. The
unit of analysis remains at the individual–level because the TRA, TAM and TPB require
the collection of information from and about individuals.
It is also necessary to distinguish between units of analysis and the content of
analysis. While the majority of variables measured in the four studies are at the
individual–level, others are not. For example, the usage context variable (i.e., whether
IT usage is predominantly voluntary or mandatory) is at the organisational level.
Nonetheless, it remains at the individual–level of analysis, as all individual and
organisational level variables will be measured through the lens of individuals (i.e., as
perceptions). This is important because it can sometimes be problematic when data
are collected at different levels of analysis from the theoretical frameworks being used
(Markus & Robey, 1988). As an example of this point, Markus and Robey have noted
that researchers interested in organisational goals have sometimes collected data on
the goals of individuals, from which they have drawn inferences about the goals of the
organisation. In this thesis, inferences about individuals will only be made from data
collected from those individuals and not from data collected from the organisations with
whom they are working or studying.

Theories and models
Already in this thesis the terms ‘theories’ and ‘models’ have been used interchangeably
to refer to the TRA, TAM and TPB. Each of the TRA, TAM and TPB are models that
are based on well–developed theories (Ajzen, 1985, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980;
Davis, 1986, 1989; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Both the models and associated theories
will be described in more detail in Chapter 3. Throughout this thesis reference to the
TRA, TAM and TPB will be made by listing the name (e.g., TRA), or by using the terms
theories, models, three theories or three models.
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1.1.6

Guide to the thesis

This thesis is organised into seven chapters. Chapter 2 conceptualises mandatory IT
usage environments and describes how such contexts are defined and measured.
There are three major sections in Chapter 3. The first section theoretically describes
the TRA, TAM and TPB. The section that follows argues for the application of these
theories true to theory and describes how this can be achieved. The relevant literature
is also reviewed in Chapter 3. The final section in the chapter addresses the
conceptual issues that are raised when the TRA, TAM and TPB are used in mandatory
usage contexts. Chapter 4 sets out the methodology and research design of the four
studies that were undertaken as well as the approach taken to data analysis. In
Chapter 5, studies 1 and 2 are presented: Study 1 was based in a voluntary usage
context while Study 2 was conducted in a context of mandatory use. The findings from
studies 1 and 2 influenced the aims of studies 3 and 4, which are reported on in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by synthesising the findings from all four
studies and by discussing the implications for theory and practice.
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Chapter 2
The mandatory use of
information technology

2.1

Introduction

The use of IT is pervading many aspects of life, including business activities and in
both public and private spheres (Marsden & Hollnagel, 1996). Venkatesh and
colleagues (Venkatesh, 1996; Venkatesh & Nicosia, 1997; Venkatesh & Vitalari, 1987)
tracked the domestic use of computer IT and noted that in the 1980s computerised IT
was generally viewed as a job-oriented technology even if used at home. With the
advent of more sophisticated software during the 1990s, personal computers became
more integrated with other household technologies and more accessible to the whole
family (Venkatesh). Indeed, rather than transfer office type technology to the home,
computer technologies are now being designed specifically for the domestic market
(Venkatesh).
In the public sphere, many people are caught up in using IT to complete
everyday transactions such as finding a book in a library, purchasing a train ticket and
accessing money from an ATM while overseas. While many of these IT–related
transactions have brought about conveniences, Marsden and Hollnagel (1996) believe
that many people are forced to become ‘accidental users’ of IT. There is nothing
accidental, however, about end–users who are forced to use IT in the context of their
work activities: it is neither accidental on the part of the mandating organisation nor on
the part of the end–user whose job may radically change as a result of the mandatory
use of IT.
During the last two decades there has been an increasing trend among
organisations to computerise their work activities and to insist that employees use IT in
prescribed ways (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Brown et al., 2002; Henry & Stone, 1995,
1997; Marsden & Hollnagel, 1996; Ward et al., 2005). Many of the people in service
industries who we transact with regularly are mandatory users of IT even if they would
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not describe their use in those terms. Bank tellers, cashiers, travel agents, nurses, to
name just a few, are often required to use IT in their jobs. Indeed, many work practices
have developed around the use of IT to such an extent that work positions have been
transformed by the integration of IT systems (Urkin, Goldfarb, & Weintraub, 2003) and
many employees would not be able to perform their jobs effectively without the use of
computerised IT. The compulsory aspect of use is likely to increase as more
organisations integrate technology into their work places (Henry & Stone, 1997).
Despite these trends, the study of mandatory IT adoption and use in organisations has
been under–researched and requires further attention (Ram & Jung, 1991).
Three questions guide this chapter. They are: What constitutes mandatory IT
use? How should mandatory use be assessed and measured? And, what are the likely
effects of mandatory use on IT implementation? Since there is a dearth of research
about mandatory IT use, this chapter aims to provide some conceptualisation in the
area.

2.2

What constitutes mandatory IT use

It is easy to conceive of all mandatory actions in a negative way, as the thought of
doing something mandatory runs counter to the much valued notion of ‘freedom’ in
most developed countries. Indeed, in the early stages of an IT implementation,
resistance to mandatory IT use has been observed even among the most innovative of
individuals (Ram & Jung, 1991). Mandatory actions are not necessarily undesired,
however, and nor are they always perceived as mandatory. This is particularly true of
actions that become normalised and assimilated into daily life to such an extent that the
mandatory aspect of the action becomes almost irrelevant. Even when such
assimilation occurs and the mandatory use of IT becomes relatively invisible, there are
still aspects about such use that characterise it as mandatory. One of these
characteristics is the power the mandating entity has to punish non–compliant end–
users.

2.2.1 Rewards and punishments
A general characteristic of mandates is that there are penalties for non–compliance
and/or rewards for compliance. An example of this outside the context of IT is the issue
of compulsory voting in Australia. Legislation requires that all citizens of at least 18
years of age must vote at a Federal government election, or risk being fined. The threat
of receiving a fine, which people know will be enforced, ensures that most eligible
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people vote. Hence, the real threat (explicit or implicit) of being punished for non–
compliance helps to ensure that the mandate is enforced.
While it is common in the early stages of a mandate for the mandating entity to
be the enforcer of such penalties for non–compliance, it is plausible over time for other
factors to act as deterrents of non–compliance, such as one’s own community group.
For example, when a mandated behaviour has become so normative that it takes on
accepted cultural standards, behaviour that deviates from these standards may be
penalised heavily by other community members (Lianos & Douglas, 2000). Such
penalties could take many forms, such as ostracism, specific reprimands, or indeed
national laws. Moreover, in cultures and ethnic groups where the deviation from
normative standards is looked upon harshly, self–imposed penalties such as shame
may also exist as deterrents of non–compliance.
Similar penalties may also occur in the context of IT use in organisations. In
addition, penalties imposed by an organisation’s management may range from minor
reprimands to loss of employment. The level of compliance with a mandate is likely to
be at least partly a function of people’s perceptions about the penalties for non–
compliance as well as how strict the enforcement of such penalties is. The possibility of
rewards may also encourage compliance, though often the reward may be subtle. An
example is the student who writes her essay using a word processor on a PC, knowing
that her mark will be better than if she had hand–written the assignment.
Mandatory use of IT in organisations may also be enforced by making
employees accountable to each other. An example is the use of enterprise systems
that, due to the way they incorporate various interrelated transactions of an
organisation (Watson & Schneider, 1999; Weston, 2003), often require a range of
employees from different parts of the organisation to properly use the system.
Employees are held accountable to the organisation as well as to each other since if
one cog fails then the whole system fails. Whether intentional or not, this method of
enforcing a mandate is rather innovative as the organisation is left at arm’s–length to
some extent. When employees are accountable to other colleagues it may also help to
obscure the fact that use of the IT is mandatory. This example highlights the fact that a
mandate can exist irrespective of people’s perceptions of the situation and irrespective
of whether the mandating entity communicates the mandate explicitly or implicitly.

2.2.2 Communication of a mandate
People do not necessarily hear about a mandate directly from the person or entity that
formulates or enforces it. They may hear about it through other sources, or infer it by
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observing the actions of others. Indeed, as mandated actions become normative, they
are more likely to be communicated socially and even implicitly. However, there will be
times when a mandate needs to be communicated directly to those for whom the
mandate applies. These occasions are likely to occur when a mandated behaviour is
being introduced and normative practices have been running in the opposite direction
to the new mandate. In these situations it may be imperative for the mandating
organisation to promote and advertise the mandated behaviour (e.g., through social
marketing) and to show that it intends to enforce the mandated behaviour.
Not all individuals will comply with a mandate (Hartwick & Barki, 1994) and the
reasons for this are multifaceted. Levels of compliance with a mandate may be related
to both the desire of individuals to act in contravention of the mandate, as well as
individual perceptions of the chances that they will be caught and the severity of the
penalties if they are, as illustrated in the following example. In 1996, following an
horrific shooting incident at Port Arthur in the state of Tasmania, Australia, which
resulted in many people being killed, there was an outcry from the public to restrict gun
possession and the use of guns in the general community. The federal government
responded by restricting gun licences to farmers, professional sports shooters, security
officers, and government officials such as the military and the police. Heavy penalties
were imposed for the possession of a gun without a proper licence. In order to enforce
and encourage the compliance of this law, the government instigated a moratorium so
that people could anonymously hand in their guns (many of which were unlicensed) to
the police, without any repercussions. While mandating behaviour in this way led to the
handing–in of thousands of guns, the period in which the guns could be handed in had
to be extended more than once. Despite these concessions and the introduction of the
law, it is estimated that there are still many guns in the community that are
unaccounted for.

2.2.3 Defining mandatory IT use
So far in this chapter a number of general characteristics of mandates have been
described. In summary, for behaviour to be mandated there generally needs to be a
mandating entity that has power over those for whom the mandate applies. The power
of the mandating entity is necessary in order to enforce (or be perceived to be able to
enforce) punishments for non–compliance and rewards for compliance. With the
passage of time other factors, such as social mores and norms may also exert an
influence on compliance with a mandate. Compliance with a mandate may also have
much to do with the relative severity of the punishment versus any rewards for
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compliance and the perceived likelihood of being caught for non–compliance. Although
these are general characteristics of mandates they nonetheless inform what can be
considered as mandatory IT usage behaviour.
A working definition of mandatory IT usage behaviour in this thesis will be drawn
from the above description, from dictionary definitions, as well as explanations by IS
researchers. The Macquarie Dictionary (1989, p. 1048) defines ‘mandatory’ as
something pertaining to a mandate, something ‘obligatory’. In the same dictionary,
‘mandate’ is referred to as ‘a command; order’. Specifically to the IT domain, Brown et
al. (2002, p. 292), suggested that there are two factors that help to assess levels of
mandatoriness. They are the: (i) ‘Degree to which a technology is necessary to perform
one’s job’ and (ii) ‘Degree of interdependence between employees’ job functions’. The
first of these points has also been noted by Rawstorne et al. (1998). Brown et al.
(2002) defined a mandatory use environment as ‘one in which users are required to
use a specific technology or system in order to keep and perform their jobs’ (p. 283).
This definition is appropriate for work contexts where there are employers and
employees but not for undergraduate students who, while not being employees of a
university, are nonetheless required to use IT in some aspects of their study. For the
purpose of this thesis, the Brown et al. (2002) definition of a mandatory use
environment will be modified to be inclusive of undergraduate students. Accordingly, a
mandatory use environment is defined in this thesis as one in which users are required
to use a specific technology or system to perform tasks, for which non–compliance
risks retribution, punishment, or disadvantage.
It would be incorrect to conceptualise IT use as entirely mandatory or entirely
voluntary. Rather, in many organisations individuals may face a range of IT tasks,
some of which are voluntary while others are mandatory (e.g., Lucas & Spitler, 1999).
As such, mandatory IT usage contexts ought not to be considered as a dichotomy (i.e.,
as either voluntary or mandatory) but as two ends of a pole that range along a
continuum. Voluntary usage and mandatory usage can be considered as being at
opposite ends of a pole (Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Karahanna, 1997). The extent to
which an IT usage environment is voluntary or mandatory will depend on whether the
majority of IT use is voluntary or mandatory. For this reason, in each of the four studies
in this thesis the usage context will often be referred to as predominantly voluntary or
predominantly mandatory.
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2.3

How should IT usage contexts be assessed and
measured?

It is clearly important for researchers to assess whether an IT usage context is
predominantly voluntary or predominantly mandatory, yet how is this best achieved? In
this section it will be argued that for the purpose of this thesis an assessment of the
usage context should be made using relatively objective criteria, such as asking
management, as well as more subjective assessments based on end–user
perspectives.
Some research studies, such as those conducted in this thesis, need to be
conducted in predominantly voluntary or predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts.
Researchers would generally need to have this information before choosing to conduct
studies at a particular site. To do this, they must rely on objective criteria readily at
hand, such as information provided by management of the organisation.
There are several reasons why in this thesis subjective assessments of the IT
usage context should also be obtained from end–users. First, the subjective
assessments of end–users help to validate the objective assessments. Second, since
the TRA, TAM and TPB are individual–level models and this thesis is addressing the
conceptual capacity and actual performance of these models in mandatory usage
contexts, it is important to gauge levels of mandatoriness from the perspective of end–
users. Third, research results suggest that individual perceptions of mandatoriness are
related to key factors in IT use and acceptance (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1997). The
second and third points, as well as issues to do with the measurement of perceptions
of voluntariness, will be examined in more detail.

2.3.1 Individual perceptions of mandatoriness
There are several factors that may influence individual perceptions of mandatoriness:
(i) the duration of a mandate; (ii) individual desire to comply with a mandate; (iii)
individual differences; and (iv) the proportion of work tasks for which mandated IT use
is required. These points will be explored below.
It is apparent that work activities involving mandatory IT use can become
normalised. Cooper and Zmud (1990) refer to ‘routinisation’ as a stage in the IT
implementation process when a system becomes integrated, assimilated, and
normalised into the work activities of the organisation. An example of a technology that
reached the stage of routinisation in most organisations and homes many years ago is
the telephone. In many work roles today, it would not be possible to conduct one’s work
activities without the use of a telephone. Yet, if an employee decided not to use the
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telephone, and there was no other acceptable way of communicating with clients, the
organisation for whom the employee works would be unimpressed. This example may
appear odd and unusual because it is odd and unusual for us to consider the telephone
for work use as mandatory. The use of the telephone has become so routinised and
normative. For most people, using the telephone for work purposes is functional,
useful, and it is socially acceptable – it is simply what people do. Routinisation, in this
case, does not make the action less mandatory, when applying objective criteria.
Rather, it may represent a shift in the way that users perceive their use of the
technology. Such a shift may be an important marker of the acceptance of technology –
from being questioned by end–users, to becoming commonplace.
Another factor that may influence end–user perceptions of a mandate is
whether individual desire to use a system is consistent with the mandate to use it. If a
person’s desire is consistent with the mandated action, then they may be less likely to
perceive the behaviour as mandatory and the converse is also likely to be true.
Perceptions of a mandate may also be influenced by individual differences. For
example, Leonard–Barton and Deschamps (1988) found that end–users who scored a
lower rating in personal innovativeness or task–related skills or in their job performance
were more likely to believe that management had encouraged them to adopt the IT.
Another factor that is likely to be related to perceptions of mandatoriness is the
proportion of IT tasks that are voluntary to those that are mandatory. If a small
proportion of an end–user’s use of an IT system is mandated, then they may be less
likely to view their overall use of a system as mandatory compared with end–users
whose entire use of a system is mandatory. If this is the case, then even when IT
usage is mandatory, individuals may perceive their use as something other than
mandatory.

This

has

implications

for

the

measurement

of

perceptions

of

mandatoriness.

2.3.2 Measuring individual perceptions of mandatoriness
Moore and Benbasat (1991) conducted one of the first studies to consider the influence
of mandatory forces on the use of IT. In doing so, they developed a measure of the
extent to which individuals perceive the usage context to be voluntary. They referred to
this construct as perceived voluntariness (PV) and defined it as ‘the degree to which
use of the innovation is perceived as being voluntary, or of free will’ (p. 195). PV is
conceptually similar to Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980) subjective norm (SN) (Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000). Both PV and SN measure individual perceptions of pressure from others
to perform actions in question but are not similar enough constructs to warrant the
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removal of one over the other when used in research. There is a need to empirically
explore the relationship between SN and PV.
Collectively, the studies that have included the use of PV have shown that
individual perceptions of mandatoriness: (i) range along a continuum; (ii) vary across a
sample; and (iii) are relatively consistent with objective assessments of the usage
context. For example, two studies (Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Moore and Benbasat,
1991), found considerable variance in a measure of PV, though another study (e.g.,
Karahanna, 1997) found very little. One of the major differences between these studies
was that Karahanna sampled from the one organisation where use was predominantly
voluntary, whereas Hartwick and Barki, and Moore and Benbasat had heterogenous
samples of end–users from different organisations with different IT demands.
Venkatesh and Davis (2000), who used PV in four studies (two predominantly voluntary
and two predominantly mandatory), each based in a single organisation, found
reasonable variance in each of the studies. Given this level of variance, the weight of
evidence suggests that end–users collectively do not perceive the usage environment
to be either voluntary or mandatory. Rather, they perceive gradations between the two
poles of voluntary and mandatory. PV provides a reasonable fit between actual and
perceived voluntariness (Venkatesh & Davis).

2.3.3 Perceptions of mandatoriness and intentions to use IT
The research literature shows that researchers have used PV in two distinct ways: (i)
as a factor that is expected to influence usage intentions or usage behaviour (Agarwal
& Prasad, 1997; Moore & Banbasat, 1991; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), and (ii) as a
gauge of end–user perceptions of mandatory use (Rawstorne et al., 2000; Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000). Use of PV in the first–mentioned way typically occurs in studies with a
heterogenous sample of voluntary and mandatory users. The second–mentioned use
of PV occurs when the usage environment is relatively homogenous, such as when the
same types of workers are using the same type of IT to perform the same types of work
tasks in a single organisation (Rawstorne et al., 2000). Using PV in this way provides
researchers with a gauge on end–user perceptions of the usage context.
PV has been included with the TRA, TAM or TPB to improve model prediction
(e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Hartwick and Barki, 1994; Karahanna, 1997; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). The underlying assumption for its inclusion is that there is a positive
association between PV and BI, or indeed between PV and actual behaviour, as
suggested, though not tested, by Karahanna (1997). There is some empirical evidence
for a positive association between PV and current usage intentions but not between PV
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and usage intentions to continue using the IT (Agarwal & Prasad, 1997). Other studies
have found no association between PV and BI (Agarwal & Prasad, 2000; Karahanna,
1997). Agarwal and Prasad (1997) explained their results by suggesting that because
the initial stages of using a newly implemented IT system at work often occurs in the
context of organisational change, individuals are initially responsive to a mandate.
However, as the use of the IT is assimilated and routinised into an organisation
(Cooper & Zmud, 1990), the continued use of IT is less likely to be influenced by others
and more likely to be influenced by their perceptions of benefits in continued use
(Agarwal & Prasad, 1997). In the case of Karahanna’s study, the lack of an association
may have been because the adoption environment was perceived by end–users as
predominantly voluntary. Karahanna (1997) suggested that the association be tested in
a predominantly mandatory usage context. Venkatesh and Davis (2000) have done so
and found that PV moderated the relationship between SN and BI (Venkatesh & Davis,
2000) such that SN influences BI only when usage is perceived as mandatory.
While individual perceptions of mandatoriness appear to be relevant to how
end–users accept and use IT, less well known is how the overall implementation of IT
is affected, if at all, by a mandatory usage context. This has relevance for the current
thesis as it may have implications for how effectively the TRA, TAM and TPB can
predict and explain behaviour.

2.4

What are the effects, if any, of mandatory use on IT
implementation?

Given the dearth of research on the topic of mandatory IT use, a comprehensive
response to this question is not possible. Based on the limited research available it is,
however, possible to start building a picture of the types of effects that mandatory use
may have on the implementation of IT and on individual reactions.

2.4.1 Mandatory use and IT implementation
Compared with a staggered diffusion of IT that typically occurs in populations of
voluntary users, mandatory IT use increases uptake and use so that across employees
it occurs almost simultaneously (Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Urkin et al., 2003). In the
short term, mandating the use of IT may be an effective organisational strategy for
speeding up the time taken to reach the infusion stage of an IT implementation
(Agarwal & Prasad, 1997). The infusion stage, according to Cooper and Zmud (1990),
is when an IT application is used to its full potential in a comprehensive and integrated
manner.
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One of the reasons why mandating IT may be an effective strategy for reaching
the infusion stage of an IT implementation more quickly is that the need for a critical
mass of users becomes superfluous. Reaching a critical mass is crucial for the
successful voluntary adoption of an interactive media such as email (Markus, 1987),
as, for example, there would be few reasons for sending an email message if no one
else could receive it (Rogers, 1995). The effect of a critical mass on the adoption of
interactive media is so strong that, when tested empirically, even perceptions of a
critical mass can be more highly associated with intentions to use the interactive media
compared with perceptions of the usefulness and ease with which the system can be
used (Lou, Luo & Strong, 2000).
In the case of mandatory IT adoption, a critical mass is reached almost straight
away. When the majority of users adopt IT quickly, the organisational change process
is achieved earlier. In the context of IT implementation, this might mean that the
routinisation stage (Cooper & Zmud, 1990; Rogers, 1995) is reached in relative haste,
which is an indicator of a successful IT implementation (Rogers; Cooper & Zmud).
Reaching the infusion stage quickly is likely to reduce the period of time before
productivity gains can be achieved from the IT.
An example of how effective mandatory IT use can be in hastening the time to
reach an infusion level of integration, consider the introduction of email to Australian
universities. When email was first introduced into universities in Australia during the
mid 1990s it provided workers with an additional means of communicating with
colleagues and students. Within a very short time it became the accepted and relied–
upon means of communicating important messages within faculties, schools, and
departments. Today, academics in Australia, and in most other developed countries,
make extensive use of email to communicate and send documents to colleagues, both
inside and outside their institutions. Email has become so infused into the work
practices of university employees that it would be almost impossible for employees to
perform their work effectively if they chose not to use email.
Not all researchers are convinced of the benefits that mandatory IT use has on
an IT implementation. In the longer term, there may be more effective ways of rolling–
out IT than doing so mandatorily as study findings show that end–users may resist
using mandated IT even after they have begun using it (Ram & Jung, 1991). Venkatesh
and Davis (2000) suggest that mandatory approaches to the introduction of new IT
might be less effective than other social influence approaches for promoting the
usefulness of a system.
One of the characteristics of mandatory use that makes it potentially
problematic for implementing IT into organisations is that, unlike the voluntary use of
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IT, not all end–users will necessarily want to use the system. Some end–users may be
dissatisfied with IT that is forced upon them (Butters & Eon, 1992).

2.4.2 Individual reactions to mandatory IT use
Unlike the adoption and use of IT among voluntary users, who are likely to be willing
adopters, mandatory adoption and use of IT requires both the willing and sometimes
the unwilling to adopt. Furthermore, mandatory IT adoption and use requires people to
adopt at a particular point in time, at a time that suits the organisation and not
necessarily the individual. The potential reluctance of some individuals to adopt and
use IT in ways and at times set by an organisation may have implications for individual
performance of the mandated tasks as well as end–user resistance.
The implementation of IT for mandatory use can be met with resistance from
end–users (Urkin et al., 2003; Walsham, 1993). Resistance is not confined to the pre–
adoption stage but may persist or even begin after adoption when end–users have
experienced lowered confidence and faith in the innovation as well as perceived high
risk in its use (Ram & Jung, 1991). There are both organisational procedures as well as
individual factors that are associated with end–user resistance to using IT.
In terms of organisational procedures and influences, a reason for end–user
resistance may be due to a lack of information given to end–users by the mandating
organisation. For example, despite substantial investments in IT, many hospital
workers are dissatisfied with computer–based IT (Butters & Eom, 1992). One of the
reasons for this dissatisfaction, according to Butters & Eom, is that some systems are
forced on employees without their understanding of the reasons for having to use the
technology. It would appear that end–user resistance is lessened in situations where IT
is trialed and end–users are enabled the opportunity of regularly using the technology
(Ram and Jung, 1991). In this regard, having at least one trial seems crucial, after
which the benefits of subsequent trials become incrementally smaller. In one study,
positive attitudes and user satisfaction were improved among end–users who
experienced at least one trial (Ram & Jung).
Several individual factors also appear to be related to end–user resistance to IT.
End–users who are higher in technical competence seem to offer the least resistance
to mandatory IT adoption (Ram & Jung, 1991). In the same study, there was no
association between levels of innovativeness and end–user resistance to the IT. This
result suggests that even among the most innovative of end–users, there might be
something about being forced to use IT that turns some individuals against its use. IT
resistance is likely to be strongest among those who: have a low tolerance for change
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associated with perceptions of risk; perceive IT as more complex; and have negative
perceptions about their own technical abilities (Ram & Jung).
Resistance to IT may not necessarily be an irrational, neurotic individual
response to change. Rather, it may often be a justified response to problems that end–
users perceive will arise out of using the IT. Particularly relevant are perceptions that
the use of IT will have a negative impact on the quality of their work. One example of
this was in a study of physicians in Israel who were about to start using a mandatory
computerised medical record (CMR) system. Prior to implementation, the physicians
raised many concerns about the impact the system would have on their work, which
were later brought to bear (Urkin et al., 2003). Some of these forced changes included
spending less time with their patients which resulted in patients feeling neglected (Urkin
et al., 2003). In this example, the physicians’ initial fears were later realised. As such,
organisations would be wise to involve their employees in the design of IT systems and
how to integrate them into work practices (Hartwick & Barki, 1994).

2.5

Overview of Chapter 2

With the aim of providing greater conceptualisation to an under–researched area, this
chapter addressed three major questions: What constitutes mandatory IT use? How
should mandatory use be assessed and measured? And, what are the likely effects of
mandatory use on IT implementation? It was argued that mandatory IT use is
pervading our private and working lives and that this trend will increase.
Rather than conceptualise IT usage contexts as either voluntary or mandatory, it
was argued that voluntary and mandatory use are at two ends of a pole and that in
many sites the IT use will comprise both voluntary and mandatory elements. The
chapter distinguished between objective and subjective assessments of mandatory IT
use and contended that both types of assessment are important in this thesis. Having
characterised mandatory IT usage contexts, the next chapter aims to critique the
conceptual capacity of the TRA, TAM and TPB to predict and explain mandatory IT
use.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical frameworks and
methodological issues
3.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the TRA, TAM and TPB and their history, identifies some
potential difficulties in using these theories in mandatory usage contexts, and
scrutinises the theories’ capacities to predict and explain mandatory IT use. In doing
so, empirical evidence for the theorised relationships in the IS literature is reviewed and
gaps in the literature are identified. Towards the end of the chapter the focus turns to
the types of methodological conditions that are necessary to represent the theories
accurately.

3.2

Theoretical frameworks

Although this section focuses on describing the TRA, TPB, and TAM, most of the
discussion will centre on the TRA, as it was the theory out of which the TAM and TPB
were developed. As there is substantial theoretical overlap between the models, much
of the theoretical background that applies to the TRA also applies to the TAM and TPB.
Nonetheless, the models are also distinct from each other and these differences will be
identified.
The primary goal of the TRA, TAM and TPB is to explain behaviour. In these
models, explanation is distinct from, yet related to, the prediction of behaviour.
Whereas the prediction of behaviour can occur independently of any explanation of it,
the same is not true about explanation itself. The explanatory power of the TRA, TAM
and TPB can only occur once prediction is established as being accurate (Sutton,
1998). Prediction is therefore a prerequisite for explanation to occur. To illustrate the
conceptual distinction and relationship between prediction and explanation, consider
the role of behavioural intention (BI) in the TRA, TAM and TPB. BI is included in these
theories solely to predict behaviour; it merely expresses the likelihood that an individual
will perform an action but does not suggest the reasons for that performance. In the
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TAM and TRA, the prediction of behaviour is assumed to occur entirely through BI2. If
these theories were concerned only with prediction and not explanation then both
theories would need only to be comprised of two variables: BI and behaviour. The
theories, however, promise an explanation and understanding of behaviour, which
makes them potentially useful in the context of IT implementation. By understanding
the reasons for people’s actions, stakeholders in the design, purchase and
implementation of new computerised IT are better equipped to make decisions that will
lead to positive outcomes.
Providing an explanation for behaviour is made possible in the TRA, TAM and
TPB by the theoretical specification of factors that accurately predict the immediate
determinants of behaviour. Each of the three theories posits unidirectional causal
pathways from one factor to another. Factors that are situated further away from the
prediction of behaviour (i.e., factors theorised to influence behaviour indirectly through
other mediating factors), are included in the models for the purpose of explaining
behaviour. These dual and interrelated roles of prediction and explanation are key
aspects of the three theories and have a bearing on the way they can be tested. For
example, when applying the theories, prediction is established by showing that usage
behaviour is significantly predicted by one of theorised antecedents of behaviour. In the
case of the TRA and TAM, the direct antecedent of usage behaviour is BI, whereas in
the TPB it can be either BI or PBC. An explanation of behaviour is said to occur when
prediction has been established and when at least one of the antecedents of BI is
significantly related to BI (Sutton, 1998).
The three theories carry implicit assumptions about human behaviour. These
assumptions will be outlined briefly in the next section prior to describing each of the

2 The theory of planned behaviour is not included in this illustration as it specifies two direct
determinants of behaviour: (i) behavioural intention and (ii) perceived behavioural control.
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theories in more detail. As both the TPB and TAM evolved out of the TRA, most of the
theoretical assumptions, or metatheory, are common to each of the theories. Moreover,
the assumptions made by these theories are common to many socio–cognitive theories
and are reflective of a particular paradigm of research. While an examination of the
metatheory is not a focus of this thesis, acknowledging it helps to place the research
into a particular paradigm.

3.2.1 Metatheory underpinning the TRA, TAM and TPB
At least three theoretical assumptions are central to the TRA, TAM and TPB. These
theories state implicitly that: (i) people are rational decision makers; (ii) an individual’s
actions are a consequence of their own reasoned thought; and (iii) a theoretical model
about individual decision–making is equipped to adequately explain social behaviour.
These three theoretical assumptions are contested outside of the paradigm in which
these theories sit. Some of the main arguments will be mentioned briefly.

People as rational decision makers
In specifying that the sole predictor of behaviour is an intention to act in a particular
way, the TRA and TAM (TPB is slightly different3) assume individuals are rational
decision makers. People consciously think through the reasons for their actions, taking
into account the possible implications of such actions, and act according to such
reasoning. This assumption places a strong emphasis on human agency and suggests

3

By including a direct path from PBC to behaviour, in addition to the direct path from intention to
behaviour, TPB is signalling that when actions are under a person’s volitional control, the
person is a rational decision maker (i.e., their actions will be governed by their intentions), yet
when volitional control is not present, some of their actions may be governed by factors outside
the realm of rationality (i.e., this would occur if an individual’s intentions could not be acted out
because of a lack of capacity to perform the actions).
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that the development of interventions for individual behaviour change is a worthwhile
endeavour. However, there are theories that purport that people do not always act
according to rational thought. For example, psychodynamic theories, such as Freud
(1991), purport that human behaviour is to a large extent governed by unconscious
thought processes. Indeed, the view that most of a person’s everyday life is governed
by deliberate and conscious intentions and choices is the topic of much debate and
disagreement (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999).

Actions as a consequence of reasoned thought
Even within the IS research domain there are examples that challenge the assumption
that actions are necessarily a consequence of reasoned thought. For example, Bentler
and Speckart (1979) found that previous computer experience was the best predictor of
IT use; better than BI, attitude and SN. Moreover, in situations where individuals are
familiar and experienced with a particular behaviour, their habits are often better
predictors of behaviour than their intentions (Limayem et al., 2001). These results
challenge the crucial assumption in the TRA and TAM that an individual’s intention is
always the best predictor of actions within their volitional control.
Assuming people often do rationally consider the reasons for their actions
before they act does not preclude them from choosing to act in ways that contradict
their own reasoning (i.e., to act irrationally) (see Taylor, 1977). It is unclear whether
acting in contradiction to one’s reasoning is rare in the context of IT adoption and use
in organisations. There is an absence of research that has specifically explored this
issue. Numerous IT studies have found a relationship between thoughts and actions
(e.g., intentions and behaviour) within the parameters of the TRA, TAM and TPB
(Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Mathieson et al., 2001; Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000). However, as most of these studies employed a cross–sectional design, it
is difficult to conclude anything about the causal direction of these relationships.
There is an assumption in the TRA, TAM and TPB that beliefs always influence
actions. None of the theories accommodates the possibility that actions may
sometimes influence beliefs or that beliefs and actions may influence each other in a
reciprocal fashion, as accommodated by some theories (e.g. Bandura’s, 1986, social
learning theory). Evidence from both theory and empirical findings suggests that the
assumed causal direction in the models may not always hold. Self–perception theory
(Bem, 1967), for example, purports that individuals often look to their behaviour as a
way of gauging their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about an action or object. By way of
illustration, a person who spends a significant amount of time each day using a
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personal computer may, when asked whether she finds the technology useful, look to
her behaviour to seek out the answer (i.e., ‘I am using the system often therefore I
must find it useful’).
A further challenge to the assumed direction of causality in the TRA, TAM and
TPB comes from cognitive dissonance theory (CDT) (Festinger, 1957). CDT asserts
that people dislike the psychological discomfort that accompanies discrepant thoughts
and actions. The theory claims that as a way of avoiding or ceasing the psychological
discomfort aroused by the dissonance, individuals work to change either their
behaviour or their thoughts until both are congruent and the cognitive dissonance has
ceased. If dissonance theory is correct, and there is much evidence in support of the
theory (e.g., Elliot & Devine, 1994; Fleming & Rudman, 1993; Pyszczynski, Greenberg,
Solomon, Sideris, & Stubing, 1993), then this challenges the assumed causal direction
in the TRA, TAM and TPB. If actions sometimes cause changes in cognitions, then the
models ignore the dynamic interplay between behaviour and beliefs. That dynamic
interplay is acknowledged in other conceptual frameworks such as the feedback loop to
explain attitude change in the theoretical work of Triandis (1979) and reciprocal
determinism in Bandura’s (1986) social learning theory (SLT). Bandura’s (1986) SLT is
a theory that describes how people learn from observation of others. Reciprocal
determinism is the idea that the external environment, cognitions, and behaviour all
influence each other. Although a few IT studies have utilised SLT (e.g., Henry & Stone,
1995, 1997), they have generally failed to incorporate the reciprocal determinism
aspect of the theory.
The theoretical arguments and empirical evidence mentioned in this subsection
trouble the assumed causal direction in the TRA, TAM and TPB, namely that cognitions
always influence behaviour. If there are doubts about the causal direction in these
models then it follows logically that there must also be doubts about the effectiveness
of interventions that are aimed at bringing about desired changes in behaviour through
changing cognitions.

Individual decision–making to explain social behaviour
While the use of a computer keyboard is generally an individualised experience, IT use
in organisations is not carried out in social isolation. Indeed, key referents are
influential in individuals’ use of IT (e.g., Jasperson, Sambamurthy & Zmud, 1999). As
such, it is important for models that purport to predict and explain IT behaviour to
account for social influence. The TRA and TPB attempt to do so, whereas the TAM
does not. Despite the inclusion of subjective norms (SN) in the TRA and TPB, there
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has been some criticism from researchers working outside the IT domain that these
theories cannot adequately deal with the social aspects of behaviour (see Kippax and
Crawford, 1993). Kashima and Gallois (1993) have argued for an expansion of the
normative component in the TRA and TPB, so that in addition to SN these models
would include personal norms (e.g., Budd & Spencer, 1986), behavioural norms (e.g.,
Chassin, Presson, Sherman, Corty & Olshavsky, 1984), and past behaviour (Bentler &
Speckart, 1979; Sutton, McVey & Glanz, 1999). According to Kashima & Gallois
(1993), if these three additional forms of social norm were included in the TRA, the four
types of norms would account for what others are thinking (subjective norm), what the
individual is thinking (personal norm), what others are doing (behavioural norm) and
what the individual is doing or has done (past behaviour). Within the IS literature there
is also an acknowledgement that the conceptualisation of SN as described by Ajzen
and Fishbein (1980) may be inadequate (e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Ward et al.,
2005). Ward et al., for example, measured three distinct aspects of SN: (i) influence of
managers; (ii) influence of IS personnel; and (iii) influence of peers.
The three assumptions central to the theories were discussed in this section for
the purpose of acknowledging that they exist and that they are contested, particularly
outside the paradigm of the TRA, TAM and TPB. If these assumptions are largely
inaccurate then it has implications for the effectiveness of these theories. This thesis,
however, is not focused on testing these assumptions. Instead, the focus is on testing
the models themselves, which will each be described in more detail in sections 3.2.2,
3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

3.2.2 The theory of reasoned action
The theory of reasoned action (TRA), developed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975),
purports to predict and explain an individual’s social behaviour when such behaviour is
under his or her volitional control. The theory emerged from attitudinal–behaviour
research. In developing the theory, Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) were motivated by what
they saw as a failing in the way that attitudes had been conceptualised and measured,
and the weak relationship often reported between attitude and behaviour. The basic
problem, as Ajzen and Fishbein saw it, was that attitude was often conceptualised and
measured in a very general way (i.e., as a global attitude) rather than in the context of
specific actions (i.e., a specific attitude). Their solution was to conceptualise and
measure attitudes towards behaviours (e.g., attitudes towards using a certain type of
software on a personal computer at work) rather than attitudes towards objects (e.g.,
attitudes towards computers in general) (Ajzen & Fishbein). Ajzen and Fishbein’s
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(1980) primary goal in developing the TRA was to predict and explain individual
behaviour and to identify key factors that could be used in the development of
behavioural change interventions.

Predicting behaviour with the TRA
According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), the most accurate way of predicting a
person’s behaviour is simply to ask them whether they intend to carry out the
behaviour4. This approach to predicting behaviour seems to have been relatively
successful. Ajzen (1985) reviewed the association between BI and behaviour in several
published studies in the general literature and noted that in most studies the correlation
exceeded 0.70. Sheppard, Hartwick and Barki (1988) conducted a meta-analysis of
studies that tested the various relationships in the TRA, including the BI to behaviour
relationship. From 87 studies in the general literature, the frequency-weighted average
correlation was 0.53, showing a strong relationship between BI and behaviour.
There are several elements, however, that contribute to the strength of the
relationship between BI and behaviour, without which the association is greatly
weakened. One element is the level of volitional control an individual has over
performing the specific actions. Another element is the time lapse between the
measure of BI and the occurrence of the behaviour. Finally, the level of
correspondence between BI and behaviour is a function of how reliably the relationship
is measured. These factors will be discussed below.

4

As an interesting aside, in a longitudinal study of home adoption of PCs, Venkatesh and
Brown (2001) found a stronger BI and usage behaviour relationship among those people who
did not intend to adopt a PC in the home than among those who did.
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When Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) articulated their theory of reasoned action,
they did not envisage that many of the purposes for which people would want to apply
the theory would be hampered severely by a fundamental constraint. That constraint
centres on the condition that acts or behaviours must be under the person’s volitional
control. Indeed, Ajzen and Fishbein explicitly noted, ‘…that most behaviours of social
relevance are under volitional control and are thus predictable from intentions’ (p.41)5.
According to Ajzen and Fishbein, an individual is said to have volitional control over
actions when he or she can reasonably express his or her will to perform the action(s).
The act of walking along a footpath for a distance of a couple of hundred metres is an
act for which most people would have a high degree of volitional control. To climb
Mount Everest, on the other hand, is within the reach of only a few people, those who
possess the requisite skills, conditioning, and experience. As such, it would be outside
the volitional control of most people. These examples show that volitional control is
assessed with reference to both the individual (subjective elements) and the specific
actions or behaviours (objective elements).
When volitional control is high, the TRA asserts that the correspondence
between BI and behaviour will be strong. Indeed, the relationships between other
variables in the TRA are also likely to be stronger in these conditions (see Winter,
Chudoba & Gutek, 1998, in reference to the attitude–behaviour relationship).
Conversely, the associations between variables in the theory are weaker when
volitional control is low. According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), the more difficult it is
for people to exercise their will, the more likely it is that their desire will not match their
subsequent actions. Consider a heavy smoker who desires to stop smoking, has
friends and family who want him to stop smoking, and fully intends to stop smoking.

5
Ajzen (1985, 1991) revised his thinking on this issue within a matter of years, with the
development of the TPB (refer to Section 3.2.3).
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Why might this person fail to stop smoking? According to Ajzen (1991), the answer is
that he does not have sufficient volitional control over this behaviour. His addiction to
nicotine, his heavily entrenched habit of smoking, and possibly a range of other factors,
make it difficult for him to exercise his will. The TRA is poorly equipped to predict the
behaviour of individuals who have low volitional control over such actions (Ajzen,
1985). Ajzen’s (1985; 1991) response to this predicament was to develop the theory of
planned behaviour (TPB) (see Section 3.2.3).
Another element that affects the association between BI and behaviour is the
time period between when the intention is made and when the actions occur. Generally
speaking, the longer the time interval between the time the intention is made and when
the action is conducted, the less accurate BI is at predicting behaviour. This is because
there is a greater opportunity for unforeseen events to alter people’s intentions (Ajzen
& Fishbein, 1980). The reason that the TRA places such an important emphasis on the
elements that contribute to a strong association between BI and behaviour is that
significantly predicting behaviour is a prerequisite for explaining behaviour.

Explaining behaviour with the TRA
If the TRA was simply about predicting behaviour, then the model (based on the
theory) would comprise two variables only: BI and behaviour. Such a model would be
unable to explain behaviour and hence would have little practical value. One of the
advantages of being able to explain behaviour is that behavioural interventions can be
tailored around the factors that are most significantly associated with BI and behaviour.
Indeed, in this regard, the TRA has been very popular among practitioners and
researchers in the area of health–related behaviour (Warshaw, Calantone, & Joyce
1986). IS researchers have largely ignored the use of the TRA for the purpose of
developing interventions to improve levels of IT acceptance and use. In contrast, the
TAM appears to have attracted more research attention in the intervention–related IT
domain (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Karahanna & Straub, 1992, 1999; Nelson &
Cheney, 1987; Venkatesh, 1999, 2000; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). To explain
behaviour, the TRA specifies two determinants of BI: attitudes towards the behaviour
and SN (Figure 2). Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) describe the determinants of BI as
reflecting a personal component (attitude toward behaviour) and a social influence
component (subjective norm).
Attitude towards a behaviour (attitude) ‘… is a person’s judgement that
performing the behavior is good or bad, that he is in favor of or against performing the
behavior’ (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 56). The TRA purports that the more favourable a
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person’s attitude is to a given behaviour, the more likely he or she is to carry out that
behaviour.

Behavioural beliefs
Outcome evaluations

x

Attitude towards
the behaviour

Relative importance of
the
attitudinal
and
normative components
Normative beliefs
Motivation to comply

Figure 2:

x

Intention

Behaviour

Subjective norm

The theory of reasoned action

Subjective norm (SN) ‘…refers to the person’s perception that important others
desire the performance or non–performance of a specific behavior’ (Ajzen & Fishbein,
1980, p. 57)6. According to the TRA, the more a person perceives that key others
would want him or her to carry out the behaviour, the more likely the person will
perform the behaviour.
While Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) acknowledge that factors other than attitude
and SN may influence actions, they argue that other factors exert their influence
through the beliefs that underpin attitude and SN. As a tool for the prediction of
behaviour, the TRA purports to be complete; not requiring the addition of other factors.
Parsimony is one of the strengths of the TRA.

6
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) note that their definition of SN is more restricted than sociological
explanations of norms.
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The relative influence of attitude and SN on BI depends on the particular
situation and particularly on how strongly developed attitudes are (Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975). Attitudinal influences will be lower when the behaviour is unfamiliar and higher
when the person has previously engaged in the behaviour (Karahanna et al., 1999).
This finding is entirely consistent with the research on attitudes by Fazio and Zanna
(1978), which showed that attitudes are more likely to influence behaviour when the
person has direct rather than indirect experience of the behaviour. In further studies,
Fazio and Zanna (1981) found that attitudes towards unfamiliar objects and behaviours
are not as strongly or confidently held and that beliefs underlying an attitude based on
indirect experience were subject to more regular revision as the person tested their
beliefs against reality.
We can surmise that when IT is implemented into an organisation, end–users
are likely to start developing an attitude towards using the system. The more they
experience the system, the stronger and more confidently held their attitude will be,
irrespective of whether that attitude is in a negative or positive direction. More strongly
held attitudes will have greater influences on behaviour (Fazio & Zanna, 1978).
However, until attitudes are strongly formed, social influences may often be stronger
than attitudinal influences (Adamson & Shine, 2003).
Another of the circumstances in which SN is likely to exert a greater influence
than attitude over BI is when end–users dislike the system yet feel strong pressure
from key referents to use the system and are also motivated to comply with those key
referents (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Similarly, another of these conditions is when the
usage context is mandatory (Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Venkatesh & Davis).

Behaviour change using the TRA
One aspect of the theory that makes it useful in the application of behavioural change
programs is the way it specifies the beliefs that underpin the attitudinal and normative
components. According to the TRA, identifying and measuring behavioural and
normative beliefs provides researchers and change agents involved in behavioural
change with the key factors that may be used in behavioural change interventions.
Behavioural beliefs and normative beliefs are used in the theory to measure
attitude and SN, respectively (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The attitude and SN constructs
are measured by asking individuals whether they hold certain beliefs, and then asking
further questions aimed at determining the strength of those beliefs. To calculate a
scale score for attitude and SN, each belief score is multiplied with its corresponding
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score for the strength of that belief, and then these belief scores are summed to form a
scale score.
If an individual’s beliefs are generally negative towards the object or behaviour,
then their attitude will also be negative, whereas someone who holds predominantly
positive beliefs will have a positive attitude to the object or behaviour. The same
rationale applies to the determinants of SN. If an individual believes that most of the
important people he knows would prefer him to perform the action in question, and if he
is motivated to comply with those referents, then his SN will be strong. A weaker SN
occurs when the person believes that few referents would want him to perform the
given action(s), and/or if he is less motivated to comply with the perceived wishes of
key referents.
The relative popularity and success of the TRA in a broad range of applications
in the general literature – for example, for predicting support for affirmative action
programs (Bell, Harrison & McLaughlin, 2000) and predicting both self–reported and
actual blood donation behaviour (Warshaw et al., 1986), to name only a few – has led
to a great deal of research activity and scrutiny of the theory. During the 1980s, studies
that used the TRA as the basis for developing programs to promote health–related
behaviours such as smoking and drinking cessation programs, showed mixed results.
The problem was essentially that the intention–behaviour relationship failed to hold on
a number of occasions (Sheeran, 2002). Sometimes participants in these health–
related programs or studies would possess a positive attitude towards the behaviour,
they would perceive social pressure to stop the behaviour, and they would also have
the intention to stop the behaviour, but yet they would not be able to perform the
behaviour (Sheeran, 2002). In these situations, BI was simply not a good predictor of
behaviour.
The problem with the TRA, according to a number of researchers (Ajzen, 1985;
Warshaw & Davis, 1985), was that it only accounted for actions under a person’s
volitional control, and that a number of actions of interest did not meet that criterion.
Indeed, the low level of volitional control seen among people wanting to change their
actions – an action which may have been damaging their health – was quite possibly
the very reason that these behaviours had become damaging. It is plausible, for
example, that addictions represent a loss of volitional control. In response to these
apparent limitations in the TRA, Ajzen (1985; 1991) developed the theory of planned
behaviour (TPB).
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3.2.3 The theory of planned behaviour
The TPB was developed primarily to expand the scope of the TRA so as to predict and
explain actions that are largely outside the volitional control of individuals (Ajzen, 1985;
1991). The TPB modified the TRA by the inclusion of one variable, PBC, and two
model pathways; one from PBC to BI and the other from PBC directly to behaviour
(Figure 3). The dashed pathways in Figure 3 represent pathways that are not in the
TRA). PBC is a measure of a person’s perception of control over performing a given
behaviour, which comprises two distinct elements (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Terry &
O’Leary, 1995): The first element refers to external aspects of control required to
perform the given actions, while the second is an internal sense of control, akin to self–
efficacy (Bandura, 1986). In the context of IT, the first element encompasses such
things as training in the use of the IT as well as the availability of technical support. The
second element is about the person’s own sense of capacity to perform the behaviour.
According to Ajzen (1985), these aspects of control represented in PBC are necessary
to perform most intended actions. When behaviours are not entirely under volitional
control, PBC is theorised to directly predict and explain both BI and behaviour. Due to
the expected contribution of PBC when behaviours are non-volitional, Ajzen (1985,
1991) purported that the TPB would explain more variance in BI and behaviour in
comparison with the TRA.

Behavioural beliefs
Outcome evaluations

x

Attitude towards
the behaviour

Normative
belief
Motivation to comply

x

Subjective norm

Control
beliefs
perceived facilitation

x

Perceived
behavioural
control

Figure 3:

Intention

Behaviour

The theory of planned behaviour

Some empirical support for the TPB is evident in the general literature. For
example, the TPB has been used to predict school children’s intentions to adopt
egalitarian roles (Giles & Rea, 1999). In a meta–analysis of 96 studies that had used
the TRA or TPB to predict condom use, all of the theorised relationships in these
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models were supported (Albarracin, Johnson, Fishbein & Muellerleile, 2001). The one
exception was that PBC was not significantly associated with condom use, though
there was an association between PBC and BI. The TPB has also been used as a tool
for assessing the success of behavioural interventions aimed at changing intentions
and actions (Hardeman et al., 2002).
In addition to the only modest gains reported from using the TPB rather than the
TRA (see Sutton, 1998), some researchers have queried the additional variable, PBC,
on conceptual grounds. For example, Terry and O’Leary (1995) have argued that PBC
ought to be conceptualised only as individual perceptions about external forces that
assist or interfere with the performance of the actions instead of also including the
internal aspects of self–efficacy. Terry and O’Leary believe that control perceptions and
self–efficacy are important inclusions in the TPB but because they can be conceptually
distinguished they should be measured as separate constructs. Terry and O’Leary
based their view on empirical evidence that perceptions of external control significantly
predicted physical exercise but not BI, whereas self–efficacy predicted BI but not
physical exercise.
Using the TRA and TPB strictly in accordance with theory requires researchers
to develop questionnaire items based on beliefs elicited from a sample of the
population of interest (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). According to Moore and Benbasat
(1991) this requirement can be onerous and arguably unnecessary if a number of
studies have already used the theory in a similar context and there are validated scales
available in the public domain. This was one of the issues that provided Davis (1986)
with a rationale for developing the TAM, which is a model that specifies two IT–related
beliefs and endorses the use of scales that have been psychometrically tested for
reliability and validity in previous studies.

3.2.4 The technology acceptance model
The TAM aims to predict and explain IT acceptance – a similar aim to the TRA and
TPB except that the TAM is IT–focused and was developed for specific use in contexts
of technology use. According to Gefen et al. (2003a, p.309), the TAM ‘is presently the
preeminent theory of technology acceptance in IS research’. Other researchers (e.g.,
Karahanna et al., 2002; Plouffe, Hulland & Vandenbosch, 2001) echo a similar point;
that the TAM has probably become the most widely used theoretical framework for
studying IT acceptance and usage. Generally speaking, the TAM has been utilised
widely by IS researchers and has received strong empirical support (e.g., Adams,
Nelson & Todd, 1992; Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh, 1999).
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The theoretical similarity of the original TAM with the TRA and TPB is no
coincidence as the TAM was developed from the TRA. The original TAM posited that
behaviour (e.g., use or acceptance of a system) was predicted directly from a person’s
attitude toward the behaviour (Figure 4). Attitude was predicted in the model by two
beliefs that Davis (1986) claimed to be the most common beliefs associated with
attitudes towards IT acceptance: perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use
(PEU). PEU is defined as ‘the degree to which an individual believes that using a
particular system would be free of physical and mental effort’, while PU refers to ‘the
degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would enhance
his or her job performance’ (Davis, 1986, p.26). The theoretical similarity of the TRA,
TAM and TPB is also evident in many of the constructs. For example, through factor
analysis, Riemenschneider et al. (2003) found that PU and attitude loaded on the same
construct, as did PEU and PBC.
PU and PEU are also conceptually similar to constructs in other theories. For
example, a number of researchers (e.g., Davis, 1989; Henry & Stone, 1995) have
noted the similarity between PEU and Bandura’s (1982) self–efficacy, and between PU
and outcome expectancy in the SLT (e.g., Davis, 1989). Another construct with which
PU has been compared is relative advantage in the DOI theory (e.g., Davis, 1989;
Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Indeed, the conceptual similarity of PU and relative
advantage was considered so great by Moore and Benbasat (1991) that they decided
not to measure both constructs.

Please see print copy for Figure 4

Figure 4:

The technology acceptance model — original version (Davis, 1986)

Similar to the TRA, which posits that the relative contribution of attitude and SN
will vary from one situation to another, the TAM also suggests that the relative
contribution of PU and PEU will vary from context to context (Davis, 1986). Most
studies have found that PU has a stronger association with attitude, BI, and usage
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behaviour than does PEU (e.g., Davis, 1989, 1993; Henderson & Divett, 2003;
Subramanian, 1994). However, some studies, albeit a smaller number, have found an
opposite result: that PEU is more influential than PU (e.g., Adams et al., 1992; Brown
et al., 2002; Igbaria et al., 1997; Venkatesh, 1999), or that the influence is relatively
similar (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999). The factors that seem to be associated with the
relative influence of PU and PEU on attitude, BI and even usage behaviour are: the
type of IT (Agarwal & Prasad; Karahanna & Limayem, 2000); the type of training
intervention used (Venkatesh); whether the usage context is voluntary or mandatory
(Brown et al., 2002) and possibly the stage of the IT implementation or the level of
end–user experience with an IT system (see Agarwal & Prasad, 1999, for their
comments on the results of Davis et al., 1989). It would appear that PEU is more
influential immediately prior to an IT implementation (Szajna, 1996) and in mandatory
usage contexts (Brown et al., 2002).
In addition to influencing attitude, PEU was positioned in the model to influence
PU, and there is empirical evidence in the IS literature supporting this link (e.g., Gefen
& Keil, 1998). Although many studies have not tested mediation effects between PU
and PEU, there is some evidence that PU mediates the effect of PEU on usage
intentions, consistent with theory (see Davis, 1989; Henderson & Divett, 2003).
Moreover, when the TAM has been tested with external antecedents of PU and PEU
(i.e., factors external to the TAM), PEU has shown a stronger relationship with PU than
the association between external factors and PU (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999).
The original TAM omitted BI, largely because of the way that Davis (1986)
envisaged TAM being used. Davis’s original idea for the TAM was that it would be used
in situations where organisations were faced with choosing between several IT
systems and needed to make a decision about which system would be adopted more
readily by employees. Davis envisaged that potential end–users would be given a quick
introduction to the choice of IT systems, after which they would complete a
questionnaire containing TAM variables for each of the systems. Davis et al. (1989)
demonstrated that in as little as an hour end–users can form general perceptions of a
system’s usefulness that can predict their intentions to use the system as well as their
usage behaviour 14 weeks later. Preceding Davis et al., Davis placed a greater
emphasis on attitude as a direct predictor of usage behaviour, and omitted BI from the
original TAM. Davis’s rationale for doing this was that he believed BI was only reliable
when individuals had sufficient time to develop an intention. As a result, attitude held a
central position in the original TAM.
Attitude was considered to be the major determinant of usage behaviour. PU
was expected to have a direct influence on usage behaviour only in situations where
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end–users disliked the system yet believed that using it would yield favourable
consequences (Davis et al., 1989). This essentially meant that in all other contexts
attitude was meant to predict usage behaviour. Compared with the TRA, where attitude
shared a central position with SN, the original TAM was somewhat limited by relying so
heavily on attitude. This limitation began to show.
Davis et al. (1989), who tested the TAM with the inclusion of BI, noted that
attitude only partially mediated the PU to BI and PEU to BI relationships and that the
attitude to BI relationship was weak. BI generally had stronger associations with PU
and PEU than attitude had with PU and PEU. The authors explained the poorer
association between PU and attitude by suggesting that it reflected situations where
end–users did not necessarily like the system (i.e., they had a negative attitude) but
nonetheless believed that using the system would provide them with favourable
outcomes (high scores on PU). The lack of strong relationships with attitude in the
study by Davis et al. ultimately led to the TAM being revised. The version of TAM that
appears to be the most prominent in the research literature is shown in Figure 5. The
revised model omits attitude and includes BI as the mediating variable between beliefs
and usage behaviour.

Please see print copy for Figure 5

Figure 5:

The technology acceptance model that emerged from the studies
reported in Davis et al. (1989)

The effect of these changes on the TAM was substantial, at least at a
theoretical level. The replacement of attitude with BI meant that the two most important
beliefs underpinning attitude, PU and PEU, were given a direct causal relationship with
BI. This change brought the TAM both closer and further removed from the TRA. It was
closer in the sense that both models now included BI as the major predictor of future
actions, but it was further removed from the TRA by positioning beliefs as major
determinants of BI.
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There is support for a direct relationship between beliefs and BI at both
theoretical (Triandis, 1977) and empirical levels, with the latter including studies that
have shown empirical support for the associations between PU, PEU and BI (e.g.,
Brown et al., 2002; Lucas & Spitler, 2000; Moon & Kim, 2001; Venkatesh & Davis,
2000). However not all studies have found empirical support for the revised TAM.
Karahanna (1997), for example, found no direct effects of PU and PEU on BI, but did
find evidence that the effects were fully mediated by attitude, a result that somewhat
supports the original TAM. Similar results were also found by Mathieson et al. (2001).
Furthermore, Agarwal and Prasad (1999) found a stronger association between PU
and attitude than between PU and intention, and noted, ‘the strength of the relationship
between these beliefs and attitude is indicative of the significant role they play in the
determination of attitude’ (p. 381). Al–Gahtani and King (1999) found that attitude
mediated the relationships between most of the variables in the TAM with usage
behaviour. It is interesting to note that even after the TAM was revised, Davis
occasionally used the original TAM (e.g., Davis, 1993). These findings suggest that
there is some doubt from researchers that the removal of attitude has produced a
better model.
Notwithstanding this doubt, researchers have generally accepted the revised
TAM and it appears to be the most favoured version of the model. However, other
versions also appear in the literature. For example, some researchers have used the
TAM with both attitude and BI (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Moon &
Kim, 2001), while others have excluded both attitude and BI and predicted behaviour
directly from beliefs (e.g., Karahanna & Straub, 1992; Straub, Limayem, Karahanna–
Evaristo, 1995; Gefen & Straub, 1997). There is a view among some researchers (Al–
Gahtani & King, 1999) that when end–users are already using the IT, it is unnecessary
to measure BI. Since this thesis is focused on using the TAM longitudinally,
commencing pre–adoption and finishing after people have started using the IT, the
argument put forward by Al–Gahtani and King does not apply to the studies that are
conducted in this thesis.
Another way that the TAM is different from the TRA and TPB is that it does not
include a social–influence factor. The reason for this is that Davis (1986) believed that
when people were unfamiliar with a new system, their use was less likely to be
influenced by social factors. Empirical evidence for this view is slightly mixed, though
the weight of evidence seems to be on the opposing side to Davis. In recent years
more researchers have suggested and/or tested the inclusion of a normative influence
factor in the TAM (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Brown et al., 2002; Karahanna &
Limayem, 2000; Mathieson et al., 2001). Studies have found support for the pathways
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between SN and PU (e.g., Adamson & Shine, 2003; Karahanna & Limayem), between
SN and PEU (Karahanna & Limayem) and between SN and BI (Brown et al.). A social
influence factor also directly predicted electronic mail (email) use, though did not
directly predict voice mail (vmail) use (Karahanna & Limayem). Karahanna and
Limayem attributed these differences to the much stronger culture of email use than
vmail use in the organisation. Since PU failed to predict email use, Karahanna and
Limayem concluded that the influence of social factors is greater than perceptions of
usefulness for group technologies such as email.
In recent years, the push for the inclusion of a social–influence factor has led to
a proposed modification to TAM (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). TAM2 differs from TAM by
the inclusion of social–influence factors (SN, perceived voluntariness and perceived
image) and what Venkatesh and Davis (2000) referred to as cognitive instrumental
processes (job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability, and PEU). Since TAM2
differs substantially from the original TAM, and because revised model has not yet
appeared as prominently in the research literature as the TAM, nor has it yet got the
same level of theoretical development as The TAM, TAM2 will not be tested in this
thesis.
The version of the TAM that is used in this thesis is the version that appears in
Figure 5. That model purports that IT acceptance is predicted by BI, which is predicted
by PU and PEU, the latter also predicting PU. As such, an explanation for the way
people act is found in the beliefs of PU and PEU. The TAM also acknowledges the
influence of other external factors (i.e., factors not included in the TAM), which are
purportedly mediated through PU and PEU. In this regard, the TAM shares similar
conceptual properties with the TRA and TPB, which also posit that external factors
exert an influence through beliefs.
Since one of the aims of this thesis is to assess how effective the models are in
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts, it is essential that the models are applied
in ways that faithfully represent the respective theories. Section 3.3 examines how the
models should be applied.

3.3

Testing the TRA, TAM and TPB true to theory

Section 3.2 described the TRA, TAM and TPB mainly from a theoretical perspective.
This section will focus on the methodological idiosyncrasies that are necessary to
employ when testing the TRA, TAM and TPB, to ensure that the theories are accurately
portrayed. Some idiosyncrasies are a blend of theory and method. For example,
embedded in the TRA is a methodology for conducting research around attitude,
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intention, and behaviour. In this thesis it is important that the theories are represented
faithfully, since failing to do so would make it difficult to argue that study results were
due to the IT usage context (i.e., voluntary or mandatory) rather than inaccuracies in
the use of the theories.
There are four major conditions that are necessary to accurately portray the
TRA, TAM and TPB, but which are absent in many studies: (i) measuring TRA and
TPB constructs with scales derived from elicited beliefs; (ii) measuring expectancy
values weighted by the evaluations of the consequences for the TRA and TPB; (iii)
measuring the scales in the TRA, TAM and TPB consistent with the correspondence
rules of action, context, target and time; and (iv) predicting prospective IT usage
behaviour. These points will be discussed in more detail.

3.3.1 Deriving scales from elicited beliefs
One of the major methodological differences between the TAM compared with the TRA
and TPB is in the way that key beliefs are derived and measured. In the TAM, PU and
PEU are purported to be relevant across all IT implementation and usage contexts
(Davis, 1986; Davis et al., 1989). As such, there are generic scales to measure PU and
PEU that have been psychometrically tested for reliability and validity (e.g., see Brown
et al., 2002; Davis, 1993; Gefen & Straub, 1997; Igbaria et al., 1997; Lucas & Spitler,
1999; Mathieson et al., 2001; Roberts & Henderson, 2000). The TRA and TPB, in
contrast, specify that the types of beliefs that underpin attitude, SN and PBC, change
from one context to another. As such, on each occasion that the models are applied in
a particular context, it is necessary to construct scales from beliefs elicited from a
sample of the population of interest (Ajzen, 1985; 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The
two theories outline the same method of eliciting salient beliefs and of converting those
beliefs into questionnaire items to measure attitude, SN and PBC. The method of
eliciting and identifying the modal salient beliefs underpinning the attitudinal, normative,
and control components, as well as the calculations involved in deriving measures of
attitude, SN, and PBC are explained in a practical way in Chapter 4. These methods
enable the TRA and TPB to be applied across a broad range of behaviours and
contexts. The methodological differences between the TRA and TPB on the one hand
and the TAM on the other have generated some debate among IS researchers about
the relative pros and cons of each.
The debate has centred on the advantages and disadvantages associated with
deriving scales from elicited beliefs, as proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), or to
use ‘general’ beliefs similar to those identified by Davis (1986) and Moore and
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Benbasat (1991). The term general beliefs will be used here to refer to beliefs that are
applicable generically across a range of situations and contexts (Moore and Benbasat,
1991). Proponents of scales comprised of general beliefs, such as Moore and
Benbasat, argue that IS researchers should use a generic set of beliefs in order for
research to be consistent and cumulative. The main argument for using scales that are
comprised of beliefs elicited in each new setting is that they will be specific to the
particular context. Eliciting beliefs can be particularly useful when attempting to
measure relatively new constructs that have not yet been widely validated (Limayen,
Hirt & Chin, 2001). The use of general beliefs, on the other hand, can save researchers
valuable time (Karahanna, 1993) and provide the opportunity for more direct
comparisons of findings across studies (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Taylor and Todd
(1995), for example, opted to use general beliefs because they considered the
elicitation of beliefs to be highly idiosyncratic and prone to scale instability. Agarwal and
Prasad (2000) also used a generic set of beliefs, primarily because of the advantages it
offered in contributing to a cumulative body of research findings based on similar
measures. They argued that studies that have tried to develop a more comprehensive
set of beliefs often trade parsimony for specificity, a consequence of which is more
questions, larger questionnaires, and studies that provide few consistently recurring
beliefs. However, Venkatesh (2000) suggested that one of the TAM’s strengths, its
parsimony, may also be one of its weaknesses. In his view the TAM is predictive but
not as effective at explaining behaviour. A study by Mathieson (1991) adds some
support to Venkatesh’s position. Mathieson (1991) compared the TAM with TPB and
found that while the TAM – with its generic beliefs – was a slightly better predictor of BI,
the TPB was better at providing an explanation for the behaviour due to the specific
beliefs that were derived as part of the study. In another rare study that compared
scales from both elicited and pre–existing generic beliefs, the results suggested there
are pros and cons both ways. Karahanna, for instance, used both types of scales in the
TRA and found that the general measures were as good as, if not better than, the
elicited beliefs at predicting a number of the variables in the model. Davis et al. (1989)
who tested the TRA and TAM found that the elicited beliefs were very specific and
more predictive at time 2 than at time 1.
The relative paucity of studies that have elicited beliefs to measure constructs
has done little to resolve the debate over whether generic or elicited beliefs are
favourable, as there is an insufficient number of studies that have elicited beliefs to be
compared against. While some IT studies have elicited salient beliefs to develop items
that underpin construct scales (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Karahanna, 1993; Karahanna et
al., 1999; Riemenschneider et al., 2002), the majority of studies have used general
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scales to measure the TRA and TPB constructs (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Chau & Hu,
2002; Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Lucas
& Spitler, 1999; Mathieson et al., 2001; Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh
& Davis, 2000; Venkatesh et al., 2000). Of the studies that have used generic scales,
many have nonetheless shown empirical support for attitude (Dishaw & Strong, 1999;
Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Mathieson et al., 2001), SN (Brown et al., 2002; Lucas &
Spitler, 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) and PBC (Brown et al., 2002; Chau & Hu,
2002), which suggests that eliciting beliefs is not essential for the use of the TRA and
TPB. While not apparently essential in an applied sense, eliciting beliefs is necessary if
applying these models true to theory, as is the aim in this thesis.
There are compelling theoretical reasons to elicit salient beliefs in the studies in
this thesis. Studies that have used the TRA or TPB without constructing scales based
on the elicitation of salient beliefs have difficulty fully representing these theories. This
can become problematic when comparing the relative performance of different models.
As an example, Chau and Hu (1996) compared the TAM and TPB and found slightly
more variance explained in BI in the TAM (42%) than in the TPB (37%). This prompted
the researchers to conclude that the TAM was a slightly better model. However, this
was an erroneous comparison and conclusion as the TPB was not truly represented
because beliefs had not been elicited.
Aside from the theoretical imperative to construct scales from salient beliefs
when using the TRA and TPB, there is also a pragmatic reason for doing so in this
thesis. Although general beliefs, such as those identified in the TAM (Davis, 1986) and
from Rogers’ (1995) DOI theory (see Moore, 1987; Moore & Benbasat, 1991), may be
relevant across a range of technologies and usage contexts, they may not hold in other
contexts, such as mandatory IT usage contexts. Indeed, different beliefs may be
applicable across the various stages of an IT implementation. As an example,
Karahanna et al. (1999) found that the intentions of pre–adopters and existing end–
users to use Windows software were based on a different set of beliefs. Moreover,
Ward et al. (2005) reported that the antecedents of attitude changed slightly over the
course of an IT implementation. It would seem therefore that there may always be a
case for eliciting salient beliefs in different contexts and particularly when the context is
under–researched.
The mandatory use of computerised IT is a relatively under–researched context
and one where the most salient beliefs might be different from the generic beliefs
previously identified in voluntary IT use contexts. According to Chin and Gopal (1995),
the effective transferability of beliefs from one context to another should not be
assumed and instead should be empirically tested. As such, and because there is a
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lack of research to indicate whether beliefs are likely to transfer accurately from
voluntary to mandatory usage contexts, it is important that they be elicited from the
population in this thesis. Given that the only studies to investigate use in a mandatory
context have relied on general beliefs from previous studies (e.g., Brown et al., 2002;
Venkatesh and Davis, 2000), there is a need to explore whether constructs developed
from elicited beliefs provide a more adequate account of variance in BI and usage
behaviour when the IT usage context is predominantly mandatory.

3.3.2 Measuring expectancy values weighted by evaluations of the
consequences
Another methodological difference between the TAM compared with the TRA and TPB
is the way that scales are measured and calculated. In the TRA and TPB, the scales
are constructed by an expectancy–value model of beliefs weighted by evaluations of
the consequences of those beliefs (Ajzen, 1985; 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). In the
TAM, however, evaluations of the consequences are omitted on the basis that Davis
(1986) believed they carried too much error. As it is not an aim of this thesis to assess
which method is more accurate, each of the three models will be used true to theory.
For the TRA and TPB, this means that the scales will be measured using an
expectancy–value scale weighted by evaluations of the consequences of the beliefs.
For the TAM, each scale item will be measured by a single Likert scale, consistent with
prior research (e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).

3.3.3 Correspondence rules: action, context, target and time
One of the innovative methodological techniques that Ajzen and Fishbein (1977)
brought to the field of attitude–behaviour research was a way of conceptualising and
measuring variables. The methods that Ajzen and Fishbein (1977, 1980) articulated to
ensure strong correspondence between BI and behaviour are also applicable to any of
the pathways between variables in the TRA, TAM and TPB. The correspondence rules
of action, context, target and time were established to ensure that the measurement of
constructs and the relationships between constructs would be reliable and valid. The
correspondence rules are fundamental to the TRA (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), the TAM
(Davis, 1986) and the TPB (Ajzen, 1985; 1991). They are based on wording all scale
items in reference to (i) an action (e.g., the use of a certain type of software); (ii) by a
target group of individuals (e.g., people working in a manufacturing plant of a particular
organisation); (iii) in a given context (e.g., while at work to perform certain job
functions); and (iv) within a period of time (e.g., the following two months).
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A true test of the TRA, TAM and TPB must ensure that the correspondence
rules are satisfied for all of the variables in the models. Few studies, however, have
explicitly indicated the use of the correspondence rules method (for exceptions, see
Karahanna et al., 1999; Riemenschneider et al., 2002) and many studies have clearly
not employed this technique. The slippage of correspondence in action, context, target
and time between scale variables is evident in many studies that have used the TRA,
TAM and TPB in IT adoption and acceptance research. To illustrate a commonly
occurring type of slippage, reference will be made to Venkatesh and Davis (2000). In
each of the four studies reported in Venkatesh and Davis, usage behaviour was
measured by asking participants one question about their self–reported duration of use:
‘On average, how much time do you spend on the system every day? _ hours and _
minutes’ (p. 194). Participants who responded to this may have answered in relation to
their use of the system that week or perhaps assessed how their use may have been
over the previous few months. As none of the antecedent variable items underpinning
BI, PU, PEU and SN made reference to a time period, there may have been two types
of slippage occurring. The first may have involved respondents answering items for one
construct with a different time period than those of another construct. Second, there
may have been variations across participants in the time periods they envisaged when
responding to items in the questionnaire.
While some slippage in the correspondence between scales is inevitable, if the
slippage is too great then the lack of correspondence will result in poor associations
and unreliable measures (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977). Despite the possibility of some
measurement slippage in the Venkatesh and Davis (2000) study, it was not sufficiently
great to provide substantial error. Indeed, there did not appear to be a measurement
problem as evidenced by the significant associations between BI and usage behaviour
and between BI and its antecedents. Nonetheless, testing the TRA and TPB using the
correspondence rules is important in this thesis for both pragmatic and theoretical
reasons.

3.3.4 Predicting prospective IT usage behaviour
As the focus of this thesis is on examining whether the TRA, TAM and TPB can predict
and explain the prospective use of IT in predominantly mandatory usage contexts, it is
essential to collect data prior to use and again after use of the system has commenced.
This means that BI and its antecedents must be measured pre–adoption and usage
behaviour measured post–adoption.
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While the prediction and explanation of prospective IT usage behaviour are
necessary in this thesis, there is some ambiguity as to whether it is a theoretical
requirement to measure behaviour prospectively when using these theories. According
to Riemenschneider et al. (2003), these theories were originally designed to predict
prospective actions and should never be used to predict current or retrospective
behaviour. On the surface, Riemenschneider et al. appear to have made a reasonably
astute assertion: a theory designed to predict current usage behaviour would not seem
to be much of a theory at all. For example, why would there be any interest in
predicting something that was already apparent and known? One such reason is for
the purpose of explaining why behaviours are currently occurring. This information can
be used by change agents to design behaviour–change interventions. However, it is
argued in this thesis that it may be just as important, perhaps more important, for
stakeholders involved in IT implementations to know the determinants of prospective IT
usage behaviour. Such information might enable change agents to avert an IT failure
and to prepare the implementation conditions and design of a system that will best
facilitate IT acceptance and optimum usage.
If one accepts that knowing the determinants of both current and prospective IT
usage behaviour is important, then an obvious question to ask is whether these
determinants are indeed the same. For if the determinants are the same, there would
be little value in conducting studies aimed at predicting and explaining prospective IT
usage behaviour. This is because longitudinal cohort studies are more expensive and
more difficult to conduct owing to the need to collect data on at least two occasions,
such as pre and post–implementation. There is some empirical evidence that
determinants of current actions and future actions are indeed different. For example,
Karahanna et al. (1999) demonstrated that two types of adoption intentions – user
adoption (post–adoption) and potential adoption (pre–adoption) – were associated with
different determinants. They found that potential adopters’ intentions to adopt were
solely determined by social normative influences, whereas current user intentions to
keep using were determined solely by attitude. Potential adopters’ attitudes were based
on a more complex set of innovation characteristics in comparison with current users.
Similar findings are echoed by Agarwal and Prasad (1997), who examined whether
different determinants predict and explain future usage intentions and current usage
behaviour. The results suggested that they did. In a recently published study conducted
in a mandatory usage context, Ward et al. (2005) found that the determinants of
attitude changed across the span of an IT implementation. In another study,
Bhattacherjee (2001) approached the issue of current and future intentions from a
slightly different perspective. By distinguishing IT acceptance from an intention to
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continue using a system (referred to as a continuance intention), Bhattcherjee found
that different factors determined both. Specifically, Bhatterjee found that perceived
usefulness was the strongest antecedent of user acceptance (post-usage) while
satisfaction with the system was the most salient determinant of a continuance
intention.
The various studies referred to in the above paragraph demonstrate that
different determinants influence current usage compared with future usage intentions
and attitudes. The results of these studies also reaffirm that the IT research literature is
richer by the results of studies that have used the TRA, TAM or TPB to predict and
explain current usage behaviour as well as studies based around predicting and
explaining prospective usage behaviour. Despite the advantages of having both types
of studies, there is a predominance of those that predicted current rather than future
behaviour. As such, there are sound reasons for needing more studies of the latter
type.
Different research designs are required for studies that predict and explain
current compared with future IT use, and such differences have implications for the
interpretation of study results. For example, IT studies that have used the TRA, TAM or
TPB to predict and explain current IT acceptance or use have tended to be cross–
sectional in design with data collected on just one occasion (e.g., Dishaw & Strong,
1999; Mathieson et al., 2001; Venkatesh et al., 2000). The prediction and explanation
of future IT acceptance and use have, in contrast, required studies to be designed
around a longitudinal cohort of users (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh & Davis,
2000). These differences in study design have implications for making causal
inferences.
The TRA, TAM and TPB appear to be reasonably accurate when tested in
cross–sectional studies (e.g., Davis, 1993; Gefen & Straub, 1997; Igbaria et al., 1997;
Lucas & Spitler, 1999; Mathieson et al., 2001; Roberts & Henderson, 2000), but what
information can such studies provide regarding how the theories will predict and
explain prospective usage behaviour (i.e., actions that are yet to occur)? Cross–
sectional studies cannot be used to infer causal relationships, though often are. Cross–
sectional studies cannot validate the theories in relation to the prediction and
explanation of prospective usage behaviour. Since the majority of studies have been
cross–sectional, it seems that most of the validation around the theories has occurred
outside the context in which they may be of most practical value. If the theories are
going to be used by change agents and others to bring about better implementation
outcomes then they are likely to want to know that the changes they make will have an
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influence on future use. This highlights a very pragmatic reason for needing to test how
well the models predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour.
A stronger case for causation can be made in studies that use a longitudinal
cohort design compared with a cross–sectional design. This is because the separation
in time of measurement constructs such as BI and usage behaviour makes more
convincing any claim of causation when the variables are associated (de Vaus, 2001).
It is more convincing for at least three reasons. First, the passage of time reduces the
error from common method variance that sometimes leads to spurious relationships
when constructs are measured at the same time (See Igbaria, 1995). Second, the
passage of time introduces the possibility that other factors will interfere with the
theorised relationships (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Venkatesh et al., 2000). Finally,
studies with a longitudinal cohort design provide a temporal order of events that makes
implications of cause more plausible (de Vaus).
The type of study design is important for making causal inferences, as
illustrated by the contrasting interpretations of study results by Henry and Stone (1995)
and Venkatesh and Davis (1996). Henry and Stone collected data cross–sectionally
and tested a model that posited a causal relationship from PEU to computer self–
efficacy. They found a significant association between PEU and computer self–efficacy
and concluded that: ‘The presented model provides a theoretical explanation of how
this causal mechanism works. The system’s ease of use reinforces the user’s sense of
computer self–efficacy …’ (p. 171). In contrast, Venkatesh and Davis found that
computer self–efficacy influenced PEU: ‘…users base their ease of use perceptions on
computer self–efficacy…’ (p. 472). The results from both these studies show strong
associations between computer self–efficacy and PEU but are explained by the
respective authors in the opposite causal direction. Can both be right? If both are right,
it suggests that a reciprocal relationship may be the best way to explain the
association. In the absence of solid empirical evidence to conclude a reciprocal
relationship, the weight of evidence would fall towards the Venkatesh and Davis study,
as it was conducted with an experimental rather than a correlational design.
An experimental design, however, is not without limitations in this area of
research, particularly in relation to the imposition of artificial conditions on the research
environment. A non–experimental longitudinal panel design, however, has the
advantage of working well in a real–life field study while also being able to say
something about causality. It enables causal inferences to be made by separating in
time the measurement of relevant variables (de Vaus, 2001). Some IS researchers are
acknowledging the advantages of a longitudinal panel design and are recommending
such a design is used for testing models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB (Jackson,
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Chow & Leitch, 1997). There also exist strong theoretical reasons as to why these
theories should be tested longitudinally – for the purpose of validating the theories.
If the theories are to be used as tools that can explain what factors at pre–
adoption will lead to better usage outcomes post–adoption, then the theories need to
be validated in that context (Davis et al., 1989). A study by Sjazna (1996) attests to the
importance of doing so. The study used the TAM to predict and explain graduate
business students’ use of email across a 15–week semester. Sjazna tested two
versions of the TAM: a pre–implementation (longitudinal) version and a post–
implementation (cross–sectional) version. Usage behaviour was measured by both
self–report and computer logs. In the pre–implementation version, BI was associated
with self–report usage behaviour but not with actual usage behaviour. Self–report and
actual usage behaviour were only moderately correlated (r=0.26). In the post–
implementation version, BI was associated with both actual and self–reported usage
behaviour, however much more variance was explained in the self–reported than
actual measure, consistent with findings by Sharma and Yetton (2001). The Sjazna
study shows that a much better result occurred in the post–implementation (cross–
sectional) model, as would be expected.
A problem develops if researchers and change agents who read the IT research
literature assume that the often impressive results of cross–sectional studies mean that
the TRA, TAM and TPB can accurately predict and explain future usage behaviour.
More studies are needed to validate the theories in the context of future usage
behaviour before such claims can be made. Most of the studies that measured BI and
usage behaviour did so at the same time, cross–sectionally (e.g., Adams et al., 1992;
Al–Gahtani, & King, 1999; Green, 1998; Igbaria, Parasuraman & Baroudi, 1996;
Levine, & Donitsa–Schmidt, 1998). Few studies have separated in time the measures
of BI and usage behaviour either pre– or post–adoption (e.g., Davis et al., 1989;
Karahanna, 1993), and it would appear that few studies have measured BI pre–
adoption and usage behaviour post–adoption, though there are exceptions (e.g., Davis
et al., 1989; Lucas & Spitler, 2000; Sjazna, 1996; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Only one
study appears to have combined these elements in a predominantly mandatory usage
context (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
Despite the absence of research validation in the context of predicting and
explaining future IT use, particularly in mandatory usage contexts, some IS researchers
have conducted their studies with an assumption that the relationship between BI and
usage behaviour is solid and not necessary to test. Some researchers (e.g., Chau &
Hu, 2002; Jackson et al., 1997; Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996) have
explicitly justified the absence of a measure of usage behaviour when using the TRA,
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TAM or TPB, on the basis that there is already a body of research that has established
this relationship. Other researchers have not referred specifically to the relationship
between BI and usage behaviour but have endorsed the TRA, TAM or TPB in such a
way that it strongly infers a reason for not measuring usage behaviour. For example,
Chau (1996, p.186), who did not measure usage behaviour, stated: ‘TAM is one such
model that has been empirically proven to have high validity’. This viewpoint seems
reasonable in certain contexts and situations where there has been sufficient empirical
research. However, the prediction of prospective IT usage, particularly in mandatory
usage contexts, is not one of them and there is a need for more research in this area.

3.3.5 Overview of Section 3.3
This section outlined four methodological criteria essential for using the TRA and TPB
true to theory, with the third and fourth criteria also applying to the TAM. In this thesis,
the necessity to use these models in strict accordance with theory is enhanced by two
issues: (i) very few studies in the IT domain have used the TRA and TPB entirely
consistent with theory; and (ii) when applying these theories to a mandatory IT usage
context it is important to be able to attribute the results to the mandatory usage context
rather than to the inaccurate application of the theories. The next section examines
whether the conditions that prevail when IT usage is predominantly mandatory pose
some challenges for the use of the theories.

3.4

TRA, TAM and TPB in mandatory IT usage contexts

The aims of Section 3.4 are: (i) to assess how the models have performed to date in
predominantly mandatory and predominantly voluntary IT usage contexts, and identify
gaps in the literature; (ii) to conceptually examine whether the models are suitable for
predicting and explaining mandatory IT use; and (iii) to identify the methodological
conditions that are necessary for testing the theories in this thesis.

3.4.1 Assessing the theorised relationships in the models
The aim of this review of the literature is to assess the empirical evidence for
the theorised relationships in the TRA, TAM and TPB in the context of IT acceptance,
adoption and use in both predominantly voluntary and predominantly mandatory IT
usage contexts. More specifically, the review aims to: (i) determine where there are
gaps in the research literature that need to be addressed: and (ii) ascertain which of
the theorised relationships are most important in the IT domain, and whether the
answer to that question depends on the type of IT usage context (i.e., voluntary or
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mandatory). Data in this section are reported in tabular form and includes the authors
and publication date of each study, whether or not the theorised path between
variables was statistically

significant,

and

whether the usage context

was

predominantly voluntary or predominantly mandatory.
The method for assessing the importance of a theorised relationship was
restricted to whether or not the path between two variables was statistically significant.
It is important to bear in mind that a non–significant relationship between variables
does not contradict any of the three theories, except in the case of all of the theorised
relationships being non–significant. The TRA and TPB are clear that in any given
context one or more of the theorised determinants of BI and usage behaviour may be
more influential than the others (Ajzen, 1985, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). It should
be noted that simply reporting the statistical significance of a given path ignores the
strength of the relationship. As the purpose of this review was to assess which of the
relationships have received empirical support and which have not, limiting the
information to statistical significance was considered sufficient and more accessible to
the reader. By assessing each of the theorised relationships across a number of
studies it is possible to draw some conclusions about the importance of particular paths
in the context of IT acceptance, adoption and use.
The following review is not an exhaustive list of every IT study that has
measured the relationships between variables in the theories. The criteria that were
applied to including studies in the review was that they had to have tested any one or
more of the TRA, TAM and TPB, which included a measure of BI.

Empirical evidence for the path from attitude to BI
The majority of studies that tested the attitude to BI relationship found support for this
path (see Table 1). Venkatesh et al. (2000), who tested the attitude to BI relationship
both pre–adoption and post–adoption, found support for the attitude to BI path prior to
adoption but not when the two variables were measured at one and three months after
adoption. Davis et al. (1989) found similar results: the attitude to BI relationship was
significant at Time 1 but not 14 weeks later. These results reflect a weakening of the
attitude to BI pathway after use of IT has begun. Of the two studies that tested the
attitude to BI association in a mandatory usage context, one found no support for the
relationship (Brown et al., 2002) while the other found support in what was a mixed
sample of voluntary and mandatory users (Hartwick & Barki, 1994). As such, there is a
need for more empirical testing of the attitude to BI pathway in mandatory usage
contexts.
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Table 1:

Empirical evidence for the attitude to BI path

Please see print copy for Table 1

Empirical evidence for the path from SN to BI
As shown in Table 2, there is good support for the SN to BI relationship, particularly
when the usage context is mandatory (Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Lucas & Spitler, 1999;
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Similar to the attitude to BI relationship, Venkatesh et al.
(2000) found no support for the SN to BI relationship when the two variables were
measured either one or three months after adoption. Yet there was a significant
relationship when the measures were taken after initial training prior to adoption. Davis
et al. (1989) found no relationship both at Time 1 and 14 weeks later and suggested
that more sophisticated methods are needed for assessing social influences at work.
Venkatesh and Davis observed that PV and computer experience mediated the
relationship between SN to BI. Specifically, SN was significantly associated with BI only
when the usage context was mandatory and when end–users’ were relatively
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inexperienced with the IT. This result suggests that the influence of SN on BI is likely to
weaken after end–users have built up some experience with the system.

Table 2:

Empirical evidence for the SN to BI path

Please see print copy for Table 2

Empirical evidence for the path from PBC to BI
There have been very few studies that have tested the association between PBC and
BI in the IT research domain, so the empirical evidence is limited though generally
supportive of the association (see Table 3). Despite researchers (e.g., Hartwick &
Barki, 1994) suggesting the potential importance of PBC in mandatory usage contexts,
there appears to be only one study (Brown et al., 2002) that has tested the association
in that context. While Brown et al. found a significant PBC to BI association post–
adoption, it is unclear whether the results would have been different had both factors
been measured prior to IT adoption. There is a need for more research to test this
association in mandatory usage contexts.
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Table 3:

Empirical evidence for the PBC to BI path

Please see print copy for Table 3

Empirical evidence for the path from PBC to usage behaviour
There were also very few studies that tested the PBC to usage behaviour relationship
and none were conducted in a mandatory usage context (see Table 4). As for the PBC
to BI relationship, the lack of studies is somewhat surprising given the potential
importance of PBC when volitional control is low. Only one of the three studies found a
significant association in voluntary usage contexts. This does not necessarily mean
that the PBC to usage behaviour relationship is redundant. Indeed, Ajzen (1985; 1991)
noted that PBC will only influence BI and behaviour when individuals do not have high
volitional control over the actions. As such, it might be the case that many end–users
have sufficient volitional control over their use of IT in the workplace. An omission from
the literature is empirical evidence of the PBC to usage behaviour relationship in
mandatory usage contexts, as it is this particular context where PBC may be most
useful (Hartwick & Barki, 1994).
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Table 4:

Empirical evidence for the PBC to usage behaviour path

Please see print copy for Table 4

Empirical evidence for the path from PU to BI
The PU to BI relationship has been thoroughly tested in voluntary usage contexts and
the results are very supportive (see Table 5). Across a range of studies, the results
suggest that end–user perceptions of usefulness are relevant to their intentions to use
IT. Davis et al. (1989) found that the association between PU and BI became stronger
after people became more experienced using an IT system (i.e., post–adoption). There
is a need to further test the PU to BI association in mandatory usage contexts as there
is only a paucity of studies that have done so to date.
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Table 5:

Empirical evidence for the PU to BI path

Please see print copy for Table 5
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Empirical evidence for the path from PEU to BI
Empirical evidence for the PEU to BI relationship is generally strong though not as
convincing as the PU to BI relationship (see Table 6). Although the PEU to BI
relationship generally shows significance both prior to and after adoption, Davis et al.
(1989) found that the strength of the relationship diminished over time. This was
attributed to end–users becoming more familiar with a system and finding it easier to
use. Few studies have tested the PEU to BI relationship in mandatory usage contexts,
so there is a need for more studies to be conducted in that area.

Table 6:

Empirical evidence for the PEU to BI path

Please see print copy for Table 6
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Empirical evidence for the path from PEU to PU
Several studies show a statistically significant PEU to PU relationship (see Table 7). Of
the very few studies conducted in a mandatory usage context, they all showed
empirical support for the PEU to PU relationship. Perceptions about the ease of using
an IT system are obviously important in end–user perceptions about the usefulness of
the system.

Table 7:

Empirical evidence for the PEU to PU relationship

Please see print copy for Table 7
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Empirical evidence for the path from BI to usage behaviour
Although relatively few studies have tested the BI to usage behaviour relationship, the
results from these studies show that the relationship is well supported (see Table 8).
Three studies measured BI pre–adoption and usage behaviour post–adoption. Sjazna
(1996) found a statistically significant association between BI and the self–reported
usage measure but not between BI and computer log usage data. The study by
Venkatesh and Davis (2000) was conducted in a mandatory IT usage context. More
studies are needed longitudinally in a mandatory usage context to further validate the
BI to usage behaviour association.

Table 8:

Empirical evidence for the BI to usage behaviour relationship

Please see print copy for Table 8

Summary of the IS literature pertaining to the theories
Drawing on information provided in tables 1 to 8 as well as the IS literature, it is
obvious that in the last decade or so there has been a plethora of studies that have
utilised the frameworks of the TRA, TAM or TPB in the context of IT acceptance,
adoption or use. While the sheer number of studies would appear to be sufficient to
provide researchers with a gauge of the accuracy of these theories in a range of
situations and usage contexts, this is not necessarily the case. There still exist some
crucial gaps in the research literature.
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The TAM, in both its earlier and revised formats, has been well received
amongst IS researchers, as evidenced by the number of published studies that have
used the TAM framework as a major part of the study (see Tables 1 to 8). The beliefs
of PU and PEU have also received empirical support in many of these studies (e.g.,
Davis, 1989; Adams et al., 1992; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), indicating that PU in
particular is a strong determinant of intention. Davis et al. (1989) found that the
association between PU and BI became stronger after end–users experienced the
system rather than at the initial stages of an IT implementation. The most likely reason
for this finding, according to Davis et al., is that prior to using a system, it is difficult for
end–users to properly evaluate how effective it will be. PEU, on the other hand, is more
likely to be a stronger determinant of attitude or BI when people are unfamiliar with the
technology (Adams et al.; Davis et al.) and when the system is relatively difficult to use
(Davis et al.). When familiarity with the technology increases and, in most cases,
confidence with the system, PEU seems to become less of a determinant of attitude, BI
(Chau, 1986; Sjazna, 1996) and future usage behaviour (Subramanian, 1994). The
general view is that at the beginning of an IT implementation end–users are often
concerned about the difficulty of using the system, which tends to diminish with
experience (Davis et al.; Venkatesh, 2000), though this may not be the case in
mandatory usage contexts (Brown et al., 2002). Levels of experience with using a
system may also impact on the theorised PEU to PU causal relationship (Davis). Some
evidence for this comes from studies that have found either no relationship or a weak
relationship at the beginning of an IT implementation (Davis et al.; Jackson et al.,
1997).
From the perspective of psychology researchers, one of the major limitations in
the IT research literature is that there have been many more studies that used the TAM
than used the TRA or TPB. The reason for suggesting this as a limitation is that from a
research validation perspective, the relative strengths and weaknesses of using the
TRA and TPB compared with the TAM are still unclear. The little research conducted
using the TRA or TPB has shown that familiarity with a system has a large influence on
the associations between variables. The relative influence of the attitudinal and
normative components would appear to be partly a function of how familiar people are
with the behaviour in question and whether the behaviour is one in which social
pressure is likely to be felt. Hartwick and Barki (1994) tested the TRA both pre–
adoption and post–adoption and found that the relative influence of attitude and SN
differed considerably in both models. In the pre–implementation model, SN had a
greater influence than attitude on BI, whereas the reverse occurred in the post–
implementation model (Hartwick & Barki). It would seem that a person’s intention in the
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context of a relatively unfamiliar behaviour is more likely to be determined by normative
influences than when the behaviour is reasonably familiar (Karahanna et al., 1999). SN
tends to be more prominent in relation to actions when attitudes are still forming,
usually as a result of the person’s unfamiliarity with the action (Adamson & Shine,
2003; Triandis, 1971). Attitudinal influences will be lower when the behaviour is
unfamiliar and higher when the person has previously engaged in the behaviour
(Karahanna et al.), consistent with research on attitudes in the general literature (e.g.,
Fazio & Zanna, 1978; 1981). The influence of SN on BI also seems to be strong in
mandatory IT usage contexts. A number of studies have found a significant association
between SN and BI in mandatory usage contexts (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Lucas &
Spitler, 1999; Hartwick & Barki; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). It would appear that some
of the influences of management in the organisations for whom end–users are
employed are captured by a measure of SN.
Given the apparent importance of SN and PBC in mandatory usage contexts it
is surprising that more studies have not used the TPB in these environments. As a
result, there is a lack of empirical validation work in the context of mandatory use.
Given that the focus of this thesis is the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB in mandatory
usage contexts, the rare studies that have been conducted in that environment will be
examined in more detail here. First, a study by Brown et al. (2002) tested the TAM and
TPB variables in a large banking corporation that had recently standardised its
computer hardware and software across multiple sites and made the use of the IT
mandatory. The dependent variable in the study was BI. The results showed that
contrary to most of the TAM findings based in voluntary usage contexts, PEU was a
stronger predictor of BI than was PU. This pattern of results is particularly unusual after
use has already commenced. However, when attitude was entered into the model, PU
significantly predicted attitude whereas PEU did not. Both PBC and SN, but not
attitude, significantly predicted BI. One of the conclusions reached in this study was
that organisations that mandate the use of IT ought to ‘engender positive attitudes
toward the technology and its use’ (p. 291). Without positive attitudes the authors noted
that negative repercussions, such as sabotage and workers feeling disconnected from
their organisation, are possible. The authors suggest a number of ways to engender
positive attitudes, such as training; the formation of user groups; managerial support;
good communication from management; and testimonials. Furthermore, Brown et al.
argued that the benefits of the system ought to be promoted as a way of enhancing PU
and attitudes. The Brown et al. study is informative for this thesis and leaves open a
number of questions, such as would the models have predicted and explained usage
behaviour if it had been measured? Would the models have predicted and explained
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prospective usage behaviour? Would the models have predicted and explained BI prior
to using the system rather than afterwards? At present, these questions remain
unanswered for the TRA and TPB, but will be addressed in this thesis.
In a study in which some aspects of usage behaviour were considered voluntary
while others mandatory, Lucas and Spitler (1999) tested a revised TAM to predict and
explain the use of a workstation that had three main applications: market data, office
software, and mainframe access. The system was integral to the users’ work. Very little
support was found for the TAM variables. In contrast, variables added to the model
such as SN and job requirements, provided better explanation than PU and PEU.
Neither PU nor PEU predicted BI or usage behaviour, however SN predicted both BI
and usage behaviour. The non–significant relationships between PU and PEU with BI,
and the significant relationships between SN and BI, contrast with other studies (e.g.,
Davis, 1993; Dishaw & Strong, 1999). It is plausible that the mandatory aspects of use
influenced some of the differences in these results. In the current thesis, the influence
of usage context on the performance of the TRA, TAM and TPB will be examined.
In another study, Hartwick and Barki (1994) used the TRA framework to predict
and explain the mandatory use of IT in a number of organisations. Two models were
conducted: one that included data from voluntary users and the other from mandatory
users. The results of the model for mandatory users are reported here. Post–
implementation attitude and SN predicted post–implementation BI, which, in turn,
predicted post–implementation usage behaviour. The major difference between the
voluntary and mandatory models was that SN did not predict BI in the voluntary model.
In concluding, Hartwick and Barki viewed the absence of PBC in their model ‘as an
important omission’ (p.460), and recommended that future research investigate the
associations with PBC. The authors also acknowledged that by not eliciting salient
beliefs, they were unable to determine the most important beliefs determining BI and
usage behaviour. The Hartwick and Barki study leaves unanswered the role of PBC in
mandatory usage contexts as well as the usefulness of developing scales from elicited
beliefs. Both these elements will be examined in this thesis as well as the use of the
models in a longitudinal design.
Venkatesh and Davis (2000) appear to have provided the only published article
that tested any of the TRA, TAM or TPB in a mandatory usage context, while also
measuring BI and its theorised antecedents prior to the commencement of use (T1)
and usage behaviour at least one month after the commencement of use (T2). The
published article included two studies conducted in a voluntary usage context and two
in a mandatory usage context. The two mandatory studies are extremely relevant to
this thesis and will be described here. The theoretical model used by Venkatesh and
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Davis was an extension of the TAM, which they named the TAM2. The TAM2 differs
from the TAM by the inclusion of social–influence factors (SN, perceived voluntariness
and perceived image) and what Venkatesh and Davis referred to as cognitive
instrumental processes (job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability, and PEU).
Usage behaviour was measured in the form of self–reported duration of use: ‘On
average, how much time do you spend on the system every day? _ hours and _
minutes’ (Venkatesh & Davis, p. 194). Participants in the two studies were 51
employees from various levels of an accountancy firm and 51 employees of an
international investment–banking firm. The number of participants who provided usable
data at each of the three data collection points in these studies was 43 and 36,
respectively. The results showed that the TAM variables were robust in mandatory
usage contexts. PU, PEU, and SN, at both the pre–implementation stage as well as a
month after implementation, predicted BI. Three months after implementation (T3), only
PU and PEU significantly predicted BI. By pooling the data from each of the four
studies (two based in a voluntary usage context and two in a mandatory usage context)
and across time periods, Venkatesh and Davis were able to increase the sample size
to 468. The results showed that all of the TAM relationships were supported, except for
the BI to usage behaviour association, which was not tested. An interesting finding was
that the effect of SN on BI was moderated by experience and voluntariness. More
specifically, SN affected BI only when experience was in the early stages and when
usage was mandatory. These results support the view espoused by Hartwick and Barki
(1994) that SN is a prominent predictor of BI when people are less familiar with the IT
and when the usage context is mandatory. The Venkatesh and Davis study has
provided an empirical test of whether the TAM2 would predict and explain the
prospective use of IT in a mandatory IT usage context. The same is also needed for
the TRA and TPB.
Another obvious gap in the literature is that there have been very few
prospective longitudinal studies in which future use of the system was the dependent
variable. Along these lines, some researchers (e.g., Adamson & Shine, 2003) have
even suggested that the TAM was developed to predict intentions to use systems in the
present whereas the TRA was designed to measure intentions to behave in a certain
way in the future. Although such a view seems inaccurate, given that Davis who
devised the TAM has been one of the few researchers to test the theory in a
prospective longitudinal design (e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), there remains a lack
of research in this area. This has meant that the models have not been fully validated
to predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour.
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In summary, while the literature in voluntary IT usage contexts shows relatively
strong support for most of the model paths in the TRA, TAM and TPB, there is
insufficient evidence to date to show whether these links would be supported if the
usage context were mandatory. The one exception is the strength of the SN to BI
relationship in mandatory usage contexts, for which a number of studies provide
empirical support (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Hartwick & Barki,
1994). Other important pathways, particularly involving PBC, have received little
research attention. Given the apparent and stated potential of PBC in mandatory
contexts (Hartwick & Barki) there clearly needs to be more research that explores the
PBC to BI and the PBC to usage behaviour relationships. All up, there is a need for
more empirical testing of all of the theorised model pathways in mandatory usage
contexts. Along these lines, Venkatesh (2000) noted the need for researchers to
examine mandatory usage contexts in order to test the boundary conditions of the
TAM. This need also exists for the TRA and TPB.
One of the consequences of the paucity of research using the theories in
mandatory usage contexts is the lack of critique about the conceptual suitability of the
theories in that context. There are several potential difficulties that may arise when
using the theories in mandatory contexts, which will be explored in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 New challenges facing the TRA, TAM and TPB
On the surface it would appear that there is a potential mismatch between some of the
theoretical assumptions and constraints in the theories and the human actions they are
trying to answer when IT usage is predominantly mandatory. Some researchers (e.g.,
Igbaria et al., 1997) have espoused the view that these theories should not, and
cannot, be applied to the prediction and explanation of mandatory IT use. Even Davis
(1993), who developed the TAM, foreshadowed the need for further research to identify
additional variables that would enable the TAM to work effectively in mandatory IT
usage contexts. More specifically, Davis suggested that the addition of SN might
enable the TAM to predict and explain mandatory usage behaviour. Indeed, his more
recent research endeavours with Venkatesh (e.g., Venkatesh and Davis, 2000;
Venkatesh et al., 2003) suggest that SN is an important factor in these usage contexts.
Although some research in the mandatory context has occurred in recent years (e.g.,
Brown et al., 2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Ward et al., 2005), the progress has
been slow. Aside from the dearth of research studies that have tested the TRA, TAM
and TPB in mandatory usage contexts, there is also an absence of conceptual scrutiny
of the models in such contexts. This section attempts to redress this gap.
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The TRA, TAM, and TPB might be expected to face at least two conceptual
hurdles when attempting to predict and explain mandatory IT usage. The first is that if
mandatory IT usage is a context of low volitional control, the BI to behaviour
relationship is likely to be severely weakened (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The second
issue is whether these theories can predict and explain multiple types of IT use rather
than a single behavioural action related to IT use. This second issue arises because
one research question that was relevant to voluntary IT use, such as which people
would adopt IT, is not applicable in a mandatory context. Both these issues, and why
they have special significance in mandatory use contexts, are the focus of this section.

Is the BI to behaviour relationship weakened when IT use is mandatory?
The main reason for posing this question is that the mandatory use of IT is purported to
be a context that lowers volitional control (e.g., Dishaw & Strong, 1999; Henry & Stone,
1997; Karahanna, 1993). Since the TRA and TAM are not designed to predict and
explain actions external to a person’s volitional control, the claim that mandatory usage
is a type of non–volitional action is potentially problematic for the use of the TRA and
TAM. To counteract this potential problem, researchers (e.g., Hartwick & Barki, 1994;
Karahanna, 1993) have recommended that studies include PBC in models that aim to
identify the determinants of mandated usage. In one study, Karahanna (1997) added
control beliefs to a model in order to account for mandatory behaviour as well as
barriers to adoption. Without explicitly stating so, she was indicating that mandatory IT
use encompassed actions that are not fully under volitional control. In addition to
Karahanna (1993), Dishaw and Strong (1999) have made it explicitly clear that they
believe that mandatory actions are outside the volitional control of individuals. Despite
these assertions, there has yet to be a conceptual examination of the issues that arise
when using the theories in mandatory usage contexts. Two issues will be addressed
here: (i) whether there is a loss of volitional control in mandatory usage contexts that
affects the accuracy of the TRA, TAM and TPB and, if so; (ii) whether it is conceptually
sustainable to argue that the BI to behaviour relationship is weakened when using the
models in such contexts.

Volitional control
To briefly reiterate, volitional control is a central concept in the TRA, TAM and TPB.
One of the core assumptions in using the TRA and TAM to predict and explain actions
is that such actions are under individual volitional control (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980;
Davis, 1986). TPB, on the other hand, was designed specifically to predict and explain
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actions for which an individual has low volitional control (Ajzen, 1985; 1991). As such,
TPB may provide an answer to the potential problem of low volitional control if that is
an issue when usage is mandatory.
The problem of low volitional control is that it is theorised to detrimentally affect
the BI to behaviour relationship. This rationale is based on the premise that volitional
control limits a person’s capacity to exercise their will (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). For
example, Ajzen and Fishbein have noted that a person may have the desire but not the
capacity to perform an action, and that this mismatch results in poor correspondence
between BI and behaviour. As an illustration of this issue, people who desire to stop
smoking but do not have the capacity to do so are clearly low in volitional control and
are unlikely to quit. Their attitude, social influences and intentions may point in one
direction while their behaviour points in another. Given the potential for poor model
results, it is necessary to consider whether people have low volitional control in
mandatory IT usage contexts.
According to Ajzen (1985) and Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) an individual has
volitional control over their actions when he or she can reasonably express his or her
will to perform such actions. Although Ajzen and Fishbein do not provide any further
dissection of the meaning, it would appear that there are two major elements in Ajzen
and Fishbein’s conceptualisation of volitional control. The first element involves the
freedom to exercise one’s will in relation to an action, while the second element
addresses the person’s capacity to perform a given action successfully. These two
elements are similar to those that have been identified by Terry and O’Leary (1995) in
the dissection of the measure of PBC: the first element refers to external aspects of
control required to perform given actions, while the second is an internal sense of
control, akin to self–efficacy (Bandura, 1986). External aspects of control also relate to
volition. Both volition and control are necessary for an action to be considered under an
individual’s volitional control.

Does mandatory IT usage affect individual freedom to exercise the will?
Some researchers believe that individuals have a choice about their actions even in the
face of mandatory IT behaviour. For example, Hartwick and Barki (1994) note that
people can defy a mandate by choosing not to use the IT, or they can comply and use
the system. By defying a mandate, however, people open themselves up to penalties
for non–compliance, which may be as harsh as loss of employment.
Mandating entities typically associate certain consequences with actions so as
to encourage compliance with the mandated behaviour on the basis of operant
conditioning behavioural principles to do with rewards and punishments (Skinner,
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1971). In mandating an action, a mandating entity is implicitly acknowledging that
individuals have choice, for without choice there would be no need to associate the
mandated actions with rewards for compliance and punishments for non–compliance.
Mandatory actions, therefore, do not remove choices; they simply impose
consequences on those choices (Hartwick & Barki). The view that people have choices
over their actions – notwithstanding that some actions are mandated – is explicitly
evident in the writings of Ajzen and Fishbein (1980):
‘…all behavior involves a choice, be it a choice
between performing or not performing a given action
or a choice among several qualitatively or
quantitatively different action alternatives.’ (p.41)
If all behaviour involves a choice, then mandatory behaviour must also involve a
choice. What sort of choice is this, however? A mandate operates to ensure that
people who might otherwise have contravened the mandate are more likely to choose
a course of action consistent with the mandate. This essentially amounts to influencing
or even forcing people’s choices for actions. So although mandatory actions do not
preclude people from having a choice about performing the given actions (Hartwick &
Barki, 1994), those upon whom the mandate is imposed may not perceive their choices
to be entirely free. The possible consequences of feeling forced to use IT may include
employee sabotage, job dissatisfaction, damage to employer–employee relations, and
poor organisational morale and loyalty (Brown et al., 2002; Ram & Jung, 1991). Studies
conducted for this thesis will explore whether there are individuals who use the
mandated IT even though they would rather not.
Assuming then that individuals have a choice to use IT in mandatory usage
contexts, albeit a forced choice, it follows that end–users would not necessarily have
low volition in these contexts. However, do end-users lack control of their actions as a
result of mandatory usage?

Does mandatory IT usage affect individual control over actions?
There is little doubt that mandating IT in organisations affects employees’ behaviour.
The likelihood is that more employees would use an IT system when the context is
mandatory than when their choice to use is voluntary. When IT use is voluntary, those
who are most adept and motivated to use IT are likely to be the ones who do choose to
use it. This is not the case with mandatory IT use. One of the immediate consequences
of mandatory IT use contexts compared with voluntary IT use contexts is that in the
former contexts there are more people using the IT who lack the capacity to do so. As
a result, in mandatory contexts there is a greater potential of a general lowering of the
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levels of control across end–users. However, if potential end–users were to receive
assistance such as training and IT support, then there may be no such lowering of
volitional control. In which case, while the potential for a lowering of volitional control is
there in mandatory contexts, it ought not to be assumed.
The type of volitional control portrayed in the previous paragraph (i.e., not
having the capacity to perform the actions) is the type that Ajzen and Fishbein (1980)
envisaged and that Ajzen (1985, 1991) had in mind when he devised the TPB. This
type of volitional control can occur in any context and is not peculiar to mandatory
contexts, except that there is the potential for it to be more prevalent in certain
situations. Moreover, this type of volitional control is quite distinct from the type that has
come to be associated with mandatory usage contexts.
It would appear that mandatory IT usage actions are not the same type of non–
volitional actions described by Ajzen (1985, 1991) in his list of internal and external
factors that influence volitional control. For Ajzen (1985), the absence of volitional
control hinders a person’s will to perform actions. In contrast, the mandatory use of IT
potentially hinders a person’s will not to perform actions. These two distinct types of
non–volitional actions have been identified in the IS literature on end–user acceptance
as the (i) type that refers to an individual’s inability to perform a given action (Ajzen,
1985, 1991; Warshaw & Davis, 1986; Mathieson et al., 2001) and (ii) the type of
nonvolition associated with the loss of free choice when IT usage is mandatory (Brown
et al., 2002; Karahanna, 1993; Henry & Stone, 1997; Dishaw & Strong, 1999). The
former type of volition is evidenced in the comments of Mathieson et al. (p.87), who
noted that volitional usage, in the context of the TAM, is about having ‘no barriers that
prevent an individual from using IT if he or she chose to do so’. The latter type of
volition is observed in survey questions such as the following by Henry and Stone: ‘Are
you required to use the computer system at work to get your job done?’ Researchers
who have conceived of nonvolitional actions in one of the two ways mentioned here
have generally not acknowledged the other type.
The distinction between these two types of volitional control is important
because the potential remedies needed to enable the TRA, TAM and TPB to work in
these respective situations may be quite different. For example, the suggestions that
have been proposed for enhancing the prediction and explanation of non–volitional
actions associated with an individual’s inability to perform a given action primarily focus
on the use of a new theory, the TPB, in place of the TRA (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). In
contrast, the remedies proposed for predicting and explaining non–volitional actions
that are based on the loss of free choice when IT usage is mandatory, include the use
of a measure of outcome expectancy (Henry & Stone, 1997) and a measure of
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symbolic adoption (Karahanna, 1997; Rawstorne et al., 1998). Since the type of
volitional control envisaged by Ajzen (1985; 1991) is not peculiar to mandatory usage
contexts, a question worth asking is: would the TPB have any advantage over the TRA
and TAM in such contexts?

Would TPB perform any better than TRA and TAM in mandatory contexts?
The absence of research that has included the TPB in mandatory usage contexts
precludes the possibility of simply referring to study results in the research literature to
answer this question. Indeed, as there have been very few studies that have utilised
the TPB in any IT usage context (for exceptions, see Brown et al., 2002; Mathieson,
1991; Taylor & Todd, 1995), it is unclear whether the TPB would predict and explain
mandatory IT usage any better than the TRA or TAM. The benefits of using the TPB
over the TRA seem to be only modest if the results of a meta–analytic study in the
general psychology literature by Conner & Armitage (1998) are an accurate gauge.
These authors found that the TPB added only 4% – 5% to the variance explained in BI
and about 1% to the variance explained in behaviour. Taylor and Todd in the IS
literature also found very little gain in including PBC and SN in the TAM.
Since PBC was included in the TPB to take account of actions outside volitional
control, that is, the extent to which a person feels control over performing the actions
rather than not performing the actions, it would seem evident that the TPB was not
designed specifically to address the types of volitional control associated directly with
mandatory usage contexts. As such, the capacity of the TPB, and indeed the variable
PBC, to account for mandatory usage actions may not be any better than the TRA and
TAM. However, for addressing the type of volitional control that relates to a person’s
inability to perform actions then TPB would be useful. The extent to which this latter
type of volitional control is prevalent in mandatory usage contexts is largely unknown
due to the paucity of studies in this area.
The type of volitional control that was not envisaged by Ajzen and Fishbein
(1980) or by Ajzen (1985; 1991), that is the hindrance of a person’s will to choose not
to use the IT, may pose problems for the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB. Specifically,
the issue is about whether variables in the models will be extremely skewed and
unable to predict behaviour when usage is predominantly mandatory.

Can BI predict mandatory IT use?
Another argument for suggesting a possible breakdown in the BI to usage behaviour
relationship has been suggested by Rawstorne et al. (1998). The argument is based on
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the likelihood that the distribution of BI when it is measured in mandatory usage
contexts will be extremely skewed and unsuitable for use in model testing. To illustrate
this point, if every end–user who were required to use a particular system indicated a
strong intention to use the IT, then there would be very little variance in a measure of
BI. A lack of variance has implications for prediction and explanation at both statistical
and pragmatic levels.
At a statistical level, although transformation techniques are available to reduce
skewness, variables that are extremely skewed may nonetheless need to be
dichotomised (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). However, some statistical techniques work
effectively with non-normally distributed variables (Chin, 2000), so skewness is
becoming less of a problem at a statistical level. At a pragmatic level, the lack of
variance in a measure prompts a question to be asked about the utility of predicting
something for which there is little variation. If a measure of BI were unsuitable in a
mandatory IT usage context, the implications would be quite severe as BI is pivotal to
the predictive and explanatory performance of the models.
The paucity of studies that have addressed the issue of skewness in BI means
that there is a lack of empirical evidence to verify the claim that BI would be extremely
skewed in mandatory IT usage contexts. Some of the studies conducted in such
contexts were able to avoid this issue by having heterogenous end–users as a result of
sampling from multi–sites and multi–users. For example, Hartwick and Barki (1994)
sampled from both voluntary and mandatory end–users, and participants in a study by
Lucas and Spitler (1999) had varied IT tasks ranging from voluntary to mandatory. In
studies of mandatory use that were based in homogenous samples (e.g., Brown et al.,
2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) where it might be expected that BI would be skewed,
the variance was not reported. However, in both these studies the results involving BI
were relatively consistent with theory. This would suggest that BI was suitable in those
contexts. There is a need for more research to verify the extent of the problem with BI,
if indeed there is one. This thesis will examine the skewness and suitability of BI in
mandatory usage contexts.
Another major issue arising from the use of the theories in mandatory usage
contexts is what the dependent variable ought to be and whether the theories are
capable of predicting and explaining such a variable.

3.4.3 What can and should be predicted by TRA, TAM and TPB
when IT usage is mandatory?
As more organisations mandate the use of IT systems and place greater reliance on
their use at work, it is arguably less important to predict and explain who will use IT and
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more important to look for determinants of effective use. This has meant that a simple
dichotomous measure of IT use (no/yes) is unlikely to be an appropriate dependent
variable as employees are unlikely to disregard a mandate to use an IS (Rawstorne et
al., 1998). This assertion will be tested in this thesis. Assuming that the assertion is
correct, of far more importance today for researchers, practitioners and implementing
organisations is the issue of how people will use the system. Will they use the IT
according to the prescribed mandate or instead in ways that are detrimental to the
organisation? Will they use the system in very innovative ways that may actually be
useful for an organisation to know more about? It is these issues that are more relevant
to organisations than simply knowing whether employees are using a system. It is this
type of information that would be meaningful for the theories to predict and explain.
There are certain criteria that need to be considered when thinking about a
dependent variable that the theories can predict and explain. For example, if the TRA,
TAM and TPB are to predict and explain mandatory usage behaviour there must be
variation in such a measure. Some researchers (e.g., Adamson & Shine, 2003) have
argued that there is insufficient variance in mandatory usage behaviour to warrant its
measurement. Adamson and Shine (p. 450) commented that measuring usage
behaviour when usage is mandatory is irrelevant as ‘usage is determined by the
organisations’ aims and objectives’ (p. 450). Other researchers (e.g., Brown et al.,
2002; Igbaria & Tan, 1997; Ward et al., 2005) have argued along similar lines: that
usage behaviour is an acceptable dependent variable when usage is voluntary but not
when it is mandatory. This view appears to be based on the notion that when IT usage
is mandatory, measures of IT use may reflect compliance more than acceptance
(Brown et al.; Ward et al.) and more than effectiveness (Doll and Torkzadeh, 1996,
cited in Henry & Stone, 1997). Brown et al. and Ward et al. (2005) have argued that in
highly mandatory usage contexts, it is more meaningful to measure how happy people
are with using an IT system rather than their usage behaviour as the latter will provide
little insight into end–user acceptance.
While these are compelling reasons for omitting usage behaviour, some studies
have shown that there is variance in mandatory usage behaviour (e.g., Hartwick &
Barki, 1994; Lucas & Spitler, 1999; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Rawstorne et al., 1998;
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). For example, Venkatesh and Davis measured usage
behaviour in the form of self–reported duration of use and found sufficient variance
among end–users. Two other studies (Hartwick & Barki; Lucas & Spitler) showed that a
measure of usage behaviour had variance, though it is difficult to be sure just how
much, as samples in both studies were a combination of mandatory and voluntary
users. While Brown et al. (2002) agreed with the notion of usage variability in
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mandatory contexts, they suggested that the level of variability depended on how much
the mandated IT use overlapped with work roles: the greater the overlap, the less
variability there would be.
The choice of a dependent variable to be tested in this thesis will be guided by
the major research objective, which is to examine the suitability of the TRA, TAM and
TPB true to theory in mandatory usage contexts. Since this thesis is about theory
testing rather than with IT acceptance per se, it is important that the theories are
represented accurately. This means that it is important to predict behaviours rather
than emotions or psychological constructs, as these theories were not specifically
designed to predict the latter and do not address the latter in any detail. Predicting
psychological constructs from other psychological constructs is also prone to common–
method variance, particularly if measured at the same data point (Campbell & Fiske,
1959). There seems no reason why usage behaviour cannot be a dependent variable
of interest when usage is mandatory, even if the behaviour does not reflect end–user
acceptance.
Although the mandatory use of IT appears to be a context where differences in
the way people use systems can be measured, the question that needs to be asked is
whether the theories can predict and explain such measures. And, if so, which ones
are the most suitable. Two major constraints limit the types of actions that can be
predicted and explained by the TRA, TAM and TPB: (i) these theories predict actions
and not outcomes; and (ii) these theories predict single actions rather than multiple
actions. Both points will be explored in more detail below.

The TRA, TAM and TPB predict actions rather than outcomes
Organisations implement technology in the hope that certain outcomes will eventuate,
such as greater productivity (Fichman & Kemerer, 1997), increased profits, increased
market share and a return on equity (Garrity & Sanders, 1998b). To a large extent,
these aspiring outcomes are outside the control of individual actions and therefore fall
outside the capacity of the TRA, TAM and TPB to predict and explain. According to
Roberts and Henderson (2000), models such as the TAM restrict the range of
dependent variables that can be used to assess system success. They assert that this
restriction is based on the fact that the TRA, TAM and TPB are individual–level models
that were designed to predict individual–level dependent variables. As such, aspects of
‘IT success’ that fall outside the level of the individual are inappropriate as dependent
variables with the theories.
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The theories were developed to predict and explain individual behaviour:
actions, not outcomes (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The use of the TRA, TAM and TPB to
predict outcomes is conceptually illogical as well as unreliable. Outcomes are prone to
the influence of factors outside an individual’s control. An example of the distinction
between actions and outcomes in relation to the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB, is
provided in Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980) illustration of dieting behaviour. According to
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), the TRA and, by implication, TPB, can predict and explain
whether a person will diet (actions) but not whether a person will lose weight (an
outcome) from dieting. As the likelihood of losing weight may have much to do with
metabolism, exercise, past history of dieting, etc., the prediction of losing weight by
individual–level models such as the TRA and TPB is less reliable than the prediction of
actions that contribute to weight loss.
Models that are based at an organisational level of analysis, such as process
and stage models (see Cooper & Zmud, 1990), are more appropriate for predicting and
explaining organisational outcomes. An example is from Stoneman and Kwon (1996),
who developed a model for predicting profit from the adoption of new technology.
Based on a diffusion framework, the Stoneman and Kwon (1996) model purported that
the key factors related to profit from new IT included characteristics of the firm, the
number of other adopters, and the organisation’s position in the order of adoption in
comparison with other organisations. These factors, or independent variables, were all
at the organisational level, which makes possible the prediction of an organisational–
level dependent variable such as profit. Such a dependent variable would not align
conceptually with the capacities and purposes of the TRA, TAM, and TPB. These
theories are also limited by the number of actions that can be predicted.

The TRA, TAM and TPB predict single or related actions rather than
multiple independent actions
The theories were generally designed to predict one type of behaviour or action at a
time, rather than multiple–independent actions. However, they can predict multiple–
related actions that underpin the same category of behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980).
The main distinction between multiple–independent actions and multiple–related
actions that underpin the same behaviour is that a common thread links the latter while
no such thread links the former.
Multiple–related actions are those that underpin the same behavioural
construct. Dieting behaviour is an example. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) purported that a
behavioural category such as dieting could be predicted successfully by the TRA
through the measurement of several related actions, each inferring dieting behaviour or
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lack thereof (e.g., drinking coffee without sugar, eating only two meals a day, snacking
between meals, drinking beer, etc.). The way that multiple–related actions are
measured using the theories is to develop questionnaire items for all of the multiple
actions, each of which makes reference to the behavioural construct, such as dieting.
In doing so, the correspondence rules in relation to action, context, target and time are
maintained. In this example a composite measure of dieting, which can be calculated
from each of the dieting actions, becomes the dependent variable that can be used in
multivariate statistical techniques such as multiple regression and structural equation
modelling.
An alternative approach to measuring multiple actions, which is necessary when
the actions are unrelated, is to create a separate set of questionnaire items pertaining
to each of the actions. This would mean creating items to measure each of the
variables in whichever of the theories was being used. While doing so would not be
inconsistent with theory, it would nonetheless involve more work on the part of the
researcher and require more time from each of the participants. Indeed, depending on
how many actions were measured in this way, the creation of separate sets of
questions would be very onerous on employee participants and their organisations.
One study that measured separate actions in this way was Henderson and Divett
(2003), who used separate analyses to predict and explain the use of online
supermarket shopping in New Zealand each month for seven months. The three
measures included: (i) number of log–ons; (ii) number of grocery deliveries; and (iii)
dollars spent on the online supermarket. This approach enabled Henderson and Divett
to separately analyse each of the three actions, which, as it turned out, showed similar
results for each.
One study (Carswell & Venkatesh, 2002) that attempted to predict and explain
multiple–independent actions using only one set of questions (i.e., attitude, SN, BI, etc.,
were not measured separately for each action) showed mixed results. Carswell and
Venkatesh found that some, but not all, of the outcome variables were predicted. The
weak associations between some of the variables may be plausibly explained by a loss
of correspondence in action, context, target and time caused by not using separate
questions to measure unrelated actions. The Carswell and Venkatesh experience
provides an example of some of the difficulties faced when using the theories to predict
multiple–independent actions. In this thesis, the theories will be tested to predict and
explain multiple–independent actions using the approach taken by Henderson and
Divett (2003). Notwithstanding the difficulties involved in predicting multiple actions with
the theories, there are yet other issues to consider when choosing the type of
dependent variable most suited to the theories.
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3.4.4 Choosing an outcome variable for mandatory usage contexts
All of the outcome variables that are of potential use with the TRA, TAM and TPB can
arguably fit under the rubric of information systems success (ISS). As such, ISS will be
the starting point in this section.

Information systems success
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in evaluating the success of an IT system is the lack of
agreement among a diverse group of stakeholders about what constitutes ‘success’
and therefore what should be measured (Garrity & Sanders, 1998a). Researchers from
a range of disciplines and theoretical backgrounds have used a diversity of measures
to assess the success of IT and information systems (Markus & Robey, 1988). Such
diversity is not an emerging issue: in 1976, Downs and Mohr (1976) suggested that
one of the sources of instability in innovations research was the way that results of very
different IT behaviours get compared. Over 25 years later, there is still a range of
information systems success (ISS) measures being used. One of the reasons for this,
according to Seddon et al. (1997), is that there are few guidelines about how IT
effectiveness should be measured. Models that have attempted to evaluate the entirety
of ISS, such as the DeLone and McLean (1992) model and the Seddon et al. model of
IS evaluation, have generally been all encompassing and far too broad to be attached
to individual–level models such as TRA, TAM and TPB (i.e., they included
organisational elements). Indeed, ISS is conceptually broader than implementation
success (Sharma & Yetton, 2003). There is a range of individual–level dependent
variables that, while not encompassing all of ISS, attempt to measure aspects of ISS.
The most popular of these will be described.

IT acceptance
The importance of IT acceptance (also variously referred to as user acceptance and
personal computing acceptance) to IT research seems to be based largely on the
notion that acceptance and use of systems are prerequisites for achieving the potential
benefits of the system (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Gelderman, 1998; Venkatesh, 1999).
Not all researchers accept the view that IT acceptance is the best individual–level
gauge of IT success. For instance, Igbaria and Tan (1997) have argued that the impact
of IT on individual performance is a more important gauge of the success of a system
than usage behaviour and user satisfaction. While this view has much merit,
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particularly because it attempts to show how IT may deliver benefits to organisations, it
still awaits a more thorough conceptualisation, which is not the focus of this thesis.
One of the problems with the concept of IT acceptance is that because it is such
an all–encompassing construct, with a variety of meanings in the literature (Karahanna,
1997), results of studies that measure IT acceptance in different ways may not be
readily comparable. Indeed, researchers (e.g., Karahanna, 1997; Igbaria et al., 1997)
have viewed IT acceptance as an overriding, subsuming construct of other individual–
level IT–related dependent variables such as BI, user satisfaction and usage
behaviour. Researchers frequently label the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB in this
research domain as IT acceptance research (e.g., Gefen et al., 2003a; Igbaria &
Chakrabarti, 1990; Limayem et al., 2001). As such, the concept of IT acceptance is
rather vague and possibly less useful than an individual–level dependent variable that
would be used to infer IT acceptance. It is these variables that will be considered next.

Behavioural intention
BI is perhaps the most popular dependent variable associated with the use of the TRA,
TAM and TPB in IS research. Numerous studies have reported the measurement of BI
as the dependent variable (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Brown et al., 2002; Chau &
Hu, 2002; Gefen & Keil, 1998; Gefen et al., 2003a; Gefen et al., 2003b; Hu et al., 1999;
Jackson et al., 1997; Karahanna et al., 1999; Lin & Lu, 2000; Lou et al., 2000; Plouffe
et al., 2001; Riemenschneider et al., 2002; Subramanian, 1994; Venkatesh, 1999,
2000; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). Despite the popularity of BI as a dependent variable,
its use as a proxy for actual behaviour is only meaningful when there is sufficient
validation evidence for the BI to behaviour relationship. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1,
there are some IT contexts in which the theories are yet to be fully validated. One of
these contexts is when usage is mandatory. Rawstorne et al. (1998) have argued that
BI is likely to be highly skewed when usage is mandatory. Moreover, BI is unlikely to be
as popular a choice of dependent variable among organisations implementing IT as it is
among researchers. This is because it only contains information about IT acceptance,
which in a mandatory context may reflect compliance more than acceptance (Brown et
al.). Perhaps the most important reason for not using BI as the dependent variable in
this thesis is that to do so would negate the very aims of predicting prospective usage
behaviour.
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Information systems satisfaction
During the last decade many researchers have used a measure of IS satisfaction (or
end–user satisfaction) as a surrogate for systems success or IT usage behaviour7 (e.g.,
Adamson & Shine, 2003). IS satisfaction has good credentials in that it has been
associated with organisational productivity, as measured by (i) profitability; and (ii)
development and revenues (Gelderman, 1998). In a meta–analysis of studies that
measured management support and IS implementation success, as measured by
frequency and duration of use as well as IS satisfaction, Sharma and Yetton (2003)
reported an average correlation of 0.24. While it cannot be concluded that IS
satisfaction correlated 0.24 with management support, the result suggests that IS
satisfaction may be a useful measure of IS implementation success.
The use of a measure of IS satisfaction is potentially problematic when used
with the TRA, TAM and TPB. One of the problems is that because IS satisfaction is
based on individual rather than organisational satisfaction, it reflects only one
dimension of IS success. Also, at a conceptual level there is some doubt about the
suitability of IS satisfaction as a dependent variable with the TRA, TAM and TPB. The
doubt is based on theoretical grounds: whether psychological constructs such as IS
satisfaction can be predicted by models that were designed to predict behavioural
actions. At an empirical level, there is some suggestion that IS satisfaction can be
predicted by the TAM. For example, IS satisfaction was predicted by PU and PEU
(e.g., Adamson & Shine, 2003) and was shown to be associated with end–user
expectations about the IT system (Szajna & Scamell, 1993).

7

The terms IS satisfaction and end–user satisfaction refer to the same construct and will
therefore be used interchangeably.
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IS satisfaction might become a useful dependent variable if it can be
established that the construct has a strong empirical association with usage behaviour
and that there are valid conceptual grounds for expecting IS satisfaction to be predicted
and explained by TRA, TAM and TPB. There is mixed empirical evidence that IS
satisfaction is associated with usage behaviour. While in one study (Downing, 1999)
found that usage behaviour could be analysed to produce a measure of IS satisfaction,
Roberts and Henderson (2000) found only a weak association between these
constructs. There is a need for more studies to explore these issues. In the meantime,
IS satisfaction is not the dependent variable that will be used in this thesis.

Usage behaviour
Arguably the most informative of the individual–level dependent variables is usage
behaviour. Usage behaviour essentially encompasses any measures that are based on
the use of IT and as such can take many guises. Frequency and duration of use
appear to be the most popular usage behaviour measures, with many studies reporting
the use of one or both (e.g., Lederer, et al., 2000; Mathieson et al., 2001; Szajna, 1996;
Roberts & Henderson, 2000; Yetton et al., 1999). Unlike other dependent variables that
have been reviewed above, which are all subjective measures, usage behaviour can
be measured both objectively and subjectively.
According to Goodhue, Klein and March (2000), there is an absence of
objective measures of ISS. This is corroborated by the empirical evidence, which
shows that the majority of researchers who have utilised the TRA, TAM or TPB, have
measured usage behaviour subjectively through a self–reported questionnaire method
(Gupta, Karimi & Somers, 2000; Higa et al., 2000; Lederer et al., 2000; Lucas & Spitler,
1999, 2000; Roberts & Henderson, 2000; Winter et al., 1998). Seemingly fewer
researchers have measured usage behaviour objectively, mostly through computer log
data (Szajna, 1996; Downing, 1999; Wober & Gretzel, 2000; Venkatsh et al., 2000).
Some researchers have measured both objective and subjective usage behaviour
(e.g., Straub et al., 1995). Inevitably, there have been comparisons made between
objective and subjective measures (e.g., Straub et al.; Sharma & Yetton, 2001; Legris
et al., 2003).
Straub et al. conducted one of the first studies that alerted researchers to the
likelihood that self–reported measures of usage behaviour might not be strongly related
to actual usage behaviour. In their study, Straub et al. collected both objective and
subjective usage behaviour measures of voicemail and tested the validity using the
TAM. With the use of structural equation modelling, they found that the best fitting
model included both objective and subjective measures of usage behaviour as
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separate factors rather than as one factor. The differences between objective and
subjective measures of usage behaviour are also evident in other published research.
For example, Szajna (1996) reported a low correlation between subjective and
objective measures of usage behaviour. Furthermore, using the Campbell and Fiske
(1959) method of testing for convergent validity, the correlation between self–reported
(subjective) usage behaviour with BI was higher than its correlation with actual
(objective) usage behaviour. In a study by Deane, Podd and Henderson (1988), self–
reported frequency (i.e., number of times participants logged into the system each day)
and duration (i.e., number of minutes participants were logged into the system each
day) of usage were shown to have a reasonably strong association with computer log
data. The differences were as a result of end–users slightly overestimating their actual
use as recorded by the computer log data. Deane et al. concluded that self–reported
usage is not a superior substitute for actual log data. According to Legris et al. (2003),
self–reported use is, at best, a relative indicator of usage behaviour. The sheer number
of studies that have used self–reported measures of usage behaviour with the TAM,
prompted Legris et al. to suggest that the TAM measures the variance in self–reported
use and not in actual use. In a similar vein, Sharma and Yetton (2001) demonstrated
that the apparent strong validity of the TAM to predict usage behaviour is not nearly as
strong when there is an adjustment made for studies that have measured perceived
usage behaviour rather than actual usage behaviour.
Although it would appear that subjective measures are not always objectively
accurate, this does not necessarily mean that they are not sometimes useful. Indeed,
according to Goodhue et al. (2000), if subjective measures can be used to discern
differences in usage behaviour then they can be valuable for assessing the impact of IT
change,

the

diagnosis

of

problems,

and

alerting

stakeholders

to

potential

implementation and usage problems. Another relevant issue to consider, irrespective of
whether usage behaviour is measured at an objective or subjective level, is whether
the assumptions required to interpret usage behaviour data are satisfactory and
meaningful.
Usage behaviour as a dependent variable is potentially problematic. The major
difficulty rests with how to interpret the results. For example, although there is an
assumption that higher frequency of use and longer duration of use equate to greater
performance, this assumption is a heroic one according to Goodhue et al. (2000).
Furthermore, there appears to be a paucity of empirical evidence either supporting or
refuting the assumption. According to Goodhue et al., the assumption appears to have
developed from two theoretical areas: (i) the apparent, yet weak, relationship between
job satisfaction and performance; and (ii) attitude–behaviour research. In both these
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theoretical areas, the notion is that more job satisfaction and more positive attitudes
are likely to reflect stronger performance. However, It is plausible that in some usage
situations, less experienced and less competent end–users might spend more time
using a system than their more experienced and competent counterparts. In which
case, higher scores on frequency of use and longer duration of use may sometimes
reflect poorer IT performance. Bearing in mind these limitations, usage behaviour was
nonetheless chosen as the dependent variable of choice in this thesis and will be used
in three of the four studies.
There are several study settings that have been used to test the TRA, TAM and
TPB, some of which are more conducive than others for answering the research
questions in this thesis. These will be explored in the next section.

3.4.5 Study conditions for using the TRA, TAM and TPB in
mandatory usage contexts
The research literature makes apparent the need for more studies that utilise the TRA,
TAM and TPB in predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts. Such research needs to
be conducted in very particular ways so as to represent the theories accurately and to
isolate the effects of a mandatory usage context. The IT research literature shows that
the theories have been used in a variety of study settings: (i) across a number of
organisations; (ii) in a single organisation; and (iii) across a number of individuals. Each
of these research contexts may be advantageous for answering particular research
questions. In this section, these three research contexts will be reviewed briefly for the
purpose of considering the most appropriate for the current series of studies.

Data collected across a number of organisations
Studies that have sampled end–users from several organisations typically report a
variety of differences across organisations, including types of IT systems, uses of the
IT, types of employees using the IT systems, and types of usage contexts (i.e.,
voluntary or mandatory) (e.g., Gefen & Straub, 1997; Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Igbaria,
1995; Igbaria et al., 1995, 1997; Jackson et al., 1997; Karahanna & Straub, 1999;
Moore & Benbasat 1991; Riemenschneider et al., 2002; Straub, Keil & Brenner, 1997;
Venkatesh et al., 2000). From the perspective of theory validation, there are some
advantages in conducting studies where there is variation across a number of
dimensions. As an example, any empirical support for the theories can be considered
relatively robust since the results have been generated across a range of contexts.
Another advantage is that the results can be more easily generalised to a range of
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usage scenarios. Generalising the results to mandatory usage contexts, however, may
be difficult. Unless there is a sufficient number of mandatory users and they can be
identified for statistical analysis, the results of studies conducted among mostly
voluntary users may have little salience in the context of mandatory IT use. There are
also other reasons why using the TRA, TAM and TPB across a number of
organisations in the one study may not be the most useful way of studying the
effectiveness of these models in mandatory contexts.
A number of potentially extraneous factors may make it difficult to identify the
effects of mandatory usage contexts on the study results. For example, unless studies
that have sampled across many organisations can statistically take into account
differences in end–user employment positions and different types of IT used, among
other things, it would be inaccurate to attribute study results to a mandatory usage
context. Some studies have partially gotten around this difficulty by having sufficient
numbers of voluntary and mandatory users in the sample (see Hartwick & Barki, 1994;
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). This approach works on the basis that, with a sufficient
sample size, the differences in other factors are distributed evenly across the voluntary
and mandatory users. Moreover, with sufficient numbers of voluntary and mandatory
users it is also possible to conduct separate analyses for both types of end–users, as
was done by Hartwick and Barki.
A variation on the theme of conducting research across a range of organisations
with different end–users and using different IT systems is to target the same type of
employee in several organisations.

Data collected across a number of organisations but targeting distinct
categories of end–users and employee groups
Some studies have sampled from several organisations targeting distinct working
groups. For example, Chau and Hu (2002) recruited physicians who were using
telemedicine technology, while Mathieson et al. (2001) sampled accountants. As these
types of studies generally span a number of organisations, variety in the types of IT
and the contexts in which they are used tends to be unavoidable. As such, the same
potential for confounding effects of extraneous variables, as described in the paragraph
above, is possible. One way of avoiding these types of potential confounding effects is
to limit the research to a single organisation.
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Data collected in a single organisation
Studies that are based in a single organisation (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1999, 2000;
Brown et al., 2002; Chau, 1996; Gefen et al., 2003a; Henderson & Divett, 2003;
Karahanna et al., 1999; Lin & Lu, 2000; Lucas & Spitler, 2000; Lucas & Spitler, 1999;
Roberts & Henderson, 2000; Sjazna, 1996; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Wober &
Gretzel, 2000;) are able to more effectively control for the effect of extraneous factors
(Agarwal & Prasad). By conducting the research in the one organisation it is also easier
to keep consistent the type of end–user, the type of IT, and the types of tasks for which
the IT is used. By doing so, the researcher is in a better position to evaluate the effects
of the usage context (i.e., mandatory or voluntary) without the added ‘noise’ that may
occur if there were differences in these factors (Cooper & Zmud, 1990). While studies
that are based in a single organisation may lack generalisability compared with studies
conducted across multiple organisations, this type of study setting appears to be more
conducive for addressing the research objectives of this thesis. A further advantage of
conducting the research in one organisation is that the use of models in this way most
accurately mimics how the TRA, TAM and TPB might be used by a change agent or
others implementing IT into an organisation. This advantage is important because one
of the potentially applied uses of these theories is in the context of enabling an IT
implementation to run more smoothly.
To summarise, basing the research endeavour in the one organisation enables
additional control over the potentially confounding effects of extraneous variables such
as differences in: employee groups; types of IT used; and types of IT tasks. As such,
each of the studies in this thesis will be based in the one organisation, sampling from
the same types of end–users, using the same types of IT, and whose use will generally
be the same across the group.

3.4.6 Overview of Section 3.4
Section 3.4 began with a review of the empirical evidence in the IT domain for the
theorised associations in the theories and whether these associations had been tested
in cross–sectional or longitudinal studies and whether the usage context was
predominantly voluntary or mandatory. Several issues emerged from this review. A
number of the theorised relationships between variables, such as attitude to BI, SN to
BI, PU to BI, and PEU to BI, have received strong empirical support in voluntary IT
usage contexts. The TAM has received considerably more research attention than both
the TRA and TPB. Indeed, the relationships involving PBC to BI and PBC to usage
behaviour have received almost no research attention in both voluntary and mandatory
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usage contexts. Another gap in the research literature was the clear preference among
researchers to conduct studies cross–sectionally rather than longitudinally. While this
preference is understandable, for reasons of convenience and cost, there is a need for
more longitudinal testing of the theories. There is also a relative paucity of studies that
have been conducted in mandatory usage contexts. One of the relationships that
emerged as strongly validated in the few studies that were conducted in mandatory
contexts was the SN to BI association. One obvious gap in the literature is that only
one study has tested the TAM longitudinally (i.e., measured BI and usage behaviour at
two separate data points) in a mandatory usage context. No studies have yet tested the
TRA and TPB in those conditions. This thesis aims to fill many of these gaps in the
literature.
Section 3.4 also examined some of the challenges that might arise when
attempting to use the theories in mandatory usage contexts. One such challenge
centres on whether mandatory use is necessarily of low volitional control and, if so,
whether that would make the TPB a more appropriate theory than the TRA and TAM in
mandatory contexts. It was concluded that the type of volitional control that has been
discussed in the literature about mandatory IT use (i.e., that mandatory use of IT
potentially hinders a person’s will not to perform actions) is distinctly different from the
type of volitional control that was referred to by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Ajzen
(1985; 1991) (i.e., that the absence of volitional control hinders a person’s will to
perform actions). As the TPB is a remedy for the latter type of volitional control, and as
the latter type of volitional control is not peculiar to mandatory usage contexts, it is
plausible that the TPB will perform no better than the TRA and the TAM in such
contexts.
Other issues were raised in the context of how the models would perform in
mandatory environments. One in particular involved a conceptual exploration of
whether the BI to usage behaviour relationship might be detrimentally affected when
the models are used in mandatory usage contexts. The conclusion was that BI would
be extremely skewed when usage is predominantly mandatory. Since there is such a
paucity of studies that were conducted in a single organisation that had mandated IT, it
is not possible to predict whether the likely skewness in BI would detrimentally affect
the theorised relationships in the models.
The type of dependent variables that would be suitable for use with the theories
in mandatory usage contexts was explored. It was argued that as a result of more
organisations mandating the use of IT, the use of a dichotomous (no/yes) usage
dependent variable has become redundant, though this will be empirically examined in
this thesis. While some researchers have argued against measuring usage behaviour
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in mandatory usage contexts, largely on account of a belief that there would be
insufficient variance, such a position was not supported here. The section reviewed a
number of dependent variables that have been used with the theories and argued for
the inclusion of usage behaviour. Usage behaviour has a number of advantages over
some of the other variables such as it can be measured subjectively and objectively,
which enables the theories to be tested with both. The measurement of usage
behaviour is also likely to be useful for organisations, as it enables a comparison of
actual usage against expected usage.
Finally, it was argued that conducting each of the studies in this thesis within
one organisation would provide greater control over confounding effects from
extraneous factors such as differences in employee groups, types of IT used, and
types of IT tasks.

3.5

Research questions and hypotheses

Drawing on the literature presented and arguments made in the first three chapters, the
major research question and associated hypotheses that will be addressed in this
thesis are described below.

Major research question 1
The major research question is addressed in each of the four studies.
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly voluntary and
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
Hypothesis 1: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain BI
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly voluntary and when the usage context is perceived by
participants as predominantly mandatory.
This hypothesis is conditional on the following assumption:
Assumption: A dichotomous (yes/no) measure of IT use will show a relatively even split
between the two categories in a predominantly voluntary IT usage context but not in a
predominantly mandatory IT usage context. Usage behaviour measured on a
continuous scale will be normally distributed in both predominantly voluntary and
predominantly mandatory usage contexts. As such, when hypothesis 1 is tested in
predominantly mandatory usage contexts, the hypothesis is only valid when usage
behaviour is measured on a continuous scale rather than dichotomously.
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Research question 2
This research question and associated hypotheses were developed as a result of
studies 1 and 2 and are tested in studies 3 and 4. A rationale for these research
questions and hypotheses is provided in the Introduction in Study 3.
Does the substitution of SA for BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB provide better prediction
and explanation of IT usage behaviour when the IT usage context is predominantly
mandatory?
Hypothesis 2a: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain SA
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly mandatory.
Hypothesis 2b: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, there will be some people who despite not mentally
accepting the IT (as measured by SA), nonetheless (i) indicate an intention to use
the system, and (ii) actually use the system
These hypotheses are conditional on the following assumption:
Assumption: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be predominantly
mandatory, a measure of BI will be extremely skewed while a measure of SA will be
normally distributed.

Research question 3
The third research question was developed as a result of Study 3. It is applicable only
to Study 4. A rationale for this research question is provided in the Introduction to Study
4.
In a mandatory IT usage context, do end–users with low mental acceptance of the IT
pre–implementation mentally accept the IT post–implementation?
Hypothesis 3a: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, those who are low in mental acceptance of the IT (as
measured by SA) pre–implementation of PCIS will show a significant increase in
mental acceptance at post–implementation.
Hypothesis 3b: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, those who are low in mental acceptance of the IT (as
measured by SA) pre–implementation of PCIS will have significantly higher
scores on PU, PEU, and attitude, post–implementation compared with pre–
implementation.
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Chapter 4
Research Methodology and
approach to data analysis
4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the research design, data collection methods, site selection and
types of samples in the four studies. The choice of research design and methods were
governed by considerations of how best to answer the research questions. The studies
in general were designed so that site, sample and technology type were kept
homogenous in order to provide additional study control (Agarwal & Prasad, 2000).
This meant that in each study the focus was on (i) one organisation; (ii) one type of
technology; and (iii) end–users with similar usage demands and job tasks.
By homogenising many of the study conditions, this thesis is positioned slightly
differently from studies that have sampled from a range of organisations and which can
generalise their results more broadly (Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Brown et al., 2002). In
this thesis, generalisability has been partly sacrificed in order to control for the effects
of organisational, technological and personnel differences. While controlling for these
factors could have been achieved statistically, while sampling from a range of
organisations, to do so would have required larger sample sizes. Moreover, as
mentioned in Section 3.4.5, situating the study in many organisations would fail to
mimic how a change agent might use the theories in a real–life IT implementation
context.

4.2

Research model

The research models tested in the four studies are the TRA, TAM and TPB as
previously illustrated in Figures 2, 3, and 5, and described in Section 3.2. Accordingly,
the following model variables were measured in each study: PU, PEU, attitude, SN,
PBC, BI, and usage behaviour.
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4.3

Research design and site selection

In each of the four studies there were two distinct study arms. The first of these will be
referred to as the ‘salient belief arm’, which aimed to elicit beliefs from a small, though
representative, sample of the population (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The second arm of
each study, referred to as the ‘main study arm’, was concerned with testing the TRA,
TAM and TPB as well as with other hypothesis testing.
A longitudinal panel design was used in the main study arm in each of the four
studies in order to assess the accuracy of the theories for predicting and explaining
prospective usage behaviour. A rationale for using a longitudinal design was argued in
Section 3.4.4. This type of study design provides a time interval that separates the
measurement of BI from usage behaviour. In each study, BI and its antecedents were
measured at time 1 (T1) while usage behaviour was measured at time 2 (T2).
Two types of organisations were chosen as study sites: (i) a university located
in a major metropolitan centre within close proximity to Sydney; and (ii) two hospitals
located within one of the area health services in Sydney. Studies 1, 2 and 3 were
based in the university setting while study 4 was based in the two hospitals.

4.4

Research participants

To ensure that salient beliefs were elicited from a sample of the population of interest,
the same method of recruiting participants was employed in both arms of the study.
Participants in studies 1 to 3 were university undergraduate students, while nurses
were the participants in study 4. There has been some criticism of the use of
undergraduate university students as study participants. Most of the criticism is based
on issues of (i) representativeness (Voracek, 2001), with undergraduate students seen
as unrepresentative of society more broadly; or (ii) on the study setting being too
artificial (Clemmensen, 2004). The second argument is not as relevant to this thesis as
it applies more to laboratory–based experimental research where the environment is
controlled and manipulated to suit the study conditions. The first argument, however,
will be addressed by reference to the technology boom of the last decade, which has
meant that people are now more likely to be exposed to computer–based technology at
a younger age.
Data collected in the 2001 Australian Census (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2002) shows that the highest rate of household computer usage occurred among 10–
14 year olds (69%) followed closely by 15 – 19 year olds (67%). Other age groups, in
comparison, reported lower household computer usage: 20 – 24 (50%); 25 – 34 (47%);
35 – 44 (51%); 45 – 54 (44%), and the proportions continue to get smaller as the age
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group gets older. While these data ought to be interpreted with caution – as younger
people spend more time at home compared with their older counterparts, and those
over 20 are more likely to use computers at work – these figures show quite clearly that
computer use is highly prevalent among young people in Australia. As such,
undergraduate students at university are arguably somewhat representative of
computer users in the general population. Although the contexts in which students use
IT may not necessarily represent all IT use in organisations, it would be difficult to find
a type of IT use that was representative. Indeed, even a popular type of IT usage such
as the use of electronic mail (email) cannot reflect the broad range of IT usage in the
community. Student use of IT in a course context is not markedly dissimilar to IT usage
environments in a range of organisations. Universities are a type of organisation and
undergraduate students are large consumers of IT. This makes the university context
and undergraduate samples relevant and legitimate for a study of IT use. Along these
lines Venkatesh and Davis (1996) have pointed out that because many IT systems are
used by a significant number of student end–users, sampling from undergraduate
students poses only a minimal threat to external validity. Venkatesh and Davis argue
further that conducting research with student samples prior to moving the research
context to a non–university organisational setting is a legitimate way of conducting
research in the IT domain. Consistent with this approach, study 4 is based in a hospital
environment.
One common thread running through each of the four studies in this thesis is
that they are comprised predominantly of women. As such, it is important to consider
what effects this might have on the results and their generalisability. Fortunately, there
are some studies that have considered gender issues in the use of the TRA, TAM or
TPB. For example, Gefen and Straub (1997) used the TAM in a cross–sectional design
and found significant differences in the perceptions of men and women working for
airlines in the US, Switzerland and Japan (the sample included managerial,
professional, and technical workers) about using email. Women perceived a greater
social value in email than did men. Women also scored higher on PU than men,
whereas men scored higher on PEU. There were no gender differences on email
usage, as measured by the self–reported number of sent and received messages.
Gefen and Straub explained the gender differences in PU in terms of the different ways
that men and women use discourse and how, for instance, email is better suited to the
ways that women use discourse. By drawing on the work of a number of researchers,
Gefen and Straub argued that men tend to use discourse to achieve or maintain social
standing, whereas women tend to use discourse to achieve intimacy and support.
Hence, email was more conducive to the way women use discourse.
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Not only do men and women sometimes score differently on variables in the
TRA, TAM and TPB, it would appear that they also may sometimes make usage
decisions based on different factors. In reference to the TAM, PU is more closely
associated with usage for men, whereas PEU and SN are more important in the usage
decisions for women (Venkatesh & Morris, 2000). In reference to the TPB, men are
more likely than women to base their usage decisions on attitude, whereas perceptions
about what key others would like the person to do (i.e., SN), as well as perceptions of
control over using the IT (i.e., PBC), are key factors for women (Venkatesh et al.,
2000).
Venkatesh, et al., 2003 explored the moderating effects of gender on
relationships in the TRA, TAM and TPB. They found that gender and age moderated
the relationship between effort expectancy (akin to PEU) and BI, such that the
relationship was more significant for women and older workers. Indeed, Venkatesh et
al. concluded that as the younger generation mature it is plausible that gender
differences might disappear.
While the focus of the current thesis is not about examining gender differences,
the four studies may nonetheless contribute to a better understanding of what the most
important determinants of BI and usage behaviour are for women.

Based on the

results of the studies in the immediately preceding paragraphs, it is expected that the
relationships that will be particularly strong in a predominantly women sample are
those between SN and BI, PEU and BI and PBC and BI.
There are some clear benefits in having a sample comprised of predominantly
women. Fountain (2000) noted that women are the predominant users of IT in work
settings yet are under–represented as designers and experts in IT. Therefore, studies
that focus predominantly on women are helping to redress this imbalance.

4.5

Data collection method

In each study, data were collected through self–report questionnaires in three stages:
Stage 1: Salient belief questionnaire. Salient beliefs were elicited by using a
structured questionnaire with open–response questions. Responses were thematically
analysed and converted into questionnaire items for the TRA and TPB constructs (see
Section 4.6.1 for a more detailed description of this approach). The timing of the
elicitation process in each study occurred after participants had experienced at least
one training session using the IT in question. This was done so that participants would
have some knowledge of the IT when responding to the questionnaire.
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Stage 2: Time 1 questionnaire. This questionnaire contained all of the variables
in the TRA, TAM and TPB, with the exception of usage behaviour, which was
administered in the questionnaire at time 2. Included in the time 1 questionnaire was an
additional attitude scale measured on a semantic differential scale for the purpose of
helping to validate the attitude scale constructed from salient beliefs. Also included was
a scale of PV, a measure of computer experience, and demographics including age
and gender. The time 1 questionnaire was administered prior to participants assuming
full use of the IT, but after having achieved a relatively high level of proficiency through
the training modules provided by the organisation. Participants took about 15 minutes
to complete the questionnaire at time 1.
Stage 3: Time 2 questionnaire. The final questionnaire contained items about
usage behaviour, such as frequency and duration of usage, and at what stage usage
commenced. The specific measure of usage behaviour varied slightly across the four
studies. The TAM scales for PU and PEU were also included so as to explore whether
the relationships between key variables differ pre and post IT implementation.
Completion of the questionnaire took most participants about 10 minutes.
Across the four studies, the time 2 questionnaire was administered between two
and four months after participants had assumed use of the IT. This variation in timing
occurred due to the idiosyncratic requirements of each study. Setting a minimum period
of two months post IT implementation was done to ensure that participants were
familiar enough with the way in which the system impacted their previous work or study
practices. Other researchers (e.g., Venkatesh et al., 2000) have used comparable
periods of one and three months to collect post–implementation data.

4.5.1 Matching participant data
Data collected pre and post IT implementation were matched for each participant using
an anonymous six–character alphanumeric unique identifier code. Participants wrote
this code onto the Time 1 and Time 2 questionnaires.

4.6

Questionnaire development

Development of each of the questionnaires was guided by the relevant theory. In
choosing and developing reliable and valid scales in each of the studies, techniques
recommended by Boudreau et al. (2001) were followed. That is, the research
instruments were pilot tested; previously validated instruments were used where there
were sufficiently good ones available and where the respective theory allowed for it;
and the scales were tested for reliability and validity in each study. Furthermore, in
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order to be true to the theories, scales were constructed in accordance with the
directions of the respective theorists of the TRA (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), TAM (Davis,
1986; 1989) and TPB (Ajzen 1985; 1991).
In the case of the TRA and TPB, this meant eliciting salient beliefs from a
representative sample of the study population and converting these beliefs into
questionnaire items (a full description of the process involved in developing salient
beliefs into questionnaire items is included in Section 4.6.1). For all other generic
scales and questions, including scales in the TAM, items were taken from existing
instruments made available through published studies. Sources of questionnaire items
are identified in Section 4.6.3. Where needed, generic scales were modified to
accommodate the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) rules of correspondence, in which items
are worded to be consistent in action, context, target and time, relating to the behaviour
of interest.

4.6.1 Developing scales from salient beliefs
Elicitation of salient beliefs
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Ajzen (1985; 1991) articulated a method by which the
TRA and TPB, respectively, should be used. This included the elicitation of salient
beliefs for the purpose of constructing scales. Described in Section 3.2, beliefs are an
integral part of each of the TRA, TAM and TPB. A discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of eliciting beliefs in the development of scales was discussed earlier in
Section 3.3.1. In this section, the process involved in eliciting salient beliefs and
converting those beliefs into questionnaire items will be described.
In accordance with the TRA (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1978) and the TPB (Ajzen 1985;
1991), the sample from which beliefs are elicited is drawn from the same population as
the respective main studies. Indeed, some of the same people participated in both the
elicitation and the main study in the current series of studies. No fewer than 20
individuals participated in the belief elicitation process in each study. Participants were
provided with a short self–report questionnaire containing a series of open–ended
questions about the perceived advantages and disadvantages (salient consequences
within attitude) of performing the specific actions in the respective studies; individuals
or groups who were perceived to be approving or disapproving (salient referents in SN)
of the participant performing the particular actions in the respective studies; and
resources and barriers (salient resources in PBC) that were perceived by participants
as likely to assist or hamper their performance of the particular actions. To ensure that
the elicited beliefs reflected the correspondence rules articulated by Ajzen and Fishbein
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(1980) questions were worded to include an action (using the particular IT), target (to
perform particular IT–related tasks), context (for a particular organisation), and time
(during a particular period of time).

Converting salient beliefs into questionnaire items
Elicited beliefs in each of the three construct domains (i.e., behavioural beliefs in
relation to attitude, normative beliefs in relation to SN, and control beliefs in relation to
PBC) were grouped according to themes. Themes were derived by the author and
checked for concordance by a second rater familiar with the theory and the theoretical
constructs. In each of the studies, there was 93% agreement or more between the
author and the second coder on the coding of themes. For those themes where there
was disagreement between the two raters, they met to discuss the differences and
agreement was eventually reached.
Although the process of converting elicited beliefs into questionnaire items
appears rather rigid, perhaps for very good reasons, there is some flexibility in how
many beliefs to use. According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), people hold a relatively
small number of beliefs salient at any one time – in the vicinity of five to nine. This does
not mean that only five to nine beliefs should be converted into questionnaire items for
each scale, as across a population there is likely to be a range of beliefs that is not
necessarily the same for each person. As such, making a decision about how many
beliefs to convert into questionnaire items, as well as which ones to convert, is more
complex for a sample than an individual.
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) suggest two possible ways to arrive at a modal set of
salient beliefs for a sample. In both methods, the first step is to organise the beliefs
according to themes (as described in the paragraph above). Next, the 10 or 12 most
frequently mentioned beliefs are used – Ajzen and Fishbein believe that this should
result in the inclusion of at least some of the beliefs elicited from each respondent.
However, an alternative method, and one that Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) concede is
less arbitrary than the 10 – 12 rule, is to account for a certain percentage of all beliefs
elicited. Although the choice about the level of percentage is still somewhat arbitrary,
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) suggest a 75% cut–off. To illustrate the 75% decision rule: if
there were 200 beliefs elicited from a sample, then the idea would be to account for
150 of these. This doesn’t mean that there will be 150 questionnaire items used in the
scale as the process of classifying beliefs into themes substantially reduces the original
number of beliefs into fewer categories. For instance, if 150 of the most frequently
described beliefs fall within the first eight categories, then it is these eight categories
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that are used. In all studies in this thesis, the 75% decision rule was adopted to
determine the modal salient beliefs. The number of modal salient beliefs varied by
study and by construct. For example, there were always fewer modal normative beliefs
than either behavioural or control modal beliefs. This makes sense considering that
normative beliefs reflect key individuals (of which there are relatively few) whereas
behavioural and control beliefs reflect thoughts and feelings, of which there may be
numerous variations across a population.

Measuring scales derived from salient beliefs
According to the TRA and TPB, the influence of attitude, SN and PBC on BI and
behaviour is comprised not only of the beliefs but also by the strength of those beliefs
(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen, 1985, 1991). As such, both theories state that it is not
sufficient to measure attitude, SN and PBC simply by asking participants whether they
hold certain beliefs. Rather, these constructs are measured by asking individuals
whether they hold certain beliefs, and then asking further questions aimed at
determining the strength of those beliefs. For example, to calculate a scale score for
each of attitude, SN, and PBC, each belief score is multiplied with its corresponding
score for the strength of that belief, and then these belief scores are summed to form a
scale score. In each of the studies in this thesis, a mean of the scale score was
calculated to facilitate easier interpretation of scores. The creation of scale scores from
beliefs is illustrated as follows:
Attitude toward the behaviour is calculated from the sum of attitudinal beliefs
that performing the action will lead to particular outcomes, multiplied by the
corresponding evaluation of the desirability of that outcome.
SN is calculated from the sum of a person’s normative beliefs about their
perceptions that key individuals would like or not like them to perform the action
multiplied by the person’s motivation to comply with these perceived expectations of
others.
PBC is calculated from the sum of control beliefs about the person’s perceptions
of their skills and facilitating conditions that are available to assist them to perform the
behaviour multiplied by the corresponding perceptions of the importance of those skills
and conditions to performing the behaviour.

4.6.2 Variables other than those in the TRA TAM and TPB
The following model variables were measured in each study: PU, PEU, attitude, SN,
PBC, BI, and usage behaviour. In addition, four additional variables were included in
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the studies: demographics (age, gender), computer experience, PV, and symbolic
adoption (SA). As described in Section 2.3.2, PV is an important variable for verifying
the extent to which participants consider the usage context to be predominantly
mandatory or voluntary (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). As such, PV was included in each
of the four studies. The inclusion of SA does not occur until Study 3 and a rationale for
its inclusion is included in the introduction to Study 3. Briefly, SA was included in Study
3 as a possible remedy for the skewness in BI that occurred in the mandatory usage
context in Study 2. Since SA measures mental acceptance about using an IT system it
is may be less susceptible to skewness than BI when use is mandatory (Karahanna,
1997).

4.6.3 Variable operationalisation and measurement
Variables were operationalised according to the definitions provided by the respective
theorists of the TRA (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), TAM (Davis, 1986; 1989) and TPB
(Ajzen 1985; 1991). Variables not belonging to the TRA, TAM and TPB, such as PV
and SA, were operationalised according to the definitions of the researchers who
introduced these concepts in the IT domain, such as Moore and Benbasat (1991), and
Karahanna (1997), respectively. Examples of questionnaire items for each of the
constructs and variables are presented in Appendix A. The operationalisation of each
of the variables used in this thesis, excluding demographics and computer experience,
is described below.

Attitude toward the behaviour
Attitude toward the behaviour is defined in accordance with the distinction between
attitudes towards objects and attitudes towards behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980),
that is, as ‘an individual’s positive or negative feelings (evaluative affect) about
performing the target behavior’ (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p.216). Attitude toward the
behaviour was measured in two different ways: (i) as a scale constructed from elicited
beliefs (see Section 5.7.1); and (ii) on a seven–point semantic differential scale (Ajzen
and Fishbein, 1980). The semantic differential scale was included for the purposes of
construct validating the salient belief measure of attitude. This practice is consistent
with the recommendations of Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 267), who perhaps
surprisingly did not perform the same exercise for the measure of SN.
The salient belief measure of attitude comprised two scales. The first scale
measured participants’ perceptions of the likelihood that certain outcomes would occur
from using the system, whereas the second scale measured participants’ evaluations
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of how good or bad these consequences would be. The corresponding items in both
scales were multiplied and summed to form the attitude toward the behaviour scale.

Subjective norm
SN is defined as ‘the person’s perception that most people who are important to him
think he should or should not perform the behavior in question’ (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975,
p. 302). SN was measured in accordance with the method of eliciting beliefs and
creating two scales. One scale measured participants’ perceptions of whether or not
key others would like the participant to be performing the behaviour, while the other
scale measured participants’ motivation to comply with such key others. The
corresponding items in both scales were multiplied together and summed to form the
SN scale.

Perceived behavioural control
Ajzen (1991) described PBC as ‘the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the
behavior’ (p. 188), and it is this definition that is used in this thesis. PBC was measured
through the elicitation of salient beliefs and the construction of two initial scales. The
first measured control beliefs, a person’s perception of the likelihood that they have
control over events or outcomes that impinge on the performance of the behaviour. The
second scale measured perceptions of power, which is about a person’s perceptions of
the importance of various factors to the performance of the behaviour. Corresponding
items in both scales were multiplied and summed together to form the PBC scale.

Perceived ease of use
PEU was operationally defined according to Davis (1986, p.26) as ‘the degree to which
an individual believes that using a particular system would be free of physical and
mental effort’. The PEU scale used in this thesis is a modification of PEU scales used
in a number of studies (e.g., Davis, 1989; Davis, 1993; Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh,
1999). Similar to the scales in these published studies, the scale used in this thesis
was measured on a semantic differential scale. Unlike Davis (1993) who used a
seven–point scale, in this thesis a five–point scale was used, ranging from strongly
disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).
The PEU scales in the four studies in this thesis consisted of four to five items,
depending on the type of technology and context of use. Although Davis (1993) used
10 items, other researchers have opted for fewer items. For example, Venkatesh
(1999) used four–item scales to measure each of the PU and PEU scales. Agarwal and
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Prasad (1998a) also used four–item scales whereas Agarwal and Prasad (1998b) used
five items.

Perceived usefulness
PU was operationally defined according to Davis (1986, p.26) as ‘the degree to which
an individual believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance’. As for the PEU scale, the PU scale in this thesis is a modification of the
PU scales used in a number of studies (e.g., Davis, 1989; Davis, 1993; Davis et al.,
1989; Venkatesh, 1999). The scale was measured on a five–point semantic differential
scale, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Four to five items were
used in the scale depending on the study. This number of items is less than used by
Davis (1993) but comparable with the number used in other studies (Agarwal & Prasad,
1998a; Venkatesh, 1999).

Behavioural intention
The measure of BI used in each of the studies in this thesis is a single item based on
an example reported in Appendix B of Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 267). The use of a
single item to measure BI is slightly at odds with other studies that have used more
than one item (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1998a; 1998b; 2000; Davis et al., 1989;
Venkatesh, 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). The reason for using one item is twofold:
(i) one item is used in the example provided by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980); and (ii) the
conceptualisation of BI does not readily lend itself to measurement with a number of
items.
BI is not a multicomponent construct such as attitude. As such, measuring BI
with multiple components runs the risk of measuring something other than BI, such as
behavioural expectation (Warshaw & Davis, 1985), as there are only limited ways in
which a person’s intention to perform a given action within a particular context and time
can be asked. To illustrate the difficulty of measuring BI with more than one item,
reference will be made to Agarwal and Prasad (1998a; 1998b), who used two items to
measure BI. While one of these items was what Warshaw and Davis would describe as
BI (i.e., I intend …), the other item they would label as a behavioural expectation (i.e., I
would use…). Warshaw and Davis contend that behavioural expectations are distinctly
different from BI. It is argued here that including more than one item into a measure of
BI runs the risk of changing the meaning of the construct being measured. Studies that
measured BI with only two items (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1998a; 1998b; Davis et al.,
1989; Venkatesh, 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) have not only run the risk of
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changing the meaning of the construct to something other than BI, but they have also
been unable to determine the reliability of their scales, as two items is too few to
conduct internal consistency reliability analysis.

Usage behaviour
Usage behaviour encompasses any measure that is based on the use of an IT and, as
such, it can take many guises. Frequency and duration of use appear to be the most
popular usage behaviour measures, with many studies reporting the use of one or both
(e.g., Lederer, 2000; Mathieson et al., 2001; Roberts & Henderson, 2000; Szajna,
1996; Yetton et al., 1999). Each of the four studies in this thesis includes a subjective
(self–report) measure of usage behaviour, while Study 3 also includes an objective (log
data) measure. For the purpose of this thesis, usage behaviour is defined broadly in
order to accommodate both objective and subjective measures of it. As such, an
operational definition of usage behaviour includes any measurable interactions a
person has with an information system.

Perceived Voluntariness
Moore and Benbasat (1991), who introduced the concept of PV to the IT domain,
defined PV as ‘the degree to which use of the innovation is perceived as being
voluntary, or of free will’ (p. 195). Their definition will be used in this thesis. The items
used to measure the construct were adapted from Moore and Benbasat (1991).
Whereas some researchers (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1997) used two items to measure
the construct, in this thesis four items will be included, consistent with Moore and
Benbasat. In each of the four studies in this thesis, end–user perceptions of the usage
context (i.e., voluntary or mandatory) were assessed with the PV scale.
For assessing the potential suitability of study sites on the basis of levels of
mandatoriness of IT, the PV scale obviously could not be used for pragmatic and
conceptual reasons. It was considered important to ascertain management’s (or course
co–ordinators’) views about the usage context as these individuals and bodies
represented the potential mandating entities. As such, discussions took place with
course co–ordinators (for the studies conducted in the university) and nursing
management (in the hospital–based study) to assess whether the usage context was
predominantly voluntary or mandatory. This approach was also used by Venkatesh and
Davis (2000).
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Symbolic adoption
SA is a concept that was introduced to the IT domain by Karahanna (1997) and is
based on the conceptual work of Klonglan and Coward (1970) in agricultural contexts.
Karahanna defined SA as: ‘…the extent to which an individual has mentally accepted
Windows as a good idea and is looking forward to adopting it’ (p. 10). The same
definition is used in this thesis, except the reference to Windows is omitted, leaving the
following operational definition: SA is ‘the extent to which an individual has mentally
accepted the IT as a good idea and is looking forward to adopting it’.

4.7

Approach to data analysis

This section provides a rationale and description of the data–analytic approach used in
each of the four studies. It starts by briefly summarising the steps taken in data
preparation and then moves on to describe the types of statistical analyses used and
the reasons for choosing these techniques.
Prior to analysing data in each of the studies, several steps were taken to
ensure that data were correctly entered, that missing data were accounted for, and that
a strategy was in place for the treatment of outliers. As missing data were kept to a
minimum in each of the studies, it was not necessary to use a data substitution
technique and, with the exception of a few cases, nor was it necessary to remove
participant data from further analyses. In cases where it was necessary to do this, the
details are provided in chapters 7 or 8, depending on the study. Given that model
testing is the main focus of this thesis, most of the remainder of this section is focused
on the approach taken to model testing. The section ends with a brief mention of other
hypothesis testing.

4.7.1 Model Testing
The TRA, TAM and TPB comprise both structural and measurement models. Structural
models consist of the theorised pathways and relationships between constructs (refer
to Section 3.2 for the TRA, TAM and TPB structural models), whereas measurement
models comprise the relationships between constructs and the indicators (items) that
underpin the constructs (Al–Gahtani & King, 1999). The structural models in the TRA,
TAM, and TPB, each represent path diagrams that specify theorised directions of
influence among the constructs included in the models. The measurement models are
the relationships between a construct such as PU and the items that underpin the
measurement of the construct or scale. Testing measurement models is therefore
about assessing the reliability and validity of the scales as distinct from the reliability
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and validity of the models – the latter being the domain of structural model testing,
which tests the theorised relationships between constructs. Determining how accurate
these theorised pathways are in relation to the data is the main reason for model
testing.
Path modelling or path analysis has become more sophisticated in recent years.
Prior to the popular use of structural equation modelling (SEM), which began about 20
years ago (Hoyle, 1995), path models were traditionally analysed through multiple
regression, referred to as path analysis (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). Path analysis is
a statistical technique aimed at calculating both the direct and indirect effects of the
theorised relationships between constructs in the model (Kerlinger & Pedhazur). Using
a series of regression analyses, path coefficients (standardised regression coefficients)
are computed for each of the model paths. Although multiple regression analysis is still
effectively used today for analysing path models, it has become less popular due to
some of the restrictions that newer generation SEM techniques are flexible enough to
overcome. For example, multiple regression path analysis assumes linear and causal
relationships between constructs and is unable to deal effectively with curvilinear,
multiplicative, reciprocal and interaction relationships between constructs (Kerlinger &
Pedhazur). Furthermore, multiple regression path analysis assumes that each of the
items underpinning a construct composite score is equally reliable (Chin et al., 2003).
Many of the restrictions that are present in multiple regression analysis are overcome
in SEM.
The flexibility and power of SEM techniques and the availability of software to
run them has led to a surge in the popularity of SEM techniques in IT research in
recent times (e.g., Al–Gahtani & King, 1999; Henry & Stone, 1995; Jackson et al.,
1997; Karahanna & Straub, 1992, 1999; Wober & Gretzel, 2000). According to Bollen
(1995), the increased interest in SEM is evidenced in a number of ways: the inclusion
of SEM techniques in many of the statistical packages for social sciences; the number
of stand–alone software packages available; the increased number of journals devoting
space to articles in SEM; the establishment of a journal solely for studies using SEM;
the inclusion of SEM in statistics courses in universities; and an increasing body of
literature on SEM methodology.
SEM, also variously referred to as latent variable modelling, covariance
structure analysis, and linear structural relationships (Schumacker & Lomax, 1996, p.
2), encompasses a number of different statistical techniques. These include
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), path analysis, multiple regression analysis, and
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Bollen, 1995). Arguably the greatest value of SEM to
model testing is the capacity to test hypotheses about the relationships between
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observed and latent variables (Hoyle, 1995). An observed variable is one that can be
measured directly, whereas a latent variable or construct is an intangible entity that
cannot be measured directly (Chin et al., 2003). In this thesis, the focus is on a special
case of path analysis – latent variable modelling – in which most of the constructs are
not observed but are inferred from the observed multiple indicators or items that are
expected to underpin the latent construct (Chin et al.).
Like most statistical techniques, SEM comes with its own set of assumptions,
limitations and conditions for use, many of which vary according to the type of
parameter estimation technique used. For example, the factor–based covariance
approaches of LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) and EQS (Bentler, 1987) generally
require relatively large sample sizes in order for model indices to be accurate and to
provide sufficient power (Chin, 1998; Chin, Marcolin & Newsted, 2003). Furthermore,
normal distributions of variables and the use of interval scale measures are
assumptions that many of these approaches require. Other parameter estimation
techniques have different assumptions. One way of estimating parameters that is
particularly pertinent to this thesis is partial least squares (PLS).
PLS (Chin, 1997) is a component approach to SEM as distinct from the
traditional factor–based covariance approaches such as LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom,
1993) and EQS (Bentler, 1987). The use of PLS for estimating parameters in SEM is
becoming more popular in IT research, as evidenced by the number of published
articles in recent years that have utilised this technique to analyse models based on the
frameworks of the TRA, TAM or TPB or related concepts (see Brown et al., 2002; Chin
& Gopal, 1995; Chin & Marcolin, 1995; Chin et al., 2003; Gefen & Straub, 1997; Gefen
et al., 2003a; Igbaria & Tan, 1997; Igbaria, 1995; Johnston & Linton, 2000; Karahanna
et al., 1999; Limayen, et al., 2001; Mathieson et al., 2001; Plouffe et al., 2001; Ward et
al., 2005).
A PLS approach is particularly useful for datasets that are relatively small, when
normative assumptions about the distribution of constructs cannot be met, and when
formative as well as reflective indicators are used (Chin, 2000). Reflective indicators
(items), according to Chin (1998), are those that are used to measure or infer
unobserved latent variables. Formative indicators (items), on the other hand, create
changes in a latent variable. According to Chin (1998), one common mistake made by
many researchers when using SEM is to try and model formative indicators when most
SEM analyses allow only for reflective indicators to be modelled. The result is often
poor fitting models which, even if they are not poor fitting, result in estimates that are
invalid (Chin, 1998). It is not uncommon, according to Chin (1998) for researchers to
inadvertently use formative indicators to infer constructs in the absence of satisfactory
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internal consistency. The PLS parameter estimation technique helps overcome this
problem by modelling both.
The PLS approach also has other advantages. It is reputedly a more powerful
tool than factor–based covariance approaches for modelling interaction effects (Chin et
al., 2003). The PLS approach also enables researchers to analyse both the structural
model and the measurement model simultaneously (Chin & Gopal, 1995; Boudreau,
Gefen & Straub, 2001; Chin et al.). According to Boudreau et al., this latter advantage
means that researchers who use a PLS approach are more likely to validate their
instruments. Another advantage of PLS estimation is that, unlike other path analysis
approaches, items that load poorly on the underlying construct can be retained in the
tested model. This is made possible because the PLS computations take into account
measurement error and the relative contribution of items to the underlying construct,
which results in higher reliability of the construct (Chin & Gopal, 1995; Chin et al.).
Assessing measurement and structural models using PLS estimation is
somewhat different from a covariance–based approach to SEM, such as LISREL
(Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) and EQS (Bentler, 1987). While the covariance–based
approaches provide a range of goodness–of–fit indices, a PLS approach relies
predominantly on path coefficients, loadings, weights, and r–squared results for
assessing the adequacy of models. The weights are used to assess the relative
contribution of indicators and how much each item reflects and measures the
underlying construct (Chin & Gopal, 1995). Chin and Marcolin (1995) use a cut–off of
0.70 to assess adequate item (indicator) loadings on a construct. Path coefficients
provide the strength of the relationship between constructs, akin to beta coefficients in
multiple regression analysis (Karahanna et al., 1999). Testing the significance of path
coefficients is achieved through jackknife or bootstrap resampling procedures and the
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consequent calculation of t–statistics (Chin, 2001). R–squared results provide the
amount of variance in the construct that is explained by other constructs.
In this thesis, there are some compelling reasons to use SEM with PLS
estimation. The first is that the sample sizes are not large: less than 200 in every study
and in one study the sample size is less than 1008. While most of the measures used in
the studies are measured on an interval scale of measurement, some are binary
measures. Furthermore, some of the measures are not normally distributed and,
indeed, this was anticipated on account of the mandatory nature of usage (refer to the
discussion of behavioural intention in Section 3.4.2). Finally, the capacity to model
formative indicators in addition to reflective indicators might be especially useful for
predicting multiple dependent variables when IT usage is mandatory. PLS is one
estimation technique that addresses many of the idiosyncratic issues that are
characteristic of the studies in this thesis. The specific software used to test the models
in each of the studies was purpose built for PLS estimation, and is called PLS Graph
Version 3.00 (Build 1126) software, built by Soft Modeling Inc.

Assessing prediction and explanation in the theories
Model testing through SEM using a PLS estimation technique will provide enough
information to assess whether and how effectively the theories predicted and explained
IT usage behaviour. The methods of assessing prediction and explanation in this thesis
are consistent with theory (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Davis et al., 1989) and other
researchers (e.g., Sutton, 1998). In each of the four studies in this thesis, prediction of
usage behaviour was considered to have occurred if the path from one of the theorised
antecedents of behaviour (i.e., BI or PBC) to usage behaviour was statistically
significant. The extent to which prediction was taken to be successful was assessed on

8

The size of these samples reflects the difficulties involved in collecting longitudinal cohort data.
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the basis of the amount of variance explained in usage behaviour. The theories were
considered to have successfully explained behaviour only if the following two
conditions were met: (i) usage behaviour was statistically predicted by its direct
antecedents, and (ii) there was at least one statistically significant path between one of
the antecedents of BI with BI. If these two conditions were met, an assessment of the
extent to which the models explained behaviour was based on: (i) how much variance
was explained in usage behaviour, and (ii) how much variance was explained in BI.

Assessing reliability and validity of the scales
In each of the studies in this thesis, the constructs were tested for internal consistency
reliability using Cronbach’s (1951) alpha coefficient. The necessity to construct–
validate the scales was negated to a large extent by the fact that most of the scales
had been validated in previous studies – for example, PU and PEU (e.g., Adams et al.,
1992; Agarwal & Prasad, 1999; Davis et al., 1989; Gefen et al., 2003a; Venkatesh,
1999) and, to a lesser extent, PV (e.g., Agarwal & Prasad, 1997; Hartwick & Barki,
1994; Karahanna, 1997; Moore & Benbasat, 1991) and SA (Karahanna, 1997;
Rawstorne et al., 1998). The TRA and TPB constructs have also received a great deal
of validation, mainly outside the IT domain (e.g., Giles & Rea, 1999; Morrison, Golder,
Keller & Gillmore, 2002) but also within the framework of IT research (e.g., Davis et al.,
1989; Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Karahanna et al., 1999; Mathieson, 1991; Taylor & Todd,
1995; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Although the specific scales derived from salient
beliefs in the four studies could not be validated by prior research, the technique for
eliciting salient beliefs and constructing questionnaire items from such beliefs has been
validated both outside IT research (e.g., Millstein, 1996; Bell et al., 2000) and to a
much lesser extent inside the IT domain (e.g., Karahanna, 1993).
Given the high level of prior validation of many of the scales in the four studies,
it was considered unnecessary to employ a comprehensive validation method such as
the multitrait–multimethod matrix (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Instead, construct
validation occurred through exploratory factor analysis (EFA) prior to SEM. Although
not conducted for the purpose of scale validation, the SEM process also provided a
form of validation of the constructs. The EFA provided construct validity (discriminant
validity) of the scales. The analysis used principal axis factoring (PAF) and oblique
(direct oblimin) rotation as the respective extraction and rotation techniques. A number
of studies have used this approach for assessing validity (e.g., Davis, 1989; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). PAF was chosen because the purpose here is not to reduce the
number of items into the smallest number of factors, but rather to try and find the same
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number of factors as the number of constructs being measured (Tabachnick & Fidell,
1989). Oblique rotation was used instead of orthogonal rotation as many of the
constructs were theoretically expected to correlate with each other (Tabachnick &
Fidell). The parameter delta was specified as 0 for conducting all EFA, which is an
acceptable approach to oblique rotation according to Costello and Osborne (2005).
Specifying a parameter delta of 0 is used when it is preferable to have an oblique
solution and when it is not desirable to either increase or decrease correlations
between the factors (DeCoster & Claypool, 2004). Using the EFA approach, item
loadings in excess of 0.40 were retained, consistent with the recommendations of
Nunnally and Bernstein (1994), who also noted that item loadings should be higher for
the constructs they are meant to underpin, in comparison with other constructs.

4.7.2 Other hypothesis testing
A range of statistical techniques was used to test hypotheses that fell outside the
domain of model testing. Depending on the specific hypotheses, these techniques
included exploratory factor analysis, correlational analysis, t–test analysis, analysis of
variance and regression analysis.
To test for skewness of the BI variable in the mandatory usage contexts, the
directions of Tabachnick and Fidell (1989) were followed. As such, a standard error for
skewness was calculated which, along with the skewness value was then compared to
zero using a z distribution. A z score with an absolute value of 1.65 or greater was
indicative of a statistically skewed distribution.

4.8

Human Research Ethics

Prior to conducting the four studies in this thesis, Human Research Ethics Committee
approval was obtained from the University of Wollongong. In addition, approval was
obtained from the ethics committee of the area health service where the hospital study
was conducted.
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Chapter 5
Studies 1 and 2: empirical
verification of key issues
5.1

Introduction

The purpose of chapter 5 is to report on studies 1 and 2, which were designed as
parallel studies. In most respects, studies 1 and 2 are similar; the key difference being
that Study 1 was conducted in a predominantly voluntary IT usage context, whereas
the usage context in Study 2 was predominantly mandatory. This major difference was
designed to enable the results from both studies to be compared and for any
differences in the relationships between model variables to more easily be attributed to
the usage context (i.e., voluntary or mandatory).

5.2

Study 1: Predicting and explaining the voluntary
use/non–use of email

5.2.1 Introduction
Study 1 addresses part of research question 1 by applying the TRA, TAM and TPB to
the prediction and explanation of email use among first year undergraduate psychology
students. First year undergraduate students in their first university semester (the
university year is generally broken up into two 13–week semesters) were chosen as
the population group because of the greater likelihood that some of these students
would have had no previous experience using email. Email use was chosen as the
technology for Study 1 because of its growing popularity and because the university at
which the study was conducted offered free email access on campus to every enrolled
student. Furthermore, email use may be a tool that can greatly assist students in their
study activities as well as in their social lives. For example, undergraduate students
who feel intimidated by their teachers and get nervous when asking their teachers
questions might benefit greatly by writing questions(s) to their teacher(s) in the form of
an email. Doing so would provide the student with a written record of responses that
enables them to digest the information and refer back to the message at any time. In
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this way, the students’ use of email to contact teachers would be a very rich form of
communication: not rich in the sense of emotional richness or social presence, but rich
in the sense of a complex information exchange that is potentially useful for students
(Markus, 1994b).
Another reason for choosing email use among undergraduate psychology
students was that the usage context appeared to be predominantly voluntary based on
(i) there being no academic pressures or any explicit academic advantage for students
in using email (i.e., students were neither required to send nor receive course material
via email) and (ii) the likelihood that email use outside of the university context would
mostly be of a personal nature rather than work–related. This latter point meant that
Study 1 was not limited to a university context or even to the use of the university email
system, but rather it included all email use.
Study 1, as with each of the four studies in this thesis, comprised two distinct
study arms: (i) a Salient Belief arm – aimed at eliciting beliefs from a small, yet
representative, sample of the population (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and (ii) a Main study
arm – concerned with testing the measurement and structural models and with
hypothesis testing.

5.2.2 Research questions and hypotheses
Study 1 addresses one part of the major research question 1, the part that relates to
the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB in predominantly voluntary usage contexts. Study 2
addresses the mandatory aspects of use.
Major research question 1:
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly voluntary and
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?

5.2.3 Salient belief arm
Behavioural, normative, and control beliefs were elicited from a sample of the
population. The most frequently mentioned beliefs, referred to by Ajzen and Fishbein
(1980) as the modal salient beliefs, were identified and converted into questionnaire
items to measure the TRA and TPB constructs: attitude, SN, and PBC, in the Main Arm
of the study (see Section 4.6.1 for more detail about the method of converting salient
beliefs to questionnaire items).
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Methods
Participants
Fifty–four first–year undergraduate first–year students participated in the salient belief
arm of the study. Most participants were women (78%), which is a close approximation
of the ratio of women to men enrolled in undergraduate psychology courses in
Australian universities. Students were offered course credit points for participation.

Procedure
Data were collected early in the semester so that the main study arm could commence
prior to students’ extensive use of university email. This was considered important so
that the TRA, TAM and TPB would be tested on at least some students with limited or
no prior email experience. Early in week 2 of semester, students received a tutorial on
using the university email system. Salient belief data were collected from that point to
the end of the week. Students were eligible to participate if they had attended the
tutorial.

The questionnaire
The instrument used to elicit salient beliefs was kept as brief as possible (see Appendix
B for a copy of the questionnaire). The types of questions asked were described earlier
in Section 4.6.1.

Results
Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs
Two hundred and twenty three behavioural beliefs were elicited from the sample.
These beliefs were then grouped according to themes (see Appendix C for the full list
of beliefs). Using the 75% decision rule (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) (see Section 4.6.1) for
arriving at a list of modal salient behavioural beliefs, 15 themes were chosen, which
appear in Table 9. These themes encompassed 167 (about 75%) of the most
frequently mentioned beliefs. The majority of the 15 themes are about the speed, ease
and convenience of email as a way of communicating with a range of people. These 15
themes were converted into questionnaire items to measure attitude toward the
behaviour.
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Table 9:

Modal salient behavioural beliefs

Advantages and disadvantages of using email

Number of times beliefs in
this theme were mentioned

Easy method of communicating

29

Quick method of communicating

28

Cheap method of communicating

19

Convenient method of communicating

19

Communicating with friends

12

Intimidating to use

9

Queuing to use the computers

8

Accessing information relevant to study

7

An enjoyable method of communicating

7

Difficult to use

7

Receiving junk mail

7

Not as personal as handwritten letters

6

Communicating with family

6

Contacting teachers (lecturers, tutors)

6

Impersonal method of communicating

6

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs
There were comparatively fewer normative salient beliefs elicited from the sample, with
96 all up (see Appendix C for the full list). Seventy five percent of the beliefs (74 of
them) were captured in the first three themes (see Table 10). The normative referents
identified in the first three themes reflect a range of different types of relationships –
based around study, family and friends. These themes were converted into item
measures for the construct subjective norm.

Table 10:

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs

Key referents who would approve or disapprove of
participants use of email

Number of times
the belief was
mentioned

Lecturers and tutors

28

Family / relatives

26

Friends

20
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Identification of modal salient control beliefs
One hundred and two control beliefs were elicited from the sample (see Appendix C for
the full list). These were collapsed into 10 themes, five of which encompassed 75% of
the beliefs, which comprised the modal group (see Table 11). The sixth theme about
courses and workshops was also included in the modal group as there is evidence that
courses and workshops can influence BI through beliefs (e.g., Nelson & Cheney, 1987;
Venkatesh, 2000; Agarwal & Prasad 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 1996; Venkatesh,
1999). With the exception of knowledge/skills and time, which are within an individual’s
control, the other salient control beliefs are all reliant on external factors.

Table 11:

Identification of modal salient control beliefs

Elicited beliefs: perceived resources and impediments in
relation to using email

Number of times the
belief was mentioned

Assistance

22

Access to computers and applications

17

Knowledge / skills

15

Time

14

Manuals / instructions

11

Workshop / course

8

5.2.4 Main study arm
Study 1 used a longitudinal panel design in which the same people participated across
two data collection points. This design ensured that there was a time interval
separating the measures of BI and usage behaviour.

Methods
Participants
One hundred and forty four participants completed two questionnaires; the first
occurring early in the semester and the second towards the end of the semester. Data
from a further 29 (20.14%) participants were incomplete and had to be omitted from the
main analyses. Among the 144 participants, there were 107 women (74.3%), 34 men
(23.6%) and 3 individuals (2.1%) who did not indicate their gender. The mean age of
the 144 participants was 20.40 (SD=5.17) ranging from 17 to 52 years. The majority of
participants (72%) were 19 years of age or less.
While the majority of participants were familiar with computers they were
relatively inexperienced users of email. For example, most participants (75.6%)
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reported using a computer at least a few times a week, with 31.5% reporting daily use.
Only 37% indicated that they had used email before the start of the semester.

Procedure
Data were collected via self–complete questionnaires in the fourth week of semester
(Time 1) and again in week 12 (Time 2), with a seven week gap between the two data
collection periods. Data collected at Time 1 commenced about a week after students
were given an introductory lesson on how to use the university email system in class
time and after the elicitation of salient beliefs. The training on email was designed to
provide participants with enough information to understand the purpose of the system
and how to use it (Mathieson, 1993a). Data collection at Time 2 occurred toward the
end of the academic semester, immediately prior to the exam study break. Data from
Time 1 and Time 2 were matched by way of an anonymous six–character
alphanumeric unique identifier code.

The questionnaires
The Time 1 questionnaire included questions about participant demographics and
computer experience, plus items underpinning the model constructs for the TRA, TAM
and TPB. In addition, items underpinning the PV construct were included in the
questionnaire. The full questionnaire at Time 1 is shown in Appendix D. For more detail
about the development of the questionnaire, see Section 4.6.1.
The Time 2 questionnaire instrument (shown in Appendix E) included questions
about participants’ usage of email, such as whether participants had used email prior to
the semester; the particular week that they began using email (only asked of those who
had not previously used email); and, also asked of those who had not previously used
email, whether their experiences using email during the semester had been better or
worse than anticipated.

Results
Results are reported in four subsections: (i) The IT usage context; (ii) reliability and
validity of the scales; (iii) patterns of usage; and (iv) hypothesis testing.

Assessment of the IT usage context
Responses on the PV scales ranged from 1 (perceived high mandatory) to 5 (perceived
high voluntary). With a mean of 3.7, a median of 4 and a mode of 5, participants
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generally anticipated that, were they to use email during the semester, such use would
be predominantly voluntary.

Reliability and validity of the scales
Construct scales in the TRA, TAM and TPB, as well as other scales such as PV, were
assessed for: (i) Construct (discriminant) validity; (ii) Convergent and divergent validity;
and (iii) internal consistency reliability. Validity analysis preceded reliability analysis so
that if items needed to be removed during the construct validity process, the reliability
analysis could be conducted on the modified scales.

Construct validity of the scales
Thirty–nine items contributing to the measurement of six constructs were included in
the initial EFA, which was set to extract six factors. Parameter delta was specified as 0.
The six constructs were PEU, PU, attitude, SN, PBC, and PV. The final results based
on a reduced number of items are shown in Table 12. These results were achieved in
the following way: With 39 items in the EFA, all constructs showed good item factor
loadings and evidence of discriminant validity, with the exception of the attitude and
PBC items. About six of the attitude items loaded together (Attitude2 to Attitude7) while
the remaining nine items cross–loaded on a number of other factors. Given that there
was an abundance of attitude items in the scale9, there was some flexibility to remove
items that were clearly contributing to a different construct. After giving careful

9

Even though the 75% decision rule for determining the modal beliefs pointed to 15 modal
beliefs, there would have been far fewer modal beliefs had there been far fewer participants in
the sample. In hindsight, the salient belief elicitation sample (N=54) was unnecessarily large.
Despite using the 75% decision rule, it seems that Ajzen and Fishbein’s (1980)
recommendation to use between five and nine of the most frequently mentioned salient beliefs
might have yielded better initial EFA results. Their rationale is that the first five to nine salient
beliefs will generally be the most influential.
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consideration to the implications of removing these items, all eight were removed. In
terms of the PBC scale, three items (PBC1, 2 and 6) cross–loaded on other factors. As
PBC items 3, 4 and 5 loaded together, items 1, 2 and 6 were removed from the EFA.
Based on the six constructs and a reduced number of items, the EFA was run again.
The pattern of loadings suggested a more satisfactory result, as shown in Table 12. All
items loaded strongly on their respective constructs, with the exception of the first item
in the SN scale (SN1), which loaded more strongly on the PV scale. Despite this, the
SN1 item was retained because its loading of 0.32 on the SN scale was close to the
acceptable level of 0.40. In making this decision it was acknowledged that retaining the
poorly loading SN1 in the SN scale may lead to some impairment in the reliability of the
scale.
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Table 12:

Item factor loadings – using email
Factors

Construct items

1

Attitude2

.70

Attitude3

.91

Attitude4

.71

Attitude5

.89

Attitude6

.92

Attitude7

.76

2

PU1

.94

PU2

.99

PU3

.96

PU4

.85

PU5

.75

3

PV1

.75

PV2

.89

PV3

.53

PV4

.65

4

PEU1

–.83

PEU2

–.64

PEU3

–.85

PEU4

–.92

PEU5

–.79

PEU6

–.57

5

PBC3

.49

PBC4

.54

PBC5

.92

6

SN1

.32

SN2

.58

SN3

.68

Note:

item loadings of less than 0.27 were suppressed from the output.
Item numbers reflect the order of the items as they appeared in the questionnaire.
Attitude = item measures (indicators) for the attitude scale
PU
= item measures (indicators) for the PU scale
PV
= item measures (indicators) for the PV scale
PEU
= item measures (indicators) for the PEU scale
PBC
= item measures (indicators) for the PBC scale
SN
= item measures (indicators) for the SN scale
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Convergent and divergent validity of the attitude, SN and PBC scales
The attitude, SN, and PBC scales were assessed for evidence of convergent and
divergent validity as these scales had not been previously validated with the specific
items used in Study 1. To assess validity, each of the scales was correlated with scales
that were expected to be reasonably similar or dissimilar according to theory and
empirical results. It was expected that the two attitude scales would show moderate to
strong positive associations, while PBC and PEU were expected to be moderately
related in a positive direction. A weak to moderate inverse relationship was expected
between SN and PV as Venkatesh and Davis (2000) noted that SN can proxy as a
measure of compliance under certain conditions.
Strong evidence of convergent and divergent validity was evidenced in the
associations between scales, as shown in the correlation matrix in Table 13. The
attitude scale constructed from elicited salient beliefs was positively related with the
generic attitude scale, r(143)=0.53, p<.001, PBC was positively related with PEU,
r(143)=0.34, p<.001, and SN was inversely related with the PV scale, r(143)=–0.24,
p<.01. Since the square root of the AVE values are shown to be greater than the interconstruct correlations, this provides evidence of good discriminant validity.

Table 13:

Correlations of constructs
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. PEU

0.84

2. PU

0.01

0.92

3. Attitude

0.50

0.89

0.87

4. SN

0.11

0.25

0.33

0.74

5. PBC

0.34

0.02

0.25

0.24

0.79

6. PV

0.15

-0.34

0.02

-0.24

-0.15

0.80

7. BI

0.34

0.16

0.54

0.40

0.25

-0.03

NA

8. Usage

0.28

0.07

0.34

0.16

0.19

0.04

0.40

NA

9. Generic attitude

0.35

0.12

0.53

0.27

0.22

0.21

0.52

0.32

The square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) is shown in bold in the diagonal
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9

0.77

Internal consistency reliability
Table 14 presents descriptive statistics and the internal consistency coefficients for
each of the construct scales. With the exception of the SN scale, all other scales
showed strong internal consistency reliability. The SN scale was nonetheless included
in further analyses, as the internal consistency score was not sufficiently poor to
warrant exclusion (see Aitken, 1997). Furthermore, as alpha coefficient scores are
partly a function of the number of measured items in a scale (Nunnally & Bernstein,
1994; Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 1993), the relatively weak alpha coefficient for SN is not
surprising.

Table 14:

Reliability alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for the
scales

Construct scales

M

SD

Range of
scores

Alpha
coefficient

No. of
items

Perceived ease of use

3.68

0.91

1 to 5

0.91

6

Perceived usefulness

2.35

1.00

1 to 5

0.95

5

Attitude toward behaviour

10.36

0.45

–21 to +21

0.94

6

Subjective norm

1.76

0.80

–21 to +21

0.58

3

Perceived Behavioural Control

6.56

0.92

–21 to +21

0.71

3

Perceived voluntariness

3.70

1.10

1 to 5

0.81

4

Attitude (general scale)*

1.31

1.06

–3 to +3

0.78

4

Behavioural intention

1.48

1.82

–3 to +3

NA

1

Usage behaviour

1.84

0.37

1 to 2

NA

1

*Note: This scale, although not included in model testing, was used to validate the attitude scale based on
elicited beliefs.
NA = not applicable.

Patterns of usage
Of the 144 participants, 121 (84%) reported using email during the course of the
semester while 23 (16%) did not. The assumption that a dichotomous (yes/no)
measure of IT use will show variance in a predominantly voluntary IT usage context but
not in a predominantly mandatory IT usage context cannot be fully tested until Study 2.
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Hypothesis testing
Research question 1
Hypothesis 1: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain BI
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly voluntary and when the usage context is perceived by
participants as predominantly mandatory.
To answer this hypothesis in relation to the voluntary aspects of use, the TRA, TAM
and TPB structural models were tested through SEM with a PLS estimation procedure.
Structural models were assessed on the basis of the path loadings and the variance
explained in constructs. Path coefficients are equivalent to standardised beta
coefficients in regression analysis (Karahanna et al., 2002). Statistical significance of
the pathways was assessed from the t statistics that were calculated through a
bootstrap resampling technique, which generated 100 samples for each model. Results
for the TRA, TAM and TPB are presented in turn.

Assessing the structural model of the TRA
All theorised relationships in the TRA were supported by the results of the structural
model (Figure 6). Path coefficients were all statistically significant in the theorised
direction: BI was significantly predicted by attitude, t(142)=5.96, p<.05, and by SN,
t(142)=3.33, p<.05, while usage behaviour was significantly predicted by BI,
t(142)=4.61, p<.05. The model explained 16.3% of the variance in usage behaviour.
Attitude and SN explained 38.2% of the variance in BI. Consistent with the TRA,
participants with more positive attitudes and with stronger perceived social pressure to
use email at the beginning of the academic semester were more likely to report using
email by the end of the semester. Also consistent with the theory, stronger intentions to
use email were associated with the use of email.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.467*
R2 = 0.382

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.163
0.404*

Usage behaviour

0.262*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 6:

Structural model of the TRA – use of email

Assessing the structural model of the TPB
Unlike the TRA structural model, not all of the theorised pathways were statistically
significant for the TPB. BI was significantly predicted by attitude, t(142)=4.69, p<.05,
and SN, t(142)=3.37, p<.05, but not by PBC, t(142)=0.91, p>.05 (Figure 7). While
usage behaviour was significantly predicted by BI, t(142)=4.70, p<.05, PBC failed to
predict the dependent variable, t(142)=0.96, p>.05. These results are not inconsistent
with theory as TPB purports that PBC will only be of value in the model when behaviour
is not under volitional control and it could be assumed that email was under the
volitional control of most participants. The addition of PBC therefore added very little to
the results achieved by the TRA. Between attitude, SN and PBC, 38.7% of the variance
was explained in BI, while BI and PBC explained 17.2% of the variance in usage
behaviour. Similar to the TRA, more positive attitudes about email use as well as
greater perceived social pressures explained intentions to use email, which in turn
explained the actual use of email during the semester.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.451*
R2 = 0.387

Subjective norm

0.252*

Behavioural
Intention

0.071 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control

R2 = 0.172
0.404*

Usage behaviour

0.097 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 7:

Structural model of the TPB – use of email

Assessing the structural model of the TAM
All of the theorised pathways were statistically significant except for the path from PEU
to PU, t(143)=0.21, p>.05. BI was significantly predicted by both PU t(143)=2.38, p<.05
and PEU, t(143)=4.24, p<.05 (Figure 8). Between PU and PEU, 15.9% of the variance
was explained in BI. Usage behaviour was significantly predicted by BI, t(143)=4.86,
p<.05, which explained 16.3% of the variance in the dependent variable.
The lack of a relationship between PU and PEU is relatively uncommon, though
some studies have reported a similar finding (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Agarwal &
Karahanna, 2000). Sjazna (1996) found that the relationship between PEU and PU was
stronger prior to IT implementation than afterwards, whereas Davis et al. (1989) found
the opposite trend. Davis et al. argued that in the initial stages of an IT implementation
PEU has a stronger direct relationship with BI as to begin with end–users are often
concerned about the potential difficulties involved with using systems with which they
are unfamiliar.
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R2 = 0.001

Perceived
usefulness
0.176*
R2 = 0.159

Behavioural
Intention

-0.022 ns

Perceived ease of
use

R2 = 0.163
0.404*

Usage behaviour

0.361*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 8:

Structural model of the TAM – use of email

Summary of the TRA, TAM and TPB structural models
The results of the three structural models, including the path coefficients, variance
explained and statistical significance are summarised in Table 15. Overall, Hypothesis
1 is supported by the data. Each of the models explained a similar amount of variance
in usage behaviour, about 16% – 17%. This indicates that the models predicted usage
behaviour to a similar extent. In explaining usage behaviour, the TRA and the TPB
explained more than double the variance in BI compared with the TAM. This was
mostly on account of the strong relationship between attitude and BI.
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Table 15:

Structural coefficients and significance levels for the fitted models

Model pathway

Structural model path coefficients
TRA

TPB

TAM

PEU→PU

–0.02

PEU→BI

0.36*

PU →BI

0.18*

ATT→BI

0.47*

0.45*

SN→BI

0.26*

0.25*

PBC→BI

0.07

PBC→usage

0.10

BI→usage

0.40*

0.38*

0.40*

Variance explained in BI

38.2%

38.7%

15.9%

Variance explained in usage behaviour

16.3%

17.2%

16.3%

*p<.05

5.2.5 Discussion of Study 1
Study 1 addressed Research Question 1 insofar as it related to the performances of
the TRA, TAM and TPB in voluntary IT usage contexts. The results showed that the
TRA, TAM and TPB performed adequately as evidenced by the significant model
pathways to both BI and usage behaviour. Each of the theorised antecedents of BI,
with the exception of PBC, explained the use of email. In the TRA and TPB, more
positive attitudes and greater perceptions of social pressure to use email explained
usage intentions and actual use of email. In the TAM, perceptions of the ease of using
email and the usefulness of email were related to usage intentions and actual use.
While the three models explained about 16% – 17% of the variance in usage
behaviour, the TRA and TPB appeared to explain more variance in BI in comparison
with the TAM, though any difference was not confirmed statistically.
The apparently stronger prediction of BI by the TRA and TPB in comparison
with the TAM can be attributed to the strong relationship between attitude and BI. The
strength of the attitude to BI pathway may have resulted in part from the strong
reliability of the attitude scale: attitude was the most internally consistent of the scales
and was identified as the first factor in the EFA. While it is likely that the attitude scale
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was reliable on account of the large pool of items from which the final scale was
derived, the result nonetheless suggests that attitude was a key factor in explaining the
use of email. These results also show that scales derived from the elicitation of salient
beliefs can be psychometrically reliable and valid as well as useful in the models.
However, it is also worth noting that the two other scales derived from elicited beliefs –
SN and PBC – were the least reliable of all the scales and also contained the least
number of items. One conclusion, therefore, might be that scales derived from salient
beliefs might be improved by drawing on a larger pool of items.
These results were slightly different from those achieved by Davis et al. (1989),
Mathieson (1991), and Taylor and Todd (1995), who each found that the TAM
explained slightly more variance in BI than the TRA or TPB. Mathieson commented
however that the TPB provided better explanation of usage behaviour on account of
the elicited beliefs. Mathieson’s comments refer to the capacity to specifically examine
the individual beliefs and their relationships with BI for the purpose of designing
interventions for better IT implementations. As an example, in the current study, the
key attitudinal beliefs would be identified as those that loaded most strongly on the
attitude construct in the measurement models. These included item 5, which referred to
the speed of communication through email, and items 2 and 3, which were about the
use of email to communicate with friends and the speed at which communication can
occur through email, respectively. This information could then be used by IT change
agents interested in increasing rates of IT adoption, as specific issues and potential
problems could be identified and addressed through interventions. The richness of this
information may not be available in generic scales such as those used to measure PU
and PEU in the TAM.
The results of the TAM were slightly unusual in that PEU explained more
variance in BI than did PU. Although the relative strength of PU and PEU is usually
found to be the other way in most studies (e.g., Davis et al., 1989), it is certainly not
always the case (e.g., Adams et al., 1992; Igbaria et al., 1997; Venkatesh, 1999). The
factors that seem to determine the relative contribution of PU and PEU in the prediction
of BI include levels of experience with the IT and how easy the system is to use.
Greater experience and ease of use appear to increase the contribution of PU and
lower the contribution of PEU (Davis et al.). In the current study participants were
generally inexperienced users of email, which may explain why their perception of the
ease with which they could use PCIS was an important determinant of their usage
intentions. Another somewhat unusual finding was that PEU was unrelated with PU.
Davis et al., who reported a similar result, explained the finding by referring to the
tendency of end–users at the beginning of an IT implementation to process PEU from a
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self–efficacy perspective. According to Davis et al., when individuals are less familiar
with a system they tend to evaluate whether they would succeed in using the system if
they put in the required effort. Over time, the cognitive process changes so that
individuals consider how the ease of using the system affects the usefulness of the
system (Davis et al.). The results in the current study suggest that most participants
were initially concerned about their success in using email.
The assumption underpinning the Major Research Question 1 was that a binary
dependent variable would have sufficient variance in predominantly voluntary IT usage
contexts. This assumption was supported. Study 1 demonstrates that a dichotomous
(yes/no) usage variable contains variance and can be significantly predicted and
explained by the TRA, TAM and TPB. In Study 2, a dichotomous dependent variable
will be tested in a mandatory IT usage context. While there are many interesting
variables that are dichotomous, one of the limitations of using a dichotomous variable
for behaviour such as the mandatory use of IT is that it may not be appropriate. If many
or all end–users conform to the mandate then, like a continuous variable, there is a
potential problem with skewness (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). Moreover, if the research
interest cannot be answered by a binary response then using a dichotomous variable is
problematic. The use of a dichotomous variable in Study 2 is intended to empirically
demonstrate some of the problems in using such a dependent variable in
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts.
The key theoretical findings in Study 1 were that each of the theories
successfully predicted and explained the binary future use of email and that this was
done successfully in the TRA and TPB with variables that were constructed from
elicited salient beliefs. Study 2 will attempt to do the same in a predominantly
mandatory usage context.
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5.3

Study 2: Predicting and explaining the mandatory
use/non–use of WASCAL

5.3.1 Introduction
Studies 1 and 2 were designed as parallel studies with the major difference being the
IT usage context: Study 1 was conducted in a predominantly voluntary IT usage
context whereas the usage context in Study 2 was predominantly mandatory. Although
it was important to keep any other differences between the two studies to a minimum,
some additional differences were inevitable. Aside from the usage context, there were
two other notable differences. First, participants in Study 1 were first year
undergraduate students, whereas in Study 2 they were second year undergraduate
students. This difference is unlikely to influence the results unless there is a marked
difference between the two samples in familiarity with the respective technologies.
Second, although it would have been preferable to have had the same IT in both
studies, there unfortunately did not exist an opportunity to do so. The choice of a
mandated IT for students was narrowed down to a technology called WASCAL (Web
Assisted Computer Aided Learning).
WASCAL is a web–based teaching resource that enables students to access
course–related documents online. Documents such as lecture notes and tutorial
information can be viewed online and downloaded. As such, WASCAL would appear to
be potentially useful for students. The choice of WASCAL as the technology in Study 2
was made on the basis that in some courses aspects of WASCAL use were
mandatory. In these situations there were usually both mandatory and voluntary
aspects of use. For example, in one particular course, downloading lecture notes was a
voluntary activity whereas downloading information required for the preparation of
tutorial classes was a mandatory task. Although students were not monitored by their
teachers in their use of WASCAL, students who did not access the required information
from WASCAL were likely to be academically disadvantaged by not doing so. Given
the imperative therefore for students to use WASCAL in order to complete their course
requirements, it was anticipated that student participants would perceive their use of
WASCAL as predominantly mandatory.
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5.3.2 Research questions and hypotheses
Study 2 addresses the major research question in the context of a predominantly
mandatory IT usage context.
Major research question 1
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly mandatory IT
usage contexts?

5.3.3 Salient belief arm
Methods
Participants
Twenty–three second year undergraduate psychology students, 74% of whom were
women, participated in the salient belief arm of the study. Participants were rewarded
with course credit. There were intentionally fewer participants than the 54 in Study 1 in
order to avoid eliciting many more beliefs than was needed.

Procedure
The salient belief arm was conducted towards the end of week 2 of the semester
shortly after students received instruction in class on how to use WASCAL. Data were
converted into questionnaire items by the end of week 3, ready for the first round of the
main study in week 4.

The questionnaire
A short questionnaire was used to elicit salient beliefs (see Appendix F). Most
participants completed the questionnaire in about 15 minutes.

Results
Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs
Nine themes were chosen as the modal set of behavioural beliefs (see Table 16). The
full list of themes is presented in Appendix G. The majority of the nine themes relate to
perceived benefits and the expected ease or difficulty of accessing course information.
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These themes were converted into questionnaire items to measure attitude toward the
behaviour.

Table 16:

Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs

Advantages and disadvantages of using WASCAL

Number of times beliefs in this
theme were mentioned

Accessing information relevant to study

9

Difficulties in using WASCAL

7

Printing difficulties

6

Easier to concentrate on the lecture

6

Less need to attend lectures

6

Difficulties in accessing computers

5

Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed

4

Difficulties downloading information

3

A quick way of getting course notes

3

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs
Five normative referent categories were taken as the modal set and converted into
items to measure SN (see Table 17). The five normative referent categories are based
around family and people associated with participants’ study. The full list of themes
appears in Appendix G.

Table 17:

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs

Key referents who would approve or disapprove of
using WASCAL

Number of times beliefs in this
theme were mentioned

Lecturers and tutors

19

Most people

7

Family / relatives

4

Partner

4

Colleagues

3

Identification of modal salient control beliefs
Seven themes were converted into questionnaire items to measure PBC. These
themes are shown in Table 18. The full list of themes appears in Appendix G. Three of
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the seven control belief categories – knowledge/skills, time and motivation – reflect
aspects of control related to individual self–efficacy. The other four categories relate to
external resources or barriers to help or hinder individual use of WASCAL.

Table 18:

Identification of modal salient control beliefs

Elicited beliefs: perceived resources and
impediments to your use of WASCAL

Number of times beliefs in this
theme were mentioned

Assistance

8

Access to computers and applications

10

Knowledge / skills

6

Time

5

Manuals / instructions

4

Breakdowns in the technology

3

Motivation

3

5.3.4 Main study arm
Methods
Participants
Eligibility for participation in the main study was based on being enrolled in a specified
second year psychology course in which WASCAL was going to be used. Students
were offered course credit as a reward for participation. One hundred and one
participants completed the Time 1 and Time 2 questionnaires. An additional 36
participants were omitted from further analyses because of incomplete data. The age
range of the sample was 19 to 59, with a mean of 24.43 (SD=8.43). Most participants
were less than 20 years of age. There were 77 (76.2%) women and 24 (23.8%) men.
Compared with participants in Study 1, Study 2 participants appeared to be
more familiar with computers. Participants were, on the whole, very familiar with
computers and used them quite regularly. Ninety two percent of participants used a
personal computer at least a few times a week, with 44% of participants reporting at
least daily use of a computer. This difference is most likely attributable to the greater
length of time that Study 2 participants had been students. The sample was generally
familiar with WASCAL, with ninety four (93.1%) participants reporting prior WASCAL
use in a previously attended psychology course. It is unlikely that any of the students
participated in both studies 1 and 2 since these studies were conducted in the same
year.
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Procedure
Data were collected at Time 1 and Time 2 through self–complete questionnaires, which
took individuals about 20 minutes to complete at Time 1 and about 10 minutes at Time
2. Data collection at Time 1 commenced in the third week of a 14 week academic
semester, about one week after salient beliefs were elicited from a similar sample. The
second round of data collection, at Time 2, occurred in week 11 toward the end of the
academic semester. A ten week gap separated data collection at Time 1 and Time 2.

The questionnaires
The Time 1 questionnaire contained all of the variables in the TRA, TAM and TPB, as
well as additional questions in relation to participant demographics and previous
computer experience. The full questionnaire is presented in Appendix H.
The Time 2 questionnaire (shown in Appendix I) included questions about
participants’ usage of WASCAL, such as whether participants had used WASCAL prior
to the semester; whether they used WASCAL during the semester and, if so, how
many minutes on average each week they used WASCAL.

Results
Assessment of the IT usage context
Participants’ perceptions of the usage context were slanted towards the mandatory end
of the measure of PV. With a mean score of 2.17 and a median and mode of 2, the
sample perceived the usage context as predominantly, though not completely,
mandatory. For example, the distribution of the scores on PV showed a resemblance to
a normal distribution, with non–significant skewness of 0.29. The distribution of scores
is consistent with the views espoused by researchers (e.g., Hartwick & Barki, 1994;
Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Rawstorne et al., 1998): IT usage
contexts range between voluntary and mandatory poles and when individuals are faced
with the mandatory usage of IT their perceptions of the usage context are not all the
same.
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Reliability and validity of the scales
Construct validity of the scales
Oblique rotation EFA was conducted with parameter delta specified as 0. Thirty five
items representing the following six constructs were included in the EFA: PEU, PU,
attitude, SN, PBC and PV. The factor structure shown in Table 19 was derived after a
number of items were removed as a result of poor item loading on the designated
constructs. Each of these items in Table 19 loaded in excess of 0.40 on its respective
construct, with the exception of PV1, Attitude7, and PBC2, which were retained
because they were contributing importantly to the reliability alpha coefficient in the
scales. Items that were removed from the scales and which do not appear in Table 19
include Attitude1, Attitude6, Attitude8, Attitude9, SN1, SN5, PBC1, PBC6 and PBC7.
The removal of these items has implications for the attitude, SN and PBC scales. The
items remaining in the attitude scale are all about perceived difficulties in using the
system. The two removed items in the SN scale are in reference to teachers and
colleagues, both of which are referents that might be expected to exert some social
influence on students in relation to the mandatory use of WASCAL. As such, the
removal of these two items is likely to make the SN scale less similar to the PV scale.
In terms of the PBC scale, the removal of PBC1 and PBC6 left the scale with only one
item (PBC2) that reflected internal control akin to self–efficacy.
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Table 19:

Item factor loadings – using WASCAL
Factors

Construct items

1

PEU1

.89

PEU2

.85

PEU3

.82

PEU4

.42

PEU5

.53

2

PU1

.80

PU2

.87

PU3

.86

PU4

.59

PU5

.65

3

SN2

.89

SN3

.91

SN4

.67

4

PV1

.38

PV2

.93

PV3

.46

PV4

.65

5

Attitude2

.65

Attitude3

.65

Attitude4

.74

Attitude5

.81

Attitude7

.34

6

PBC2

.28

PBC3

.84

PBC4

.34

PBC5

.62

Note:

item loadings of less than 0.27 were suppressed from the output.
Item numbers reflect the order of the items as they appeared in the questionnaire.
Attitude = item measures (indicators) for the attitude scale
PU
= item measures (indicators) for the PU scale
PV
= item measures (indicators) for the PV scale
PEU
= item measures (indicators) for the PEU scale
PBC
= item measures (indicators) for the PBC scale
SN
= item measures (indicators) for the SN scale
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Convergent and divergent validity of the attitude, SN and PBC scales
To gauge convergent and divergent evidence of validity, correlation coefficients were
calculated for the scales (see Table 20). The values for the square root of the AVE
show evidence of discriminant validity. Both attitude measures were positively and
moderately correlated, r(143)=0.38, p<.001. PBC and PEU showed a strong
relationship, r(143)=0.52, p<.001. The correlation that differed from expectation was
between SN and PV, which were not significantly associated, r(143)=0.04, p>.05. To
rule out the possibility that the lack of association between SN and PV was as a result
of the removal of the two SN items, correlation coefficients were calculated between
the PV scale and these two SN items: SN1 and SN5. The results showed that there
was no association between PV and SN1, r(143)= –0.18, p>.05, as well as between PV
and SN5, r(143)=0.01, p>.05, which suggests that the lack of an association between
the SN and PV scales cannot be attributed to the removal of SN1 and SN5 from the SN
scale. Despite the lack of an association between SN and PV, construct validity was
acceptable as shown in the EFA results in Table 19.

Table 20:

Correlations of constructs
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. PEU

0.81

2. PU

0.18

0.83

3. Attitude

0.41

0.37

0.71

4. SN

0.15

0.19

-0.00

0.85

5. PBC

0.52

0.16

0.35

0.19

0.74

6. PV

0.11

0.10

0.07

0.04

0.02

0.72

7. BI

0.46

0.91

0.16

0.22

0.26

0.07

NA

8. Usage*

0.05

0.27

0.02

0.03

0.08

-0.06

0.12

NA

9. Generic attitude

0.41

0.33

0.38

0.11

0.36

0.07

0.45

0.18

9

0.80

The square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) is shown in bold in the diagonal
* Usage as a binary variable contained no variance and as such is not reported in this table. Instead, a replacement
dependent variable was measured based on participant estimates (i.e. self–report) of the average number of minutes
spent using WASCAL each week.
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Internal consistency reliability
Descriptive statistics and alpha coefficient scores for each of the scales are presented
in Table 21. All scales showed acceptable internal consistency with the exception of
the PV scale, which was only slightly below the acceptable 0.70 cut–off (Kaplan &
Saccuzzo, 1993). However, Aitken (1997) noted that 0.60 would be an acceptable cutoff for research that does not involve comparing individuals on their scores. As such, all
scales were considered appropriate to use in Study 2.

Table 21:

Reliability alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for the
scales

Construct scales

M

SD

Range of scale
scores

Alpha
coefficient

No. of
items

Perceived ease of use

4.09

0.82

1 to 5

0.86

5

Perceived usefulness

3.85

0.79

1 to 5

0.89

5

Attitude toward behaviour

–2.14

8.54

–21 to +21

0.77

5

Subjective norms

1.87

5.81

–21 to +21

0.85

3

Perceived Behavioural Control

6.34

7.37

–21 to +21

0.76

4

Perceived voluntariness

2.17

0.79

1 to 5

0.67

4

Behavioural intention

2.56

1.12

–3 to +3

NA

1

Usage behaviour

66.37

50.79

3 to 300

NA

1

Attitude (generic scale)*

1.60

1.06

–3 to +3

0.82

4

* This scale, although not included in model testing, was used to validate the attitude scale constructed
from elicited beliefs.
NA = not applicable.

Patterns of usage
The assumption underpinning Research Question 1 was supported by the data. That
is, the usage behaviour dependent variable showed no variance as every one of the
101 participants reported using WASCAL during the academic semester.
As this scenario had been anticipated, a replacement dependent variable had
been measured in the study as a possible substitute for the dichotomous measure. The
replacement dependent variable was based on participant estimates (i.e. self–report) of
the average number of minutes spent using WASCAL each week. There was great
variation in participant scores, ranging from 3 to 300 minutes each week (SD=50.79),
with a mean of 66 minutes.
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Hypothesis testing
Research question 1
Hypothesis 1: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain BI
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly voluntary and when the usage context is perceived by
participants as predominantly mandatory.
This hypothesis was tested on the basis of the structural models of the TRA, TAM and
TPB as assessed through SEM with a PLS estimation procedure. The dependent
variable in each of the models was a replacement usage behaviour measure for the
dichotomous measure that had no variance.

Assessing the structural model of the TRA
BI was significantly associated with attitude, t(100)=3.60, p<.05 but not with SN,
t(100)=1.61, p>.05, though there was very little difference in the size of the two path
coefficients (Figure 9). Attitude and SN together explained a relatively low 10.6% of the
variance in BI. The TRA explained a very low 1.4% of the variance in usage behaviour
and the path from BI to usage behaviour was non–significant, t(100)=1.60, p>.05. The
overall results indicate that participants who at the beginning of the semester had more
positive attitudes about using WASCAL were more likely to have stronger intentions to
use the system. However, these intentions did not translate into the number of minutes
participants spent using the technology.

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.230*
R2 = 0.106

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

0.229 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 9:

Structural model of the TRA
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R2 = 0.014
0.117 ns

Usage behaviour

Assessing the structural model of the TPB
Similar to the TRA, the TPB failed to predict usage behaviour, explaining only 1.8% of
the variance in the dependent variable (Figure 10). Only one of the theorised pathways
in the model was statistically significant: the pathway from PBC to BI, t(100)=1.83,
p<.05. The results indicate that those who believed at the beginning of the semester
that they had the resources to effectively use WASCAL also had stronger intentions to
use the system. The statistical significance of the path from PBC to BI suggests that
participants perceived that WASCAL was not fully under their volitional control.

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.131ns
R2 = 0.156

Subjective norm

0.173 ns

Behavioural
Intention

0.252*

R2 = 0.018
0.095 ns

Usage behaviour

0.065 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control
*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 10:

Structural model of the theory of planned behaviour

Assessing the structural model of the TAM
BI almost significantly predicted usage behaviour, t(100)=1.70, p>.05, even though only
1.4% of the variance in the dependent variable was explained by the TAM (Figure 11).
Between PU and PEU, 18% of the variance in BI was explained, although only PEU
significantly predicted BI, t(100)=2.93, p<.05. As such, the results suggest that the
participants who believed that using WASCAL would be relatively free of effort were
more likely to have stronger intentions to use WASCAL and were consequently more
likely to use WASCAL.
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R2 = 0.035

Perceived
usefulness
0.019
R2 = 0.183

Behavioural
Intention

0.188*

Perceived ease of
use

R2 = 0.014
0.117 ns

Usage behaviour

0.424*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 11:

Structural model of the technology acceptance model

Summary of the TRA, TAM and TPB structural models
The path coefficients, percentage of variance explained, and levels of significance for
each of the structural models is summarised in Table 22. The only model to
significantly predict usage behaviour was the TAM, though it explained no more
variance in the dependent variable than the TRA and TPB. Indeed, the TPB explained
slightly more variance, though non–significant, in usage behaviour than the TRA and
TAM. The inclusion of PBC resulted in a significant improvement in the explanation of
variance for BI, from 10.6% in TRA to 15.6% in TPB. Of the three models, the TAM
explained the most variance in BI, mainly on account of the strong pathway from PEU
to BI, and the TRA explained the least amount of variance in BI.
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Table 22:

Structural coefficients and significance levels for the fitted models

Relationship

Structural model path coefficients
TRA

TPB

TAM

PEU→PU

0.19

PEU→BI

0.42*

PU →BI

0.02

ATT→BI

0.23*

0.13

SN→BI

0.22

0.17

PBC→BI

0.25*

PBC→usage

0.07
0.12

0.10

0.12

Variance explained in BI

10.6 %

15.6 %

18.3 %

Variance explained in usage
behaviour

1.4 %

1.8 %

1.4 %

BI→usage

*p<.05

Given the strong path between PBC and BI, further analyses were conducted to
determine whether the PBC to BI association was more a function of the perceived
ease or difficulty of using WASCAL or the mandatory usage context itself. To examine
this issue, three correlation coefficients were conducted between PBC and BI. The first
was conducted as a bivariate correlation analysis between PBC and BI, while the
second and third coefficients were calculated from partial correlation analyses by
controlling for the effects of PEU and PV, respectively.
PBC and BI showed a positive strong bivariate correlation (see Table 23). When
the contribution of PV was controlled for, the correlation coefficient between PEU and
PV remained unchanged. However, controlling for the contribution of PEU resulted in a
non–significant correlation coefficient. This suggests that the relationship between PBC
and BI is partly explained by the level of perceived ease or difficulty of using WASCAL
rather than perceptions of mandatoriness.
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Table 23:

Correlation coefficients between PBC and BI, and PBC and usage
behaviour, controlling for PEU and perceived voluntariness

Construct
correlated with PBC

BI

No controls

Controlling for PEU

Controlling for PV

PBC

PBC

PBC

0.26*

0.02

0.26*

*p<.05

Although Research Question 2 was not examined in Study 2, one of the
assumptions underpinning the research question was explored. The assumption is that
when the usage context is predominantly mandatory, BI will be skewed. This
assumption was confirmed. The measure of BI was significantly skewed, with
skewness of –3.89, z(100) = –15.94, p<.05. There was little variation in the scores (SD
= 1.12). In response to the statement ‘I intend to use WASCAL this semester’ almost
three quarters of the sample responded with a maximum score of 3 on a response
scale ranging from –3 (extremely unlikely) to +3 (extremely likely). The mean score was
2.6 and the median and mode were at the maximum scores of 3.

5.3.5 Discussion of Study 2
Study 2 addressed Research Question 1 in the context of mandatory IT usage. None
of the models adequately predicted and explained mandatory usage behaviour, even
though the TAM significantly predicted usage behaviour. Indeed, the amount of
variance that each of the models explained in the dependent variable was less than
2%. While BI was predicted successfully by each of the models, the amount of variance
explained in BI ranged from 10.6% to 18.3%, which was substantially lower than the
amount of variance explained by the TRA and TPB in Study 1. Prediction of BI and
usage behaviour was therefore inferior in Study 2 compared with Study 1.
While comparisons with Study 1 may make it appealing to attribute the inferior
results in Study 2 to the mandatory IT usage context, there are a number of potentially
extraneous factors that may have had confounding effects on the results. In no order of
importance, there was the extreme skewness and small variance in BI, which may
have led to the weaker associations with other variables. Another potentially
extraneous factor was the use of different dependent variables in the two studies. In
comparison with the dichotomous (yes/no) usage variable in Study 1, Study 2 utilised
self–reported assessments of the average number of minutes spent using WASCAL
each week. The use of a different dependent variable for the analyses became
necessary when it was found that every participant used WASCAL in Study 2. This
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finding was consistent with the assumption in Research Question 1. The dichotomous
dependent variable was redundant and therefore substituted for a measure of a
retrospective self–report of participants’ usage behaviour.
The reliability of self–report assessments is more dependent on participant
memory than a simple question based on whether the IT was used or not. As such, the
dependent variable in Study 2 may have contained more error than the dichotomous
measure in Study 1. Nonetheless, Venkatesh and Davis (2000) have shown that
models such as the TAM successfully predict self–reported usage behaviour. The
major difference between the dependent variable used by Venkatesh and Davis (2000)
and the measure used in Study 2 was that the former asked participants ‘On average,
how much time do you spend on the system every day? __ hours and __ minutes’ (p.
194), whereas in Study 2 participants were asked ‘On average, per week, how many
minutes have you spent accessing WASCAL this semester?:. ………. Minutes’.
Although these measures appear to be very similar, participants in the Venkatesh and
Davis (2000) studies may have found it easier to think about their daily use, whereas
students in Study 2 were encouraged to consider their overall use of WASCAL during
the semester, which is plausibly more difficult. This is one source of potential error in
the measure of usage behaviour. Another potential source of error is in the different
ways that participants may have used WASCAL.
During the semester participants could use WASCAL in a number of ways,
some of which more mandatory than others. For example, downloading tutorial
information was mandatory whereas downloading lecture notes was voluntary.
Participant scores on PV confirmed that there was considerable variability in participant
perceptions of mandatoriness of the use of WASCAL. It is therefore plausible that
some participants responded to the questionnaire in relation to the more voluntary
aspects of use while others may have been thinking more about the mandatory
aspects. Indeed the way participants thought about their WASCAL use may have
reflected whether they used WASCAL mostly for performing voluntary tasks or
mandatory tasks. These scenarios suggest a potential source of measurement error
that may help explain the poor structural model results. There are yet other potential
sources of measurement error in the dependent variable used in Study 2.
The dependent variable was constructed on an assumption that participants
who used WASCAL for longer periods of time would be more enthusiastic and positive
about their use of the IT. Indeed, there is a precedent for this assumption in IT research
(e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Despite the assumption, there is an unsatisfactory
level of ambiguity about what it means to use WASCAL for a greater length of time
than someone else. Could it mean that the person has a poor grasp of the technology
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and therefore needs to spend more time using the IT in order to achieve what another
person might get done in less time? Could it also mean that the person really enjoys
the use of the technology, is very proficient at using it, and takes pleasure in exploring
the capabilities of the IT? The answer to both these questions is plausibly ‘yes’, and
therein lies the potential for measurement error that may also explain the poor results.
Despite there being several plausible explanations for the different results in
studies 1 and 2, it also remains a possibility that the mandatory usage context was an
influencing factor in these differences. This would seem unlikely however for the
reasons mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. Nonetheless, the mandatory usage
context may have weakened the relationships involving BI. If it did, this may have been
because BI appeared to inadequately account for participant desire to use WASCAL.
BI appears to have measured aspects of compliance with the mandate, as BI was
extremely skewed and lacked variability. For example, at Time 1 the majority of
participants indicated the most extreme positive intention to use WASCAL (i.e., a score
of 3 on BI). If the same level of skewness were observed in a voluntary usage context it
would indicate overwhelming enthusiasm to use the IT. While it is possible that the
majority of participants were enthusiastic to use WASCAL, this seems unlikely as the
mean score on attitude was towards the mid–point and the scale distribution was
reasonably normal. As such, the measure of BI may have accounted for aspects of
enthusiasm as well as compliance, therefore contributing to measurement error. If BI
typically accounts for levels of compliance in mandatory usage contexts then it may not
be a suitable variable for use with the TRA, TAM and TPB in these contexts. This issue
is taken up in Studies 3 and 4.
Research Question 1 also encompasses a non-statistical comparison of how
the three models performed. The three models performed similarly in the prediction of
usage behaviour, as usage behaviour was inadequately predicted by each. In the
prediction of BI, the TRA explained the least amount of variance whereas the TAM
explaiuned the most. It would appear therefore that the construction of scales from
elicited beliefs provided no extra predictive advantage to the TRA and TPB, consistent
with Mathieson (1991) and Karahanna et al. (1993). The relatively strong prediction of
BI in the TAM can mostly be attributed to the PEU to BI association. Similarly in the
TPB, the PBC to BI association was the strongest path. When taken together, these
results indicate that participants were concerned about possible difficulties involved in
using WASCAL and whether they had the capacity to use the system. The absence of
such a measure in the TRA was detrimental to its performance.
Given the paucity if IT research in mandatory usage contexts, it is unclear
whether such contexts are characterised by end–user concerns about using IT. There
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is a lack of research on the PBC to BI association to compare the current results
against. Although the association between PEU and BI has received some empirical
testing in mandatory usage contexts, the findings are mixed. For example, Lucas and
Spitler (1999) found no such relationship whereas Venkatesh and Davis (2000) did find
an association. Brown et al. (2002) also found an association between PEU and BI but
only when attitude was omitted from the structural model. Notwithstanding the mixed
results in the literature, the fact that mandated IT forces many more people to use IT
than ordinarily would have done so indicates that not all end–users in mandatory
contexts would be pleased at using the IT. These end–users might ordinarily (i.e., if the
usage context were voluntary) choose not to use IT for a range of reasons, one of
which may be that they do not feel confident and competent about such use. To put
this in another way, it is plausible that end–users in voluntary IT usage contexts are
relatively confident about their ability to use IT as they are self–selected. In which case,
variables such as PEU and PBC may not be as relevant for predicting BI in voluntary
contexts as they are in mandatory usage contexts. Additional support for this view is
found in the association between PBC and BI which in Study 2 appeared to be based
more on perceptions of the ease or difficulty of using the system than on whether the
usage context was mandatory. This finding is entirely consistent with Ajzen’s (1985;
1991) conceptualisation of the PBC construct.
In concluding, a major limitation in Study 2 is that as a result of unforeseen
extraneous factors, the differences in results between studies 1 and 2 cannot be
attributed to differences in the usage context. Study 3 was designed to overcome these
limitations.
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Chapter 6
Studies 3 and 4: Predicting
and explaining multiple IT
usage actions
6.1

Introduction

Chapter 6 reports on studies 3 and 4. Study 3 addresses Research Questions 1 and 2,
while Study 4 addresses all three research questions. The design of studies 3 and 4
was influenced in part by the necessity to overcome limitations in studies 1 and 2 that
made it problematic to compare the results of those two studies. These potential
limiting effects included: (i) the skewness of BI in Study 2 but not in Study 1; (ii) the
necessity to change the dependent variable in Study 2, which made it different from the
dependent variable in Study 1; (iii) the multiple types of WASCAL use in Study 2, which
may have led participants to respond to one type of WASCAL use more than another.
Study 2 highlighted that multiple aspects of IT use may vary by levels of
mandatoriness which, unless identified in the design of the study, can interfere with
prediction and explanation in the three models. Studies 3 and 4 take up this issue by
examining whether the theories can predict and explain multiple aspects of IT use. As
noted in Study 2, as well as in the general IS literature, IT systems are often used in
more than one particular way and there are often multiple uses associated with the
same system (Doll & Torkzadeh, 1998; Igbaria, 1990; Rainer & Harrison, 1993). Even
when an IT usage context is predominantly mandatory, there will often be aspects of
use that are also voluntary.
While the utility of predicting and explaining multiple uses of IT is apparent,
doing so is not straightforward, at least not with the TRA, TAM and TPB. The major
theoretical and pragmatic difficulties associated with predicting and explaining different
actions with the TRA, TAM and TPB were outlined in Section 3.4.3. To recap, the
theories can predict and explain multiple actions only if such actions belong to the
same behavioural category. When two actions are independent of each other, as is
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arguably the case with voluntary and mandatory IT uses, the theories suggest that
these actions cannot be predicted from the same set of questions. Indeed to do so
might be practically difficult and theoretically problematic as it would be difficult to
accommodate multiple IT uses without contravening the correspondence rules for
wording questionnaire items (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). Studies 3 and 4 address these
difficulties in slightly different ways but with the same goal: to determine the capacity of
the TRA, TAM and TPB to predict and explain multiple uses of IT when some of those
uses are mandatory.
There would appear to be at least two plausible solutions to the difficulties of
predicting and explaining independent IT actions with the theories. One option is to
construct different sets of questionnaire items for each independent action. This
approach would become increasingly problematic as the number of actions to predict
increased. This is because more questionnaire items would take longer for participants
to complete and would have a bearing on the willingness of organisations and
individuals to take part in such studies. Longer questionnaires may also have a
detrimental effect on the reliability of results due to participant fatigue. The preparation
and analysis of a larger set of questionnaire items would also place a greater burden
on researchers and change agents. The other alternative is to use the same sets of
questionnaire items for each independent action, except for the measurement of BI
which would have separate sets of questions for each. This approach would deliver
successful prediction of the multiple actions, on account of the multiple measures of BI,
but might suffer in the explanation of the actions. The extent to which multiple actions
would be explained using this approach is likely to depend upon the similarity of the
actions that are being predicted. The more similar they are the more likely it is that, for
example, one type of attitude would apply to more than one type of IT action.
The validity of these two approaches for predicting and explaining multiple IT
actions is examined in studies 3 and 4. Study 3 utilises the different sets of
questionnaire items for each independent action that is being predicted, whereas Study
4 attempts to explain independent actions through the same set of questionnaire items.

6.2

Study 3: Predicting and explaining voluntary and
mandatory uses of WASCAL

6.2.1 Introduction
Study 3 examines whether the TRA, TAM and TPB can predict and explain two distinct
types of WASCAL use (i.e., one predominantly voluntary and the other predominantly
mandatory). WASCAL was chosen as the IT of interest because its use by students in
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one of the undergraduate Psychology courses involved at least two distinct tasks that
were expected to differ markedly by levels of mandatoriness. One of the tasks involved
downloading lecture notes and was expected to be perceived by students as
predominantly voluntary. Another task, expected to be perceived as mandatory,
required students to download course information in order to prepare for tutorial
classes. In aiming to predict and explain both tasks within the one study, Study 3 was
designed to eliminate the possibility that study results could be attributable to different
types of IT software, as was the case in comparing studies 1 and 2, or to participants
answering the questionnaire in reference to different uses of the technology, as may
have been the case in Study 2. One of the limiting effects in Study 2 that made it
difficult to conclude that poor results were attributable to the mandatory usage context
was the skewness and lack of variance in BI. Study 3 searches for a possible solution
to this problem by testing whether an alternative variable, symbolic adoption (SA),
performs better than BI in a mandatory IT usage context.
Symbolic adoption was defined in Section 4.6.3 as ‘the extent to which an
individual has mentally accepted the IT as a good idea and is looking forward to
adopting it’. SA may be a useful concept for distinguishing IT adoption in two parts:
symbolic adoption and actual adoption. SA refers to the mental acceptance of an idea,
whereas actual use adoption involves both the SA component as well as an
acceptance of the physical object or practice (Klonglan & Coward, 1970). According to
Klonglan and Coward, in a mandatory adoption environment, actual adoption need not
necessarily be preceded by SA, whereas end–users who voluntarily adopt IT tend to
symbolically adopt the technology before actual adoption occurs (Karahanna, 1997).
This characteristic makes SA a viable replacement variable for BI in mandatory IT
usage contexts as SA accounts for the mental acceptance of IT that is otherwise not
accounted for in BI. Indeed, BI in these contexts may simply reflect the extent to which
individuals are going to comply with a mandate (Rawstorne et al., 1998; Brown et al.,
2002). Substituting SA for BI when IT usage is mandatory may overcome this limitation.
Moreover, SA is more likely than BI to be normally distributed and, as such, may have
stronger associations than BI with other variables in the TRA, TAM and TPB. These
assumptions have not yet been directly tested in the IS literature.
One study that has examined the antecedents of SA compared with BI was
conducted by Karahanna (1997). Several factors such as PU, PEU and attitude toward
adopting were all significantly related to SA. Since SA reflects mental acceptance to
adopt, which is akin to attitudinal acceptance (Karahanna), these results were not
surprising. Indeed, the original formulation of TAM had attitude predicted by PU and
PEU. Karahanna did not find an association between SN and SA, however surmised
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that the relationship may develop over time as beliefs about using a particular system
become normative. In the same study, a model was tested that included both SA and
BI. Direct paths from PU and PEU to SA were statistically significant, whereas the
paths from attitude and SN were not. The relationship between SA and BI was only
significant at a 0.055 level. As the indices of model fit improved only marginally when
SA and BI were in the model together, Karahanna noted that the more parsimonious
model was preferred, which included BI but not SA. She concluded that relationship
between SA and BI ‘remains an unanswered question’ (p. 19). Rather than include both
SA and BI into the same model, this thesis examines the substitution of SA for BI when
IT usage is mandatory.
Another seemingly plausible candidate for replacing BI is a construct referred to
as behavioural expectation (BE). Warshaw and Davis (1985; 1986) defined BE as ‘the
individual’s estimation of the likelihood that he or she actually will perform some
specified future behavior’ (p. 215). Warshaw and Davis argued that BE and BI would
explain volitional behaviour equally well but that BE would show superior prediction of
behavioural goals. Their rationale was that BE incorporates BI as well as any
anticipated impediments to performing the behaviour. Although on the surface BE looks
to be a credible alternative variable to BI when usage is mandatory, there are two
reasons why it will not be used in this thesis. First, BE is likely to suffer from the same
level of skewness as BI. For example, if participants are asked whether they expect to
perform a mandatory behaviour it is highly likely that the majority of scores will be
towards the high–end of the scale. Another reason for not including BE, is that at about
the time that Warshaw and Davis (1985; 1986) were publishing about BE, Ajzen (1985)
was publishing his first paper on the TPB. The inclusion of PBC in the TPB largely
accounted for those aspects in prediction that Warshaw and Davis had been
concerned about in non–volitional behaviours. Indeed, Warshaw and Davis do not
appear to have pursued this avenue of research any further.
Another potential extraneous factor in studies 1 and 2 was the different types of
dependent variables used in both studies. In Study 3, this issue is addressed by using
the same type of dependent variable for both the mandatory and voluntary WASCAL
uses: computer log data of the mean number of times in the semester participants’
accessed information related to the mandatory uses as well as the voluntary uses.
Computer log data has been used in a number of IT studies and is considered more
reliable than self–report measures of IT use (Straub et al., 1995). The use of computer
log data addresses some broader concerns in the literature about the accuracy of self–
report IT usage data (see Straub et al.). Moreover, according to Sharma and Yetton
(2001), self–report usage behaviour data often provides favourable results and
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therefore may overestimate the success of models such as the TAM. The use of
computer log data will overcome some of these limitations though it is not without
limitations of its own. Data obtained through computer logs is objectively accurate
though devoid of subjective perceptions. The latter can be useful in understanding
end–user sentiment towards an IT system.

6.2.2 Research questions and hypotheses
Study 3 includes both mandatory and voluntary aspects of use and addresses the first
and second research questions.
Major research question 1
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly voluntary and
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
Research question 2
Does the substitution of SA for BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB provide better prediction
and explanation of IT usage behaviour when the IT usage context is predominantly
mandatory?

6.2.3 Salient belief arm
Methods
Participants
Thirty participants were recruited into the salient belief arm of the study. These were
undergraduate psychology students in the second semester of their second academic
year, of which 72% were women. Participants were enrolled in a subject in which
students were required to use WASCAL to access assignment and tutorial information
(mandatory use) and had the option of downloading lecture notes (voluntary use).

Procedure
One of the aims of the salient belief arm of the study was to keep the number of modal
salient beliefs, and therefore the number of questionnaire items, to a minimum in order
to minimise participant fatigue. As Study 3 addresses two distinct types of WASCAL
usage, separate questionnaires were used to collect salient belief data in relation to: (i)
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accessing assignment and tutorial information through WASCAL, and (ii) accessing
lecture notes through WASCAL. Each participant provided data in reference to only
one of the two types of WASCAL use. To achieve this, the 30 participants were
randomly assigned to answer only one of the questionnaires.
Participants were provided with a demonstration of WASCAL during the second
week of class time. Towards the end of that same week they completed the short
questionnaire, which took about 10 minutes.

The questionnaire
The two short questionnaires appear in Appendixes J and K. The development of the
questionnaires was described in Section 4.6.1.

Results
Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs
Four themes were derived from the full list of elicited modal salient behavioural beliefs
in reference to accessing lecture notes and four themes in reference to accessing
assignment or tutorial information (see Tables 24 and 25) (the full list of elicited beliefs
is shown in Tables A7 and A8 in Appendix L). The four behavioural belief themes were
remarkably similar for both types of WASCAL use. They both comprised two
advantages and two disadvantages. These themes were converted into questionnaire
items to measure the scales for attitude toward using WASCAL to access lecture notes
and for attitude toward using WASCAL to access assignment and tutorial information.

Table 24:

Modal salient behavioural beliefs – accessing lecture notes

Advantages and disadvantages of using WASCAL to
access lecture notes

Frequency of responses

Better for understanding the lecture

10

Can obtain notes if lecture is missed

8

Costs money

5

Takes time to access WASCAL

4
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Table 25:

Modal salient behavioural beliefs – accessing tutorial and
assignment information
Frequency of responses

Advantages and disadvantages of using WASCAL to
access tutorial and assignment information
Can obtain notes in my own time

12

Know in advance what the tutorial is going to be about

5

Costs money

4

There are often printer problems

4

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs
The same 3 key referents comprised the modal salient normative beliefs for both the
mandatory and voluntary uses of WASCAL (see Tables 26 and 27) (see Tables A9 and
A10 in Appendix L for the full list of elicited beliefs). The referents included lecturer,
tutor, and friends. These referents were included in the SN scales for both WASCAL
uses.

Table 26:

Modal salient normative beliefs – accessing lecture notes
Frequency of responses

Key referents who would approve or disapprove of using
WASCAL to access lecture notes
Lecturer

15

Tutor

12

Friends

6

Table 27:

Modal salient normative
assignment information

beliefs

Key referents who would approve or disapprove of using
WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information

–

accessing

tutorial

Frequency of responses

Lecturer

22

Tutor

21

Friends

4
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and

Identification of modal salient control beliefs
Control beliefs elicited in relation to using WASCAL to access lecture notes and to
access assignment and tutorial information were collapsed into a modal set of 4
themes for both WASCAL uses (see Tables 28 and 29) (the full list of control beliefs is
shown in Tables A11 and A12 in Appendix L). These themes were identical for both
types of use, with the only difference being the order of importance of the themes
based on the number of participant responses. The four themes were developed into
questionnaire items to measure the PBC scales in relation to both types of WASCAL
use.

Table 28:

Modal salient control beliefs – accessing lecture notes

Perceived resources and impediments to using
WASCAL to access lecture notes

Frequency of responses

Availability of time

9

Access to computers

7

Sufficient experience

4

Knowledge and skills

4

Table 29:

Modal salient control beliefs – accessing tutorial and assignment
information

Perceived resources and impediments to using WASCAL
to access tutorial and assignment information

Frequency of responses

Availability of time

12

Knowledge and skills

5

Access to computers

4

Sufficient experience

4

6.2.4 Main study arm
The research design in Study 3 was similar to studies 1 and 2 in that it was a
longitudinal panel design in which the same people were tracked across time and a
time interval separated the data collected for BI and its antecedents from usage
behaviour. Study 3 is different from studies 1 and 2 in the measurement of more than
one type of usage behaviour and in the way that usage behaviour is measured. Unlike
studies 1 and 2, which collected self–reported usage behaviour, Study 3 collected
usage behaviour via computer logs.
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Methods
Participants
One hundred and eight second year Psychology undergraduate students, enrolled in a
subject that required the use of WASCAL completed the pre–implementation
questionnaire. Students were offered a reward for participation in the form of bonus
credit points. All participants provided consent to link their questionnaire data with
WASCAL usage data from computer logs. The age of the participants ranged from 19
to 53, with a mean age of 22.24 (SD = 6.02). The majority of participants (63%) were
younger than 21 years of age. Women (n=91) outnumbered men (n=17).
In study 3, unlike studies 1 and 2, questions about previous computer use,
including previous use of WASCAL, were asked in the T2 questionnaire rather than the
T1 questionnaire. This was done so that the T1 questionnaire could be kept to a
manageable size given that it contained two sets of items for the voluntary and
mandatory uses of WASCAL. Only 34 of the 108 participants returned to complete the
T2 questionnaire. As such, computer experience data are only available for these
people. Analyses on the TRA, TAM and TPB variables as well as PV and SA, were
conducted to compare the participants who returned to complete the second
questionnaire (n=34) with those who participated at T1 only (n=74). Since no significant
differences between these two groups were found, it is likely that there would also have
been no differences in levels of computer experience.
Participants were generally familiar with computers and used them regularly.
Almost all participants used a computer at least a few times a week, with 47% of
participants reporting at least daily use of a computer. The majority of participants
(76%) had not previously used WASCAL to access lecture notes. An even higher
proportion had not previously used WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment
information (86%). A slight majority (53%) had previously used WASCAL for other
purposes. It is likely that these participants had experienced the use of WASCAL in a
first year psychology course, and that their use of WASCAL in that earlier course was
somewhat different from their use in the second year course for which they were
enrolled during Study 3.

Procedure
Completion of the Time 1 questionnaire took participants about 20 minutes. The
questionnaire was administered in the third week of a 14 week academic semester,
about one week after salient beliefs were elicited. The Time 2 data were not collected
via a questionnaire but instead through computer logs. The computer log data spanned
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10 weeks, from the third week through to the thirteenth week. Two dependent variables
were derived from the computer log data: (i) the number of times each participant
accessed the web pages that contained lecture notes, and (ii) the number of times
each participant accessed the web pages containing tutorial or assignment information.

The questionnaires
The Time 1 questionnaire contained the TRA, TAM and TPB model variables plus PV
and SA. Additional questions included participant demographics. The full questionnaire
is presented in Appendix M. The questionnaire contained separate sets of questions for
the two types of WASCAL use. These were counterbalanced to remove the possibility
of fatigue or order effects leading to differences in study results. The Time 2
questionnaire was very brief – it contained questions about previous computer
experience, including previous use of WASCAL (see Appendix N for a copy of the
questionnaire).
Computer log data of each participant’s use of WASCAL during the semester
was collected as the dependent variable.

Results
The results are presented in four subsections: (i) The IT usage context; (ii) Reliability
and validity of the scales; (iii) Patterns of usage; and (iv) Hypothesis testing.

Assessment of the IT usage context
It was expected that participants would perceive the use of WASCAL to access lecture
notes as a more voluntary action than using WASCAL to access assignment and
tutorial information. This finding was confirmed using a matched t–test with a
directional hypothesis. Participants’ perceptions about using WASCAL for accessing
lecture notes were significantly more voluntary (M=2.96) than their perceptions about
accessing tutorial and assignment information (M=2.72), t (107)=1.94, p<.05. Whereas
the mean score for PV in the context of accessing lecture notes is at the mid–point,
suggesting that participants viewed such actions as neither voluntary nor mandatory, in
the context of accessing assignment and tutorial information, the mean scores were
towards the mandatory pole. Both measures of PV were normally distributed.
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Reliability and validity of the scales
Construct validity of the scales
Twenty–six items contributing to the measurement of seven constructs – PEU, PU,
attitude, SN, PBC, PV, and SA – were included in separate exploratory factor analyses
(EFAs) for both types of WASCAL use. Both EFA were conducted using principal axis
factoring and oblique (direct oblimin) rotation and were set to extract seven factors.
Parameter delta was specified as 0.
The EFA in reference to accessing lecture notes is reported first. The final
model that is shown in Table 30 was derived after the removal of items that failed to
show a satisfactory loading on the designated constructs. The omitted items included
PEU4 from the PEU scale, PV3 from the PV scale, and PBC1 from the PBC scale. The
removal of these items did not appear to effect face validity. Although the final model
includes three items that load less than the 0.40 level recommended by Nunnally and
Bernstein (1994), these items were retained because their removal would have lowered
the reliability internal consistency of the respective scales to unacceptable levels.
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Table 30:

Item factor loadings – using WASCAL to access lecture notes
Factors

Construct
items

1

PU1

.88

PU2

.89

PU3

.64

PU4

.72

2

SN1

–.89

SN2

–.82

SN3

–.51

3

PV1

.46

PV2

.74

PV4

.75

4

PBC2

.72

PBC3

.28

PBC4

.67

5

Attitude1

.25

Attitude2

.26

Attitude3

.76

Attitude4

.76

6

PEU1

.54

PEU2

.64

PEU3

.91

7

SA1

–.79

SA2

–.91

SA3

–.34

Note:

item loadings of less than 0.25 were suppressed from the output.
Item numbers reflect the order of the items as they appeared in the questionnaire.
Attitude = item measures (indicators) for the attitude scale
PU
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived usefulness scale
PV
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived voluntariness scale
PEU
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived ease of use scale
PBC
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived behavioural control scale
SN
= item measures (indicators) for the subjective norm scale
SA
= item measures (indicators) for the symbolic adoption scale
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The second EFA, with parameter delta specified as 0, in reference to accessing
tutorial and assignment information, saw the removal of five items due to poor item
loading: PV1 and PV2 from the PV scale, SA3 from the SA scale, and Attitude1 and
Attitude2 from the attitude scale. The removal of these items was unfortunate because
it meant that each of these scales was left with only two items. While having two items
in a scale is not ideal for content validity, it is not unusual in published studies in the IS
literature (e.g., Agarwal and Prasad, 1998a, 1998b). The final model is presented in
Table 31. One item with a poor item loading remained in the model, SN3, as it was
contributing to the internal consistency and face validity of the SN scale.
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Table 31:

Item factor loadings – using WASCAL to access assignment and
tutorial information
Factors

Construct
items

1

PU1

.91

PU2

.96

PU3

.78

PU4

.73

2

PBC1

.95

PBC2

.75

PBC3

.95

PBC4

.50

3

SN1

.91

SN2

.95

SN3

.25

4

PEU1

.73

PEU2

.63

PEU3

.72

PEU4

.67

5

Attitude3

.82

Attitude4

.81

6

PV2

.91

PV4

.81

7

SA1

–.58

SA2

–.57

Note:

item loadings of less than 0.25 were suppressed from the output.
Item numbers reflect the order of the items as they appeared in the questionnaire.
Attitude = item measures (indicators) for the attitude scale
PU
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived usefulness scale
PV
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived voluntariness scale
PEU
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived ease of use scale
PBC
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived behavioural control scale
SN
= item measures (indicators) for the subjective norm scale
SA
= item measures (indicators) for the symbolic adoption scale

Convergent and divergent validity of the attitude, SN and PBC scales
Since the attitude, SN, and PBC scales were constructed from elicited beliefs and had
therefore not previously been validated with the specific items used here, further
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validation of these scales was carried out. This involved assessing convergent validity
by correlating the various scales to determine the strength of the relationships between
variables expected to be reasonably similar or dissimilar according to theory and
empirical results in the IS literature. Moderate to strong positive associations were
expected between the two types of attitude scales, and moderate associations between
PBC and PEU. A weak to moderate inverse relationship was expected between SN
and PV. In addition, values for the square root of the AVE for each muti-item construct
were calculated. For evidence of validity, the square root of the AVE is expected to be
greater then the inter-scale correlations between constructs.
Convergent and divergent evidence for validity was satisfactory for each of the
scales constructed from elicited beliefs. The two types of attitude scales were positively
associated in the context of using WASCAL to access lecture notes, r(106)=0.47,
p<.001, and to access tutorial or assignment information, r(106)=0.35, p<.001. PBC
and PEU were also positively associated in the context of accessing lecture notes,
r(106)=0.45, p<.001, and accessing tutorial or assignment information, r(106)=–0.33,
p<.001. The smaller and negative associations between SN and PV in the context of
using WASCAL to access lecture notes, r(106)= –0.21, p<.05, and the non–significant
relationship in the context of accessing tutorial or assignment information, r(106)= –
0.13, p>.05, were nonetheless in the expected direction.
The values for the square root of the AVE for each multi-item construct showed
overall evidence of discriminant validity in the context of accessing lecture notes and
accessing tutorial and assignment information (see Tables 32 and 33).

Table 32:

Correlations of constructs – lecture notes
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. PEU

0.80

2. PU

0.37

0.85

3. Attitude

0.24

0.38

0.67

4. SN

0.17

0.16

0.11

0.79

5. PBC

0.45

0.44

0.44

0.08

0.78

6. PV

0.65

0.12

-0.02

-0.21

0.17

0.78

7. BI

0.27

0.38

0.19

0.17

0.42

-0.12

NA

8. Usage

0.65

0.19

0.23

-0.07

0.13

0.00

0.01

NA

9. Generic attitude

0.41

0.49

0.47

0.19

0.56

-0.02

0.19

0.23

0.77

10. SA

0.30

0.53

0.43

0.14

0.36

0.01

0.24

0.34

0.52

The square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) is shown in bold in the diagonal
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0.76

Table 33:

Correlations of constructs – tutorial and assignment information
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. PEU

0.79

2. PU

0.36

0.88

3. Attitude

0.29

0.27

0.67

4. SN

0.02

0.24

0.02

0.80

5. PBC

0.33

0.37

0.25

0.12

0.84

6. PV

0.25

0.16

0.09

-0.13

0.18

0.84

7. BI

0.33

0.35

0.08

0.17

0.50

-0.16

NA

8. Usage

0.06

-0.02

0.25

0.05

0.09

0.15

0.23

NA

9. Generic attitude

0.40

0.53

0.35

0.02

0.25

0.09

0.08

0.25

0.76

10. SA

0.26

0.54

0.36

0.15

0.41

0.12

0.23

0.13

0.12

0.91

The square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) is shown in bold in the diagonal

Internal consistency reliability
The alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for each of the scales pertaining to
using WASCAL to access lecture note are presented in Table 34. Most of the scales
showed acceptable internal consistency of greater than 0.70 (Kaplan & Saccuzzo,
1995). The scales that did not meet that criterion were mostly just below the 0.70 cut–
off. There is opinion that scales above 0.60 are acceptable for applications such as the
current one where the scores of individuals are not being compared (Aitken, 1997). It is
not surprising that the internal consistency of some of the scales was bordering on
acceptability, given that all scales in study 3 were developed to have a minimum
number of items.
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Table 34:

Reliability alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for the
scales – use of WASCAL to access lecture notes

Construct scales

M

SD

Range of scale
scores

Alpha
coefficient

No. of
items

Perceived ease of use

4.44

0.74

1 to 5

0.73

3

Perceived usefulness

4.05

0.88

1 to 5

0.86

4

Attitude toward behaviour

2.37

6.19

–21 to +21

0.64

4

Subjective norm

11.62

5.05

–21 to +21

0.68

3

Perceived Behavioural Control

11.79

6.87

–21 to +21

0.67

3

Symbolic adoption

3.22

0.91

1 to 5

0.76

3

Perceived voluntariness

2.96

1.03

1 to 5

0.68

3

*

Attitude (general scale)

1.60

1.06

–3 to +3

0.82

4

Behavioural intention

2.63

1.03

–3 to +3

NA

1

Usage behaviour

36.64

1.03

1 to 100

NA

1

*Note: This scale, although not included in model testing, was used to validate the attitude scale based on
elicited beliefs. NA = not applicable.

Despite there being few items in all of the scales pertaining to the access of
tutorial and assignment information, all but two of the scales had an alpha coefficient
exceeding 0.70 (see Table 35). The two scales with an alpha less than 0.70 were in the
acceptable region of 0.65.
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Table 35:

Reliability alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for the
scales – use of WASCAL for tutorial & assignment information

Construct scales

M

SD

Range of scale
scores

Alpha
coefficient

No. of
items

Perceived ease of use

4.05

0.78

1 to 5

0.78

4

Perceived usefulness

4.15

0.89

1 to 5

0.90

4

Attitude toward behaviour

–11.05

7.84

–21 to +21

0.65

2

Subjective norms

12.47

4.97

–21 to +21

0.71

3

Perceived Behavioural Control

12.00

7.51

–21 to +21

0.85

4

Symbolic adoption

2.95

1.07

1 to 5

0.81

2

Perceived voluntariness

2.72

1.21

1 to 5

0.64

2

Attitude toward behaviour*

1.45

0.98

–3 TO +3

0.75

4

Behavioural intention

2.68

0.61

–3 TO +3

NA

1

Usage behaviour

24.56

11.06

1 to 63

NA

1

*Note: This scale, although not included in model testing, was used to validate the attitude scale
constructed from elicited beliefs.

Patterns of usage
During the semester every participant used WASCAL at least once to access lecture
notes or to access tutorial or assignment information. The distributions of the
dependent variables in both usage contexts shows a high level of variance, with some
participants using WASCAL very little and others using WASCAL to a great extent.
During the semester participants accessed files in relation to lecture notes on more
occasions (M=36.65) than they accessed tutorial or assignment information (M=24.56),
t(106) = –9.30, p<.001. On average, participants accessed both types of documents
more than once per week. This suggests that instead of downloading and saving or
printing the documents, at least some participants were likely to have accessed the
documents for viewing purposes only.

Hypothesis testing
Research question 1
Hypothesis 1: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain BI
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly voluntary and when the usage context is perceived by
participants as predominantly mandatory.
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Assessing the structural model of the TRA
Using WASCAL to access lecture notes
The TRA failed to predict the number of times that participants used WASCAL to
access lecture notes, explaining only 0.9% of the variance in the dependent variable
(Figure 12). BI was significantly predicted by both attitude, t(106)=2.94, p<.05 and SN,
t(100)=1.68, p<.05, which between the two variables explained a relatively small 7.8%
of the variance in BI. These results show that having a more positive attitude about
using WASCAL to access lecture notes as well as perceiving greater social pressure
from key referents to use WASCAL were associated with stronger intentions to use
WASCAL for that purpose. As BI failed to predict usage behaviour, it cannot be
concluded that stronger attitudes and SN lead to greater use of WASCAL.

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.223*
R2 = 0.078

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.008
0.088 ns

Usage behaviour

0.131*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 12:

Structural model of TRA – accessing lecture notes

Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
BI significantly predicted usage behaviour, t(106)=2.36, p<.05, and explained 5.5% of
the variance in the dependent variable (Figure 13). Almost 6% of the variance was
explained in BI, which was significantly predicted by SN, t(106)=1.69, p<.05, but not by
attitude, t(106)=1.27, p>.05. These results show that participants who perceived
greater social pressure to use WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
were more likely to have stronger intentions to use the system and to have used the
system more times to access documents.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.159 ns
R2 = 0.057

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.055
0.234*

Usage behaviour

0.191*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 13:

Structural model of TRA – accessing tutorial and assignment
information

Assessing the structural model of the TPB
Using WASCAL to access lecture notes
The TPB failed to predict the number of times participants used WASCAL to access
lecture notes, with neither path from BI nor PBC statistically significant, and only 2% of
the variance in usage behaviour explained by the variables (Figure 14). BI, on the other
hand, was significantly predicted by PBC, t(106)=3.71, p<.05, and had 21.6% of its
variance explained by attitude, SN and PBC. Neither attitude nor SN significantly
predicted BI. These results show that participants with stronger perceptions about their
access to resources which would help them use WASCAL as well as stronger
perceptions about their own ability to use WASCAL were more likely to have stronger
intentions to use WASCAL to access lecture notes. As the TPB did not predict usage
behaviour, the explanation of BI cannot be generalised to an explanation of WASCAL
use.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.080 ns
R2 = 0.020

R2 = 0.216

Subjective norm

0.120 ns

Behavioural
Intention

0.399*

Perceived
behavioural
control

0.036 ns

Usage behaviour

0.120 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 14:

Structural model of TPB – accessing lecture notes

Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
The TPB successfully predicted the number of times participants used WASCAL to
access tutorial or assignment information, with a significant pathway from BI to usage
behaviour, t(106)=2.43, p<.05. However, only 5.6% of the variance in the dependent
variable was explained by the TPB (Figure 15). A sizeable amount of the variance in BI
(27.3%) was explained by the TPB, mostly attributable to the significant pathway
between PBC and BI, t(106)=6.61, p<.05. No other paths were significant. These
results show that participants who had stronger perceptions about the availability of
resources and of their own capacity to use WASCAL were more likely to have stronger
intentions as well as to use WASCAL on more occasions for accessing tutorial or
assignment information.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.068 ns
R2 = 0.056

R2 = 0.273

Subjective norm

0.129 ns

Behavioural
Intention

0.476*

0.256*

Usage behaviour

-0.043 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control
*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 15:

Structural model of TPB – accessing tutorial and assignment
information

Assessing the structural model of the TAM
Using WASCAL to access lecture notes
Figure 16 shows that both PU and PEU significantly predicted BI, explaining 20.3% of
the variance in BI. As BI did not predict usage behaviour it cannot be concluded that
PU and PEU influenced the use of WASCAL. PEU significantly predicted PU,
consistent with theory. These results show that stronger perceptions about the
usefulness and ease of using WASCAL to access lecture notes were associated with
stronger usage intentions but not with actual use.
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R2 = 0.184

Perceived
usefulness
0.298*
R2 = 0.203

Behavioural
Intention

0.429*

Perceived ease of
use

R2 = 0.008
0.088 ns

Usage behaviour

0.233*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 16:

Structural model of TAM – accessing lecture notes

Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
The TAM predicted BI and usage behaviour, explaining 17.6% of the variance in BI and
5.5% of the variance in usage behaviour (Figure 17). All paths were statistically
significant. These results show that stronger perceptions of the ease of using WASCAL
to access tutorial and assignment information were associated with perceptions that
using the system would be useful. Participants with stronger perceptions of the
usefulness and ease of using WASCAL were more likely to have stronger usage
intentions and to have used the system on more occasions to access tutorial and
assignment information.
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R2 = 0.159

Perceived
usefulness
0.252*
R2 = 0.176

Behavioural
Intention

0.399*

Perceived ease of
use

R2 = 0.055
0.234*

Usage behaviour

0.250*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 17:

Structural model of TAM – accessing tutorial and assignment
information

Summary of the TRA, TAM and TPB structural models
Table 36 summarises key information from the assessment of the structural models of
the TRA, TAM and TPB. Included are path coefficients, percentage of variance
explained, and levels of significance in the TRA, TAM and TPB in both usage contexts.
Table 36 shows that hypothesis 1 is only partially supported by the data. None of the
models predicted the predominantly voluntary use of WASCAL to access lecture notes,
while all three models predicted the predominantly mandatory use of WASCAL to
access tutorial and assignment information. In terms of explaining BI, the TPB and the
TAM performed particularly well in the context of using WASCAL to access lecture
notes, while TPB strongly predicted BI when the use of WASCAL involved accessing
assignment and tutorial information. The models all explained more variance in the
predominantly mandatory compared with the voluntary usage context.
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Table 36:

Structural coefficients and significance levels for the fitted models

Relationship

Structural model path coefficients
TRA
Vol

TPB
Mand

Vol

TAM
Mand

Vol

Mand

PEU→PU

0.43*

0.40*

PEU→BI

0.23*

0.25*

PU →BI

0.30*

0.25*

ATT→BI

0.22*

0.16

0.08

–0.07

SN→BI

0.13*

0.19*

0.12

0.13

PBC→BI

0.40*

0.48*

PBC→usage

0.12

–0.04

BI→usage

0.01

0.23*

0.04

0.26*

0.09

0.23*

Percentage of
variance
explained in BI

8%

6%

22%

27%

20%

18%

Percentage of
variance
explained in use

1%

6%

2%

6%

1%

6%

*p<.05
Note: Vol = Voluntary; Mand = Mandatory

To ascertain whether the strong PBC to BI association was partly a function of the
perceived ease or difficulty in using WASCAL and/or the perceived mandatoriness of
the usage context, a series of correlation analyses were conducted. Correlation
coefficients were calculated for the relationship between PBC and BI. In addition,
partial correlation coefficients were calculated for the same relationships controlling for
PEU and PV, respectively.

Using WASCAL to access lecture notes
The bivariate association between PBC and BI was positive and significant (see Table
37). When the contribution of PEU was controlled for, the PBC and BI association
weakened slightly though remained significant. Controlling for PV had little effect on the
correlation coefficient. Although not as strong as the findings in Study 2, the results
suggest that the PBC and BI association is explained slightly more by participants’
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perceptions of the ease or difficulty of using WASCAL more than by the perceived
mandatoriness of the IT usage context.

Table 37:

Correlation coefficients between PBC and BI, and PBC and usage
behaviour, controlling for PEU and PV

Construct
correlated with PBC

BI

No controls

Controlling for PEU

Controlling for PV

PBC

PBC

PBC

0.42**

0.35**

0.46**

*p<.05; **p<.005

Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
PBC and BI were strongly associated without controlling for PV and PEU (see Table
38). This association was slightly weakened when the contribution of PEU was
controlled for, yet slightly strengthened when the contribution of PV was partialled out.
This pattern of results is consistent with the result in the context of lecture notes. It
would seem that the association between PBC and BI is based slightly more on
perceptions about the ease or difficulty of using the IT than on perceptions of
mandatoriness.

Table 38:

Correlation coefficients between PBC and BI, and PBC and usage
behaviour, controlling for PEU and PV

Construct
correlated with PBC

BI

No controls

Controlling for PEU

Controlling for PV

PBC

PBC

PBC

0.50**

0.44**

0.55**

*p<.05; **p<.005

Research question 2
Assumption: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, a measure of BI will be extremely skewed while a
measure of SA will be normally distributed.
This assumption was supported by the data in reference to using WASCAL to access
tutorial and assignment information. BI had high negative skewness (skewness = –
1.97, z(107)=–8.36, p<.05). In response to the statement ‘I intend to use WASCAL to
access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester’
almost three quarters of the participants answered with a maximum score of 3 on a
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response scale ranging from –3 (extremely unlikely) to +3 (extremely likely). The mean
score was 2.7 and the median and mode were at the maximum score of 3. SA, on the
other hand, was normally distributed (skewness = –.27; kurtosis = –.47), with scores
ranging from the minimum of 1 to the maximum of 5.

Hypothesis 2a: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain SA
and usage behaviour (as measured by a continuous variable) when the usage
context is perceived by participants as predominantly mandatory.
To test this hypothesis, the structural models of the TRA, TAM and TPB were altered
by removing BI and substituting SA in its place. Each of the modified structural models
was tested in the context of using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment
information.

Assessing the structural model of the modified TRA
Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
Symbolic adoption was significantly predicted by attitude, t(107)=4.92, p<.05, but not
by SN, t(107)=1.11, p>.05, both of which combined to explain 16.1% of the variance in
BI (Figure 18). A relatively small 2% of the variance in WASCAL usage behaviour was
explained by SA, which did not significantly predict the dependent variable,
t(107)=1.28, p>.05.

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.358*
R2 = 0.161

Symbolic adoption

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.020
0.143 ns

Usage behaviour

0.132 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 18:

Structural model of a modified TRA – accessing tutorial and
assignment information
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Assessing the structural model of the modified TPB
Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
The revised TPB explained 27.7% of the variance in SA, with significant paths from
attitude, t(107)=3.35, p<.05, PBC, t(107)=4.73, p<.05, but not SN, t(107)=1.07, p>.05
(Figure 19). Only 2.2% of the variance in usage behaviour was explained by SA and
PBC, both of which had non–significant paths to usage behaviour, t(107)=1.34, p>.05,
and t(107)=0.34, p>.05, respectively.

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.264*
R2 = 0.022

R2 = 0.277

Subjective norm

0.103 ns

Symbolic adoption

0.358*

0.122 ns

Usage behaviour

0.047 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control
*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 19:

Structural model of a modified TPB – accessing tutorial and
assignment information

Assessing the structural model of the modified TAM
Using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information
The revised TAM significantly predicted SA, explaining 30.9% of the variance. Most of
the contribution came from a significant pathway from PU, t(107)=6.45, p<.05. PEU
also contributed with a nearly significant path to SA, t(107)=1.64, p>.05 (Figure 20).
Usage behaviour was not significantly predicted by SA, t(107)=1.46, p>.05, and only
2% of the variance was explained. PEU explained 17.5% of the variance in PU,
t(107)=4.67, p<.05.
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R2 = 0.175

Perceived
usefulness
0.484*
R2 = 0.309

0.418*

Perceived ease of
use

Symbolic adoption

R2 = 0.020
0.143 ns

Usage behaviour

0.138 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 20: Structural model of a modified TAM – accessing tutorial and
assignment information
Table 39 summarises and compares the percentage of variance explained in
the models when BI was included and when BI was substituted with SA. The individual
relationships with SA are reasonably consistent with those of Karahanna (1997) who
found significant direct effects between SA with PU, PEU and attitude. However, the
path between PEU and SA was not significant in Study 3.
Comparing models with SA and BI, more of the variance was explained in SA
than in BI, except for the TPB which had a similar amount of variance explained in
both. This result is somewhat moot, however, because none of the models containing
SA significantly predicted the dependent variable. Indeed, compared with BI, SA
explained slightly less of the variance in the usage behaviour dependent variable. As
the prediction of behaviour is a prerequisite to an explanation of behaviour in these
models, the inclusion of SA contributed to a poorer performance in the TRA, TAM and
TPB. Hypothesis 2a was therefore not supported.
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Table 39:

Structural coefficients with the inclusion of SA compared with BI

Relationship

Structural model path coefficients
TRA
With BI

TPB

With SA

With BI

TAM

With SA

With BI

With SA

0.25*

PEU→BI

0.14

PEU→SA
PU →BI

0.25*

PU →SA
ATT→BI

0.48*
0.16
0.36*

ATT→SA
SN→BI

–0.07

0.19*

0.26*
0.13

0.13

SN→SA

0.10
0.48*

PBC→BI

0.36*

PBC→SA
BI→usage

0.23*

0.26*
0.12

SA→usage

0.23*
0.14

0.12

Percentage
variance
explained in BI
or SA

6%

16%

27%

28%

18%

31%

Percentage
variance
explained in use

6%

2%

6%

2%

6%

2%

Hypothesis 2b: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, there will be some people who despite not mentally
accepting the IT (as measured by SA) nonetheless indicate (i) an intention to use
the system, and (ii) use the system
This hypothesis only applies to the use of WASCAL for accessing tutorial and
assignment information. Among the 64 (59%) participants who scored at the mid–point
or below on symbolic adoption, indicative of low enthusiasm to use WASCAL, all
scored at the mid point or above on BI. Despite their relative lack of enthusiasm about
using WASCAL, each of these 64 people used the system at least once to access
tutorial or assignment information. These results support hypothesis 2b.
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6.2.5 Discussion of Study 3
Study 3 addressed research questions 1 and 2. Looking first at Research Question 1,
the results were somewhat unexpected. Each of the theories predicted and explained
the predominantly mandatory WASCAL use, albeit that a rather small amount of
variance was explained in the dependent variable, but failed to predict, and hence also
failed to explain, the voluntary use of WASCAL to access lecture notes. Since key
study factors were held constant except for the types of WASCAL use, the different
results may be attributable to levels of mandatoriness in the different uses of WASCAL.
The major difference in the results in both usage contexts is that the BI to usage
behaviour relationship was not as strong in the voluntary usage context as it was when
usage was mandatory. Indeed, intentions did not significantly predict the voluntary
usage actions. This result seems unusual except when considered against other
results in the IT research literature. For example, of the few studies that attempted to
predict voluntary IT usage behaviour when BI was measured pre–implementation and
usage behaviour was measured post–implementation (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Sjazna,
1996; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), all found a significant association between BI and
self–reported usage behaviour. However, in the one attempt to predict usage behaviour
through computer logs using the same type of longitudinal design as used here,
Sjazna’s model failed to do so. As such, the failure to predict the voluntary use of
WASCAL through computer logs in Study 3 would appear to be consistent with
previous findings. This result is somewhat at odds with a general impression in the
research literature that the TAM has been sufficiently validated in a voluntary IT usage
context. This may not be the case in terms of computer log data, which is arguably
more important to predict and explain than self–reported behaviour. Indeed, Sharma
and Yetton (2001) have argued that the use of self–reported usage behaviour has
inflated the success of TAM. Study 3 results support Sharma and Yetton’s argument.
As the validity of subjective (i.e., self–report) versus objective (i.e., computer
logs) measurements of usage behaviour was not tested in Study 3, the relative pros
and cons of each are not going to be debated here. In any case, other researchers
(e.g., Straub et al., 1995; Sharma & Yetton, 2001) have covered much of this territory
already. Most importantly, however, is that irrespective of the relative difficulties in
predicting computer log compared with self–reported usage behaviour, such
differences are unlikely to explain the superior prediction of the mandatory compared
with the voluntary use of WASCAL in Study 3. This is because both types of WASCAL
use were measured by computer log data. As such, the discussion will now focus on
the characteristics of the two types of use that may plausibly explain the superior
prediction of the mandatory usage behaviour.
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Perhaps counterintuitively, there are characteristics of mandatory IT usage that
may make it more easily predicted than voluntary use. This seems counterintuitive
because the very notion of mandatory behaviour is that a mandating entity has some
control over an individual’s actions. In contrast, voluntary usage behaviour provides
people with a level of freedom to perform actions if and when they choose. It is these
characteristics, however, that may make mandatory usage behaviour more stable and
consequently easier to predict, particularly if the behaviour is unfamiliar to end–users.
The premise for this view is that voluntary usage actions are inherently more
changeable than mandatory actions; the latter being relatively stable over time.
Voluntary behaviour is more unstable because it has the flexibility to be more unstable.
Mandatory behaviour, on the other hand, is relatively consistent because individuals
are guided about how they must act. Mandatory behaviour is set by a mandating entity
and unless that entity decides to change the mandate there is no reason to expect
considerable change in people’s actions. In contrast, voluntary actions are at the
discretion of the individual.
To illustrate the processes by which mandatory usage behaviour may be more
accurately predicted than voluntary usage behaviour, reference will be made to the use
of WASCAL in Study 3. It is important to consider how the decision by participants to
use or not to use WASCAL for accessing lecture notes (voluntary behaviour) may have
caused a change in usage intentions. One way this may have happened is through
additional information that came to the attention of the participant after they gave their
initial intention to use WASCAL. As an example, a participant’s initial intention to
regularly download lecture notes might have been based on his or her view that the
notes would make attendance at lectures redundant. If, however, later on, he or she
realised that the notes were not sufficiently adequate to replace going to lectures then
his or her use of WASCAL for accessing lecture notes might have altered from the
original intention. Behavioural discrepancies with original intentions may also have
occurred for other reasons. The download speed may have been slower than
anticipated; the queue to use a university computer may have been longer than
anticipated. Also, the location on the server from which downloads could occur may
have been more difficult to find and navigate than expected. Conversely, there may
have been factors that end–users found to be better than they had expected. This may
have resulted in using WASCAL more than their intentions suggested they would.
Discrepancies between initial intentions and subsequent behaviour are a well–
established phenomenon in the literature (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). Indeed, the TRA,
TAM and TPB are more likely to predict behaviour when actions are performed closer
in time to the intention. The reason for this is that there is less potential for intervening
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factors to interrupt the BI and behaviour relationship (Ajzen & Fishbein). An important
question for understanding the superior prediction of mandatory compared with
voluntary usage behaviour in Study 3 is, why did intervening factors such as new
knowledge have a greater disruptive effect on the BI to usage behaviour relationship in
the voluntary compared with the mandatory usage context? Intervening factors are less
likely to influence change in peoples behaviour when the usage context is mandatory
than when it is voluntary. To illustrate this proposition, if participants experienced the
use of WASCAL as time–consuming and unenjoyable, such additional information
would have been less likely to change their mandatory use of WASCAL compared with
their voluntary WASCAL use. The mandate, with its associated rewards for compliance
and punishments for non–compliance, would have been sufficient to cause participants
to know that they would perform the behaviour irrespective of a range of intervening
factors that were out of their awareness at the time of making their intention. The
superior prediction of mandatory usage behaviour will be examined in more detail in
Chapter 7.
The strong performance of the TPB was due to the inclusion of PBC, which is
not included in either the TRA or the TAM. Indeed, PBC was a key predictor of BI for
both types of WASCAL use, which suggests that participants perceived the need to
draw on their available resources to use WASCAL. The nature of the relationship
between PBC and BI was assessed to determine whether the association was partly
explained by the mandatoriness of the usage context, as suggested by Hartwick and
Barki (1994), and by the ease or difficulty of using the IT system. The relationship
between PBC and BI appears to be at least partly based on end–user perceptions of
the ease or difficulty of using the IT, which is entirely consistent with theory (Ajzen,
1985, 1991).
Research Question 2 examined whether SA may be a more suitable variable
than BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB when the usage context is mandatory. Consistent
with the assumption underpinning the research question, BI was extremely skewed and
non–normally distributed. Nonetheless, BI predicted usage behaviour in the mandatory
usage context more adequately than did SA. Although SA had more of its variance
explained by the antecedents of BI than did BI, these findings are somewhat moot as
SA failed to predict usage behaviour. As such, SA was not a useful replacement
variable for BI in this study. Indeed, BI did not appear to need replacing in Study 3,
albeit that BI was extremely skewed in the mandatory usage context. Had BI been less
skewed, prediction of the mandatory usage behaviour may have been even better.
The second research question also explored whether some participants had
relatively low mental acceptance of the use of WASCAL yet registered strong intentions
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to use the system and, indeed, did use it. Fifty nine percent of the sample fell into this
category. In everyday life people often act in ways that runs counter to their immediate
desires (e.g., performing chores). It is quite plausible that when behaviour is mandated
some people will act in ways that are inconsistent with their desires yet consistent with
the mandate. If such a phenomenon is widespread among end–users of mandated IT,
it raises a number of questions in relation to the use of the TRA, TAM and TPB and in
relation to the longer term outcomes for organisations that mandate IT use. One such
question is do people who feel forced to act against their will alter their will over time or
instead become increasingly agitated and annoyed? In Study 4, one of the aims is to
test whether there are a group of end–users who used IT simply because they felt they
had to, and whether these people felt any more positive about their IT use at least two
months after they had started using the technology.
Finally, Study 3 was methodologically challenging. In an attempt to measure
multiple uses of IT that were too dissimilar to consider pooling together as the one
underlying category, Study 3 used a separate set of questions for each of the two types
of WASCAL use. While this approach worked effectively for this sample of students,
who had sufficient time to complete the longer–than–usual questionnaire, such time
may not be as available for employees. Since Study 4 examines nurses’ use of IT in a
hospital organisation in which there are employer and employee relations, a different
strategy was required to predict and explain multiple types of IT use.
In concluding, there are two major findings in Study 3 that have theoretical
implications. The first is the failed prediction of voluntary usage behaviour as measured
by computer logs. This result is not inconsistent with the IS literature as there does not
appear to be a study that has successfully predicted prospective usage behaviour as
measured by computer log data. The second key finding with implications for theory
was the successful prediction of mandatory usage behaviour but not voluntary usage
behaviour. Since other study conditions were held constant, the difference in prediction
can plausibly be attributed to the mandatoriness or voluntariness of the usage context.
There would appear to be characteristics of mandatory behaviours that make them
amenable to prospective prediction. These issues will be taken up in more detail in
Chapter 7.
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6.3

Study 4: Predicting and explaining use of a Patient
Care Information System

6.3.1 Introduction
The major aim of Study 4 was to take the TRA, TAM and TPB into a real–life
mandatory usage hospital context and apply the models to predict and explain
outcomes that would be useful for nursing management. This sequence of conducting
studies with student samples prior to moving the research context to a non–student
organisational setting is a legitimate way of conducting research in the IT domain,
according to Venkatesh and Davis (2000). Indeed, overriding Study 4 was a need to
test the theories in a context that provided greater generalisability and ecological
validity than studies with student samples. To this end, a hospital context was chosen
as the hospital was about to implement a patient care information system (PCIS) for
mandatory use by nurses (more detail about PCIS and the hospital context is provided
in Section 6.3.3). Study 4, therefore, examined whether the TRA, TAM and TPB could
predict multiple types of mandatory uses of a patient care information system in a
hospital context.
Since Study 4 was based in a different environment than studies 1 to 3, a
background to information systems in nursing practice is provided for the purpose of
contextualising the methodology and the study results.

6.3.2 Background to information systems in nursing practice
Health care institutions and hospitals in particular have much to gain from the effective
use of IT. The health care sector generates large quantities of data everyday in the
form of ‘numbers, text, concepts, graphics, images, and physiological measures
(signals)’ (Hovenga, 1996, p. 14). These types of data, with the exception of smell, can
be reproduced in digital form. According to Hovenga, unless such data can be
processed in time–efficient and meaningful ways, hospitals miss out on crucial
information that contributes to an understanding of health problems and how to more
efficiently and effectively deliver health care for better outcomes. Although investment
in IT has been suggested as a way of improving cost efficiency without sacrificing
quality of health care (Sinclair, 1991), health care institutions have tended to spend
only 2.5% of their operating budgets on IT in comparison with about 7% in the banking
sector (Barry & Gibbons, 1990). This suggests that there is room for growth in the use
of IT in health care.
Aside from the efficiency imperative, public hospitals in Australia are required to
collect and report on patient–related data. They must account for the treatment of care
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of all their patients, ensure that the treatment of care matches standards associated
with particular diagnoses, and track how much money it costs hospitals in nursing time
(Butters & Eom, 1992). While much of this information is collected to satisfy legislative
and legal requirements, such data also informs day to day hospital management
decisions in relation to, for example, the number of nursing staff to have on duty in a
particular ward given the mix of patients and their clinical requirements. This type of
information can be made readily available to management and other relevant
employees through computerised IT. As a high proportion of health–related data in
hospitals emanates from nursing work, nurses are key players in the acquisition of
health data.
The health care industry and nursing in particular are very information intensive,
as distinct from transaction intensive industries such as banking (Hovenga, 1996). It
has been suggested that 30% of a nurse’s working time is spent handling information
through the use of hundreds of forms containing patient information (Barry & Gibbons,
1990), which can contribute to error and time wastage (Ramsay, Popp, Thull, & Rau,
1997). Registered nurses, who are often seen by hospitals and government as a
scarce resource (Barry & Gibbons), typically represent about 40—60% of hospital
budget expenditure (Sinclair, 1991). Hospitals with tight budgets are therefore
interested in properly managing and making the most of their nursing resources.
Increasingly, information systems are built with IT to monitor and track nurses.
According to Barry and Gibbons (1990), the use of IT in nursing practice has the
potential to free–up the time that nurses would otherwise spend on documenting
patient care, as well as enabling the data to be better organised for the benefit of
management and clinicians in decision making. Paper–based patient records, which
were the norm prior to the use of IT in patient care, have not been particularly
conducive for making informed health decisions (Dick, 1992). The integration of IT into
the health sector has the potential to make substantial improvements in terms of
administration, communication, documentation, and decision–making (Sinclair, 1991).
More specifically, IT may assist in controlling costs, improving productivity by reducing
the volume of paper work, improving the allocation of scarce resources to make the
most of health facilities, assembling information that is more accessible and meaningful
to improve patient care and, assessing the quality of patient care concurrently rather
than retrospectively (Barry & Gibbons; Sinclair; Zviran, 1992).
Despite what would appear to be potential advantages in the use of IT in the
health sector, not all studies have shown benefits of IT for clinicians. The use of some
systems, for instance, has created its own set of problems. One example comes from a
study of physicians in Israel. The physicians, prior to using a mandatory a CMR
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system, expressed strong concerns in relation to potential consequences of using the
system (Urkin et al., 2003). Many of these concerns eventuated. For instance,
physicians had less time to spend with patients, and consequently patients felt
neglected by their doctors (Urkin et al.). Instead of providing improvements, some IT
systems have resulted in less efficient ways of documenting data (Ramsay et al., 1997)
and have failed to increase work satisfaction, professional confidence, or to improve
the work climate (Thompson, Ryan, & Baggs, 1990).
While many clinical information systems are promoted to clinicians as tools that
will assist them in their work, the benefits of such systems are sometimes more
apparent to management. Systems that provide little in the way of tangible benefits to
clinicians are unlikely to be well accepted. This is particularly the case if they perceive
that they are acting as ‘glorified’ data gatherers for management at the cost of
spending less time with patients (Brown, Cioffi, Schinella, & Shaw, 1995). There are
sound reasons therefore for clinicians to feel apprehensive about the introduction of IT
in patient care.
Despite such apprehension, many nurses are open to the use of IT in their work
and indeed, many welcome such change. This is evidenced in studies that have found
an overwhelming belief amongst nurses that IT will make their work easier (e.g., Ngin,
Simms, & Erbin–Roesemann, 1993). Moreover, there are cases where the
implementation of IT for clinical use exceeded initial objectives and provided tangible
benefits. For example, Shannon, Dextrom, and Fuhrhop (1989) found that a patient
care information system enabled nurses to access more comprehensive information
about patients, provided a more complete plan of a patient care, alerted nurses to
health interventions that may have otherwise been overlooked, and resulted in overall
satisfaction with the system.
One aspect of nursing care that would seem amenable to the use of a patient
care information system is the nursing care planning system or nursing care plan
(NCP). An NCP is a tool that during the last two decades has commonly been used by
nurses to plan patient care. An NCP is a planned action of a patient’s care based on
diagnostic classifications. The classifications are usually based on well–established
diagnostic categories or what is referred to as Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG)
(Butters & Eom, 1992). NCPs are typically developed for each patient upon admission
to a hospital and can also be altered if the patient’s condition deviates from normal
standards in respect to the particular intervention. Although studies have been
conducted to determine the benefits of NCPs over existing practices, as well as which
types of NCPs might be better than others (Ferguson, Hildman & Nichols, 1987), the
results have been equivocal and often confounded by other extraneous variables.
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Although NCPs were generally hand–written until the recent uptake of computer
systems in nursing, more hospitals are now relying on computer generated NCPs. A
computerised NCP draws upon stored electronic information in developing a plan of
care

for

individual

patients.

While

a

computerised

NCP

sounds

relatively

straightforward, Effken (2002) argued that the system is incredibly complex. It is
complex for many reasons, but most notably because patient responses to care do not
always fall along predictable lines (Effken). Notwithstanding these complexities, there
are reported benefits of computerised NCPs, such as savings in time, standardisation
of care, more efficient documentation and usable data (Keller, McDermott & Alt–White,
1992).
Despite the potential benefits of computerised patient care systems as well as
the substantial investments that have already been made, many hospital workers are
dissatisfied with using such technology (Butters & Eom, 1992). One of the reasons for
this dissatisfaction, according to Butters & Eom, is that some systems are forced on
employees without their understanding of the underlying rationale for its use.
Resistance to using new IT and negative sentiment toward the technology may also
arise when changes in work practices are perceived or experienced by nurses as
taking them away from spending time with patients (Henderson & Deane, 1996).
Another source of resistance occurs when individuals have unrealistic expectations
about the IT that later fail to be met (Henderson & Deane).
There are a number of factors that have been linked with health–related IT
implementations that fail to deliver on initial objectives. These include a lack of previous
experience with computers by end–users; under–staffing and its hindering effects on
both system learning and assimilation into nursing practice; positioning computer
terminals in secure but difficult to–get–to locations, and hardware and software
problems (Thompson, et al., 1990). Among the individual–level factors, nurses with
less computer experience are more likely to have less positive attitudes to computers
and are potentially more resistant to using them (Jayasuriya & Chapman, 1997).
Another factor that is relevant to the use of computerised IT amongst nurses, is
psychological distress. For example, among a group of health sector staff (including
nurses) about to start using a patient management information system (PMIS), 16%
were found to be as psychologically distressed as a clinic sample seeking clinical help
(Henderson et al., 1995). These people also scored significantly higher on a measure
of computer anxiety compared with others in the sample. Henderson et al. noted that
computer anxiety was unlikely to be the sole cause of psychological distress and that
many nursing staff experience high levels of psychological trauma.
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Amid this background in which there are a number of issues potentially
hindering the success of IT implementations, health practitioners and researchers have
shown an interest in understanding IT user acceptance among nurses (e.g., Rawstorne
et al., 2000; Ammenwerth et al., 2003). One study by Ammenwerth et al. found that
nurses’ acceptance of changes in the nursing process did not significantly alter across
the period before, during, and after the installation of a computerised nursing
documentation system. Across the same period, nurses also showed no change in
acceptance of computers in general yet became more accepting of computers
specifically in nursing. This result suggests that those involved in the implementation of
IT for nursing use have an opportunity to influence nurse attitudes in a positive
direction. Given the potential for both benefits and detrimental effects in relation to the
use of computerised IT in nursing work, it would be useful to assess the factors
associated with nursing acceptance of the introduction of patient care–related IT.

6.3.3 Cognitive dissonance in mandatory IT adoption
Study 3 confirmed that some end–users report low mental acceptance of IT at pre–
implementation yet nonetheless indicate an intention to use the IT and indeed do go
ahead and use the IT system. Study 4 takes this issue one step further by examining
whether these end–users change their cognitions about using the system at least four
weeks post–implementation. One reason for expecting cognitive changes is that end–
users whose usage intentions are inconsistent with their desire may experience
cognitive discomfort or, what Festinger (1957) described as cognitive dissonance.
Cognitive dissonance theory (CDT) asserts that individuals dislike the
psychological discomfort that accompanies discrepant thoughts and actions and so act
to remedy this discomfort by changing either their behaviour or their thoughts until both
are aligned or congruent (Festinger, 1957). In this way, a state of dissonance motivates
individuals to change their behaviour and/or thoughts, since the incongruence of the
dissonance cannot be sustained for very long. Another way that people can relieve
dissonance is by expressing their dissonant feelings: greater expression of feelings is
associated with less dissonance (Fleming & Rudman, 1993; Pyszczynski, et al., 1993).
The extent to which a person is motivated to alleviate their cognitive discomfort reflects
the level of dissonance they are experiencing: the higher the dissonance, the greater
the motivation to be rid of the dissonance (Elliot & Devine, 1994). What relevance
might CDT have in IT acceptance research?
CDT is not a new concept to IT research. Indeed, Rogers (1995) coined the
term ‘innovation–dissonance’ and outlined three types of innovation–related situations
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in which dissonance reduction may motivate individual actions: (i) seeking out
information about an innovation that the individual desires to use; (ii) adopting an
innovation that an individual desires to use; and (iii) discontinuing the use of an
innovation after acquiring information that convinces the individual that adoption was a
mistake. These three scenarios are more readily applicable to voluntary rather than
mandatory usage contexts. However there are circumstances in which CDT may be
applicable when IT usage is mandatory. For example, CDT may explain the motivation
behind end–users who change their cognitions in favour of the use of IT after initially
feeling forced to use the innovation. CDT may also provide a plausible explanation of
motivation for end–users who discontinue their use of IT after initially feeling forced to
adopt. The latter option is less likely to occur among employees of an organisation,
particularly when the repercussions of doing so are perceived as onerous. Attitudinal
change is therefore the most probable way that end–users would relieve dissonance
associated with using mandated IT. In this regard, attitudinal change may represent
end–user rationalisation, which has received some empirical support in the IS literature
(see Agarwal & Prasad, 1997).
Whether CDT is a useful theoretical framework for understanding the motivation
behind cognitive and behavioural change in relation to IT adoption would depend
largely on whether end–users experience sufficient dissonance to trigger dissonance
reduction. In this regard it seems reasonable to assume that in situations where end–
users have not symbolically adopted an IT system yet feel they have to use it, they may
perceive their choice to be forced. Usage intentions under these circumstances may
reflect compliance more than mental acceptance of the IT. This type of usage intention
will therefore be referred to as a forced–choice intention. A forced–choice intention is
defined here as an intention to act in a way that is consistent with a mandate yet
inconsistent with one’s mental acceptance of the IT. Forced–choice intentions would
therefore only be present among those who had not mentally accepted the IT pre–
implementation. Forced–choice intentions in the context of mandatory IT use are likely
to arise when individuals are faced with making a choice between one or more
undesirable alternatives: the choice to comply with a mandate despite their desire not
to use the IT system; or the choice to act contrary to the mandate and risk negative
consequences from their employer. One of the consequences for individuals choosing
between undesirable actions is the potential for internal conflict caused by a
dissonance between two opposing cognitions or between cognitions and actions.
Discordance between actions and thoughts, or indeed between opposing thoughts,
inevitably leads to a state of cognitive dissonance, according to Festinger (1957).
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Whether the dissonance arising from forced–choice intentions is sufficiently strong to
trigger dissonance reduction will be explored in Study 4.
There are both practical and theoretical reasons for examining CDT in the
context of IT acceptance. At a practical level, there are benefits to managers and/or
change agents of IT in knowing whether end–users are experiencing cognitive
dissonance as they would be in a position to influence end–user dissonance levels
downward in order to facilitate higher compliance and use. One way this may be
achieved is through supportive messages to end–users about their use of the system
(Rogers, 1995). What favours this being a successful strategy is that individuals tend to
avoid dissonance by seeking out confirmatory evidence for their actions or thoughts
and by dismissing or avoiding information that argues against their actions or thoughts
(Festinger, 1957). End–users are therefore more likely to embrace information that
supports their upcoming or current actions.
At a theoretical level dissonance reduction may have implications for the
workings of the TRA, TAM and TPB in mandatory usage contexts. If some end–users
experience dissonance reduction by shifting their IT use cognitions in a positive
direction, then this may lead to poorer associations between BI and usage behaviour.
This is especially likely if dissonance reduction occurs after usage behaviour has been
measured. The extent to which the BI and usage behaviour relationship would suffer
would depend on the number of people in a given sample who experienced dissonance
reduction in the form of attitudinal change. The smaller the proportion the less likely the
BI to usage behaviour relationship would be affected.
Study 4 examines whether dissonance reduction in the form of attitudinal
change occurred among nurses who were adopting new IT. To explore this issue, SA
was measured pre–implementation and again at post–implementation. Other variables
such as PU, PEU and attitude were also measured both pre–implementation and post–
implementation to examine whether any increase in positive sentiment also manifested
in specific perceptions about the usefulness and ease of using the IT, as well as
changes in attitude toward using the system.

6.3.4 Other theoretical and methodological issues
Similar to Study 3, Study 4 addressed a methodological challenge to do with predicting
multiple independent IT usage actions using the TRA, TAM and TPB. In Study 3 this
challenge was answered by administering two separate sets of questions for the two
dependent variables. While this methodology was successful in the context of students
who participated for course credit, it was considered to have low prospects of success
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in an industry setting where time pressures are greater. As such, Study 4 used a
different methodological approach to the problem than was used in Study 3.
Study 4 attempted to predict and explain three different types of use of PCIS in
a hospital context by using only one set of questions to measure the antecedents of BI.
This approach was adopted in order to keep the questionnaire to a short and
manageable size, given the time pressures on nurses and hospitals. The implications
of this approach were expected to be most evident in poorer explanations of behaviour
but not in poorer predictions of behaviour. The reason for expecting no compromise in
the prediction of behaviour was that three separate measures of BI were used to
correspond with the three types of PCIS use. Poorer explanations of behaviour were
expected because the three PCIS usage behaviours were to be explained by only one
set of questions. In using this approach, one of the assumptions was that the three
uses of PCIS would be similar enough to be explained by the same set of antecedent
questions. Indeed, the likely success of the approach taken in Study 4 to explain the
three dependent variables was expected to depend to a large extent on the level of
similarity that participants perceived in the three uses of PCIS.
Study 4 was therefore potentially fraught at a conceptual level as one of the
theoretical conditions of the TRA, TAM, and TPB – that construct items are worded to
be consistent in action, context, target and time – was partially violated. The partial
violation occurred by not wording questionnaire items consistently in action, even
though there was correspondence in context, target and time. Items could not be
worded to reflect specific actions because that would have made the wording
nonsensical.
To maximise the possible correspondence of items in action within the
constraints of using one set of questions to explain three types of PCIS use, each
construct item was worded with reference to ’using PCIS in the prescribed ways’. A
definition of what was meant by ’using PCIS in the prescribed ways’ was provided to
each participant at the beginning of the questionnaire. Participants were informed that
the description referred to the three uses of PCIS, which were listed as:
1. Updating PCIS care plans as changes occur
2. Using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
3. Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates

6.3.5 Research questions and hypotheses
Study 4 addressed each of the three research questions insofar as they relate to
mandatory IT usage. Study 4 did not address voluntary IT usage.
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Major research question 1:
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly voluntary and
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
Research question 2:
Does the substitution of SA for BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB provide better prediction
and explanation of IT usage behaviour when the IT usage context is predominantly
mandatory?
Research question 3:
In a mandatory IT usage context, do end–users with low mental acceptance of the IT
pre–implementation mentally accept the IT post–implementation?

6.3.6 The study site and PCIS implementation context
A patient care information system (PCIS) was implemented for the use of nurses in two
Sydney hospitals in four hospital wards, including Intensive Care, Palliative Care,
Coronary Care and Surgical. PCIS was introduced to replace the paper and pencil
system of planning and documenting patient care. As such, it was a mandatory system
for nurses. The particular PCIS implemented at the two hospitals can be described as
dedicated package software (Lucas, Walton & Ginzberg, 1998) as it is a generic
package used in hospitals in other parts of the world specifically for patient care.
According to Lucas et al. there are some key differences in implementing a packaged
versus a custom designed system. With package software, it is more likely that: (i) work
procedures may have to be changed in order to fit the product; (ii) some of the package
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itself may need to be modified to fit the user (organisation); and (iii) the user
(organisation) is partly dependent on the vendor for assistance and upgrades. Some of
these issues were evident in the implementation of PCIS in the studied hospitals.
Control over the implementation and roll–out of PCIS was the responsibility of
nursing management at the hospitals. The system was rolled–out across the two
hospitals in a deliberate staggered fashion over a period of 18 months. This enabled
the implementation to occur in one ward at a time, ensuring sufficient resources were
available to assist the implementation in each ward. Approximately one to three months
was provided for nurses to become proficient at using the system before the PCIS went
‘live’10 in a given ward. Prior to going ‘live’, nurses were required to reach pre–
determined competency standards. To achieve these standards, nurses were
encouraged to improve their competency by practicing on the system and developing
NCPs for imaginary patients during the transition period before going ‘live’.
Underpinning this learning was education and training.

Education and training
The education and training program encompassed a number of key elements, which
involved nursing management: (i) making presentations about the system to relevant
employees; (ii) providing education in the development of standards to be used in the
system; (iii) training key super–users in a train–the–trainer model; (iv) training nurses to
use the system; (v) making PCIS available on ward for nurses to practice with.

10
‘Live’ use of PCIS refers to the point in time at which nurses were required to use PCIS in the execution of work
tasks (i.e., the time that the use of PCIS became mandatory).
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The dependent variables
One of the secondary aims of Study 4 was to predict and explain usage actions that
would be meaningful for nursing management. Consistent with this aim, nursing
management decided on three uses of the PCIS system about which they were
interested in obtaining usage data. Such information was expected to assist nursing
management in assessing the need for further training, in identifying potential problems
with the system, and more generally as a way of gauging the overall success of PCIS.
The three PCIS usage behaviours, which were suitable to use as dependent outcome
variables with the TRA, TAM and TPB, were:
1. Updating care plans as changes occur
2. Using the care plans for planning care delivery
3. Using the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates
As one of the aims of Study 4 was to explain the three types of PCIS usage
behaviours with only one set of questions for the antecedent variables to BI, it was
necessary to give the three PCIS usage behaviours a label that would identify them in
each questionnaire item. The label chosen was ‘using PCIS in the prescribed ways’. In
the instructions for completing the questionnaires and in the questionnaire itself,
participants were advised that the label referred to each of the three prescribed uses of
PCIS.

6.3.7 Salient belief arm
Methods
Participants
Nineteen nurses were recruited into the salient belief arm of the study from the four
wards participating in the main arm of the study. Between three and six volunteer
nurses participated from each of the four wards. Almost all of the participants were
women (89%), with only two men taking part. This ratio reasonably reflects the ratio of
women to men working in the four wards. Eligibility for participation in the salient belief
arm was based on nurses having had some practice time with PCIS.

Procedure
The salient belief arm was conducted in a staggered fashion across the four wards. In
order to recruit participants, the author attended each ward shortly after the ward had
started practising with PCIS (about 5 to 6 weeks before PCIS was due to go ‘live’ on
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the ward), and spoke to nurses as a group about the salient belief arm of the study.
Those who voluntarily agreed to participate completed the short questionnaire, which
generally took between five to ten minutes to complete and was carried out in a
meeting room on the ward.

The questionnaire
The short questionnaire appears in Appendix O. Behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs
and control beliefs were elicited from nurses through questions that were worded to be
consistent with the correspondence rules of the TRA and TPB. As such, each question
contained an action (using PCIS), target (in the three prescribed ways), context (for
work), and time (during each work shift). As already described in Section 6.3.3,
correspondence of the questionnaire items in action was compromised in order to refer
to each of the three PCIS usage behaviours within the same set of items.

Results
Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs
Applying the 75% decision rule described in Section 4.6.1 (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980),
along with researcher discretion, five modal salient beliefs were chosen from a total list
of 18 (see Table 40). The full list of elicited beliefs appears in Appendix P. The five
chosen beliefs represent both advantages and disadvantages of using PCIS in the
prescribed ways. These five themes were converted into questionnaire items to
measure the scale for attitude toward the behaviour.

Table 40:

Identification of modal salient behavioural beliefs

Advantages and disadvantages of using PCIS in the
prescribed ways

Frequency of responses

More up to date and detailed information about patients

7

Time consuming

5

Takes time away from being with patients

4

Continuity of care

3

Reliant on the entry of updated information from staff

3
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Identification of modal salient normative beliefs
From a list of 15 elicited beliefs (see Appendix P for the full list), the three most
answered themes were chosen as the modal set and converted into items to measure
SN (see Table 41).

Table 41:

Identification of modal salient normative beliefs

Key referents who would approve or disapprove of
participants use of PCIS in the prescribed ways

Frequency of responses

Nurses

11

Nurse unit managers (NUMs)

5

Nursing administration

3

Identification of modal salient control beliefs
Seven themes from a total of 13 were selected as the modal list of control beliefs (see
Table 42) (refer to Appendix P for the full list). When converting these seven beliefs
into questionnaire items underpinning PBC, the first and sixth beliefs were combined as
the roles of the PCIS coordinator and the super–user trainers on ward were considered
to be overlapping to some extent.

Table 42:

Identification of modal salient control beliefs

Perceived resources and impediments to using PCIS in
the prescribed ways

Frequency of responses

Exelcare trainers

6

Training

6

Time consuming

5

Experience with computers

4

Nursing staff

3

Exelcare coordinator

3

Computer problems

2

6.3.8 Main study arm
Study 4 employed a longitudinal panel design in which the same nurse participants
were tracked across time and the data collected for BI and its antecedents were
separated in time from usage behaviour.
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Methods
Participants
Seventy five nurses from four hospital wards completed the Time 1 questionnaire,
among which 61 nurses completed both the Time 1 and the Time 2 questionnaires.
Since the two hospitals were experiencing a high turnover of nursing staff, maternity
leave and intra ward transfers, the retention rate of 81% is reasonable. Other studies
that have used a longitudinal design with nurse participants attest to the difficulty of
retaining nurse participants across time (see Ammenwerth, Mansmann, Iller &
Eichstadter, 2003). Among the 61 nurses, 55 (90.2%) were women and six were men
(9.8%). The mean age was 37.74 (SD=8.76).
Compared with the student samples in Studies 1, 2, and 3, nurse participants
were relatively inexperienced with computers. For example, a relatively small
proportion (26.2%) had used computers as part of their secondary or tertiary education
experience. A relatively high proportion (42.6%) had never used a computer for work
purposes, suggesting that for these people the introduction of PCIS represented a
substantial change in work practices. Although almost half the participants (43%)
reported having access to a computer at home, only 34.6% of these people used that
computer at least once a week or more frequently.

Procedure
Participant recruitment in each ward occurred within two weeks of the ward going ‘live’
with PCIS. In each of the four wards in which the study was conducted, nurses were
recruited at the end of the afternoon and evening handovers (a ‘handover’ is a period of
time – half an hour at the hospitals in this study – when nurses from the outgoing shift
meet with and inform nurses from the incoming shift about relevant patient issues).
Participation was voluntary and those nurses who chose to participate were given
permission by nursing management to complete the questionnaire during their work
hours.
Nurse participants completed a questionnaire on two separate occasions. The
first occasion (Time 1) occurred pre–implementation within two weeks of PCIS going
‘live’ in that ward. The second occasion (Time 2) occurred post–implementation about
three months after the first occasion. The questionnaires took nurses about 20 minutes
to complete at Time 1 and about 10 minutes at Time 2. To analyse the data
longitudinally, Time 1 and Time 2 questionnaires were matched by way of an
anonymous six–character alphanumeric unique identifier code.
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The questionnaires
Included in the Time 1 questionnaire were items to measure the variables in the TRA,
TAM and TPB, as well as demographic variables and questions about previous
computer experience. As described in Section 6.3.3, separate questions were asked in
Study 4 in relation to BI and usage behaviour for each of the three PCIS usage
behaviours. Antecedent variables to BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB were not asked
separately for each of the three PCIS usage behaviours. Instead, participants
answered these questions in the context of ‘using PCIS in the prescribed ways’. A copy
of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix Q.
Questions in the Time 2 questionnaire included the three dependent variables
(the three uses of PCIS) plus PU, PEU, SA and attitude. A copy of the questionnaire is
shown in Appendix R.

Results
Consistent with the format in the previous 3 studies, the results are presented in four
subsections: (i) The IT usage context; (ii) reliability and validity of the scales; (iii)
patterns of usage; and (iv) hypothesis testing.

Assessment of the IT usage context
During the design phase of the study, discussions took place between researchers and
nursing management to assess whether the usage context was likely to be
predominantly voluntary or mandatory. This approach was also used by Venkatesh and
Davis (2000). Having established that the usage context would be mandatory, the
study went ahead. At an objective level, therefore, the usage context was mandatory.
At a subjective level, nurse participants rated the use of PCIS in the prescribed ways
as predominantly mandatory on the PV scale from 1 (perceived high mandatory) to 5
(perceived high voluntary). There was a mean score of 1.95; 41% of participants
scored 1. These results demonstrate that nurses viewed the use of PCIS in the
prescribed ways as predominantly mandatory.

Reliability and validity of the scales
Construct validity of the scales
Thirty items underpinning the measurement of seven constructs were included in the
EFA with oblique rotation and parameter delta specified as 0. The seven constructs
included PEU, PU, attitude, SN, PBC, SA and PV. The EFA analysis was set to extract
seven factors. Due to poor item loading of less than 0.40, six items were removed from
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the EFA: Attitude1 and Attitude4 from the attitude scale, PEU5 and PEU6 from the
PEU scale; PU4 from the PU scale, and SN1 from the SN scale. When the EFA was
rerun, the results showed improved discriminant validity of the scale items (see Table
43). The construct scales were based on items that are shown in Table 43.
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Table 43:

Item factor loadings – using PCIS in the prescribed ways
Factors

Construct
items

1

PU1

.92

PU2

.84

PU3

.82

2

PV1

–.64

PV2

–.73

PV3

–.79

3

SN2

.91

SN3

.87

4

PBC1

.44

PBC2

.74

PBC3

.51

PBC4

.66

PBC5

.57

PBC6

.51

5

PEU1

.88

PEU2

.98

PEU3

.80

6

Attitude2

–.57

Attitude3

–.89

Attitude5

–.68

7

SA1

–.88

SA2

–.84

SA3

–.66

SA4

–.62

Note:
Attitude
PU
PV
PEU
PBC
SN
SA

Item numbers reflect the order of the items as they appeared in the questionnaire.
= item measures (indicators) for the attitude scale
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived usefulness scale
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived voluntariness scale
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived ease of use scale
= item measures (indicators) for the perceived behavioural control scale
= item measures (indicators) for the subjective norm scale
= item measures (indicators) for the symbolic adoption scale
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Convergent and divergent validity of the attitude, SN and PBC scales
To provide convergent and divergent evidence of validity for the scales constructed
from elicited beliefs, correlation coefficients between each of the scales. Discriminant
validity was also assessed from the values of the square root of the AVE.
As for studies 1, 2, and 3, a moderate to strong positive association was
expected between the two attitude scales, and a moderate positive association was
anticipated between PBC and PEU, and a weak to moderate inverse relationship was
expected between SN and PV (see Table 44). Convergent and divergent evidence for
validity was observed for the attitude and PBC scales, with slightly less evidence of
validity for the SN scale. The two attitude scales showed a strong positive association,
r(60)=0.69, p<.001, while a moderate positive association was observed for PBC and
PEU, r(60)=0.34, p<.001. There was only a weak and non–significant association
between SN and PV, r(60)= 0.09, p>.05, which, although providing weak evidence of
divergent validity does not contradict the satisfactory discriminant validity seen in the
EFA results. The values for the square root of the AVE also showed evidence of
discriminant validity for the constructs.
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Table 44:

Correlations of constructs
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1. PEU

0.93

2. PU

0.38

0.96

3. Attitude

0.26

0.57

0.89

4. SN

0.03

-0.06

0.14

0.95

5. PBC

0.42

0.42

0.47

0.26

0.70

6. PV

-0.18

0.18

0.23

0.09

0.19

0.53

7. Generic attitude

0.43

0.63

0.69

-0.01

0.46

0.14

0.92

8. SA

0.31

0.64

0.43

-0.21

0.36

0.25

0.53

0.90

9. BI – PCIS updating

0.39

0.49

0.70

0.23

0.57

0.11

0.56

0.23

NA

10. BI – PCIS planning

0.45

0.46

0.59

0.02

0.44

-0.03

0.62

0.46

0.72

NA

11. BI – PCIS education

0.30

0.47

0.61

-0.01

0.36

0.13

0.55

0.38

0.60

0.57

NA

12. PCIS - updating

-0.08

0.17

0.23

-0.16

0.12

0.20

0.16

0.29

0.02

0.04

-0.06

NA

13. PCIS - planning

0.16

0.28

0.29

-0.20

0.25

-0.10

0.36

0.31

0.20

0.35

0.31

0.58

NA

14. PCIS - education

-0.04

0.35

0.42

-0.07

0.14

0.10

0.33

0.34

0.19

0.14

0.30

0.46

0.16
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NA

Internal consistency reliability
All scales showed a high level of internal consistency, generally in excess of 0.80 (see
Table 45).

Table 45:

Reliability alpha coefficients and descriptive statistics for the
scales – use of PCIS in the prescribed ways

Construct scales

M

SD

Range of
scale scores

Alpha
coefficient

No. of
items

Perceived ease of use

3.54

0.94

1 to 5

0.93

3

Perceived usefulness

3.05

1.25

1 to 5

0.97

3

Attitude toward behaviour

9.73

7.80

–21 to +21

0.80

3

Subjective norms

7.98

6.33

–21 to +21

0.91

2

Perceived Behavioural Control

8.15

6.69

–21 to +21

0.78

6

Symbolic adoption

3.16

1.11

1 to 5

0.92

4

Perceived voluntariness

1.95

1.02

1 to 5

0.80

3

Attitude toward behaviour (general
scale)*

0.76

1.35

–3 to +3

0.93

4

BI – PCIS updating

1.62

1.67

–3 to +3

NA

1

BI – PCIS planning

1.48

1.75

–3 to +3

NA

1

BI – PCIS educational

1.43

1.49

–3 to +3

NA

1

PCIS updating as changes occur

2.88

1.42

1 to 5

NA

1

PCIS for planning care delivery

2.97

1.45

1 to 5

NA

1

PCIS as an educational tool

2.35

1.38

1 to 5

NA

1

*This scale, although not included in model testing, was used to validate the attitude scale constructed
from elicited beliefs.

Patterns of usage
On a scale from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always), the mean scores on the three dependent
variables (uses of PCIS) were 2.88, 2.97, and 2.35, respectively. Fifteen participants
reported that they had never used PCIS to update the care plans as changes occurred,
12 had never used PCIS for planning care delivery, and 25 had not used PCIS to train
new staff and graduate nurses. All up, there were four participants who had not used
PCIS in any of the prescribed ways. The distribution of each of the dependent variables
was reasonably normal. Scores ranged from 1 to 5 in each.
The three dependent variables were reasonably similar yet also independent of
each other as evidenced in the moderate to strong positive correlation coefficients.
Updating PCIS care plans as changes occurred was positively correlated with using
PCIS for planning care delivery, r(59)=0.58, p<.001, as well as with using PCIS as an
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educational tool, r(59)=0.46, p<.001. The latter two PCIS usage behaviours were also
positively correlated, r(59)=0.53, p<.001.

Hypothesis testing
Research question 1
Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory, adequately
predict and explain prospective IT usage behaviour in predominantly voluntary
and predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
The TRA, TAM and TPB were each tested with each of the 3 dependent variables. As
such, there are nine structural models presented in relation to hypothesis 1.

Assessing the structural model of the TRA
Updating the PCIS care plans as changes occur
The TRA failed to predict participants’ use of PCIS in relation to updating the care
plans as changes occurred. No variance in the dependent variable was explained by
the model and there was a non–significant path from BI to usage behaviour,
t(60)=0.12, p>.05 (Figure 21). In contrast, the model predicted BI and explained a large
57.3% of the variance in BI, mostly on account of the strong and significant path from
attitude, t(60)=10.62, p<.05, and to a lesser extent from SN, t(60)=1.86, p<.05. Since
the model failed to predict usage behaviour, it cannot be concluded that having a more
positive attitude and believing that key referents would want the person to use PCIS to
update care plans as changes occurred actually led to nurses using PCIS in this way.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.717*
R2 = 0.573

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.000
0.016 ns

Updating care
plans

0.168*

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 21:

Structural model of TRA – updating PCIS care plans as changes
occur

Using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
The TRA predicted and explained the use of PCIS care plans for planning care
delivery, with 12.4% of the variance explained in the dependent variable and 40.4%
explained in BI (Figure 22). Nurses with more positive attitudes about using PCIS in the
prescribed ways had stronger intentions to use PCIS for planning care delivery,
t(60)=5.46, p<.05. Perceptions about key referents views about participants use of
PCIS made no difference to participant intentions to use the IT, t(60)=.22, p>.05.
Nurses with stronger intentions were more likely to report using PCIS care plans for
planning care delivery, t(60)=4.19, p<.05. These results show that positive attitudes
were strongly linked to nurses’ use of the PCIS for planning care delivery.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.639*
R2 = 0.404

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.124
0.352*

Planning care
delivery

-0.030 ns

352*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-

Figure 22:

Structural model of TRA – using PCIS care plans for planning care
delivery

Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool
The structural model results pertaining to using PCIS as an educational tool for new
recruits were similar to those for using PCIS for planning care delivery. The model
predicted and explained the use of PCIS, with 9.9% of the variance explained in actual
use and 38.2% in BI (Figure 23). Nurses with more positive attitudes showed stronger
intentions to use PCIS as an educational tool, t(60)=6.10, p<.05 and were more likely
to report using PCIS as an educational tool 1 to 2 months after use had begun,
t(60)=2.98, p<.05. There was no association between SN and BI, t(60)=.36, p>.05.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.606*
R2 = 0.382

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.099
0.314*

PCIS as an
educational tool

0.060 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 23:

Structural model of TRA – using PCIS care plans as an educational
tool

Assessing the structural model of the TPB
Updating the PCIS care plans as changes occur
The model failed to predict the extent to which nurses updated the care plans as
changes occurred (Figure 24). Less than 1% of the variance was explained in the
dependent variable and neither path from BI, t(60)=.43, p>.05 or PBC, t(60)=1.09,
p>.05 were statistically significant. BI was significantly predicted by attitude, t(60)=6.62,
p<.05 and SN, t(60)=1.71, p<.05, though not by PBC, t(60)=1.30, p<.05. Between
these three variables, a sizeable 59.9% of the variance was explained in BI. The failed
prediction of usage behaviour means that attitude and SN cannot explain nurses’ use
of PCIS to update care plans as changes occurred.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.622*
R2 = 0.001

R2 = 0.599

Subjective norm

0.133*

0.193 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control

Behavioural
Intention

0.001 ns

Updating care
plans

0.028 ns

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 24:

Structural model of TPB – updating PCIS care plans as changes
occur

Using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
The model explained 14.9% of the variance in nurses’ use of PCIS for planning care
delivery (Figure 25). Stronger intentions to use PCIS for planing care delivery was
associated with actual reported use of PCIS in that way, t(60)=2.44, p<.05. Perceptions
of control had no bearing on reported use of PCIS, t(60)=1.15, p<.05. BI was
significantly predicted by attitude, t(60)=4.28, p<.05, though not by SN, t(60)=.52, p>.05
and not by PBC, t(60)=1.36, p>.05. Between these variables, 42% of the variance was
explained in BI. The results show that nurses with more positive attitudes about using
PCIS in the prescribed ways not only had stronger intentions to use PCIS care plans
for planning care delivery but also reported greater use of the IT in that way.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.568*
R2 = 0.149

R2 = 0.420

Subjective norm

-0.054 ns

Behavioural
Intention

0.278*

Planning care
delivery

0.176 ns

0.150 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control
*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 25:

Structural model of TPB – using PCIS care plans for planning care
delivery

Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool
The TPB significantly predicted and explained the use of PCIS as an educational tool;
explaining a relatively small 11.2% of the variance in the dependent variable (Figure
26). The path from BI to usage behaviour was significant, t(60)=2.75, p<.05 whereas
the path from PBC was not, t(60)=.70, p>.05. Attitude contributed the most to
explaining 38.3% of the variance in BI, t(60)=5.21, p<.05. There were non–significant
paths from both SN, t(60)=.38, p>.05 and PBC, t(60)=.21, p>.05. These results suggest
that stronger attitudes influenced intentions and greater use of PCIS as an educational
tool.
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Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.592*
R2 = 0.112

R2 = 0.383

Subjective norm

0.058 ns

Behavioural
Intention

0.276*

PCIS as an
educational tool

0.120 ns

0.031 ns

Perceived
behavioural
control
*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 26:

Structural model of TPB – using PCIS care plans as an educational
tool

Assessing the structural model of the TAM
Updating the PCIS care plans as changes occur
Although the TAM did not significantly predict the dependent variable, it did predict BI;
explaining 26.9% of the variance in BI (Figure 27). The explanation in BI was on
account of significant paths from both PU, t(60)=2.61, p<.05 and PEU, t(60)=2.12,
p<.05. PEU also predicted PU, t(60)=3.37, p<.05. As usage behaviour was not
predicted by the model, it is not possible to conclude that PU and PEU had any bearing
on the extent to which nurses updated the PCIS care plans as changes occurred.
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R2 = 0.161

Perceived
usefulness
0.316*
R2 = 0.269

Symbolic adoption

R2 = 0.000
0.016 ns

0.402*

Updating care
plans

0.304*

Perceived ease of
use

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 27:

Structural model of TAM – updating PCIS care plans as changes
occur

Using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
All pathways in the TAM were statistically significant. The model predicted and
explained the extent to which nurses used the electronic care plans for planning care
delivery (Figure 28). Nurses who perceived that the use of PCIS in the prescribed ways
would be more useful, t(60)=2.15, p<.05, and relatively easy to use, t(60)=2.72, p<.05,
were more likely to have positive intentions to use PCIS for planning care delivery and
to report a greater use of PCIS for planning care delivery, t(60)=3.54, p<.05. The model
explained 12.4% of the variance in usage behaviour and 28.9% in BI.
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R2 = 0.159

Perceived
usefulness
0.245*
R2 = 0.289

Symbolic adoption
0.398*

R2 = 0.124
0.352*

Planning care
delivery

0.390*

Perceived ease of
use

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 28:

Structural model of TAM – using PCIS care plans for planning care
delivery

Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool
The TAM significantly predicted nurses’ use of PCIS as an educational tool for student
and new graduates, explaining a relatively low 9.9% of the variance in the dependent
variable though a somewhat higher 26.6% of the variance in BI (Figure 29). Nurses
who perceived PCIS as more useful, t(60)=3.41, p<.05 and easier to use, t(60)=1.73,
p<.05 had stronger intentions to use PCIS as an educational tool and were more likely
to report using it in that way, t(60)=3.52, p<.05.
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R2 = 0.160

Perceived
usefulness
0.323*
R2 = 0.266

Symbolic adoption

R2 = 0.099
0.314*

0.400*

PCIS as an
educational tool

0.293*

Perceived ease of
use

*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-significant

Figure 29:

Structural model of TAM – using PCIS care plans as an educational
tool

Summary of the TRA, TAM and TPB structural models
In comparing the results of the TRA, TAM and TPB across the three PCIS usage
behaviours, each of the models successfully predicted and explained the second and
third PCIS usage behaviours but not the first. As such, hypothesis 1 was only partially
supported. Table 46 summarises the path coefficients and the amount of variance
explained in BI and usage behaviour in each of the models for each of the uses of
PCIS. Although significantly predicting behaviour, the relatively small amount of
variance explained in the dependent variables suggests that BI and PBC inadequately
explained usage behaviour.
Also common to each of the models was that they significantly predicted BI for
each of the PCIS usage behaviours and explained a reasonably large amount of
variance. The TRA and TPB provided a comprehensive explanation of the two
successfully predicted PCIS usage behaviours. The strong performances of the TRA
and TPB can be attributed to the significant relationship between attitude and usage
intentions, which is not a pathway in the TAM. The use of PCIS was very strongly
related to nurses’ attitudes about using the system.
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Table 46:

Structural coefficients and significance levels for the fitted models

Relationship

Structural model path coefficients
TRA
UB1

UB2

TPB
UB3

UB1

UB2

TAM
UB3

UB1

UB2

UB3

PEU→PU

.40*

.40*

.40*

PEU→BI

.30*

.39*

.29*

PU →BI

.32*

.25*

.32*

ATT→BI

.72*

.64*

.70*

.62*

.57*

.59*

SN→BI

.17*

–.03

.06

.13

–.05

.06

PBC→BI

.19

.15

.03

PBC→usage

.00

.18

.12

BI→usage

.02

.35*

.31*

.03

.28*

.28*

.02

.35*

.31*

Percentage
variance
explained in BI

57

40

38

60

42

38

27

29

27

Percentage
variance
explained in use

0

12

10

0

15

11

0

12

10

*p<.05
UB1 = updating PCIS care plans as changes occur
UB2 = using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
UB3 = Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates

A separate analysis was conducted to determine whether the strong association
between attitude and BI was attributable to the use of scales constructed from the
elicitation of salient beliefs. The TRA and TPB structural models were tested with the
inclusion of the generic attitude scale instead of the attitude scale constructed from
elicited beliefs. The results showed equally strong relationships between the generic
attitude scale and BI in the TRA and TPB compared with the elicited belief attitude
scale. Examples of these results are shown for TRA in Figures A1 and A2 in Appendix
S.
Research question 2
Assumption: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, a measure of BI will be extremely skewed while a
measure of SA will be normally distributed.
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Support was found for the research assumption. Measures of BI for each of the 3 PCIS
usage behaviours were all significantly negatively skewed. In reference to updating
care plans as changes occur, skewness was –1.46, z(60)=–4.66, p<.05; in reference to
using care plans to plan care delivery, skewness was –1.53, z(60)=–4.88, p<.05; and in
relation to using care plans as an educational tool, skewness was –1.19, z(60)=–3.79,
p<.05;. The mean scores for the 3 measures of BI were 1.62, 1.48, and 1.43,
respectively, with the median and the mode scores all at 2.
Symbolic adoption was normally distributed (mean=3.16; median=3.25;
mode=3; skewness = –.24; kurtosis = –.51), with scores ranging from the minimum of 1
to the maximum of 5. The distribution of scores shows great variation in nurses’ mental
acceptance of PCIS, supporting the research assumption.

Hypothesis 2a: The TRA, TAM and TPB will significantly predict and explain SA
and usage behaviour when the usage context is perceived by participants as
predominantly mandatory.
Each of the structural models was tested for each of the three dependent variables with
the inclusion of SA in place of BI. Rather than show each of the structural models
separately, the path coefficients and percentage of variance explained for each of the
models is summarised in Table 47.
In comparing the results in Table 47 with those of the structural models that
included BI, as summarised in Table 46, the major difference is that each of the PCIS
behaviours was predicted and explained with the inclusion of SA. The amount of
variance explained in SA was on par with the amount that was explained in BI, and SA
explained similar amounts of variance as BI in the dependent variables. While all three
theories explained similar amounts of variance in the dependent variables, the TAM
explained the most variance in SA. Another major difference in the results of the
models containing BI compared with the inclusion of SA was the inverse association
between SN and SA. This inverse relationship, which was not observed between SN
and BI, suggests that those participants who perceived greater pressure to use PCIS
were less likely to have mentally accepted the use of PCIS.
Taken as a whole, the results shown in Table 47 support hypothesis 2a. They
indicate that those participants who had more positive attitudes about using PCIS;
stronger perceptions about the usefulness of PCIS; stronger perceptions about the
ease of using PCIS; stronger perceptions about the skills and resources available to
use PCIS; and weaker perceptions that key others wanted them to use PCIS, were
more likely to have mentally accepted PCIS and more likely to use it.
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Table 47:

Structural coefficients and significance levels for the fitted models
with the inclusion of symbolic adoption in place of BI

Relationship

Structural model path coefficients
TRA
UB1

UB2

TPB
UB3

UB1

UB2

TAM
UB3

UB1

UB2

UB3

PEU→PU

.40*

.40*

.40*

PEU→SA

.18

.19

.18

PU →SA

.54*

.53*

.54*

ATT→SA

.51*

.51*

.51*

.39*

.41*

.41*

SN→SA

–.26*

–.26*

–.26*

–.31*

–.30*

–.30*

PBC→SA

.25*

.22*

.22*

PBC→usage

–.06

.22*

.11

.29*

.31*

34*

.31*

.23*

.30*

.29*

.31*

.34*

Percentage
variance
explained in SA

30

30

30

34

33

33

40

40

40

Percentage
variance
explained in use

8.6

9.6

11.4

8.7

13.6

12.3

8.3

9.5

11.2

SA→usage

*p<.05
UB1 = updating PCIS care plans as changes occur
UB2 = using PCIS care plans for planning care delivery
UB3 = Using PCIS care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates
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Hypothesis 2b: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, there will be some people who despite not mentally
accepting the IT (as measured by SA) nonetheless indicate (i) an intention to use
the system, and (ii) use the system
Research hypothesis 2b was supported. Twenty nine participants (47.5%) scored at
the mid point (3) or below on SA, among whom the majority indicated a strong intention
(i.e., above the mid point on BI) to use PCIS: 21 (72.4%) participants in reference to
updating care plans as changes occurred; 21 (72.4%) intended to use the care plans
for planning care delivery, and 20 (68.9%) in relation to using the PCIS care plans as
an educational tool.
The majority of the 29 participants who scored at the mid–point or below on SA
also used PCIS: 21 (72.4%) had updated PCIS care plans as changes occurred; 22
(75.8%) had used PCIS care plans for planning care delivery; and 14 (48.28%) had
used PCIS care plans as an educational tool.
Research question 3
Hypothesis 3a: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, those who are low in mental acceptance of the IT (as
measured by SA) pre–implementation of PCIS will show a significant increase in
mental acceptance at post–implementation.
Although this hypothesis could be answered by conducting a matched t test of the pre–
implementation and post–implementation scores of those who scored low on SA, a
mixed design multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used so as to also
include those who scored higher on SA. The analysis included two (between subjects)
groups based on those who, at pre implementation, scored (i) low on SA (mid score or
below) and those who scored (ii) high on SA (above the mid score), and two (within
subjects) time periods: (i) pre implementation and (ii) post implementation. While
setting the analysis up in this way means that the SA groups will inevitably be
significantly different at Time 1, the important analysis is what happens across time and
whether the two groups remain statistically different at Time 2.
A significant interaction effect was found between the time period and the two
groups, F(1, 59)=22.54, p<.01 as well as for the time period, F(1, 59)=11.36, p<.01,
and the between subjects effects, F(1, 59)=51.86, p<.01. To explore these results
further, simple effects were calculated using independent samples t tests for the
between groups analysis and matched t tests for the time analysis. Means and
standard deviations are presented in Table 48. The between groups analysis showed
that those in the high SA group were not only significantly higher on SA at Time 1,
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t(59)=10.36, p<.001, but also at Time 2, t(59)=2.24, p<.001. The within subjects
analysis found that the low SA group did not change their mental acceptance of PCIS
from Time 1 to Time 2, t(29)=1.03, p>.05. However, the mental acceptance of PCIS
among the high SA group significantly lessened over time, t(32)=5.53, p<.001. These
results do not support the research hypothesis.

Table 48:

Means and standard deviation scores on symbolic adoption by
group and time

Group

Within subjects
Pre implementation

Post implementation

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Low symbolic adoption

2.23

.73

2.41

.88

High symbolic adoption

4.00

.61

2.94

.96

Hypothesis 3b: When the usage context is perceived by end–users to be
predominantly mandatory, those who are low in mental acceptance of the IT (as
measured by SA) pre–implementation of PCIS will have significantly higher
scores on PU, PEU, and attitude, post–implementation compared with pre–
implementation.
Three mixed design MANOVAs were conducted to test this hypothesis. In each
analysis, the between subjects group were the low and high scorers on SA. The within
subjects variables were the pre and post implementation scores on attitude, PU and
PEU, respectively. The means and standard deviations are presented in Table 49.
Starting with the analysis on attitude, there was no interaction effect between
group and time, F(1, 57)=1.28, p>.05, though there was a difference across time, F(1,
57)=19.67, p<.01, and between the two groups, F(1, 57)=8.06, p<.01. Additional simple
effects analyses using t tests found that the high SA group had more positive attitudes
about PCIS pre–implementation, t(59)=3.51, p<.001, but by post–implementation there
was no difference in the attitude scores of the two groups, t(59)=1.44, p>.05. Attitudes
towards PCIS became more negative over time for the low SA group, t(28)=2.36,
p<.05, and the high SA group, t(29)=3.90, p<.01.
There was a significant interaction effect between group and time in the context
of scores on PU, F(1, 57)=4.49, p<.01. Both the time, F(1, 59)=44.16, p<.01 and
groups effects, F(1, 59)=28.79, p<.01 were also significant different. Further simple
effects analyses revealed that the high SA group, compared with the low SA group,
perceived PCIS to be more useful at both pre–implementation, t(59)=5.29, p<.001, and
at post–implementation, t(59)=3.40, p<.001. Perceptions of the usefulness of PCIS
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decreased across time for the low SA group, t(29)=3.25, p<.005, as well as for the high
SA group, t(32)=6.16, p<.001.
There was no interaction between group and time in the context of PEU scores,
F(1, 57)=0.97, p>.05, though there was a main effect of group, F(1, 57)=14.75, p<.01
and of time, F(1, 57)=14.75, p<.01. Perceptions of the ease of using PCIS were
significantly higher in the high SA group than the low SA group at both pre–
implementation, t(59)=3.91, p<.001 and post–implementation, t(59)=2.52, p<.05. The
low SA group did not alter their perceptions about the ease of using PCIS from pre–
implementation to post–implementation, t(28)=1.49, p>.05, though the high SA group
perceived PCIS to be less easy to use at post–implementation than pre–
implementation, t(29)=4.06, p<.001.
These data show no support for the research hypothesis 3b. Indeed, the low SA
group did not increase their attitude or their perceptions that PCIS was useful or their
perceptions that PCIS was easy to use. Indeed, the low SA group actually showed less
positive attitudes and perceived PCIS to be less useful at post–implementation than at
pre–implementation. Although not hypothesised, the high SA group also showed a
reduction in attitude and PU, and, additionally, PEU, from pre–implementation to post–
implementation.

Table 49:

Means and standard deviation scores on symbolic adoption by
group and time

Group

Within subjects
Pre implementation

Post implementation

Mean

Mean

SD

SD
Attitude

Low symbolic adoption

.17

1.16

–.55

1.51

High symbolic adoption

1.24

1.31

.03

1.55

Perceived usefulness
Low symbolic adoption

2.31

1.04

1.66

.90

High symbolic adoption

3.72

1.03

2.46

.93

Perceived ease of use
Low symbolic adoption

2.90

.74

2.64

.77

High symbolic adoption

3.59

.64

3.13

.74
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6.3.9 Discussion of Study 4
Study 4 addressed each of the three research questions and all of the hypotheses that
related to mandatory usage contexts. Results pertaining to each of the research
questions will be considered in turn. Research Question 1 examined whether the
theories would adequately predict and explain mandatory IT usage behaviour. In Study
4, the theories attempted to predict and explain three PCIS usage behaviours. Each of
the models was expected to accurately predict the three usage behaviours since the
questionnaire included three separate BI questions to correspond with the three PCIS
behaviours. Results showed that the second and third usage behaviours were
significantly predicted, but not the first. The failure to predict the first PCIS usage
behaviour (updating care plans as changes occurred) cannot be attributed to the study
methodology which in terms of the predictive aspects of the models was carried out
consistently with theory. Moreover, the success of predicting the second and third PCIS
usage behaviours suggests that the methodology was sound.
The failure to predict the first PCIS usage behaviour was a failure of the BI to
behaviour relationship in each of the models. Several factors have been proposed by
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) to explain a weak BI to behaviour association, which were
discussed in Section 3.2.2. One of these factors is that intentions may change between
the time it is measured and when the behaviour is performed. There are a number of
reasons why intentions change, such as the addition of new information as well as
changed circumstances (Ajzen & Fishbein). Characteristics of the first PCIS usage
behaviour may have made the corresponding intention susceptible to change. It is
likely for instance that the first PCIS usage behaviour had a much greater impact than
the second and third usage behaviours on nurses work practices. The first PCIS usage
behaviour was the most intrusive and foreign to the existing work practices of nurses.
Updating care plans as changes occurred required nurses to enter data into the PCIS
database every time they performed a nursing activity involving patient care. This level
of unfamiliarity with the task may have contributed to unreliable usage intentions;
unreliable in the sense that with greater information and familiarity with the task nurses
intentions may have been different. The significant decline from pre to post
implementation in nurses’ attitudes towards using PCIS and their perceptions of the
usefulness of PCIS for their work supports the view that nurses’ intentions may have
changed during the course of the study. Moreover, nurses’ behaviour may have
differed from their original intentions.
Although not reported in the results, the author received anecdotal evidence
from nurses that many of them updated the care plans only once at the end of their
shift, as they perceived this to be a much more efficient use of their time. Some nurses
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negotiated among themselves the allocation of nursing tasks in order to avoid using
PCIS. This type of arrangement typically involved one nurse entering their own data
into PCIS as well as data for another nurse who, in exchange, would carry out the
patient–focussed nursing for his or her colleague. This type of unofficial job sharing,
while not allowed by the hospitals, was apparently not uncommon. The relevance of
this type of arrangement to Study 4 is that it suggests that initial intentions may have
been based on naïve knowledge of what the use of PCIS for updating care plans would
actually be like. It is quite plausible therefore that when nurses were initially
contemplating their use of PCIS to update care plans when changes occurred, they
had insufficient knowledge and experience of the system to know how they would
actually use it in practice. With the benefit of experience, many nurses may have
altered their intentions. In which case, the poor association between BI and the first
PCIS usage behaviour is understandable.
The second and third types of PCIS usage, in comparison, were significantly
associated with the corresponding intentions. The most plausible reason for this is that
these two usage behaviours were already similar to existing work practices, enabling
nurses’ intentions to more accurately predict their subsequent performance of the
second and third usage behaviours. The second PCIS usage behaviour required
nurses to use PCIS care plans for planning care delivery. Prior to the PCIS
implementation, nurses had been using non–electronic care plans for planning care
delivery. As such, the use of PCIS to generate such care plans was only a small shift in
work practices and it is likely that nurses perceived this to be the case. Moreover, the
second PCIS usage behaviour was required to be performed less often than the first
usage behaviour. For example, nurses would generally create a care plan for planning
care delivery only once per patient, upon admission to the ward. Any changes made to
the care plan would tend to occur only if a patient’s progress or prognosis altered while
in hospital. In these situations, a variation of the original care plan (referred to as a
‘variance’) would be entered into PCIS and a new care plan generated. The third PCIS
usage behaviour (using care plans as an educational tool) was the least often
performed of the three PCIS usage behaviours and would have had the least impact on
nurses existing work practices. This is because training new staff was not a task that
was carried out on an everyday basis and it was rarely happening during the period of
the study.
Research Question 1 also examined whether the models would adequately
explain the three PCIS usage behaviours. In this regard there was some doubt when
planning the study. The doubt was based on the way that the antecedent variables to
BI in each of the models were measured in a more general way (i.e., in relation to using
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PCIS in the prescribed ways) than is recommended by the correspondence rules of
action. Notwithstanding these doubts, adequate explanations of behaviour were
evident in the results, as indicated by relatively high levels of variance explained in BI
for each of the usage behaviours. Strong associations between BI and its theorised
determinants showed that three factors in particular were important in explaining
nurses’ intentions to use PCIS. Nurses with the strongest intentions to use PCIS were
those who had the most positive attitudes about using PCIS and those who had the
strongest perceptions about the usefulness and ease with which they could use the
system. Given these results, it would appear that the general wording of the antecedent
variables to BI did not have a detrimental effect on explaining BI. The adequate amount
of variance explained in BI may have had much to do with the similarities of the three
usage behaviours, as evidenced by the moderate positive correlations between them.
As such, the methodology used in Study 4 for explaining different usage behaviours
may not work effectively when the behaviours are substantially different. This issue will
be addressed in more detail in Chapter 7.
One other important comment to make about these results is that although an
adequate amount of variance was explained in BI for each of the PCIS behaviours, the
models cannot be said to have explained the first PCIS usage behaviour. This is
because successful prediction must precede successful explanation in the models
(Sutton, 1998). This situation, of having adequate explanation but not adequate
prediction, reaffirms the importance of measuring actual behaviour. Without measuring
actual behaviour it would be unclear what the models were explaining.
The second research question examined whether the substitution of SA for BI in
the models would provide superior prediction and explanation of the three PCIS usage
behaviours. The skewness of BI in the context of each of the usage behaviours draws
attention to the limitations of BI when predicting and explaining mandatory IT use. The
normally distributed SA outperformed BI by predicting all 3 of the PCIS usage
behaviours. Although SA explained a relatively small amount of variance in each of the
dependent variables the significant associations with usage behaviour suggests that
the mental acceptance of PCIS was an important determinant of nurses’ use of the
system. Indeed, SA is likely to be a more accurate gauge of end–user sentiment
towards using the IT compared with BI. Scores on BI suggest that it was a quasi
measure of compliance in Study 4. This is evidenced by the fact that almost half the
participants reported a low level of mental acceptance of PCIS, among whom the
majority had strong intentions to use PCIS in the three prescribed ways.
In comparing BI and SA it should be noted that the measurement of these
constructs in Study 4 was slightly different. Only one measure of SA was used in the
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study compared with a separate measure of BI for each of the PCIS usage behaviours.
Had a separate measure of SA been used for the PCIS behaviours, it is likely that the
associations involving SA with other variables would have been even stronger. What
remains unclear is whether SA operates more effectively as a generalised gauge of
end–user sentiment or whether it would be effective to measure SA separately in
situations where there is more than one usage behaviour of interest, similar to Study 4.
This may be an issue worth considering for future research.
Similar to Karahanna (1997), a number of the significant associations between
BI and its antecedents were different for SA and antecedent variables. With BI in the
TRA, TAM and TPB, attitude was the most significant determinant of intentions. When
SA was substituted for BI, a number of factors were associated with it, such as attitude,
PU, SN and PBC. More positive attitudes, stronger perceptions of the usefulness of
PCIS, and greater perceived control in using the system were all associated with
greater mental acceptance of PCIS. With the exception of the association with PBC,
which Karahanna did not measure, these other results are mainly consistent with those
of Karahanna which were based in a predominantly voluntary usage context.
Karahanna did not find an association between SN and SA, while in Study 4 there was
an inverse association. The inverse relationship suggests that greater perceived social
pressure to use PCIS may have led to a reduction in the mental acceptance of the
system. A similar finding can be inferred from the results of Ward et al. (2005), who
reported a negative association between top management commitment and attitude
when both constructs were measured after employees had started using the IS. One of
the interesting aspects of the Ward et al. result is that the association between the two
constructs had been positive and non-significant prior to the commencement of use.
Ward et al. suggested that the issue of trust (i.e., trust in the management) may
moderate the relationship between management support and attitude, such that if trust
is low the relationship is likely to be negative. The results in Study 3, as well as those of
Ward et al., suggest that being forced to use an IS may bring about a lowered level of
acceptance of such actions. Lowered mental acceptance of IT may also have
implications for ongoing use of IT, which was the focus of Research Question 3.
The third research question sought to explore whether nurses who showed a
low level of mental acceptance towards using PCIS at pre–implementation would
change their level of mental acceptance as well as their attitudes and perceptions
about the system’s usefulness and ease of use after they had been using the system
for at least one month. Study 4 showed that participants who were low in SA pre–
implementation experienced no change in their SA scores when measured again at
post–implementation. Indeed, over the study period these same nurses showed
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significant reductions rather than increases in positive attitudes about using PCIS as
well as significant reductions in their perceptions of the usefulness of PCIS. As
behaviours did not change and perceptions did not improve, the results suggest that
nurses were unlikely to have reached a sufficiently cognitive dissonant state to trigger
dissonance reduction techniques.
According to CDT, a change in mental acceptance or in usage behaviour would
be expected if there was sufficient cognitive dissonance. If dissonance had been
experienced, dissonance reduction would have most likely shifted cognitions towards
more positive attitudes and perceptions. As it turned out, cognitive changes occurred
for attitudes and perceptions of usefulness but in the opposite direction to that
suggested by CDT. It would therefore appear that CDT cannot explain these cognitive
changes. This is not a limitation in CDT but rather that dissonance did not appear to
occur, which therefore places the cognitive changes outside the ambit of CDT. How
then can these cognitive changes be explained?
Nurses who scored high in SA at pre–implementation experienced a significant
reduction in mental acceptance of PCIS by post–implementation. Indeed, these same
nurses also experienced changes in their attitudes and perceptions about PCIS, such
that their attitudes and perceptions of the usefulness and ease of using PCIS became
more negative after using the system. Both the high and low SA groups experienced
more negative sentiment of PCIS after they had used the system. With the exception of
changes in PEU, which only occurred among the high SA group, these reductions in
sentiment can be discussed in terms of the sample as a whole. It would appear
therefore that the entire sample experienced a lowering of positive sentiment towards
PCIS. Similar types of reactions have been discussed in the IS literature in the context
of end–user resistance to IT (see Hirschheim & Newman, 1988; Markus, 1983;
Marakas & Hornik, 1996; Martinko, Henry & Zmud, 1996). Although not the focus of
this thesis, it remains unclear whether the cognitive changes that occurred in Study 4
were associated with end–user resistance. While there were no participants who
ceased the use of PCIS during the period of the study, passive resistance may still
have been occurring (Marakas & Hornik).
An alternative explanation for these cognitive changes, though not one that
rules out the possibility of IT resistance, is that the shift towards more negative
perceptions of PCIS was simply an adjustment back to reality. Prior to the
implementation of PCIS there was an overly optimistic campaign from nursing
management to sell the idea of the IT to nursing staff. As such, the cognitive changes
may simply have reflected a correcting of perceptions towards a more balanced
perspective. In this regard, it would be worth considering whether a more practical and
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realistic campaign would have had a more enduring positive effect on end–users. This
issue will be taken up in more detail in the final chapter.
Finally, Study 4 had some limitations. It was not possible to determine
perceptions of voluntariness separately for each of the PCIS usage behaviours as only
one measure was used for the three usage behaviours. It is unlikely, however, that
participants would have perceived any of the PCIS usage behaviours as predominantly
voluntary given their scores on the general measure of PV and the way that PCIS had
changed aspects of their work practices. Another limitation was the use of one
measure of SA rather than three separate measures for each dependent variable.
Given the strong relationships between SA and other variables in the theories, it would
be useful for further studies to test separate measures of SA to determine its
applicability to a range of actions.
Three key findings in study 4 have theoretical implications. First, certain types of
mandatory behaviours appear to be more difficult to predict than others. Two factors
may be important in distinguishing behaviours that are more difficult to predict. These
include the level of familiarity that end–users have with the usage behaviour and the
extent to which the behaviour is contingent on changing existing work practices. The
second major finding was that end–user sentiment towards using PCIS deteriorated
between the measurements taken at pre and post implementation. This suggests that
end–users did not feel sufficiently dissonant to trigger dissonance reduction, which
places the cognitive changes that occurred outside the ambit of CDT. There is a need
to consider other theoretical explanations for these changes. Thirdly, these findings
suggest that SA may be a useful addition to TRA, TAM and TPB when the usage
context is mandatory. It would appear that SA captures aspects of an end–user’s
desire to use the IT, which is not effectively achieved by BI when usage is mandatory.
Each of these issues will be examined in more detail in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Interpretation of findings and
conclusions
7.1

Introduction

This chapter synthesises the key findings from the four studies and examines their
theoretical implications. Some practical implications are also identified and discussed
though to a lesser extent than the theoretical implications. This is because the thesis
set out to explore how the TRA, TAM and TPB would perform in mandatory IT usage
contexts. As such, the theoretical implications were the primary focus. Nonetheless,
this chapter addresses the contribution that this research offers to theory and practice
and makes some suggestions about future research directions. Limitations in the
studies are also raised and discussed.
Three research questions drove the direction of the thesis including the design
of the four studies. The chapter will be structured around these three research
questions, which were:
1. Do the TRA, the TAM and the TPB, when they are used true to theory,
adequately

predict

and

explain

prospective

IT

usage

behaviour

in

predominantly voluntary and predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
2. Does the substitution of SA for BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB provide better
prediction and explanation of IT usage behaviour when the IT usage context is
predominantly mandatory?
3. In a mandatory IT usage context, do end–users with low mental acceptance of
the IT pre–implementation mentally accept the IT post–implementation?
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7.1.1 Do the TRA, TAM and TPB predict and explain prospective IT
usage
behaviour
in
predominantly
voluntary
and
predominantly mandatory IT usage contexts?
While mandatory usage contexts were the main testing ground for the TRA, TAM and
TPB in this thesis, the incorporation of voluntary usage contexts into the first research
question had two aims. The first was to test the performance of the models, particularly
the TRA and TPB because they had received less IS research attention, in the
somewhat rare context of predicting and explaining prospective voluntary IT usage
behaviour. The second aim was to establish comparative data when testing the models
in mandatory usage contexts.

Predicting behaviour
In reference to the first of these aims, it was expected that each of the theories would
successfully predict and explain voluntary IT usage. This was achieved in Study 1 with
the prediction and explanation of the prospective voluntary use/non–use of email. In
Study 3, however, the theories were unable to achieve a similar result for the voluntary
use of WASCAL. Since one of the major differences in these two studies was the type
of dependent variable that was being predicted, there is a suggestion that the
prediction of voluntary prospective usage behaviour measured by computer logs may
be problematic for the TRA, TAM and TPB. Indeed, this suggestion is supported by
empirical findings in the IS literature. For example, the BI to usage behaviour
relationship has been validated by a number of studies (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Dishaw
& Strong, 1999; Mathieson et al., 2001; Sjazna, 1996; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Venkatesh
& Davis, 2000). However, only a few studies measured prospective usage behaviour
(e.g., Davis et al.; Sjazna; Venkatesh & Davis), out of which it appears only one
measured prospective usage behaviour with computer logs (e.g., Sjazna). Sjazna
reported a significant path between BI and usage behaviour when behaviour was
measured through self–report but not when it was measured through computer logs.
A similar distinction between dependent variables and the capacity of models
such as the TAM to predict them has been made by Sharma and Yetton (2001). Their
review of published research in the IS literature demonstrated that the apparent strong
validity of the TAM to predict usage behaviour was not as strong when there was an
adjustment made for studies that had measured perceived usage behaviour rather than
actual usage behaviour. Common method variance, which is more likely with self–
report than objective measures of usage, is one explanation for inflated associations.
The effects of common method variance are likely to be even greater when data are
collected at the one time. As such, predicting prospective behaviour through computer
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logs is considerably more difficult than predicting current behaviour through self–report
data. However, this difficulty does not make the prediction of behaviour unattainable,
as evidenced by the successful prediction of the mandatory usage of WASCAL in
Study 3. Since the level of mandatoriness/voluntariness was the major difference in the
types of behaviour that were predicted successfully and unsuccessfully in Study 3,
there may be something about mandatory and voluntary behaviour that makes one
more amenable to prediction than the other.
Mandatory behaviour may have characteristics that make it easier to predict
prospectively than voluntary behaviour. Prospective behaviour is more difficult to
predict than retrospective behaviour because there is a greater likelihood that
intervening factors may change people’s intentions (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). However,
this explains only one side of the coin. The other side is that behaviour also needs to
be relatively stable in order to be predicted prospectively by intentions. It is this
characteristic that is fundamental to mandatory behaviours. Mandatory behaviours are
relatively consistent and stable in comparison with voluntary behaviours. They are
more stable because the behaviour only changes markedly when the mandate
changes. The execution of mandatory actions are unlikely to change substantially
unless the mandate changes.
Voluntary actions on the other hand may be the subject of constant change, at
least before the behaviour becomes routinised. Voluntary behaviour may change for a
number of reasons such as sheer whim; the relative enjoyment of the action in
comparison with competing actions; changed circumstances, etc. Voluntary actions are
inherently changeable, particularly when the behaviour is relatively new or unfamiliar to
the person. There is one class of voluntary behaviour, however, that is relatively stable
and consistent over time. These are behaviours that are performed routinely enough to
be described as habits. The research literature shows that habits are so entrenched
that they are actually predicted more strongly by past behaviour than by intentions
(Bentler & Speckart, 1979; Limayem et al., 2001; Rhodes, & Courneya, 2003; Stacy,
Stein & Longshore, 1999; Sutton et al., 1999). As such, it would be incorrect to state
that all voluntary behaviours are relatively inconsistent. Indeed, the opposite would be
true if most voluntary actions became habits.
However, in the period before a voluntary behaviour becomes a habit it may
undergo substantial changes in the way it is enacted. People often experiment with
different ways of enacting a new behavioural action until further experimentation
derives no further gains in satisfaction. This is evident in trying out new restaurants, in
experimenting with different travel routes to work, and in the ways we engage with new
friends, to name just a few. When a person ceases or reduces the extent to which they
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test out different ways of enacting a new behaviour then the behavioural action may
become routinised (Cooper & Zmud, 1990). Until a level of habit or routinisation has
been established both the way people engage in behavioural actions as well as their
intentions to engage in such actions will be highly changeable. While it is likely that
intentions and behaviour change in a synchronistic way (i.e., the association remains
strong), survey studies are generally not equipped to account for the dynamic and
changing nature of some relatively new and unfamiliar voluntary behaviours. This may
partially explain why many IT studies using the TRA, TAM or TPB have not attempted
to predict prospective usage behaviour.
The discussion so far has not addressed why only two of the three mandatory
PCIS usage behaviours in Study 4 were successfully predicted by the theories. If the
concept of behavioural stability is useful for understanding why some behavioural
actions are more successfully predicted than others, then it should also help to explain
why not all of the PCIS behaviours were successfully predicted. If mandatory behaviour
is inherently stable it could be expected that all PCIS behaviours would have been
successfully predicted in Study 4. However, mandatory behaviours are not all
inherently stable. Indeed, while mandatory behaviours appear to be more stable than
new and unfamiliar voluntary behaviours, they are also prone to some change. Indeed,
research based on predicting mandatory usage intentions or actual mandatory usage
implicitly assumes that mandatory behaviour contains variance across individuals (e.g.,
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Brown et al., 2002). The level of variance, as observed in
the studies in this thesis, suggests that the way people use mandatory IT is subject to
variability as well as some level of changeability.
In Study 4, the first PCIS usage behaviour was highly changeable and unstable.
The first PCIS usage behaviour required nurses to frequently leave the area where
patients were located in order to go to the computer room where PCIS was located, in
order to update the PCIS care plans. Previous to PCIS, nurses had entered similar
information into ‘notes’ which were located at the end of patients’ beds. That system
had enabled nurses to update the notes while maintaining contact with their patients.
The change in procedure brought about by the use of PCIS meant that nurses lost time
with their patients, time that most of the nurses and quite likely the patients valued
highly. Some nurses who disliked this change in their work practices sought other
alternatives to circumvent the need to leave their patients. As described in the
Discussion of Study 4 (Section 6.3.9), some of these changes included delaying
updating the PCIS care plans until the end of their shift. Other nurses entered into
arrangements with each other, whereby they would trade the use of PCIS (which some
nurses actually enjoyed using) for more time doing patient care activities. Given that
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nurses were unlikely to have envisaged these types of arrangements prior to PCIS
‘going live’, their initial intentions had little chance of predicting their subsequent
behaviours. The way in which nurses performed the first PCIS usage behaviour
continued to evolve as nursing management tried to enforce the mandated behaviour.
This meant that usage intentions and the actual practice of performing the behaviour
continued to change, making prediction extremely difficult.
Another aspect to the changeable nature of the first PCIS usage behaviour in
Study 4 is that nurses began to flout the mandate. The flouted it in ways described in
the above paragraph but not in ways that compromised completion of the PCIS task. It
appears that nurses discerned which aspects of the mandatory behaviour they could
modify without compromising the aims of the mandate and without getting themselves
into trouble with their employer. This example shows that in executing a mandatory
behaviour there may at times be considerable scope for individual variation.
When results of the four studies are compared with the research literature there
are two notable inconsistencies. The first is that the non–prediction of voluntary
behaviour in Study 3 stands out as different from the successful prediction of voluntary
behaviour in the Venkatesh and Davis (2000) study and in the Taylor and Todd (1995)
study. In explaining this apparent inconsistency it appears that there is an important
difference in the voluntary behaviours in the Venkatesh and Davis studies compared
with the voluntary behaviour in Study 3. The two voluntary studies in Venkatesh and
Davis had aspects of use that appeared to be prescribed. For example, although
employees in their two voluntary use studies were given the choice of using new
systems, the work they were required to perform on those systems was not voluntary.
Indeed, regardless of which system they chose to use, their use of these systems and
the outputs they were required to perform appeared to be relatively structured and
prescribed. The voluntary decision the employees faced in the two Venkatesh and
Davis studies was which system to commit to – the old or the new – rather than how or
if they used the system at all. In contrast, student participants in Study 3 had the choice
to use WASCAL or not, to download lecture notes or not. As such, the voluntary usage
contexts in Venkatesh and Davis were different from those in Study 3. Indeed, the
voluntary usage behaviours in Venkatesh and Davis would have had much higher
stability levels than the voluntary usage behaviour in Study 3. This difference would
have made the prediction of voluntary behaviour far easier in the Venkatesh and Davis
studies. In the Taylor and Todd study, the voluntary behaviour appears to have been
much more stable than the voluntary behaviour in Study 3. For example, Taylor and
Todd measured usage behaviour based on the extent to which students frequented
and used a computing resource centre (CRC). Since students’ use of the CRC was
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likely to be highly associated with whether or not they owned their own computer and
with the number of assignments they had to complete, both of which they would have
been aware of at the time of providing an intention to use the CRC, this voluntary
behaviour would have been relatively stable and easier to predict than in Study 3.
The second notable difference in comparing the results with the IS literature is
that although usage behaviour was successfully predicted in three of the four
mandatory usage behaviours in Studies 3 and 4, the amount of variance explained in
usage behaviour by the theories was relatively small in comparison with previous
studies in the general literature11 (Godin & Kok, 1996; Sutton, 1998). These differences
are likely to be the result of two issues that made the current series of studies different
from the majority of studies that have used one more of these theories in the IS
literature. The first difference is the prediction of prospective behaviour compared with
the prediction of retrospective or current behaviour, which has already been discussed
in this section. The second difference is the prediction of multiple IT usage behaviours
rather than a single behaviour.
Using quite distinct approaches to the measurement of multiple types of IT use,
studies 3 and 4 demonstrated that mandatory usage behaviour can be predicted by
administering two sets of questions, each addressing a specific type of IT use, as was
the case in Study 3, or by using separate and corresponding measures of BI and usage
behaviour for each type of IT use, as occurred in Study 4. Each of these approaches
had limitations. The approach taken in Study 3 is not suited to a real–life field study
where a relatively short questionnaire is needed. Moreover, this approach becomes
increasingly more unwieldy as the number of behaviours being predicted increases.
The major limitations in the approach taken in Study 4 are that it (i) breaches the
correspondence rules in action and (ii) the greater the dissimilarities between

11

However, the amount of variance explained in BI in Studies 1 and 4 was very satisfactory.
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behaviours being predicted the more likely it is that behaviours will fail to be adequately
explained. This is because the use of only one set of questions to explain different
usage behaviours cannot be successful if the behavioural actions are not similar.
As neither of the two approaches used here for predicting multiple IT behaviours
provides a satisfactory solution in real–life contexts, it leaves open the possibility that
there are other more satisfactory dependent variables to use with the TRA, TAM and
TPB. Perhaps IS researchers would be satisfied with the prediction and explanation of
only one type of IT usage behaviour with every application of the models. Measuring
just one aspect of use, such as timeliness or completion of tasks, might be more
achievable with these models. There may also be value in predicting and explaining a
psychological construct such as end–user satisfaction. Indeed, studies in the past have
done so (e.g., Adamson & Shine, 2003; Szajna & Scamell, 1993). However, the
prediction of psychological constructs through the TRA, TAM and TPB may violate
theory as these models were designed to predict and explain behaviour and not
perceptions and emotions.
In comparing the performances of the TRA, TAM and TPB in the prediction of
behaviour across the four studies in this thesis, it is notable that the models performed
almost identically. This result was not surprising as each of the theories posits intention
as the major predictor of behaviour. The TPB also posits a direct path from PBC to
behaviour, which gives the TPB the potential to predict behaviour more effectively than
the TRA and TAM. Theoretically, this advantage is only likely to be apparent for
predicting behaviours that are not fully under volitional control (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). In
each of the four studies, there was very little difference in the variance explained in
usage behaviour by the TPB compared with the TRA and TAM. Indeed, the PBC to
usage behaviour path was non–significant in every study and usage context. This
suggests that behaviours were largely within participants’ volitional control (Ajzen,
1985; 1991). These results support the contention made in Chapter 3 that mandatory
usage contexts are unlikely to be lower in volitional control, at least unlikely in the type
of volitional control described by Ajzen. The use of the TPB for predicting and
explaining usage behaviour may be no more necessary in a mandatory than voluntary
usage context. The TPB would be a useful theory to use in both these contexts. How
useful would depend on the extent to which behaviour was under volitional control.
Finally, the importance of successful prediction should not be underestimated.
Indeed, it is a necessary prerequisite for explaining behaviour in the TRA, TAM and
TPB. In Study 4, the failure to predict the first PCIS usage behaviour while successfully
predicting intentions to perform that behaviour highlights the problem that can arise
when predicting intentions only and making subsequent conclusions about the
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determinants of that behaviour. While such inferences may be accurate, in the absence
of a measure of behaviour there is no data to verify the claim. Given the importance of
prediction in the theories, it is slightly perplexing that there has been such a
disproportionate amount of research that has examined ways of improving the
explanatory side of the TAM (e.g., Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Chau, 1996; Igbaria,
Iivari, & Maragahh, 1995; Igbaria et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1997; Karahanna &
Limayem, 2000; Lucas & Spitler, 2000; Mathieson et al., 2001; Roberts & Henderson,
2000; Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996). While these studies have
contributed valuable knowledge to our understanding of the antecedents to PU and
PEU, there remains a need for more studies to investigate ways of improving
longitudinal prediction. Without doing so, much of the research based on the
explanatory side of the models may be in vain (Sutton, 1998).

Explaining behaviour
Although the TRA, TAM and TPB are relatively similar in how they predict behaviour,
their distinctiveness is more apparent when explaining behaviour. Each of the theories
specifies slightly different antecedents of BI. In the four studies, the theories were
considered to have successfully explained behaviour only if the following two
conditions were met: (i) usage behaviour was statistically predicted by its direct
antecedents, and (ii) there was at least one statistically significant path between one of
the antecedents of BI with BI. If these two conditions were met, an assessment of the
extent to which the models explained behaviour was based on: (i) how much variance
was explained in usage behaviour, and (ii) how much variance was explained in BI.
In assessing the relative effectiveness of the theories in explaining usage
behaviour across the four studies, it was apparent that there were more similarities
than there were differences. All of the theories explained usage behaviour in the same
studies and also failed to explain usage behaviour in the same studies. The difference
in performance between the theories was at the level of how much variance was
explained in BI and how behaviour was explained. While there were some apparent
differences between the theories in the amount of variance explained, such differences
were not tested for statistical significance. As such, it is not possible to conclude that
any one of the theories performed better or worse than the others.
There are however notable differences in the theories, which have been
dscribed earlier. One of the major differences, aside from the different factors that are
theorised to be antecedents of BI, is the methodology for constructing scales in the
TRA and TPB. The series of four studies in this thesis support the results of Davis et al.
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(1989) and Karahanna (1996) in finding that scales developed from elicited beliefs can
be reliable and valid in the context of IT acceptance and use. Although the elicitation of
salient beliefs in the construction of scales may provide a more adequate explanation
of behaviour (Mathieson, 1991), in the current series of studies there was no evidence
that this methodology contributed to a greater amount of variance explained in BI. TPB
performed particularly well partly because it had more variables that the TRA and TAM.
However, a note of caution is required. While increasing the number of variables
in a model may contribute to better prediction and explanation, there is a cost in terms
of lowered parsimony. Parsimonious models are valued highly, particularly because of
the relative ease with which they can be applied. Some SEM analyses perform
goodness–of–fit tests and provide goodness-of-fit indices (GFI) which take into account
model parsimony. PLS does not provide GFI and so that aspect of model performance
could not be assessed in this thesis. However, goodness–of–fit is an important aspect
of model testing. Had goodness–of–fit been assessed in the four studies then TPB,
with the most variables, may not have been the best fitting model of the three.
To examine how each of the theories explained behaviour in this thesis, the
relationships between the antecedents of BI with BI are summarised below. The results
are compared with previous findings in the IS literature.

Attitude to BI
Although a number of studies have shown support for the attitude to BI association
when measured pre–adoption (e.g., Karahanna et al., 1999; Chan & Hu, 2002) and
post–adoption (Hu et al., 1999; Agarwal & Prasad, 2000), only two studies had
examined the association in mandatory usage contexts (Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Brown
et al., 2002), the results of which were slightly at odds.
The key role that attitude played in explaining usage intentions in studies 1 and
4 indicates that the construct is important for understanding the usage behaviour of
people in both voluntary and mandatory IT usage contexts. Indeed, in study 4, the
attitude to BI association was extremely strong and contributed to most of the
explanation of nurses’ use of PCIS. The absence of attitude from the TAM was the
main reason that the TAM explained behaviour least well of the three theories. Davis
(1986) noted that PEU and PU were the key beliefs underpinning attitudes towards the
acceptance and use of IT, and indeed attitude was included in the original TAM. In the
current series of studies, attitude explained more variance in BI than the specific beliefs
of PU and PEU.
There is at least one plausible explanation for the strong association between BI
and attitude in Study 4 and the non-significant association between these constructs in
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Brown et al. (2002). In this thesis, these two constructs were measured preimplementation, whereas Brown et al. measured them post-implementation. This
difference enables the results to be reconciled, because in Study 4 end-user sentiment
towards PCIS became more negative post-implementation. Since end-user sentiment
was generally positive pre-implementation, usage intentions may have reflected a
greater level of desire to use the IS in Study 4 than was reflected in usage intentions in
Brown et al. Correspondingly, usage intentions in Study 4 may not have reflected
compliance as much as they may have in Brown et al., since if end-users were feeling
positive about using PCIS they would also have focussed less on the associated
rewards and punishments for non-compliance. This rationale can be surmised from the
information in Brown et al., who reported that some bank employees were not pleased
about using the IS. What these results may essentially show is that I mandatory usage
contexts, the association between attitude and BI may be intact when user-sentiment is
positive, yet it may suffer when user-sentiment is negative. Further research may be
needed to examine these issues more fully.

PBC to BI
It is generally accepted that there are two parts to PBC (Taylor & Todd, 1995; Terry &
O’Leary, 1995). The first measures external aspects of control required in the
performance of behaviour (Terry & O’Leary, 1995) while the second measures an
internal sense of control, akin to self–efficacy (Bandura, 1986). PBC scales in the four
studies in this thesis incorporated both aspects of PBC.
Based on the assumption that mandatory usage contexts are necessarily low in
volitional control, Hartwick and Barki (1994) asserted the potential importance of PBC
in contexts of mandatory use. The only prior publication that included PBC in a
mandatory usage context appeared to be by Brown et al. (2002), who found an
association between PBC and BI at the post implementation stage but didn’t measure
the association pre implementation. In the current studies, PBC contributed to an
explanation of usage intentions in studies 2 and 3. These two studies were about
students’ use of WASCAL, perceived as predominantly mandatory. It would appear
therefore that students’ perceived a lack of volitional control to use WASCAL. Further
analyses were conducted to explore the validity of Hartwick and Barki’s (1994)
assertion that end–users in mandatory usage contexts would necessarily be low in
volitional control. These analyses indicated that the associations between PBC and BI
were not a function of the voluntariness of the usage context. Indeed, when PBC
significantly predicted BI, the relationship was partially explained by end–users
perceptions of the ease of using the IT and not by the perceived voluntariness of the
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usage context. This finding helps clarify in the literature that the effectiveness of PBC
does not appear to be based on the mandatoriness of the usage context.

SN to BI
The association between SN and BI was found by Venkatesh and Davis (2000) to be
significant only when usage was mandatory and when end–users experience with the
IT was relatively new. In the current studies, the SN to BI association was significant in
both voluntary and mandatory usage contexts. Perceived normative pressures
influenced usage behaviour in studies 1 and 3 and in the first PCIS usage behaviour in
study 4. The association between SN and BI in studies 3 and 4 was significant only
until PBC was entered into the model in the context of testing the TPB. When this
happened, PBC partially mediated the effects of SN on BI. The partial mediation of
PBC in these two studies suggests that students’ and nurses’ social norms had some
influence on their perceptions of control to use WASCAL and to regularly update the
care plans, respectively. There may be at least two plausible reasons for this result.
First, participants’ perceptions that key referents would want them to use the IT may
have provided them with the confidence that they could use the IT successfully. The
premise for this explanation is that when key others endorse another person’s
behaviour there is a concomitant endorsement of the person’s capacity to perform the
actions. Similar relationships are seen in studies in the general literature where, for
example, family caregivers of patients with a terminal illness were able to perform the
caregiving tasks more effectively when nurses endorsed that behaviour and provided
some encouragement and support (see Mok, Chan, Chan, & Yeung, 2002). Another
explanation is that those who were more sensitive to the influences of others may have
also been more responsive to the training that was provided and to instructions about
how to obtain help when using the IT. These nurses may therefore have been more
vigilant in the entire IT implementation process.
These results show some support for the findings of Venkatesh and Davis
(2000). Although normative influences were important in explaining students’ voluntary
use of email in Study 1, the result may have had little to do with the voluntariness of the
usage context. Rather, a more plausible explanation is that because email is an
interactive media it makes little sense to use email unless others are also using it
(Rogers, 1995; Markus, 1987). As such, normative influences on usage behaviour in
Study 1 may have been about whether key referents were also using email. The other
aspect to Venkatesh and Davis’s findings was that experience using the IT mediated
the SN to BI association. The non–significant SN to BI association in the second and
third PCIS usage behaviours, which were more familiar to nurses than the first PCIS
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usage behaviour, suggests that experience may have been an important mediator of
the relationship. This conclusion cannot be given with any certainty, however, as it was
not possible to test the interaction effect as experience with PCIS in Study 4 was not
measured separately for each of the PCIS usage behaviours. Rather, a more global
measure of previous computer experience was used in the study.

PU to BI
The PU to BI association is one of the most robust of all the relationships in the three
theories. A plethora of studies have found support for the association in voluntary
usage contexts (e.g., Davis et al., 1989; Lucas & Spitler, 2000) and when the usage
context is mandatory (e.g., Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Brown et al., 2002). The findings
in the current studies confirm the strength and influence of usefulness perceptions on
usage intentions and actual usage in both voluntary and mandatory usage contexts.
The PU to BI relationship was significant in all of the studies except for Study 2. Since
Study 2 had some limitations, the lack of an association between PU and BI may have
been as a result of such limitations. It is also important to note that Brown et al. (2002)
found that the relationship between PEU and BI was stronger than between PU and BI.
This pattern was also evident in studies 1 and 2, while in studies 3 and 4 both sets of
associations were relatively similar. An explanation for these findings is suggested
below in the discussion about the PEU to BI relationship.

PEU to BI
The PEU to BI relationship has also received a great deal of research support in the IS
literature, though not as much support as the PU to BI association. Although Lucas and
Spitler (1999) did not find a significant association between PEU and BI in a mandatory
usage context, both Venkatesh and Davis (2000) and Brown et al. (2002) did. In the
current series of studies, the PEU to BI relationship was the most consistent of all the
associations in the three theories. In every study, both voluntary and mandatory, there
were significant pathways. The importance of the association may have been
enhanced by measuring BI and its antecedents pre–implementation. This is because
prior research has shown that PEU is more likely to be a strong determinant of BI when
people are unfamiliar with the technology (Adams et al., 1992; Davis et al, 1989) and
when the system is relatively difficult to use (Davis et al, 1989). End–users in the
current series of studies were generally unfamiliar with the IT in comparison with
studies that measured BI and its antecedents in the context of current or retrospective
use.
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However, Brown et al. (2002) found a strong association between PEU and BI after
mandatory use had commenced, in which case end–users could not have been
particularly inexperienced. Their results, alongside those in the four studies in this
thesis, suggest another explanation specific to mandatory usage contexts. That is,
since people know they have to use the IT in mandatory usage contexts,
considerations about how easy or difficult it is to use are heightened. This is because
there is no choice in using the system, even if the system is difficult, as would be the
case if usage was voluntary. Considerations of the usefulness of the IT may be
comparatively weaker, though still important, as the decision about whether to use the
system has been taken away from the individual. These results support the assertion
by Brown et al. (2002), that in addition to the influence of intrinsic motivation on the
PEU to BI relationship (Venkatesh, 1999), extrinsic motivation in the form of a mandate
is also important. Yet a further explanation for the consistently strong association
between PEU and BI is the predominantly women sample (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

PEU to PU
The PEU to PU association has research support in mandatory IT usage contexts
(Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; Brown et al., 2002). Results in voluntary usage contexts
suggest that levels of experience with the technology may affect the influence of PEU
on PU, with some studies showing either no relationship or a weak relationship
between PEU and PU at the beginning of an IT implementation (Davis et al, 1989;
Jackson et al., 1997). In this thesis, PEU significantly predicted PU in studies 3 and 4
but not in studies 1 and 2. Although not statistically tested here, these results suggest
that PEU and levels of experience may interact in a relationship with usage intentions.
For instance, students were relatively unfamiliar with email and WASCAL in studies 1
and 2, whereas nurses and second–year undergraduate students had slightly more
experience with the IT.

Which of the three theories best predicts and explains mandatory usage
behaviour?
Although not a major focus of this thesis, one of the secondary aims was to compare,
non-statistically, the performance of the three theories in mandatory usage contexts.
For reasons already identified in this section, any comparison between the theories is
limited by not having any goodness–of–fit indices. All three theories explained a similar
amount of variance in usage behaviour. The TPB was particularly strong at explaining
variance in BI. However, the respective performance of the theories may not be the
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only, or indeed the most important, criteria that researchers and practitioners use when
choosing a theory to predict and explain IT usage behaviour.
One of the advantages of socio–cognitive theories such as the TRA, TAM and
TPB is that they are relatively parsimonious and easy to apply. This characteristic
makes them appealing to researchers and practitioners. Of the three theories tested in
this thesis, the TAM was by far the easiest and quickest to use. This was because of
the availability of psychometrically tested generic scales that could measure the TAM
variables. In contrast, the use of the TRA and TPB required the elicitation of salient
beliefs from a representative sample of the population of interest, the conversion of
those beliefs into questionnaire items, and then the honing of scales to make them
reliable and valid. In addition to the extra time taken to develop scales for the TRA and
TPB, there was also less certainty about whether the scales would be reliable and
valid. For these reasons, it is not surprising that the TAM is the preeminent usage
acceptance model in this field (Gefen et al., 2003a), with comparatively fewer studies
based on the TRA and TPB.
However, despite the extra preparation time required in the use of the TRA and
TPB, researchers and practitioners may gain other advantages by using these two
theories. For example, the comparative advantage of eliciting beliefs from a sample of
the population of interest may not be fully realized until interventions are developed
(Agarwal & Prasad, 1997). While there is a current paucity of intervention research in
IT acceptance based on the TRA and TPB, there is a large amount of research support
for the use of these two theories in health–related behaviour (e.g., Sheeran, 2002).
Indeed, the TRA and TPB were essentially designed as tools that would inform
behavioural change interventions for the purpose of helping people to change their
actions (e.g., to stop smoking or drinking). In this sense, the TRA and TPB are mostly
reactive theories that have been used to assist in the development of behavioural
change interventions for people whose behaviour has become problematic to their
health. Using the TRA or TPB to diagnose problems with an IT implementation is
consistent with using the theories in a reactive way. This is not to say that these two
theories would not be useful if applied proactively. The TRA and TPB can be applied
proactively to determine the key factors in relation to the likelihood of achieving a
particular IT implementation outcome. These factors could then be employed to help
deliver the desired outcome and to avert a poor result.
The TAM, on the other hand, would appear to be best utilised prior to an IT
implementation so as to circumvent potential problems. In this sense, the TAM is more
of a proactive model. Prior to an IT implementation there seems to be two major ways
that user perceptions can be changed using the TAM, and both are better employed
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pre–implementation than post–implementation. The most obvious way to change end–
user perceptions based on information from the TAM is to design a system that is both
useful and easy to use (Gefen & Keil, 1998). To this end, applying the TAM at the
conception and design stages may be extremely informative. Indeed, this was the
original purpose behind Davis’s (1986) development of the TAM. Interventions at the
design stage must ideally occur before a system has been implemented otherwise an
organisation may incur substantial costs in altering a newly implemented system. Davis
(2000) has also argued that the TAM can be a useful tool in guiding social marketing
messages that advocate the advantages of the IT and in assessing their effectiveness.
However, as shown in Study 4, social marketing techniques may not always be
effective. Indeed, they may even be counter–effective. In terms of increasing user
sentiment towards an IT system, design interventions may arguably make the most
long–term difference. Indeed, in the absence of good design, social marketing may
stimulate some early positive sentiment towards the IT that may later dissipate or turn
negative when people start using the system, as appeared in Study 4. These types of
scenarios are best avoided as end–user expectations that are disconfirmed may trigger
resistance to the use of the IT (Henderson & Deane, 1996).
Despite the apparent suitability of the TAM as a proactive theory pre–
implementation, research interventions based on the TAM are already occurring
outside these bounds. The TAM has been used as a way of assessing the
effectiveness of training interventions such as those aimed at educating end–users
about system functionality and use as well as enhancing end–user skills (Nelson &
Cheney, 1987; Venkatesh, 2000). For example, Agarwal and Prasad (1999) found that
training end–users on the IT significantly increased PU. Other researchers have found
that the effect of training on BI was mediated by PEU (Venkatesh & Davis, 1996;
Venkatesh, 1999). Still, other studies have found no effect of training on PU or PEU
(Karahanna & Straub, 1992; Karahanna & Straub, 1999). The results of these studies
suggest that models such as the TAM are already contributing to intervention–related
IT activities. There is scope however to also include TRA or TPB in such work.
Finally, researchers and IT practitioners interested in using models such as the
TRA, TAM or TPB may be unimpressed by the low levels of variance explained in
prospective use. Taylor and Todd (1995) who found a somewhat higher 30% to 40% of
the variance in use explained by the TPB in a voluntary context, mused that perhaps
that level of explanation is about as good as can be hoped for and that the factors
which explain the additional 60% to 70% may be highly situation specific and beyond a
model with fixed variables. In recent years, however, some researchers have
attempted to improve the amount of variance that is explained in both BI and usage by
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integrating aspects of the TRA, TAM and TPB into one model. Three models stand out
in this regard and they include the TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000), an integrated
model of the TPB and TAM (Riemenschneider et al., 2003), and a Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Improvement in
prediction and explanation may have come at the expense of parsimony. If any of
these models are to become prominent in IT use research then there will need to be
substantially more theoretical development and empirical validation than currently
exists.
In contrast, The TRA, TAM and TPB were chosen for this thesis because not
only are they the most popular of the socio–cognitive models in IT acceptance and use
research but each of these models has an established theory. As such, they can be
used by researchers today and the results can be interpreted in the context of both
theory and a body of established research. Moreover, one of the underpinning
rationales for the focus in this thesis was that more research attention was needed at
the predictive rather than the explanatory end of these models. In this regard, testing
the existing models true to theory in mandatory usage contexts was considered a
priority.

Summary and conclusions about Research Question 1
The key conclusions from Research Questions 1 are:
•

Behavioural stability or consistency may be a key factor in understanding why
some IT usage behaviours are more successfully predicted than others.

•

One factor that may be important in distinguishing behaviours that are more stable
than others is end–users’ familiarity with the behaviour. Usage behaviours that are
more familiar to end–users are likely to be more stable and consistent. This is
because familiarity brings about knowledge of potential intervening factors, the
likelihood they will occur, and the probable effects on the performance of
behaviour.

•

When behaviours are relatively unfamiliar it is likely that mandatory usage
behaviours will be more successfully predicted than voluntary usage behaviours.
This is because unfamiliar mandatory usage behaviours have characteristics that
make them inherently more stable than unfamiliar voluntary usage behaviours.
They are more stable because the behaviour only changes markedly when the
mandate changes. Unfamiliar voluntary behaviours on the hand can be highly
changeable as people often experiment with different ways of enacting a new
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behavioural action until further experimentation derives no further gains in
satisfaction.

7.1.2 Does the substitution of SA for BI in the TRA, TAM and TPB
provide better prediction and explanation of IT usage
behaviour when the IT usage context is predominantly
mandatory?
Research Question 2 examined the adequacy of BI for predicting and explaining
mandatory IT usage behaviour and whether SA would improve prediction and
explanation. There were two major reasons for examining this issue. The first was the
possibility that usage intentions would reflect compliance with a mandate rather than
actual desire to use the IT (Rawstorne et al., 1998; Brown et al., 2002) and, if true,
might interfere with the prediction and explanation of usage behaviour. The second
reason was a by-product of the first. If BI reflects levels of compliance with a mandate
then in such contexts a measure of BI is likely to be extremely skewed and contain little
variance. In which case, this may also have a detrimental effect on prediction and
explanation.
The PLS parameter estimation technique was used in order to account for non–
normally distributed variables. As such, the concern about skewness was not based on
violating statistical assumptions but rather because it might blur the distinction between
those end–users who were enthusiastic to use IT compared with those who had high
usage intentions because they were complying with the mandate. The assumption that
BI would be skewed and contain little variance was supported in each of the studies in
which IT usage was rated by participants as predominantly mandatory. However, the
skewness in BI did not stop the TRA, TAM and TPB from predicting and explaining
mandatory IT usage behaviour. Indeed, in Study 3, the mandatory usage behaviour
was more successfully predicted with a skewed measure of BI than the voluntary
usage behaviour was predicted from a normally distributed BI measure. It would
appear therefore that the skewness in BI was not sufficiently severe to have a
detrimental effect on the theorised associations between variables. However, given the
level of skewness, it is plausible that prediction and explanation may have been
improved if the variable had not been non–normally distributed.
To this end, SA was tested as a plausible alternative variable for BI. The results
were mixed. In the mandatory IT usage behaviour of study 3, SA had more of its
variance explained than had been explained in BI. However SA explained less of the
variance in usage behaviour than had been explained by BI. The results in study 4
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were somewhat reversed: SA had marginally less of its variance explained in
comparison with BI and was on par with BI in the amount of variance it explained in
behaviour. However, SA outperformed BI in Study 4 by predicting the first PCIS usage
behaviour, which BI had not predicted.
One complicating factor in drawing conclusions about the relative merits of BI
and SA is that the slightly poorer explanation of behaviour from SA may have been the
result of using only one SA scale. BI, on the other hand, was measured with a separate
question for each of the three PCIS usage behaviours. This apparent limitation was not
considered to be a limitation until the point at which results were interpreted. Indeed,
the conceptualisation and measurement of SA in this thesis was consistent with
Klonglan and Coward (1970) and Karahanna (1997). The SA construct as applied in
this thesis referred to the mental acceptance of adopting an IT system. The construct
could however be adapted so that it applies to the mental acceptance of performing
specific usage behaviours. Indeed there would appear to be scope within the
conceptualisation of SA to do this. Reconceptualising SA in this way may lead to
improvements in the prediction and explanation of usage behaviour in mandatory
usage contexts.
An important aspect of these results was that the significant antecedent
predictors of SA were slightly different to those of BI. For example, in the mandatory
usage behaviours of studies 3 and 4, PU and PEU appeared to have similar levels of
influence on BI. When SA was substituted for BI, the relative influence changed such
that the association between PU and SA was far stronger than between PEU and SA,
the latter association being non–significant. The association between PU and SA
makes intuitive sense as end–users are more likely to mentally accept IT if they find the
IT application useful to use. The perceived ease or difficulty of using IT would also
seem relevant to mentally accepting the use of a system. Indeed, Karahanna (1997)
found that in certain contexts PEU is directly related with SA. It is unclear therefore
whether the non–significant association between PEU and SA in studies 3 and 4 was
the result of participants having reasonably strong perceptions of the ease of using
WASCAL and PCIS, respectively, brought about in part by the mandatory usage
context. Alternatively, PEU may not have a strong influence on mental acceptance of IT
use. In which case, that there would be inherent problems in substituting SA for BI in
the TAM.
Another variable that had a noticeably different association with BI and SA was
SN. The SN and BI association in Study 4 was non–significant except in the context of
the TRA for the first PCIS usage behaviour. The association between SN and SA on
the other hand, was significant and inverse, indicating that those who perceived greater
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social pressure to use PCIS were less mentally accepting of such use. These results
provide a tentative indication that mandating IT use may have negative implications for
the mental acceptance of the use of IT. In Study 3, the associations between SN and
BI as well as between SN and SA were consistent in that they were both non–
significant except for a significant association in the TRA. Karahanna (1997) also found
a non–significant relationship between SN and SA and commented that a significant
association may emerge after a system has been used for a while and beliefs about its
usefulness and ease of use get shared among a social group. Indeed, this reasoning
may help explain the inverse relationship in Study 4. For example, Nurses are a more
tightly knit social group than undergraduate students and are quite likely to reach a
general consensus about the forced use of IT and their mental acceptance of it.
Research Question 2 also explored whether there would be a group of
participants who despite not mentally accepting the IT at pre–implementation would
nonetheless indicate positive usage intentions and indeed use the system. This
research question was answered in the affirmative in studies 3 and 4. The results
suggest that the usage intentions of some end–users reflect compliance with a
mandate more than their mental acceptance of such usage behaviours. Their intentions
can be described as forced–choice intentions. There are two possible and important
implications of these results. The first is whether and how forced–choice intentions
might affect the prediction and explanation of usage behaviour in the TRA, TAM and
TPB. The second issue is whether these results suggest important cognitive changes
for end–users that may have a detrimental effect on an IT implementation. As this
second implication was examined in Research Question 3, it will be addressed in
Section 7.1.3 below. The first implication will be discussed here.
The likelihood that forced–choice intentions would interfere with the prediction
and explanation in the TRA, TAM and TPB is likely to depend on whether the theories
are used in an aggregate sense or individually. For IT research purposes, the theories
are generally used by aggregating data from a sample of participants. In this way, if
any of the theorised associations in the TRA, TAM and TPB are weakened as a result
of some end–users having forced–choice intentions, it is only likely to have a
substantial impact if this applies to many of the participants. Of the total samples in
studies 3 and 4, about 30% and 60%, respectively, scored in a way that suggests
forced–choice intentions. Study 4 was therefore more likely to show a detrimental effect
on some of the theorised associations between factors. The results however tell a
different story as a large amount of variance was explained in BI in Study 4. The
associations that might have been expected to weaken as a result of forced–choice
intentions were those between PU and BI and between attitude and BI. This is because
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PU and attitude reflect aspects of end–user sentiment that are unlikely to be clouded
by compliance with a mandate. While PU and attitude showed stronger associations
with SA than with BI, the latter associations were not weak. Given the limitation of
measuring only one SA scale compared with three measures of usage intentions, it is
difficult to conclude that forced–choice intentions weakened the theorised associations
in the TRA, TAM and TPB.
Forced–choice intentions may have much more of an impact on measurement
in contexts where the theories are used by practitioners to work with individuals. Using
the theories to assist individuals may be less necessary in an IT implementation than it
would be for health–related behaviours. As an example of this type of application of the
TPB, a specialist who helps people to stop smoking may use an individual’s scores on
the TPB to determine the most appropriate intervention for that person. The practitioner
may input the individual’s scores on attitude, SN, PBC and BI into a predictive model
based on beta coefficients that were derived from large sample studies. The results
would indicate the likelihood that the individual would successfully stop smoking.
Although these types of individual analyses are less likely to occur in the context of an
IT implementation, they are nonetheless feasible and plausible. For example, there
may be a minority of potential end–users who seek extra assistance from their
employer about their upcoming mandatory IT use. These individuals may be
comfortable with an individualised analysis of the likely barriers to such use for which
interventions can be specifically tailored to them. As such, a measurement problem
could arise if end–users who receive such individual analysis were more likely to have
forced–choice intentions than the samples from which the beta coefficients were
derived. If this were to happen it could be expected that both predictions about usage
behaviour as well as incorrect explanations of the barriers to performing such
behaviour might occur. Further research is needed to determine whether this type of
individualised analysis would be particularly susceptible to error for those with forced–
choice intentions.
Another potentially important avenue for further research would be to use SA as
a dependent variable rather than as a pivotal predictor of usage behaviour, as
Karahanna (1997) did in a voluntary usage context. Moreover, by measuring SA at
both pre–implementation and post–implementation, organisations would know what
proportion of end–users had accepted the new system. Indeed, if a model could be
developed to predict and explain SA then organisations would know in advance what
factors were posing barriers to IT acceptance. These factors could be used to
overcome such barriers and promote the factors that would enhance mental
acceptance of the system.
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Summary and conclusions about Research Question 2
The key conclusions from Research Question 2 are:
•

The skewness of BI and the tendency for some people to provide a forced–choice
intention which reflects compliance rather than a desire to use IT may undermine
effective prediction and explanation of mandatory behaviour, particularly at an
individual rather than an aggregate level.

•

It would appear that SA captures aspects of an end–users desire to use the IT
which is not effectively achieved by BI when usage is mandatory.

•

Replacing BI with SA may not be effective, as some of the relationships (i.e., with
PEU) do not appear to be strong, while others (i.e., with SN) are in the opposite
direction to the relationships with BI.

•

An alternative and perhaps better use for SA is to consider using the construct as
a dependent variable. Doing so may overcome some of the limitations in
attempting to predict and explain IT usage behaviour with BI.

7.1.3 In mandatory IT usage contexts do end–users with low mental
acceptance of the IT pre–implementation mentally accept the
IT post–implementation?
The major aim of Research Question 3 was to examine whether nurses in Study 4
experienced cognitive dissonance on account of feeling forced to use PCIS and, if so,
whether they altered their cognitions in order to reduce the dissonance, as suggested
by Festinger’s (1957) cognitive dissonance theory (CDT). The results of Study 4
showed that while cognitions did change for the majority of the sample, these changes
occurred in the opposite direction to that suggested by CDT. Nurses with forced–choice
intentions pre–implementation experienced a worsening of SA, attitude, and PU at
post–implementation.

Significant

reductions

on

these

dimensions

were

also

experienced by nurses who did not have forced–choice intentions, in addition to
experiencing a significant decline in PEU. These results suggest that end–users did not
experience sufficient dissonance for dissonance reduction to have occurred.
Corroborating this view are the pre–implementation scores on attitude, PU PEU and
SA, which were generally above the mid–points on each of the scales. This indicates
that nurses had a healthy level of positive sentiment about PCIS pre–implementation.
A decline in attitude, SA and PU across the sample suggests that expectations
about PCIS pre–implementation were not matched by nurses’ experiences in using the
IT system. This phenomenon has been described by IS researchers (e.g., Henderson
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& Deane, 1996; Szajna & Scamell, 1993) as a disconfirmed expectation. A
disconfirmed expectation, or disconfirmation, ‘occurs when expected performance and
actual performance differ from one another’ (Szajna & Scamell, p. 495). Positive
disconfirmation occurs when actual performance exceeds the expected performance,
whereas negative disconfirmation is the situation in which actual performance fails to
meet expectations. According to Szajna and Scamell, when end–users start to use a
system, those who experience positive disconfirmation subsequently adjust their
expectations upwards, whereas those who experience negative disconfirmation adjust
their expectations downwards. In Study 4 nurses compared their expectations against
their actual use and adjusted their expectations closer to reality. A similar result was
also observed by Henderson and Deane (1996) who, although not using a longitudinal
study, measured expectations and satisfaction with an IT system by comparing a pre–
user group with ‘current’ users. Moreover, Ward et al. (2005) found that the association
between top management support and attitude became significantly inverse postimplementation. This suggests that banking personnel in the Ward et al. study may
have experienced disappointing results from the newly implemented computer banking
system.
Disconfirmed expectations may have implications for both the performance of
the TRA, TAM and TPB and to the success of an IT implementation. The former is
directly relevant to this thesis. A question that needs to be considered is whether
disconfirmed expectations have a detrimental effect on the successful prediction and
explanation of usage behaviour. The answer is plausibly ‘yes’. While there is an
established body of research around disconfirmed expectations in the field of marketing
(e.g., Oliver, 1977), there appears to be a paucity of recent studies on disconfirmed
expectations in IS research. Earlier work showed that disconfirmed expectations were
associated with lower levels of end–user satisfaction with an IS (Rushinek & Rushinek,
1986) and with less effective usage behaviour (Ginzberg, 1981). Szajna and Scamell
(1993) found that end–user expectations of an IS were associated with end–user
perceptions, but not with the performance of using the system. Ginzberg demonstrated
that it is possible to identify end–users who have unrealistic expectations of a system
pre–implementation. He did this by comparing the pre–implementation expectations of
end–users with those of system developers and user management. While similar data
specifically about expectations were not collected in Study 4, it is highly likely that
unrealistic expectations among nurses in Study 4 were reflected in their usage intention
scores. The extent to which associations between variables in the TRA, TAM and TPB
would be weakened by disconfirmed expectations would depend very much on the
proportion of the sample that experienced unrealistic expectations. In Study 4 it
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appears that many nurses experienced unrealistic expectations pre–implementation.
However, it is unclear whether such expectations were mainly confined to the first PCIS
usage behaviour. If this was the case, the notion of unrealistic expectations may help to
explain the poor prediction of that behavioural action.
Indeed, there are some similarities between unrealistic expectations and the
notion of behavioural stability that was discussed in the context of Research Question
1. Behavioural actions that are unfamiliar and that substantially diverge from existing
work practices will not only be less stable to begin with but may also be more difficult
for end–users to have realistic expectations about.
There are convincing reasons for identifying people with unrealistic expectations
and indeed for organisations to foster more realistic expectations about a new IT
system. According to Ginzberg (1981), system failure is more likely when end–users
hold unrealistic expectations about an IT system. Moreover, Henderson and Deane
(1996) have noted that disconfirmed expectations lead end–users to have negative
views of an IT system which can result in resistance. Another plausible consequence of
disconfirmed expectations is the damage it may cause to a trusting relationship
between employer and employee. Issues of trust are already at the fore in the use of IT
in organisations, such as distrust over employees use of email (Kirshenberg, 1997), or
employees signing ‘stay–on–contracts’ when receiving specialised IT training
(Crenshaw, 1997). Moreover, the implementation of IT is often accompanied by other
organisational changes, which can be threatening for some employees. If end–users
believed that they were misled by an employer about the positive benefits of adopting
IT, then trust may be undermined. This is pertinent in Study 4 as nurses in general are
particularly sensitive about information systems that are marketed as patient care
information systems but which provide greater benefit to management than nurses
(Henderson & Deane). Given the importance of expectations, how can organisations
assist employees in developing expectations that are realistic?
According to Ginzberg (1981), organisations need to involve end–users not only
in system design but in training and seminars about the system. This type of approach
is actually well established as a critical factor in IT success (Hartwick & Barki, 1994).
Hartwick and Barki make a distinction between user participation and involvement, with
participation involving the tasks and responsibilities that end–users can be involved in
while involvement refers to the psychological state of being involved. Both are
important. Involvement and participation may not have been enough in the case of the
implementation of PCIS in Study 4. One of the reasons it may not have been enough is
that only a select few, referred to as ‘super users’, had strong participation and
involvement in PCIS prior to its implementation. Since these super–users were chosen
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because of their enthusiasm and flair in the use of IT, it is highly likely that these nurses
oversold the benefits of PCIS to their colleagues. It would have been in their interests
to do this as the super–users were responsible for training other staff, which would
have been made easier by having enthusiastic nurses. Nursing management also
supported the considerable amount of positive promotion of PCIS that occurred in the
lead–up to ‘going live’ on ward. This promotion was aimed at enabling a smooth
transition from a paper–based system to an electronic–based system. While this
transition may have been partially effective it may also have come at the cost of
disconfirmed expectations. Despite all the best efforts to involve end–users in the
design and implementation of an IS, Henderson and Deane (1996) suggest it would be
wise for organisations to examine the expectations of end–users before implementation
and to address any expectations that are inappropriate.
Although CDT was not relevant to Research Question 3 in the way that was
originally thought, it may nonetheless be useful in understanding the reactions of end–
users who experienced disconfirmed expectations. CDT would suggest that the
cognitive dissonance created by a disconfirmed expectation operates as a motivational
force for people to adjust their expectations closer to their experiences of reality. By
doing so, individuals are relieved of the discomfort caused by the dissonance. Such
relief may occur relatively quickly. For example, Szajna & Scamell (1993) found that a
major correcting of expectations closer to reality occurred within a week of using the
system.
Finally, more recent IT research on disconfirmation has noted the importance of
taking into account end–user desire in addition to expectations (Chin & Lee, 2000). As
argued by Chin and Lee, a system that surpasses expectations but does not satisfy
desire, may nonetheless leave end–users feeling dissatisfied. Since organisations may
have the capacity to influence end–user desire, further research into the effects of
expectations and desire on subsequent satisfaction and usage behaviour may provide
useful insights into how organisations can best manage this aspect of an IT
implementation.

Summary and conclusions about Research Question 3
Key conclusions from Research Question 3 include:
•

End–users who experienced forced–choice intentions did not adjust their
expectations and perceptions upwards after having used PCIS. This would
suggest that end–users did not feel sufficiently dissonant about having to use
PCIS.
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•

Since the entire sample experienced a decline in positive sentiment about PCIS,
as reflected in scores on SA, attitude and PU, it can be concluded that many
nurses experienced disconfirmed expectations after using the system, which led
them to adjust their expectations downward.

•

CDT provides an explanation for the downward adjustment of expectations and
perceptions. According to CDT, end–users may experience dissonance if their
expectations of the system are not matched in reality. To relieve this dissonance,
end–users would adjust their expectations downwards.

•

Further research is needed to examine the possible effects of disconfirmed
expectations on the accurate longitudinal prediction and explanation of usage
behaviour using the TRA, TAM and TPB.

7.1.4 Research limitations
The current series of studies contained some weaknesses and limitations, which may
have affected the results and bear on the generalisability of the findings. One
weakness common to many studies in behavioural research is the correlational nature
of the research. It is not a weakness per se, but does have implications for inferring
causal relationships. Although the issue of causation could not be addressed with any
certainty in the four studies, unlike the majority of IT studies that have used the TRA,
TAM or TPB cross–sectionally, the current research used a longitudinal research
design. A longitudinal design, in which the same end–users are measured at different
time points, makes it easier to infer causation. Indeed, a longitudinal design is an
arguably more effective way of testing models such as the TRA, TAM and TPB that
posit unidirectional linear causal relationships between factors (de Vaus, 2001).
Another advantage of testing the predictor variable (i.e., BI) separated in time
from the criterion variable (i.e., usage behaviour) is that it minimises common methods
variance resulting from the measurement of constructs at the one time (i.e., in the one
questionnaire) (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee & Podsakoff, 2003). While this type of
methods variance would not have affected the observed relationship between the
predictor and criterion dependent variable in this thesis, as they were measured at
separate times, such variance may have occurred amongst the predictor variables, all
of which were measured at the same time (Time 1). For example, BI was measured at
the same time as PU, PEU, attitude, SN and PBC, which may have led to spurious
correlations between these variables. Moreover, there are other sources of methods
variance that may have lead to either inflated or deflated observed relationships
between variables, resulting in Type I or Type II erors (Podsakoff et al.). In this thesis,
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other potential sources of methods effects include respondents answering in socially
desirable ways or in an acquiescent or inacquiescent way.
Since there is the potential then that methods variance distorted some of the
observed associations between constructs, one of the limitations in this thesis is that
such variance was not controlled for nor ascertained. According to Podsakoff et al.
(2003), there are two broad ways of controlling for methods variance: (i) through study
design, and (ii) through statistical controls. While it is too late after data are collected to
control for methods variance through changes in study design, statistical controls can
nonetheless be applied. To ascertain the extent of common methods variance through
structural equation modelling, several researchers (e.g., Carlson & Kakmar, 2000;
Elangovan & Xie, 1999; Podsakoff et al.) have applied a technique in which construct
indicators are allowed to load on a construct that represents a latent common methods
factor. The significance of each of the paths from indicators to constructs is examined
both with and without the latent common methods variance factor. In addition to
ascertaining the extent of common methods variance, the method described here also
serves to control such variance. To gauge the possible effects of common methods
variance on the observed associations between constructs in this thesis, the method
described above was applied to two of the models in Study 3: TRA in the context of
using WASCAL to access lecture notes and TAM in the context of accessing tutorial or
assignment information. The results are reported in Appendix T.
One of the limitations in the current series of studies was the relatively small
sample sizes. The sample sizes were seemingly smaller than may have ordinarily been
achieved in cross–sectional studies. For a range of reasons it is more difficult to retain,
and indeed recruit, participants into longitudinal studies. People are generally more
reluctant to make a longer term commitment to a study particularly if they are unsure of
their movements at the time when subsequent data are due to be collected. Even
having made the commitment to a longitudinal study, some participants have practical
difficulties in honouring the commitment. This was particularly the case in Study 4,
where nurses were transferred between wards and indeed between hospitals at
relatively short notice. Moreover, the ratio of women to men nurses meant that there
was a relatively high rate of maternity leave, which affected retention of the cohort. The
consequences of smaller sample sizes in this thesis are likely to be in terms of the
generalisability of the findings rather than violation of statistical assumptions. Indeed,
one of the reasons for choosing the PLS approach to estimating parameters was that it
can legitimately accommodate relatively small sample sizes and non–normally
distributed variables (Chin, 2000). In terms of the generalisability of the research
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findings, some caution should be exercised in generalising the results to different study
settings and populations.
Another issue that has implications for the generalisability of the results is the
disproportionate number of women to men in each of the studies. This ratio of women
to men is inevitable in samples of nurses and psychology undergraduate students.
Although Gefen and Straub (1997) found that in comparison with men, women scored
higher on PU and lower on PEU, this finding appeared to be very specific to the type of
IT being studied, which was email. In Study 1, which also involved email, no gender
differences were performed as this was not a focus of the study. However, since PEU
scores were slightly higher than PU scores, the findings of Gefen and Straub may not
have been applicable in Study 1. However, the consistently strong relationship between
PEU and BI across the four studies is entirely consistent with the findings of Venkatesh
et al., (2003), who found that this association is stronger for women than it is for men.
In any case, the predominantly women samples in this thesis suggest some caution in
generalising the results to populations of predominantly men.
A final weakness applies to the measurement of the PV and SA constructs in
Study 4. Consistent with the methodology in Study 4 to measure one set of questions
to encompass the three PCIS usage behaviours, only one PV and SA construct were
measured. Although there would have been benefits in measuring both PV and SA
separately for each of the three PCIS usage behaviours, doing so would have
increased the size of the questionnaire. Moreover, if separate measures had been
used for PV and SA then the argument for not having separate measures of the
antecedent variables to BI would have been lost. The purpose of having one set of
measures was to keep the questionnaire as short as possible. If the PV and SA
constructs had been measured separately, it might have provided a better
understanding of how variations in mandatoriness, assuming there were any variations,
affected prediction and explanation. Moreover, having separate measures of SA for
each of the PCIS usage behaviours would have made for a better comparison with BI.
Therefore, having only one set of questions for PV, SA, and the antecedent variables to
BI, enabled the questionnaire to be relatively short but came at a cost.

7.1.5 Research strengths
One of the major strengths of this research was the application of three popular socio–
cognitive theories using a longitudinal study design that has not often been employed
by IS researchers in the area of IT acceptance and usage. There are several
advantages of testing the TRA, TAM and TPB using a longitudinal design. First, there
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is much to be gained by knowing what factors will lead to future usage behaviours.
Since the majority of IT studies that have used the TRA, TAM, or TPB, have examined
the factors associated with current usage, there is already a greater knowledge about
current usage than future usage. Knowing in advance of rolling–out an IT system what
the barriers and facilitating conditions are to a successful IT implementation, would
enable organisations and change agents to address problem issues early on. This
could save money and provide for a more harmonious transition to the new system.
Using the theories in this way more closely mimics how the theories could be usefully
applied in an actual IT implementation. Another advantage of applying the theories
using a longitudinal, rather than cross–sectional, design is that it enables inferences to
be more confidently made about causation, as mentioned in Section 7.1.4.
The methodology used in each of the studies was a further research strength.
This includes the development of scales based on the elicitation of salient beliefs;
wording questionnaire items using the correspondence rules of Ajzen and Fishbein
(1980); basing each study in one organisation; and utilising both objective and
subjective measures of usage behaviour. First, the TRA and TPB were used true to
theory by eliciting salient beliefs and converting those beliefs into items to measure the
key constructs. While some IS researchers have also elicited salient beliefs (e.g., Davis
et al., 1989; Karahanna, 1993; Karahanna et al., 1999; Riemenschneider et al., 2002),
this appears to be the first time that all three theories have been tested true to theory
using a longitudinal design in a predominantly mandatory usage context. The
importance of eliciting salient beliefs in a mandatory usage context is that because the
usage context is relatively under–researched it is unclear whether the same beliefs
would be as applicable in mandatory contexts as they are when usage is voluntary.
Another of the methodological strengths was that questionnaire items in the theories
were worded to be consistent in action, context, target and time, as specified in Ajzen
and Fishbein’s (1980) correspondence rules. There was only one exception in keeping
to this rule and that was in Study 4 where there was a slight breach of the
correspondence rule as it applied to action. This breach was very deliberate however
and considered necessary for achieving the aims of Study 4. Another methodological
strength was that each of the studies were conducted in one organisation in order to
eliminate the potential of confounding effects that can arise from having a diversity in
the types of participants, IT, and contexts of use. By basing each study in one
organisation and by conducting Study 4 in a real–life hospital context, the external
validity of the current studies is high for applications in which change agents are using
the TRA, TAM or TPB to identify barriers and facilitating conditions for a successful IT
implementation. It should be noted that studies based in a number of organisations
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may have their own advantages, depending on the research question. Another of the
strengths of the research was that both self–report and objective computer log data
were tested with the TRA, TAM and TPB and that this occurred in the context of
prospectively predicting and explaining multiple IT usage behaviours.

7.1.6 Contributions to theory
One of the contributions that the current results make to theory is the identification of
characteristics of IT usage behaviours that are amenable to prediction. It was proposed
that mandatory IT usage behaviours may be more consistent than voluntary IT usage
behaviours and therefore can be more accurately predicted prospectively. This would
appear to be the case particularly when behavioural practices are relatively new and
unfamiliar to the end–user. Further research is necessary to test out these propositions
and to more fully identify and conceptualise the characteristics that make some
behaviours more predictable across time. The identification of such characteristics may
have theoretical implications for the prediction and explanation of behaviour within and
outside the domain of IT.
Another contribution that this research makes to theory is the identification of a
context in which usage intentions may reflect compliance more than individual desire
and enthusiasm to use IT. That context is when end–users are mandated to use IT but
would prefer not to. Usage intentions for these individuals reflect an acknowledgement
that they are resigned to using the system, and were referred to as forced–choice
intentions. The implications of this finding to theory are twofold. First, they seem to be
an interesting population about which there is little information in user acceptance
research and so further study might be fruitful. The adoption trajectory of these people
may inform theory in relation to IT implementation and adoption at the individual–level.
The other theoretical perspective to pursue with this population of end–users is how
forced–choice intentions affect, if at all, the capacity of the TRA, TAM and TPB to
predict and explain prospective behaviour. In Studies 3 and 4, prediction and
explanation did not appear to be greatly affected by the prevalence of forced–choice
intentions. However this situation might have been different if there had been a greater
proportion of end–users with forced–choice intentions. The concept of forced–choice
intentions and their implications for prediction and explanation requires further study.
A further contribution to theory, as argued conceptually and then supported
empirically, is the finding that end–users in mandatory IT usage contexts do not
experience lowered volitional control on account of the mandatory usage context. This
finding has implications for the inclusion of PBC, which Karahanna (1997) and Hartwick
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and Barki (1994) had argued was necessary on account of the mandatory usage
context. PBC was shown to be an important construct in explaining, but not predicting,
the mandatory usage behaviour in studies 2 and 3 but not because of the mandatory
context. Usage intentions about performing the WASCAL behavioural actions (both
mandatory and voluntary) were based partly on student participant perceptions of
control to perform the behaviours. These findings indicate that TPB may be a more
useful model than TRA in both voluntary and mandatory IT usage contexts. The
usefulness of PBC therefore is not restricted to mandatory contexts.
Finally, the inclusion of SA in substitution of BI contributes to the theory about
SA and its relationships with other variables in the theories. Testing whether SA would
predict usage behaviour is new to the IS literature. While SA had distributional
advantages over BI in the mandatory contexts, there was only a marginal difference in
the respective performances of SA and B. The relationships between variables mostly
confirm and build on the prior work of Karahanna (1997). However, Karahanna did not
include PBC which, in studies 3 and 4 showed a significant association with SA. This
suggests that mental acceptance of IT was partly based on feelings of control to
perform the WASCAL and PCIS usage behaviours. Also, the inverse relationship
between SN and SA in Study 4, suggests that greater perceived social pressures may
have led to lower mental acceptance of PCIS. The potential of SA to the TRA, TAM
and TPB may not be apparent until the construct is tested as a dependent variable,
rather than as a mediating variable, in a longitudinal study.

7.1.7 Contributions to the IS literature and practice
This thesis contributes to the IS literature and to practice in several ways. First,
although a number of studies have been conducted in mandatory IT usage contexts
(e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) or have had some mandatory
users in the sample (e.g., Hartwick & Barki, 1994; Lucas & Spitler, 1999), this would
appear to be the first study that has compared the TRA, TAM and TPB true to theory in
a mandatory usage context using a longitudinal design.
The following results will add to the IS literature and be of interest to some IS
researchers and practitioners:
•

Finding variance in mandatory usage behaviour is consistent with Hartwick and
Barki’s (1994) assertion and with the results of Venkatesh and Davis (2000). It
reaffirms that mandatory behaviour has sufficient variance to be predicted.

•

Volitional control is not lowered in a mandatory usage context, which means that
all three theories can be used to predict and explain prospective mandatory usage
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behaviour. However, not a lot of variance was explained in prospective IT usage
behaviour when usage was self–reported by participants. Even less variance was
explained when usage behaviour was voluntary and measured through computer
logs. IT practitioners may therefore be interested to know which behaviours are
going to be more accurately predicted and explained prospectively.
•

Relatively new and unfamiliar behaviours are likely to be more difficult to predict
and explain prospectively compared with established behaviours. Relatively
unfamiliar behaviours are likely to be more easily predicted when mandatory than
voluntary. This is because mandatory behaviour may be more stable and
consistent upon implementation, whereas voluntary behaviour may take much
experimenting on the part of the end–user before the same level of stability is
reached.

•

The three theories are capable of predicting multiple IT usage behaviours, though
the methods required to do this are not entirely satisfactory. If predicting multiple
IT behaviours is a priority for IS researchers, then more research is needed to
examine more satisfactory ways of predicting multiple behaviours.

•

The skewness in BI when IT usage is mandatory does not prevent the prediction
and explanation of usage behaviour. Such skewness may nonetheless have a
detrimental effect on prediction and explanation as measured by the amount of
variance explained in BI and usage behaviour. More research is needed to clarify
whether greater levels of skewness lead to decremental detriments in prediction
and explanation.

•

It would be premature to replace BI with SA before further research is conducted
on the effects of the skewness of BI. In any case, it would appear that BI may not
need replacing and, if it did, SA may not be a suitable replacement. A potentially
more fruitful line of research with SA would be to examine its suitability as a
dependent variable in mandatory usage contexts, in much the same way that
Karahanna (1997) used SA in a voluntary usage context.

•

Of the three theories, the TPB would appear to be the most robust and useful in
both voluntary and mandatory usage contexts. The TPB has been less popular
than the TAM among IS researchers and one of the reasons for this is likely to be
the perception that the TAM is easier to use.

•

The association between PBC and BI appears to be based more on ease of
usage considerations than on the mandatoriness of the usage context. As such,
PBC may be no more useful in a mandatory than a voluntary usage context.
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•

The inverse association between SN and SA in Study 4 suggests that mandating
behaviour may result in less mental acceptance of the IT among end–users.

•

Disconfirmed expectations may arise if an IT system is oversold and subsequent
use does not match the pre–implementation hype. Further research is needed to
examine whether there are: (i) longer–term disadvantages of disconfirmed
expectations in mandatory usage contexts; and (ii) short–term detriments in the
prediction and explanation of usage behaviour.
Finally, at a time when researchers are calling for greater model integration and,

indeed, are testing integrated models (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Riemenschneider, et
al., 2003; Venkatesh & Davis; Venkatesh et al., 2003), the current thesis may provide a
moments pause to consider what we currently know about the existing theories, their
strengths, capacities and limitations. While the benefits of model integration are
potentially high, the potential may be even greater with increased knowledge of the
current capacities of the TRA, TAM and TPB.
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Attitude scale constructed from elicited beliefs

Behavioural beliefs
How likely do you think the following consequences will be if you use WASCAL to access the
Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester?
Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Outcome expectations
Rate how pleasant or unpleasant each of the following consequences would be if they were
to occur as a result of using WASCAL to access Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester.
Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed.
(Unpleasant)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1

0

+1

slightly neither slightly

+2
quite

+3

(Pleasant)

extremely

Semantic differential attitude scale
Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely
(Bad)

–3
extremely

(Punishing)

–3

extremely
(Harmful)

–3

extremely

–2
quite
–2
quite
–2
quite
–2
quite

–1
slightly
–1
slightly
–1
slightly
–1
slightly

0
neither
0
neither
0
neither
0
neither

+1
slightly
+1
slightly
+1
slightly
+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Pleasant)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

(Good)

(Rewarding)

(Beneficial)

Subjective norm constructed from elicited beliefs

Normative Beliefs
Most of my family members will think that I should use WASCAL to access Psyc 235 lecture
notes this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Motivation to comply
How much will the opinions of your family members influence your decision to use WASCAL
to access Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester.
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

Perceived behavioural control

Control Beliefs
How likely is it that you will have, or acquire, the knowledge and skills to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Perceived Power
How important is having knowledge and skills about WASCAL in making your decision to use
WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Perceived ease of use
Learning to use WASCAL to access Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester will be easy for me.
(Strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(Strongly agree)

NA

Perceived usefulness
Using WASCAL this semester to access lecture notes in Psyc 235 will improve my
performance in the course
(Strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(Strongly agree)

NA

Behavioural intention
I intend to use WASCAL to access Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Usage behaviour
Have you used WASCAL to access Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester?
Yes
No

I update the care plans in Excelcare as changes occur
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Always)

Perceived Voluntariness
None of my teachers (lecturers, tutors) require me to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester
(Strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(Strongly agree)

NA

Symbolic adoption
Using email this semester will improve my performance in one or more of my courses.
(Strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(Strongly agree)

NA
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Participant Information Sheet

The major aim of this research is to determine individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of email this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, your task is to complete the
attached questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 30 mins. to complete) and
return it, either in person or by mail, to:

Patrick Rawstorne
c/– Psychology Dept.
Room 245. Building 41
University of Wollongong
Northfields Avenue
Wollongong 2522

Phone: (02) 4221 4307

The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal details.
However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in order that
we may link data for individuals across time (longitudinal design). This means that we would
like to have the same people complete a short questionnaire toward the end of the semester
(which ought to take no more than 10 mins. to complete). It is essential that you provide
the same code number when you return at the end of the semester. As a way of
remembering your code we suggest the following method (which you will again be prompted
with when you complete the questionnaire toward the end of this semester):
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
For example, if your Mother’s maiden name is Penelope Peacock, and you were born on the
14th of April, then your code would be as follows:

P

P

1

4

0

4

Please note that your participation in this project is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw from the research at anytime. If you have any queries regarding the way in which
this research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457. By returning the questionnaire to the
researcher, you are providing your consent to participate in this research.

Thank you for your time.
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Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

Patrick Rawstorne
Researcher.
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Perceptions about using electronic mail (email)

The following questions relate to your perceptions about using the university email system
this semester. Some of you may already have had some experience with email generally,
whereas for others it might be unfamiliar. Irrespective of your past experience or knowledge
of email, we would like to know your responses to the following questions. First, however,
please estimate the number of hours in your life that you have spent using email (reading,
sending, receiving messages, etc) and write this number in the space below. If you have
never used email, place a zero in the space below:

Estimate number of hours in your life spent using email: …… TOTAL HOURS

1. What do you see as the advantages of using EMAIL this semester? (Please list them in the
space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. What do you see as the disadvantages of using EMAIL this semester? (Please list them in
the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

3. Is there anything else you associate with using EMAIL this semester? (Please list below)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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4. Are there any groups or people who you think would particularly approve of you using
email this semester? Please list them below (mention the relationship rather than individual
names. e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

5. Are there any groups or people who would particularly disapprove of you using email this
semester? Please list them below (mention the relationship rather than individual names.
e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

6. What resources (personal, social, environmental), do you have to assist you in using email
this semester? (e.g.,time, assistance, manuals, courses, aptitude, computer skill, etc.)
Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

7. What impediments / barriers (personal, social environmental) are in the way of you using
email this semester? (e.g.,restricted access to computers, lack of time, lack of skill with
computers, etc.) Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time
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Appendix C:
Study 1: Elicited behavioural belief themes about
using email
Table A 1: The full list of elicited behavioural belief themes about using email
Advantages and disadvantages of using email

Frequency

Easy method of communicating

29

Quick method of communicating

28

Cheap method of communicating

19

Convenient method of communicating

19

Communicating with friends

12

Intimidating to use

9

Queuing to use the computers

8

Accessing information relevant to study

7

An enjoyable method of communicating

7

Difficult to use

7

Receiving junk mail

7

Not as personal as handwritten letters

6

Communicating with family

6

Contacting teachers (lecturers, tutors)

6

Impersonal method of communicating

6

Internet use

5

Have become familiar with the technology

3

Leave messages

3

Different and interesting

3

Make friends

3

One’s own mailbox

2

Helps eliminate intimidation with computers

2

Email messages may be accessed by other people

2

Distracting

1

Required

1

Forced to reply

1

Become lazy and impatient

1

Lack of knowledge

1
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Good for communicating with friends I rarely see

1

Receiving messages

1

Bad for eyesight

1

Easier for doing group assignments over distance

1

Shuts off non–verbal communication

1

Use in spare time – don’t like sitting in front of a computer

1

Forward or send mail to various locations at the one time

1

Contact lecturers

1

Receive lots of junk mail

1

No control over who gets hold of your email address

1

No requirement for face to face communication

1

Use of computers

1

You need skill and knowledge to use email

1

Can’t send messages to those people who do not use it

1

Unnecessary for face to face communication

1

Become more familiar with computers

1

Not easy to retrieve messages. ie. Queues to computers

1

Smarter way – technological

1

No face to face contact – a disadvantage

1

TOTAL

223
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Study 1: Elicited key referent categories in
relation to using email
Table A 2: The full list of elicited normative belief themes about using email
Those who approve and disapprove of email use

Frequency

Lecturers and tutors

28

Family / relatives

26

Friends

20

None who would disapprove

10

Colleagues

4

Club members

1

Music teacher

1

Rabbi

1

Peers

1

University people

1

Contacts at companies

1

Overseas publishing companies

1

Acquaintances

1

TOTAL

96
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Study 1: Elicited control belief themes about
using email
Table A 3: The full list of elicited control belief themes about using email
Resources and impediments to use email

Frequency

Assistance

22

Access to computers and applications

17

Knowledge / skills

15

Time

14

Manuals / instructions

11

Workshop / course

8

Slow or defunct equipment

5

Motivation

4

No impediments

4

Lack of confidence

2

TOTAL

102
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Appendix D:
Study 1 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 1
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Main Study – Time 1
Participant Information Sheet
The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of email this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, your task is to complete the
attached questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 30 mins. to complete) and
return it, either in person or by mail, to:

Patrick Rawstorne
c/– Psychology Dept.
Room 245. Building 41
University of Wollongong
Northfields Avenue
Wollongong 2522

Phone: (02) 4221 4307

The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal details.
However you will be required to complete a code that is recognisable to you in order that we
may link data for individuals across time (longitudinal design). This means we would like to
have the same people complete a short questionnaire toward the end of the semester (which
ought to take no more than 20 mins. to complete. It is essential that you provide the same
code number when you return at the end of the semester. As a way of remembering your
code we suggest the following method (which you will again be prompted with when you
complete the questionnaire toward the end of this semester):
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
For example, if your Mother’s maiden name is Penelope Peacock, and you were born on the
14th of April, then your code would be as follows:

P

P

1

4

0

4

Please note your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from
the research at anytime. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this research is
conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human Research
Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research.
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Thank you for your time.
Patrick Rawstorne
Researcher

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

Please answer the following questions before turning the page:

Age:..............(years)

Are you?:

Female
Male

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Instructions
Listed in sections A and B are a series of statements describing perceptions that people have
towards computers and computer use. Please read each statement carefully and circle the
number indicating the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement (i.e., how
accurately does each statement reflect your view). For instance, circle 5 if you agree strongly
with a statement. If you strongly disagree, circle 1, and so forth. Use the following scale to
guide your response to each statement:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Mostly disagree
3 = Uncertain
4 = Mostly agree
5 = Strongly agree
NA = Not applicable

Perceived Ease of Use
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:

1. Learning to use email this semester will be easy for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I will find it easy to get the email system to do what I want with it.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. It will be easy for me to become skilful at using email this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I will find email easy to use this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

5. I will need to expend a lot of mental effort to use email this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

6. I believe that using email this semester will be quite cumbersome.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceived Usefulness
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:

1. Using email this semester will improve my performance in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using email this semester will increase my productivity in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using email this semester will enhance my effectiveness in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using email this semester will be useful in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5. Using email this semester will give me greater control over my study.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Computer Experience

Time spent using a computer
On an average day when you are actually using a computer, how much time do you spend
on the system? Please circle your choice.
1. Almost never.

4. 1–2 hours.

2. Less than ½ an hour.

5. 2–3 hours.

3. From ½ to 1 hour.

6. More than 3 hours.

Frequency of use
On average, how frequently do you use a computer? Please circle your choice.
1. Less than once a month.

4. A few times a week.

2. Once a month.

5. About once a day.

3. A few times a month.

6. Several times a day.
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Tasks
As a percentage of the total time you have ever spent using a computer, please estimate the
proportion of time spent on each of the following computer uses and / or applications:

Word Processor

______________%

Spreadsheet

______________%

Games

______________%

World Wide Web

______________%

Email

______________%

Database

______________%

Statistical Programs

______________%

Accounting Programs

______________%

Computer Programming

______________%

Web Page Design

______________%

Other

______________%
Total

100%

History of computer use
The following questions are aimed at determining your base level of computer experience
and from which sources you acquired that experience. Please circle the response that is
most correct for you.
1. Have you used a computer at high school or University or TAFE?
(a) No
(b) Yes

2. Have you ever taken any courses that relate to computers?
(a) No
(b) Yes

3. Do you use a computer for purposes other than study or work?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
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(e) Daily

4. Do you have access to a computer at home?
(a) No..... Go to question 6
(b) Yes..... Go to question 5

5. How often do you use the computer at home?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily

6. From which of the following sources have you learnt about computers?

Films and TV:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Books, newspapers, magazines:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Friends:
(None)

Parents:
(None)

Teachers:
(None)
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Factors related to using email this semester
Instructions
Listed below are a number of statements related to your possible use of email this semester.
Please read each statement carefully and circle the number indicating the extent to which
you agree or disagree with each statement (i.e., how accurately does each statement reflect
your view). For instance, circle 5 if you agree strongly with a statement. If you strongly
disagree, circle 1, and so forth.

Symbolic Adoption
1. I am excited about using email this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I am looking forward to sending messages on email this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

(strongly agree)

NA

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I am excited about communicating with others via email
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

4. I am keen to become proficient at using email this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

Voluntariness
1. None of my teachers (lecturers, tutors) require me to use email this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Although it might be helpful, using email this semester is not compulsory for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. At least one of my teachers (lecturer, tutor) uses email to communicate relevant
information pertaining to the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. My use of email this semester will be voluntary.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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Beliefs about using email this semester
Listed below are a number of questions and statements about your beliefs, attitudes, social
influences, etc., in relation to your possible use of email this semester. Please read each
question or statement carefully then circle the number that indicates the extent to which you
think the question or statement represents your view.

Control Beliefs
1. How likely is it that you will have, or acquire, sufficient knowledge and skills to use email
this semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

2. How likely is it that you will have sufficient time to use email this semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

3. How likely is it that assistance (in the form of other people) will be available to help you
use email this semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

4. How likely is it that you will have easy access to computers from which you can use email
this semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

5. How likely is it that you will have access to instructions about how to use email this
semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

6. How likely is it that you will attend a workshop or course about how to use email this
semester?
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Perceived Power
1. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it that you have
sufficient knowledge and skills?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

2. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it that you have
the availability of time?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

3. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it that you have
the availability of assistance (in the form of other people)?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

4. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it that your
access to computers is relatively easy?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

5. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it for you to have
instructions on how to use email?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

6. In deciding whether or not to use email this semester, how important is it for you to
attend a workshop or course on computer and/or email use?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

Normative Beliefs
1. Most of my teachers (lecturers, tutors) will think that I should use email this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

2. Most of my friends will think that I should use email this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

3. Most of my family/relatives think that I should use email this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

Motivation
1. How much will the opinions of your teachers (lecturers, tutors) influence your decision to
use email this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

2. How much will the opinions of your friends influence your decision to use email this
semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

3. How much will the opinions of your family/relatives influence your decision to use email
this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

Behavioural Beliefs
How likely do you think the following consequences will be if you use email this semester?

1. Accessing information relevant to study
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

2. Communicating with friends
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

3. Easy method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

4. Cheap method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

5. Quick method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

6. Convenient method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

7. An enjoyable method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

8. Not as personal as handwritten letters
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

9. Difficult to use
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

10. Queuing to use the computers
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

11. Receiving junk email
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

12. Communicating with family
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

13. Contacting teachers (lecturers, tutors)
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

14. Impersonal method of communicating
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

15. Intimidating to use
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

Outcome Expectations
Please rate how pleasant or unpleasant each of the following consequences would be if they
were to occur as a result of using email this semester.

1. Accessing information relevant to study.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Pleasant)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

2. Communicating with friends.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

3. Easy method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

4. Cheap method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

–2

–1

0
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+1

(Pleasant)

extremely

quite

slightly

neither

slightly

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

5. Quick method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

6. Convenient method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

7. An enjoyable method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

8. Not as personal as handwritten letters
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

9. Difficult to use
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

10. Queuing to use the computers
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

11. Receiving junk email

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

12. Communicating with family
(Unpleasant)

–3

–2

–1

0
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+1

(Pleasant)

extremely

quite

slightly

neither

slightly

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

–3

(Bad)

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

13. Contacting teachers (lecturers, tutors)
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

14. Impersonal method of communicating
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

15. Intimidating to use
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

Intention
I intend to use email this semester.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

(Unlikely)

Attitude
Using email this semester will be….
a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

b.

(Good) +3

+2

extremely

c.

(Rewarding)

+3

extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

+1
quite

+2
quite

–2
quite

–1

0

slightly

neither

0

–1

slightly

neither

+1
slightly

–1
slightly

0
neither

0
neither
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+1
slightly

–2
slightly

–1
slightly

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

(Punishing)

(Beneficial)

Appendix E:
Study 1 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 2
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Main Study – Time 2
Participant Information Sheet
The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of WASCAL this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, you have already completed a
questionnaire earlier in the semester. Your task now is to complete the attached
questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 20 mins. to complete) and return it in
the times indicated on the signup sheet (see notice board), to: Patrick Rawstorne c/–
Psychology Dept. Room 245. Building 41, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue,
Wollongong 2522. Phone: (02) 4221 4307.
Your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the research
at anytime. The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal
details. However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in
order that we may link your responses from the two occasions you completed the
questionnaire. It is important that you provide the same code number that you gave
previously. Our previous suggestion for a code was:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this
research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human
Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

Thank you for your time.
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Email use this semester

1. Did you use email this semester (irrespective of whether that use occurred at university,
work or home, and irrespective of whether your use of email was related to study, work, or
leisure)? Please tick the box that represents your answer:
Yes

No

If you answered 'no' to this question, proceed to question 7

2. On average, per week, how many minutes would you have spent using email this
semester (irrespective of whether that use occurred at university, work or home, and
irrespective of whether your use of email was related to study, work, or leisure)?
Please indicate how many minutes in the following space:………minutes.

3.

Had you used email before this semester?

Yes
No

4.

Please list all the reasons that prompted you to use email this semester:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Only answer the following 2 questions if you had not used email before this semester

5. Please indicate (approximately) the week in which you commenced using email this
semester? (i.e., week4)…………………………………………………………
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6. On the following scale, please indicate whether your experience with email this semester
was better or worse than you had anticipated. (Please circle the number that corresponds
with your answer):
1
Much better

2
slightly better

3

4

As expected

Slightly worse

5
Much worse

Only answer the following question if you did not use email this semester.

7. Please list all the reasons for your decision not to use email this semester
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix F:
Study 2 questionnaire to elicit salient beliefs
about using WASCAL
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Perceptions about using WASCAL

The following questions relate to your perceptions about using WASCAL to access course
notes for Psyc235 this semester. Before answering the questions would you please provide
an anonymous code so that your responses at the beginning and the end of semester may
be compared. Follow the instructions below to construct your code:

To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

Indicate the number of times you have accessed WASCAL: .….. TIMES

1. What do you see as the advantages of using WASCAL to access your Psyc235 course notes
this semester? (Please list them in the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

2. What do you see as the disadvantages of using WASCAL to access your Psyc235 course
notes this semester? (Please list them in the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

3. Is there anything else you associate with using WASCAL to access your Psyc235 notes this
semester? (Please list below)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

4. Are there any groups or people who you think would approve of you using WASCAL to
access your Psyc235 course notes? Please list them below (mention the relationship rather
than individual names. e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

5. Are there any groups or people who would disapprove of you using WASCAL to access
your Psyc235 course notes? Please list them below (mention the relationship rather than
individual names. e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

6. What resources (personal, social, environmental), do you have in your favour to assist you
in using WASCAL to access your Psyc235 course notes? (e.g.,time, assistance, manuals,
courses, aptitude, computer skill, etc.) Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

7. What impediments / barriers (personal, social environmental) are in the way of you using
WASCAL to access your Psyc235 course notes? (e.g.,restricted access to computers, lack of
time availability, lack of skill with computers, etc.) Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time
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Appendix G:
Study 2: Elicited behavioural belief themes about
using WASCAL
Table A 4: The full list of elicited behavioural belief themes about using WASCAL
Advantages and disadvantages of using WASCAL

Frequency

Accessing information relevant to study

9

Difficulties in using WASCAL

7

Printing difficulties

6

Easier to concentrate on the lecture

6

Less need to attend lectures

6

Difficulties in accessing computers

5

Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed

4

Difficulties downloading information

3

A quick way of getting course notes

3

People will abuse the system

2

Makes you lazy

2

Cost

2

Efficient

2

Can’t ask computers questions

2

Reliance on WASCAL

1

Waste reduction

1

To technological

1

TOTAL

62
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Study 2: Elicited key referent categories in
relation to using WASCAL
Table A 5: The full list of elicited normative belief themes about using WASCAL
Those who approve or disapprove of using WASCAL

Frequency

Lecturers and tutors

19

Most people

7

Family / relatives

4

Partner

4

Colleagues

3

People who feel the system is abusing

1

Religious views

1

TOTAL

39
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Study 2: Elicited control belief themes about
using WASCAL
Table A 6: The full list of elicited control belief themes about using WASCAL
Resources and barriers to using WASCAL

Frequency

Assistance

8

Access to computers and applications

10

Knowledge / skills

6

Time

5

Manuals / instructions

4

Breakdowns in the technology

3

Motivation

3

Course

2

Aptitude

1

Computer fear

1

False alarms

1

TOTAL

44
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Appendix H:
Study 2 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 1
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Main Study – Time 1

Participant Information Sheet

The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of WASCAL this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, your task is to complete the
attached questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 30 mins. to complete) and
return it in the times indicated on the signup sheet (see notice board), to: Patrick Rawstorne
c/– Psychology Dept. Room 245. Building 41, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue,
Wollongong 2522. Phone: (02) 4221 4307. Please note that another part to this study (which
ought to take no more than 20 mins.) will take place towards the end of the semester.
Your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the research
at anytime. The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal
details. However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in
order that we may link data for individuals across time (longitudinal design). It is essential
that you provide the same code number when you return at the end of the semester. As a
way of remembering your code we suggest the following method (which you will again be
prompted with when you complete the questionnaire toward the end of this semester):
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this
research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human
Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

Thank you for your time.
Please answer the following questions before turning the page:

Age:..............(years)

Are you?:

Female
Male

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Computer Experience Scale
Instructions.
Listed below are a series of statements describing perceptions that people have towards
computers and computer use. Please read each statement carefully and circle the number
indicating the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement (i.e., how
accurately does each statement reflect your thoughts). For instance, if you agree strongly
with the statement, circle 5. If you strongly disagree, circle 1 and so forth. Use the following
scale to guide your response to each statement:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Mostly disagree
3 = Uncertain
4 = Mostly agree
5 = Strongly agree
NA = Not applicable

Perceived Ease of Use.
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:

1. Learning to use WASCAL this semester will be easy for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I will find it easy to do what I need to do with WASCAL.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

3. It will be easy for me to become skilful at using WASCAL this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I will need to expend a lot of mental effort to use WASCAL this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5. I believe that using WASCAL this semester will be quite cumbersome.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceived Usefulness:
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:

1. Using WASCAL this semester will improve my performance in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using WASCAL this semester will increase my productivity in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using WASCAL this semester will enhance my effectiveness in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using WASCAL this semester will be useful in one or more of my courses.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5. Using WASCAL this semester will give me greater control over my study.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Symbolic Adoption
1. I am excited about using WASCAL to access the Psyc123 lecture notes this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I am excited about obtaining up–to–date course information by using WASCAL to access
the Psyc123 lecture notes this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I am keen to become proficient at using WASCAL to access the Psyc123 lecture notes this
semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Voluntariness
1. None of my teachers (lecturers, tutors) require me to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Although it might be helpful, using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this
semester is not compulsory for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. At least one of my teachers (lecturer, tutor) uses WASCAL to communicate relevant
information pertaining to the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. My use of WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be voluntary.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Computer Experience

Time spent using a computer
On an average day when you are actually using a computer, how much time do you spend
on the system? Please circle your choice.

1. Almost never.

4. 1–2 hours.

2. Less than ½ an hour.

5. 2–3 hours.

3. From ½ to 1 hour.

6. More than 3 hours.

Frequency of use
On average, how frequently do you use a computer? Please circle your choice.

1. Less than once a month.

4. A few times a week.

2. Once a month.

5. About once a day.

3. A few times a month.

6. Several times a day.
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Tasks
As a percentage of the total time you have ever spent using a computer, please estimate the
proportion of time spent on each of the following computer uses and / or applications:

Word Processor

______________%

Spreadsheet

______________%

Games

______________%

World Wide Web

______________%

Email

______________%

Database

______________%

Statistical Programs

______________%

Accounting Programs

______________%

Computer Programming

______________%

Web Page Design

______________%

Other

______________%
Total

100%

History of computer use
The following questions are aimed at determining your base level of computer experience
and from which sources you acquired that experience. Please circle the response that is
most correct for you.
1. Have you used a computer at high school or University or TAFE?
(a) No
(b) Yes

2. Have you ever taken any courses that relate to computers?
(a) No
(b) Yes

3. Do you use a computer for purposes other than study or work?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily
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4. Do you have access to a computer at home?
(a) No..... Go to question 6
(b) Yes..... Go to question 5

5. How often do you use the computer at home?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily

6. From which of the following sources have you learnt about computers?

Films and TV:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Books, newspapers, magazines:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Friends:
(None)

Parents:
(None)

Teachers:
(None)
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Beliefs about using WASCAL this semester

Listed below are a number of questions and statements about your beliefs, attitudes, social
influences, etc., in relation to your possible use of WASCAL this semester. Please read each
question or statement carefully then circle the number that indicates the extent to which you
think the question or statement represents your view.

Control Beliefs
1. How likely is it that you will have, or acquire, the knowledge and skills to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. How likely is it that you will have the available time to use WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. How likely is it that assistance (in the form of other people) will be available to help you
use WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. How likely is it that you will have easy access to computers from which you can use
WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

5. How likely is it that you will have access to instructions about how to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

6. How likely is it that you will experience breakdowns in the technology (e.g., computer,
printer, etc) in your efforts to use WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

7. How likely is it that you will be motivated enough to use WASCAL this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Perceived Power
1. How important is having knowledge and skills about WASCAL in making your decision to
use WASCAL this semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

2. How important is the availability of time to your decision to use WASCAL this semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

3. How important is the availability of assistance (in the form of other people) to your
decision to use WASCAL this semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

4. How important is having easy access to computers to your decision to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

5. How important are instructions about using WASCAL in your decision to use it this
semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

6. How important is your experience of a breakdown in the technology (e.g., computer,
printer, etc) to your decision to use WASCAL this semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

7. How important is your motivation in your decision to use WASCAL this semester?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0

–1

neither

slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

Normative Beliefs
1. Most of my Psychology University teachers (lecturers, tutors) will think that I should use
WASCAL this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. Most of my family members will think that I should use WASCAL this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. My partner will think that I should use WASCAL this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. Most people I know will think that I should use WASCAL this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

5. My colleagues will think that I should use WASCAL this semester.
(Likely) +3

+2
extremely

+1

0

–1

quite

slightly

–2

neither

–3
slightly

(Unlikely)
quite

extremely

Motivation
1. How much will the opinions of your teachers (lecturers, tutors) influence your decision to
use WASCAL this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

2. How much will the opinions of your family members’ influence your decision to use
WASCAL this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0
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+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

3. How much will the opinions of your partner influence your decision to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

4. How much will the opinions of most people you know influence your decision to use
WASCAL this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

5. How much will the opinions of your colleagues’ influence your decision to use WASCAL this
semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

Behavioural Beliefs
How likely do you think the following consequences would be if you were to use WASCAL this
semester?

1. Accessing information relevant to study.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. Difficulties in using WASCAL.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. Difficulties in accessing computers.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. Printing difficulties
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

5. Difficulty in downloading information
(Likely)

+3

+2

+1

0
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–1

–2

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

quite

slightly

neither

slightly

quite

extremely

6. Easier to concentrate on the lecture.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

7. Less need to attend lectures
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

8. Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed.
(Likely) +3

+2
extremely

+1

0

–1

quite

slightly

–2

neither

–3
slightly

(Unlikely)
quite

extremely

9. A quick way of getting course notes.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Outcome expectations
Please rate how pleasant or unpleasant each of the following consequences would be if they
were to occur as a result of using WASCAL this semester.

1. Accessing information relevant to study.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Pleasant)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

2. Difficulties in using WASCAL.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

3. Difficulties in accessing computers.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither
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+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

4. Printing difficulties
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Pleasant)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

–2

–3

5. Difficulties downloading information
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

6. Easier to concentrate on the lecture.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

7. Less need to attend lectures
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

8. Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

9. A quick way of getting course notes.
(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Pleasant)

Intention
I intend to use WASCAL this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

Attitude TTB
Using WASCAL this semester will be….
a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

b.

(Good) +3

+2

extremely

c.

(Rewarding)

+3

extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

+1
quite

+2
quite

–2
quite

–1

0

slightly

neither

0

–1

slightly

neither

+1
slightly

–1
slightly

0
neither

0
neither

+1
slightly

–2
slightly

–1
slightly

+1
slightly

Thank you for your time
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+2

+3

(Pleasant)

quite

extremely

–3

(Bad)

quite

extremely

–2

–3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

(Punishing)

(Beneficial)

Appendix I:
Study 2 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 2
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Main Study – Time 2

Participant Information Sheet
The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of WASCAL this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, you have already completed a
questionnaire earlier in the semester. Your task now is to complete the attached
questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 20 mins. to complete) and return it in
the times indicated on the signup sheet (see notice board), to: Patrick Rawstorne c/–
Psychology Dept. Room 245. Building 41, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue,
Wollongong 2522. Phone: (02) 4221 4307.
Your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the research
at anytime. The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal
details. However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in
order that we may link your responses from the two occasions you completed the
questionnaire. It is essential that you provide the same code number that you gave
previously. Our previous suggestion for a code was:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this
research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human
Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

Thank you for your time.
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Use of WASCAL this semester

1. Have you accessed WASCAL this semester?
(Please tick the box that represents your answer)

Yes
No

2. Had you accessed WASCAL before this semester?

Yes
No

If you have not used WASCAL this semester proceed to question 7.

3. On average, per week, how many minutes have you spent accessing WASCAL this
semester?:. ………. minutes.

4. Please list all the reasons that prompted you to use WASCAL this semester:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

5. Please indicate (approximately) the week in which you commenced using WASCAL this
semester? (e.g., week 4) ……………………………………………….………..

6. On the following scale, please indicate whether your experience with WASCAL this
semester was better or worse than you had anticipated. (Please circle the number that
corresponds with your answer):
1
Much better

2
slightly better

3

4

As expected

Slightly worse
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5
Much worse

Only answer the following two questions (q7 & q8) if you did not use WASCAL this semester.

7. Please list all the reasons for your decision not to use WASCAL this semester:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

8. Please explain whether you adopted other methods (and what these methods were) to
obtain the information that was on WASCAL (e.g., photocopied notes from a friend):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time
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Appendix J:
Study 3 questionnaire to elicit salient beliefs
about using WASCAL to access assignment and
tutorial information
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What are your perceptions about accessing Psyc 235 assignment and
practical (tutorial) information from the Internet?

In this course, Psyc235, instructions and information about your assignments and practicals
(tutorials) will be placed on a Psychology server called WASCAL, from which you can access
such information. The following questions are aimed at finding out your perceptions about
accessing Psyc 235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information from the WASCAL server,
this semester. The questions do not apply to accessing lecture material. Before answering
the questions would you please provide an anonymous code so that your responses at the
beginning of the semester may be compared with those at the end of the semester. Follow
the instructions below to construct your code:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
For example, if your mother’s maiden name is Anne Boleyn and you were born on the 3rd of
December, your code would be: AB0312)

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

Have you previously accessed the WASCAL server

:

Yes
No

If you have previously accessed the WASCAL server, please estimate the number of times
you would have accessed it: .….. TIMES

1. What would be the advantages for you in using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester? (Please list them in the space
below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. What would be the disadvantages for you in using the WASCAL server to access the
Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester? (Please list them in
the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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3. Is there anything else you associate with using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester? (Please list below)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think there are people who would want you to use the WASCAL server to access
the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester? Please list them
below (mention the relationship rather than individual names. e.g., partner, close friend(s),
colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you think there are people who would prefer that you did not use the WASCAL server
to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester? Please
list them below (mention the relationship rather than individual names. e.g., partner, close
friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

6. What resources (personal & social & environmental), can you draw upon to assist you in
using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester? (e.g., time, assistance, manuals, experience, courses, aptitude,
computer skill, etc.) Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

7. What impediments / barriers (personal & social & environmental) are likely to hinder your
use of the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester? (e.g., restricted access to computers, lack of time, lack of
computer skills, etc.) Please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time
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Appendix K:
Study 3 questionnaire to elicit salient beliefs
about using WASCAL to access lecture notes
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What are your perceptions about accessing Psyc235 Lecture notes
from the Internet?
In this course, Psyc235, copies of the lecture notes will be made available for you to access
at your discretion, from a Psychology server called WASCAL. The following questions are
aimed at finding out your perceptions about accessing the Psyc 235 lecture notes from the
WASCAL server, this semester. These questions do not apply to accessing assignment and
practical (tutorial) information. Before answering the questions, please provide an
anonymous code so that your responses at the beginning and end of the semester may be
compared. Follow the instructions below to construct your code:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
For example, if your mother’s maiden name is Anne Boleyn and you were born on the 3rd
December, your code would be: AB0312)

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

Have you previously accessed the WASCAL server

:

Yes
No

If you have previously accessed the WASCAL server, please estimate the number of times
you would have accessed it: .….. TIMES

1. What would be the advantages for you in using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester? (Please list them in the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. What would be the disadvantages for you in using the WASCAL server to access the
Psyc235 lecture notes this semester? (Please list them in the space below).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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3. Is there anything else you associate with using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester? (Please list below)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think there are people who would want you to use the WASCAL server to access
the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester? Please list them below (mention the relationship
rather than individual names. e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s), lecturer, tutor,
etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you think there are people who would prefer that you did not use the WASCAL server
to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester? Please list them below (mention the
relationship rather than individual names. e.g., partner, close friend(s), colleague(s),
lecturer, tutor, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

6. What resources (personal & social & environmental), can you draw upon to assist you in
using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester? (e.g., time,
assistance, manuals, experience, courses, aptitude, computer skill, etc.) Please list them in
the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

7. What impediments / barriers (personal & social & environmental) are likely to hinder you
in using the WASCAL server to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester? (e.g.,
restricted access to computers, lack of time, lack of computer skills, etc.) Please list them in
the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time
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Appendix L:
Study 3: Elicited behavioural belief themes about
using WASCAL to access lecture notes
Table A 7: The full list of elicited behavioural belief themes about using WASCAL
to access lecture notes
Elicited beliefs: advantages and disadvantages of using
WASCAL to access lecture notes

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Understanding the lecture

10

Obtaining notes if lecture is missed

8

Costs money

5

Time in which to access WASCAL

4

Less motivation to come to lectures

2

Lecturer expects students to have the notes so speed of the lecture
is made faster, disadvantaging those w/o notes

2

Notes are often not made available early

2

Computer problems

2

Don’t have to take notes

1

More paper to organise

1

Become lazy in writing lecture notes

1

TOTAL

38
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Study 3: Elicited behavioural belief themes about
using WASCAL to access tutorial and
assignment information
Table A 8: The full list of elicited behavioural belief themes about using WASCAL
to access tutorial and assignment information
Elicited beliefs: advantages and disadvantages of using
WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Know in advance of the tutorial what it is going to be about

5

Obtaining notes in my own time

12

Costs money

4

Printer problems in the lab

4

Info is not put up soon enough

1

Save paper

1

Tutor can distribute extra info

1

No internet access at home

1

See if there are quiz questions

1

Not necessary to go to class

1

Prepared before the tutes

1

Can get information if it is lost

1

Cannot always access computer lab

1

Places the onus of preparation upon the student

1

Do not miss out on relevant info

1

Info is sometimes not there

1

TOTAL

37

341

Study 3: Elicited key referent categories in
relation to using WASCAL for accessing lecture
notes
Table A 9: The full list of elicited normative belief themes about using WASCAL
to access lecture notes
Elicited beliefs: key referents in terms of using WASCAL to
access lecture notes

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Lecturer

15

Tutor

12

Friends

6

Partner

1

Family

1

Classmates

1

Me

1

Other students

1

Head of department

1

TOTAL

33

342

Study 3: Elicited key referent categories in
relation to using WASCAL for accessing tutorial
and assignment information
Table A 10: The full list of elicited normative belief themes about using WASCAL
to access tutorial and assignment information
Elicited beliefs: key referents in terms of using WASCAL to
access tutorial and assignment information

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Lecturer

22

Tutor

21

Friends

4

Me

3

Mother

1

Main university IT people

1

People w/o a computer

1

Partner

1

Other students

1

Fellow students

1

Family

1

TOTAL

57

343

Study 3: Elicited control belief themes in
reference to using WASCAL for accessing lecture
notes
Table A 11: The full list of elicited control belief themes about using WASCAL to
access lecture notes
Elicited beliefs: resources and barriers to using WASCAL to
access lecture notes

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Availability of time

9

Access to computers

7

Sufficient experience

4

Knowledge and skills

4

Cost of getting photocopies

3

Money / cost

3

Friends

2

Assistance

2

When lectures are not up in time

1

Computer problems

1

Previous computer course

1

Printer problems

1

Fellow students

1

Manuals

1

Computer of course outline

1

No internet access at home

1

TOTAL

42
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Study 3: Elicited control belief themes in
reference to using WASCAL for accessing
tutorial and assignment information
Table A 12: The full list of elicited control belief themes about using WASCAL to
access tutorial and assignment information
Elicited beliefs: resources and barriers to using WASCAL to
access tutorial and assignment information

Number of times
beliefs in this theme
were mentioned

Availability of time

10

Knowledge and skills

10

Access to computers

9

Sufficient experience

4

Friends

2

Printer problems

2

Computer problems

2

No Copy card machine in lab

2

Tutor

1

Personal computer

1

Assistance from other students

1

Lecturer

1

Staff

1

Courses in the library

1

Computer guys in the dept

1

Fellow students

1

Restricted access to web

1

Computer access to the Internet

1

Loss of computer

1

Problems with the uni server

1

Aptitude

1

The ability to persevere if any problems arise

1

TOTAL

55

345

Appendix M:
Study 3 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 1
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Main Study – Time 1

Participant Information Sheet

The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of WASCAL this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, your task is to complete the
attached questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 30 mins. to complete) and
return it in the times indicated on the signup sheet (see notice board), to: Patrick Rawstorne
c/– Psychology Dept. Room 245. Building 41, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue,
Wollongong 2522. Phone: (02) 4221 4307. Please note that another part to this study (which
ought to take no more than 10 mins.) will take place towards the end of the semester.
We would also like to link your questionnaire responses to computer log data that records
the number of times you access WASCAL throughout the semester. By returning the
questionnaire to the researcher you are providing your consent for your questionnaire
responses to be linked with your computer log data. Please let the researcher know if you
would like to participate in the study but not have your computer log data accessed and
linked with your questionnaire responses.
Your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the research
at anytime. The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal
details. However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in
order that we may link data for individuals across time (longitudinal design). It is essential
that you provide the same code number when you return at the end of the semester. As a
way of remembering your code we suggest the following method (which you will again be
prompted with when you complete the questionnaire toward the end of this semester):
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this
research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human
Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

Thank you for your time.
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Please answer the following questions before turning the page:

Age:..............(years)

Are you?:

Female
Male

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Part 1: This section refers to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this
semester and does not refer to using WASCAL to access the prac notes or assignment
information.

Instructions
In this section there are a series of statements describing perceptions that people have
towards computers and computer use. Please read each statement carefully and circle the
number indicating the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement (i.e., how
accurately does each statement reflect your thoughts). For instance, if you agree strongly
with the statement, circle 5. If you strongly disagree, circle 1 and so forth. Use the following
scale to guide your response to each statement:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Mostly disagree
3 = Uncertain
4 = Mostly agree
5 = Strongly agree
NA = Not applicable

Perceived Ease of Use.
1. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be easy for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. It will be easy for me to become skilful at using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture
notes this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I will need to expend a lot of mental effort to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture
notes this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I believe that using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be
quite cumbersome.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceived Usefulness:
1. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will improve my course
performance.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will enhance my
effectiveness in the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be useful.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will give me greater
control over my study.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Symbolic Adoption
1. I am excited about using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I am excited about obtaining up–to–date course information using WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 lecture notes this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I am keen to become proficient at using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this
semeste
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Voluntariness
1. None of my teachers (lecturers, tutors) require me to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Although it might be helpful, using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this
semester is not compulsory for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. At least one of my teachers (lecturer, tutor) uses WASCAL to communicate relevant
information pertaining to the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. My use of WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be voluntary.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Instructions
Listed below are a number of questions and statements about your beliefs, attitudes, social
influences, etc., in relation to your decision to use or not to use WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 lecture notes this semester. Read each question or statement carefully then circle
the number that indicates the extent to which you think the statement represents you.
There are no right or wrong answers.

Resources and Barriers in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture
notes this semester
1. How likely is it that you will have, or be able to acquire, the knowledge and skills to use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. How likely is that you will have the available time to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. How likely is that you will have sufficient experience with computers to help you use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. How likely is it that you will have easy access to computers from which you can use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Resources and Barriers in relation to using WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 lecture notes this semester
1. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester, how important
is it that you have a certain level of knowledge and skills about its use?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

2. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester, how important
is it for you to have available time in which to use it?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

3. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester, how important
is it for you to have sufficient experience with computers?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

4. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester, how important
is it for you to have easy access to the computers.
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

Social beliefs in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this
semester
1. My lecturer probably thinks that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes
this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. My tutor probably thinks that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes
this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. My friends probably think that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes
this semester
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1

–2

slightly

quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Social beliefs in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester
1. How much will the opinion of your lecturer influence your use of WASCAL to access the
PSYC 235 lecture notes this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

2. How much will the opinion of your tutor influence your use of WASCAL to access the Psyc
235 lecture notes this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

3. How much will the opinions of your friends influence your use of WASCAL to access the
Psyc 235 lecture notes this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

Expected outcomes from using WASCAL to access the Psyc 235 lecture notes this
semester:
How likely do you think the following consequences will be if you use WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 lecture notes this semester?
1. It will be easy for me to obtain the notes if I miss the lecture.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. I will be better able to understand the lecture because my focus will be on listening to
comprehend rather than listening for the purpose of writing notes.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. It will cost me money
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. I will need to set aside time in which to access WASCAL
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Expected outcomes from using WASCAL to access the Psyc 235
lecture notes this semester:
Imagine the following consequences will occur from using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
lecture notes this semester. Please rate how good or bed each of these consequences would
be for you.
1. Easy to obtain notes if lecture is missed.
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Good)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

2. Better able to understand the lecture
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Good)

3. Cost me money
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Good)

4. Need to set aside time in which to access WASCAL
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Good)

Intention
1. I intend to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

Attitude TTB
Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 lecture notes this semester will be….
a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly
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+1
neither

+2

slightly

+3
quite

(Pleasant)
extremely

b.

(Good) +3

+2
extremely

c.

(Rewarding)

+3

extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3
extremely

+1

0

–1

quite

slightly

+2

+1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

neither

0
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slightly

–1
neither

0

–3

–2
slightly

+1
neither

+2

slightly

(Bad)
quite

–3
quite

+3
quite

extremely

(Punishing)
extremely

(Beneficial)
extremely

PART 2: This section refers to using WASCAL to access the Psyc 235 prac notes or
assignment information this semester and does not refer to using WASCAL to access
lecture notes.

Instructions
In this section there are a series of statements describing perceptions that people have
towards computers and computer use. Please read each statement carefully and circle the
number indicating the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement (i.e., how
accurately does each statement reflect your thoughts). For instance, if you agree strongly
with the statement, circle 5. If you strongly disagree, circle 1 and so forth. Use the following
scale to guide your response to each statement:

1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Mostly disagree
3 = Uncertain
4 = Mostly agree
5 = Strongly agree
NA = Not applicable

Perceived Ease of Use.
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will be easy for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. It will be easy for me to become skilful at using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I will need to expend a lot of mental effort to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I believe that using WASCAL access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester will be quite cumbersome.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceived Usefulness:
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will improve my course performance.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will enhance my effectiveness in the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will be useful.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will give me greater control over my study.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Symbolic Adoption
1. I am excited about using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical
(tutorial) information this semester.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I am excited about obtaining up–to–date course information using WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I am keen to become proficient at using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and
practical (tutorial) information this semester
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Voluntariness
1. Although it might be helpful, using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and
practical (tutorial) information this semester is not compulsory for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. At least one of my teachers (lecturer, tutor) uses WASCAL to communicate relevant
information pertaining to the course.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. My use of WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information
this semester will be voluntary.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Instructions
Listed below are a number of questions and statements about your beliefs, attitudes, social
influences, etc., in relation to your decision to use or not to use WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester. Read each question
or statement carefully then circle the number that indicates the extent to which you think the
statement represents you. There are no right or wrong answers.

Resources and Barriers in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester
1. How likely is it that you will have, or be able to acquire, the knowledge and skills to use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. How likely is that you will have the available time to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. How likely is that you will have sufficient experience with computers to help you use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. How likely is it that you will have easy access to computers from which you can use
WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Resources and Barriers in relation to using WASCAL to access
the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester
1. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester, how important is it that you have a certain level of knowledge and
skills about its use?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

2. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester, how important is it for you to have available time in which to use
it?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

3. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester, how important is it for you to have sufficient experience with
computers?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

4. For you to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester, how important is it for you to have easy access to the computers.
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

Social beliefs in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment
and practical (tutorial) information this semester
1. My lecturer probably thinks that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment
and practical (tutorial) information this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. My tutor probably thinks that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and
practical (tutorial) information this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. My friends probably think that I should use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment
and practical (tutorial) information this semester
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Social beliefs in relation to using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester
1. How much will the opinion of your lecturer influence your use of WASCAL to access the
PSYC 235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

2. How much will the opinion of your tutor influence your use of WASCAL to access the Psyc
235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

3. How much will the opinions of your friends influence your use of WASCAL to access the
Psyc 235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester?
(Not at all)

–3

–2

–1

0

+1

+2

+3

(Very much)

Expected outcomes from using WASCAL to access the Psyc 235 assignment and
practical (tutorial) information this semester:
How likely do you think the following consequences will be if you use WASCAL to access the
Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester?
1. It will be easy for me to obtain the notes in my own time.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. I will be able to know in advance of the tutorials what they are going to be about.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. It will cost me money
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. I will experience printer problems in the computer lab
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Expected outcomes from using WASCAL to access the Psyc 235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester:
Imagine the following consequences will occur from using WASCAL to access the Psyc235
assignment and practical (tutorial) information this semester. Please rate how good or bed
each of these consequences would be for you.
1. Easy for me to obtain notes in my own time.
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Good)

quite

extremely

2. I will know in advance of the tutorials what they are going to be about
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Good)

quite

extremely

+2

+3

quite

extremely

3. Cost me money
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

(Good)

4. I will experience printer problems in the computer lab
(Bad)

–3

–2

extremely

quite

–1
slightly

0
neither

+1
slightly

+2

+3

(Good)

quite

extremely

Intentions
1. I intend to use WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial)
information this semester.
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1

0

slightly

–1

neither

–2

slightly

–3

quite

(Unlikely)

extremely

Attitude TTB
Using WASCAL to access the Psyc235 assignment and practical (tutorial) information this
semester will be….
a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

b.

(Good) +3

+2
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

+1

0

quite

slightly

+1
neither

–1
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–2

neither

+2

slightly

–3
slightly

+3
quite

(Pleasant)
extremely

(Bad)
quite

extremely

c.

(Rewarding)

+3

extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–1
neither

0

–2
slightly

+1
neither

slightly

Thank you for your time
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+2

–3
quite

+3
quite

(Punishing)
extremely

(Beneficial)
extremely

Appendix N:
Study 3 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 2
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Main Study – Time 2

Participant Information Sheet
The major aim of this research is to explore individual reactions to the use of new
information technology, in particular your use of WASCAL this semester. The research is
supervised by Dr Rohan Jayasuriya and Peter Caputi from the Departments of Public Health
& Nutrition and Psychology, respectively. As a participant, you have already completed a
questionnaire earlier in the semester. Your task now is to complete the attached
questionnaire (this part ought to take no more than 10 mins. to complete) and return it in
the times indicated on the signup sheet (see notice board), to: Patrick Rawstorne c/–
Psychology Dept. Room 245. Building 41, University of Wollongong, Northfields Avenue,
Wollongong 2522. Phone: (02) 4221 4307.
Your participation in this project is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the research
at anytime. The questionnaires are anonymous and will not record your name or personal
details. However we will be requiring you to complete a code that is recognisable to you in
order that we may link your responses from the two occasions you completed the
questionnaire. It is essential that you provide the same code number that you gave
previously. Our previous suggestion for a code was:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).

Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research. If you have any queries regarding the way in which this
research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human
Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.

Thank you for your time.
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SECTION 1

Part A. Psyc 235 Wascal Usage:

1. Did you use Wascal this semester to access Psyc 235 prac notes or assignment
information, or to access Psyc 235 lecture notes? Please tick the box that represents your
answer:

Yes
No
If you answered 'no' to this question, proceed to Part B on the next page.

2. Had you used Wascal for any reason prior to this semester? Please tick the box that
represents your answer:

Yes
No

3. How many times this semester would you have accessed Wascal (both from home and at
Uni) for Psyc 235 purposes? Please tick the box that represents your answer:

1 – 5 times

11 – 15 times

6 –10 times

16 – 20 times

More than 20 times

4. Please estimate how much time (both from home and at Uni) in total this semester you
have spent using Wascal for the purposes of Psyc 235. Please tick the box that represents
your answer:

Less than 1 hour

Between 2 & 3 hours

Between 4 & 5 hours

Between 1 & 2 hours

Between 3 & 4 hours

More than 5 hours
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5. What proportion of the time that you spent using Wascal was spent using it for:
Accessing the Psyc 235 prac notes or assignment information:….………..%
Accessing the Psyc 235 lecture notes:…………………………… ………………………%
Other: (please write) …………………………………………..………………………………… .%
Total

100 %

6. What proportion of the time you spent using Wascal was spent using it for (write the %):
Printing documents:………………………………………………………………………………….%
Viewing documents:………………………………………………………………………..……….%
Downloading documents to floppy disc or hard drive:…………………..……….%
Other: (please write) ……………………………………………….............................%
Total

100

%

Part B. Computer Experience

Time spent using a computer
On an average day when you are actually using a computer, how much time do you spend
on the system? Please circle your choice.
1. Almost never.

4. 1–2 hours.

2. Less than ½ an hour.

5. 2–3 hours.

3. From ½ to 1 hour.

6. More than 3 hours.

Frequency of use
On average, how frequently do you use a computer? Please circle your choice.
1. Less than once a month.

4. A few times a week.

2. Once a month.

5. About once a day.

3. A few times a month.

6. Several times a day.
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Tasks
As a percentage of the total time you have ever spent using a computer, please estimate the
proportion of time spent on each of the following computer uses and / or applications:

Word Processor

______________%

Spreadsheet

______________%

Games

______________%

World Wide Web

______________%

Email

______________%

Database

______________%

Statistical Programs

______________%

Accounting Programs

______________%

Computer Programming

______________%

Web Page Design

______________%

Other

______________%
Total

100%

History of computer use
The following questions are aimed at determining your base level of computer experience
and from which sources you acquired that experience. Please circle the response that is
most correct for you.
1. Have you used a computer at high school or University or TAFE?
(a) No
(b) Yes

2. Have you ever taken any courses that relate to computers?
(a) No
(b) Yes

3. Do you use a computer for purposes other than study or work?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
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(e) Daily

4. Do you have access to a computer at home?
(a) No..... Go to question 6
(b) Yes..... Go to question 5

5. How often do you use the computer at home?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily

6. From which of the following sources have you learnt about computers?

Films and TV:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Books, newspapers, magazines:
(None)

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

Friends:
(None)

Parents:
(None)

Teachers:
(None)

Thank you for your time.
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Appendix O:
Study 4 questionnaire to elicit salient beliefs
about using PCIS in the prescribed ways
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Participant Information Sheet
This research is part of a collaborative study between the Western Area Health Service
(WAHS) and the Departments of Public Health & Nutrition and Psychology, at the University
of Wollongong. The major aim of the study is to measure the impact (both individual and
organisational) and effectiveness of introducing a computerised Patient Care Information
System (PCIS) into hospital wards in the Wentworth Area Health Service.
Please note that your participation in this project is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw from the research at anytime. The questionnaire is anonymous and will not record
your name or personal details. As a participant, upon request, you will be entitled to get
access to your own data and the overall study results. If you have any queries regarding the
way in which this research is conducted, please contact the Secretary of the University of
Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee on (042) 21 4457.
By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research.

In the space provided below, please indicate the Hospital Ward in which you work:

In the space provided below, please indicate your position in the Ward (i.e., Nurse, Doctor,
Physiotherapist, etc):

Thank you for your time.
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Exelcare Study

Dear Participant,
The following questions are aimed at finding out your expectations and perceptions about
using the new patient care information system (Exelcare) in particular ways. There are no
right or wrong answers so please write down what you really think and feel. Your responses
are anonymous and confidential, and all response sheets will be stored at the University of
Wollongong. The Area Health Service may be provided with a summary of results but in such
a way that no individual will be identifiable.

1. What positive outcomes might you expect to occur if you were to use Exelcare in the
following ways (Please list anything that comes to mind):

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2. What negative outcomes might you expect to occur if you were to use Exelcare in the
following ways (Please list anything that comes to mind):

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

3. Is there anything else you associate with using Exelcare in the ways specified above?
(Please list anything that comes to mind).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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4. Which people do you think would want you to use Exelcare in the following ways?

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

Mention positions rather than individual names (e.g., Spouse, close friends, Nursing
colleagues, Area Manager, Hospital Administration, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

5. Which people do you think would not want you to use Exelcare in the following ways?

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

Mention positions rather than individual names (e.g., Spouse, close friends, Nursing
colleagues, Area Manager, Hospital Administration, etc.).
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

6. What personal and external resources and help are likely to be available to assist you in
using Exelcare in the following ways?

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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7. What personal and external blocks and/or barriers might hinder your use of Exelcare in
the following ways?

•

Update care plans as changes occur

•

Use the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

8. Have you experienced any issues and problems with your current use of the Exelcare
system? If so, please list them in the space below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your participation and contribution

Upon completion, please place your questionnaire in the sealed envelope provided and return
the envelope to the Nurse Unit Manager, Supervisor, or Researcher administering the survey.
The data will be analysed and stored at the University of Wollongong where all records will
be anonymous and confidential.
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Appendix P:
Study 4: Elicited behavioural belief themes in
relation to using Exelcare in the prescribed ways
Elicited beliefs: advantages and disadvantages of using
PCIS in the prescribed ways

Number of times beliefs in
this theme were mentioned

More up to date and detailed information about patients

7

Time consuming

5

Takes time away from being with patients

4

Continuity of care

3

Reliant on the entry of updated information from staff

3

Requires systematic training about its use

2

Standardised care plan

2

Care plans are more specific

2

More work

2

Evaluation of care

1

New approaches in patient care

1

Fear of computers

1

Adequacy of Exelcare reporting

1

Better planning for patient care

1

Less paper work

1

Not a simple system

1

Reliability of the hardware

1

Learning new skills

1

Total

39
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Study 4: Elicited normative belief themes in
relation to using Exelcare in the prescribed ways
Elicited beliefs: those who approve or disapprove of
your use of PCIS in the prescribed ways

Number of times beliefs in this
theme were mentioned

Nurses

11

Nurse unit managers (NUMs)

5

Nursing administration

3

Director of Nursing (DON)

2

Relatives of patients

2

Area manager

1

Hospital administration

1

Doctors

1

Multidisciplinary team

1

Exelcare staff

1

Government

1

Exelcare coordinator

1

Student nurses

1

Education department at hospital

1

Patients

1

Total

33
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Study 4: Elicited control belief themes in relation
to using Exelcare in the prescribed ways
Elicited beliefs: perceived resources and impediments to
using PCIS in the prescribed ways

Number of times beliefs in this
theme were mentioned

Exelcare trainers

6

Training

6

Time consuming

5

Experience with computers

4

Nursing staff

3

Exelcare coordinator

3

Computer problems

2

Manual

1

NUM

1

Knowledge of nursing

1

Motivation

1

Adequacy of system

1

Access to information to enter into computer

1

Total

35
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Appendix Q:
Study 4 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 1
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Participant Information Sheet

This research is part of a collaborative study between the Western Area Health Service
(WAHS) and the Departments of Public Health & Nutrition and Psychology, at the University
of Wollongong. The major aim of the study is to measure the impact (both individual and
organisational) and effectiveness of introducing a computerised Patient Care Information
System (PCIS) into hospital wards in the Wentworth Area Health Service.
For the study to be successful, it is important to obtain information from the same people,
across time (longitudinal design). This means that we would like to have people complete
questionnaires on at least two different occasions in order to assess what changes occur, if
any, during the process of adapting to the use of PCIS, and how best to assist people during
these periods of change. Collection of pre–implementation data will consist of one 15–minute
questionnaire. The post-implementation questionnaire will occur about three months after
the ‘roll-out’ of PCIS in your ward, and will take about 10 minutes to complete. Some
examples of the information to be measured include attitudes toward PCIS use, perceptions
of usefulness of PCIS, perceptions of ease of use of PCIS, previous experience with
computers, and your use of PCIS.
To be able to match questionnaires that have been completed by the same person across
time, and yet not compromise the confidentiality of each participant, we ask that you provide
a code number that will only be identified by you. It is essential that you provide the same
code number on each occasion that you complete the research questionnaires; otherwise we
will be unable to match the data for each person. We suggest you use the following method
to determine your code number:
To be placed in the first 2 boxes: Your Mother’s initials (i.e., the first letter of her first name
and maiden name).
To be placed in the next 4 boxes: Your own date of birth (i.e., day and month, but exclude
the year).
For example, if your Mother’s maiden name is Penelope Peacock, and you were born on the
14th of April, then your code would be as follows:

P

P

1

4

0

4

So that you will not forget your code number when you complete subsequent questionnaires,
we will provide the same prompt as given above.
Please note that your participation in this project is voluntary and that you are free to
withdraw from the research at anytime. Your responses are anonymous and confidential. All
response sheets will be securely stored at the University of Wollongong. The Area Health
Service may be provided with a summary of results but in such a way that no individual will
be identifiable. As a participant, upon request, you will be entitled to get access to your own
data and the overall study results.
If you have any queries regarding the way in which this research is conducted, please
contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee on
(042) 21 4457.
By returning the questionnaire to the researcher, you are providing your consent to
participate in this research.
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Please complete your identifying code in the box below:

In the space provided below, please indicate the Hospital Ward in which you work:

In the space provided below, please indicate your position in the Ward (i.e., Nurse, Doctor,
Physiotherapist, etc):

Demographic Information

Please answer the following questions:

Age (in years):..............

Are you?:

Female
Male

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Factors influencing use of EXCELCARE – Part A

Instructions:
There are no right or wrong answers so please write down what you really think and feel.
This questionnaire contains a number of statements about EXCELCARE. The statements
relate to your perceptions about using the EXCELCARE care plans in the following three
ways:

•

Updating care plans as changes occur

•

Using the care plans for planning care delivery

•

Using the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates

Each statement will include a reference about using EXCELCARE in the three ways mentioned
above. That reference will always appear as follows: “using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways”. To answer each statement simply reflect on your perceptions of what it
would be like to use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways. Read each statement
carefully and circle the number that best reflects your thoughts or feelings. If you agree
strongly with a statement, circle 5. If you strongly disagree, circle 1. If the question is not
relevant for you, circle NA.
1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Mostly disagree
3 = Uncertain
4 = Mostly agree
5 = Strongly agree
NA = Not applicable

Perceptions about how easy it will be to use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. Learning to use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will be easy for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I will find it easy to use the EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. It will be easy for me to become skilful at using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed
ways.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. It will take a lot of mental effort for me to use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed
ways
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5. I believe that using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will be quite
cumbersome.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceptions about how useful it will be to use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will improve my performance at work.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will improve work efficiency.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will result in me providing a better
service of patient care.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will enable me to gain quick access to
important patient information.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Enthusiasm about using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways.

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. I am excited about using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I am looking forward to using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways to assist me
in my work.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I am excited about learning to use a new technology (EXCELCARE).
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I am keen to become proficient at using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceptions of Voluntariness about using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
1. None of my supervisors require me to use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Although it might be helpful, using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways is not
compulsory for me.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will be voluntary.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Factors influencing use of EXCELCARE – Part B

Instructions
Please note that the answering scale in the following statements has changed. It now ranges
between –3 and +3. The description at each pole has also changed. In some instances it will
range between (Likely) +3 to (Unlikely) –3. For other statements the description at each
pole is (Important) +3 to (unimportant) –3. Please circle the number that best reflects your
thoughts or feelings.

Resources and Barriers in relation to using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways
1. How likely is it that other colleagues will be available to assist you in using EXCELCARE
care plans in the prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

2. How likely is it that Excelcare trainers or the PCIS coordinator will be available to assist
you in using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

3. How likely is it that you will have sufficient experience with computers to assist you in
using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

4. How likely is it that you will receive adequate training to assist you in using EXCELCARE
care plans in the prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

5. How likely is it that time constraints will hinder you using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

6. How likely is it that computer problems will hinder you using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways?
(Likely)

+3

+2

extremely

quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2
quite

–3

(Unlikely)

extremely

Importance of Resources and Barriers in relation to using EXCELCARE care
plans in the prescribed ways
1. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is it that other
colleagues will be available to assist you?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

2. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is it that the
Excelcare coordinator or trainers will be available to assist you?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

3. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is it that you have
sufficient experience with computers?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

4. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is it that you receive
adequate training?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither

–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

5. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is it for you not to
have time constraints?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0
neither
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–1
slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

6. To use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways, how important is that you do not
experience problems with the computers?
(Important)

+3

extremely

+2
quite

+1
slightly

0

–1

neither

slightly

–2

–3

(Unimportant)

quite

extremely

Social beliefs in relation to using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
1. Most of the nurses on the ward probably want me to use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

2. Most Nursing administrators probably want me to use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

3. The NUM probably wants me to use EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

Importance of Social beliefs in deciding to use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways
1. How much will the opinions of nurse colleagues influence your use of the EXCELCARE care
plans in the prescribed ways?
(Not at all)

+3

+2

+1

0

–1

–2

–3

(Very much)

2. How much will the opinions of Nursing administrators influence your use of the
EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways?
(Not at all)

+3

+2

+1

0

–1

–2

–3

(Very much)

3. How much will the opinion of the NUM influence your use of the EXCELCARE care plans in
the prescribed ways?
(Not at all)

+3

+2

+1

0

–1

–2

–3

(Very much)

Expected outcomes from using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
Are the following consequences likely to occur when you use EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways? Please rate the likelihood of these consequences occurring by circling your
preferred response
1. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will be time consuming.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly
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–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

2. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will provide up to date, detailed
information about patients.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

3. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will provide continuity of patient care.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

4. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will take me away from being with
patients.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

5. Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways is reliant on the entry of updated
information from staff.
(Likely)

+3
extremely

+2

+1

0

quite

slightly

–1
neither

–2
slightly

–3
quite

(Unlikely)
extremely

Importance of expected outcomes from using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways
Imagine the following consequences will occur from using EXCELCARE care plans in the
prescribed ways. Please rate how good or bad each of these consequences would be for you.

1. Time consuming
(Bad)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

+1
neither

+2

+3

slightly

quite

(Good)
extremely

2. Provide up to date and detailed information about patients
(Bad)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

+1
neither

+2

+3

slightly

quite

+2

+3

slightly

quite

+2

+3

slightly

quite

+2

+3

slightly

quite

(Good)
extremely

3. Provide continuity of patient care.
(Bad)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

+1
neither

(Good)
extremely

4. Will take me away from being with patients
(Bad)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

+1
neither

(Good)
extremely

5. Reliant on the entry of updated information from staff
(Bad)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly
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+1
neither

(Good)
extremely

Intention to use EXCELCARE in the prescribed ways
I intend to use EXCELCARE care plans in the following ways:
1. Update care plans as changes occur
(Unlikely)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0

+1

neither

+2

+3

slightly quite

(Likely)

extremely

2. Use the care plans for planning care delivery
(Unlikely)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0

+1

neither

+2

+3

slightly quite

(Likely)

extremely

3. Use the care plans as an educational tool for students and new graduates
(Unlikely)

–3

extremely

–2
quite

–1
slightly

0

+1

neither

+2

+3

slightly quite

(Likely)

extremely

Attitude toward using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways
Using EXCELCARE care plans in the prescribed ways will be:

a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

b.

(Bad)

–3
extremely

c.

(Punishing)

–3
extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

0

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

+1
neither

0

0
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+2

slightly

+1
neither

+2

slightly

+1
neither

0

slightly

+1
neither

+2

+2

slightly

+3
quite

+3
quite

+3
quite

+3
quite

(Pleasant)
extremely

(Good)
extremely

(Rewarding)
extremely

(Beneficial)
extremely

Computer Experience
The following questions are aimed at determining your base level of computer experience
and from which sources you acquired that experience. In each question please circle the
response that is most correct for you.
1. Did you use computers at high school or University or TAFE?
(a) No
(b) Yes
2. Have you ever taken any courses that relate to computers, at school, university or
elsewhere?
(a) No
(b) Yes
3. Do you use a computer for purposes other than study or work?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily
4. Do you have access to a computer at home?
(a) No...... Go to question 6
(b) Yes..... Go to question 5
5. Do you use the computer at home?
(a) Never
(b) Occasionally
(c) Once a week
(d) Several times a week
(e) Daily

Relative to other work colleagues, I would describe the amount of my experience in each of
the following computer activities as:
6. Games:

(a) None
(b) Less than other colleagues
(c) About the same as other colleagues
(d) More than other colleagues
(e) A lot more than other colleagues
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7. Email / Internet:

(a) None
(b) Less than other colleagues
(c) About the same as other colleagues
(d) More than other colleagues
(e) A lot more than other colleagues

8. Word processing:

(a) None
(b) Less than other colleagues
(c) About the same as other colleagues
(d) More than other colleagues
(e) A lot more than other colleagues

9. Spreadsheets:

(a) None
(b) Less than other colleagues
(c) About the same as other colleagues
(d) More than other colleagues
(e) A lot more than other colleagues

10. Hospital databases (e.g., VAX):

(a) None
(b) Less than other colleagues
(c) About the same as other colleagues
(d) More than other colleagues
(e) A lot more than other colleagues

11. From which of the following sources have you learnt about computers?
Please indicate your response on the scale from 1 (none) to 5 (a great deal). If
question is not applicable for you then circle the ‘NA’ option.
a. Films and TV:
(None) 1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

5

(A great deal)

NA

b. Books, newspapers, and magazines:
(None) 1

2

3

4
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the

c. Friends:
(None) 1

2

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

3

4

5

(A great deal)

NA

d. Work Colleagues:
(None) 1

2

Thank you for your participation.
Your contribution is extremely valuable.

Upon completion, please place your questionnaire in the sealed envelope provided and return
the envelope to the NUM, Supervisor, or Researcher administering the survey. The data will
be analysed and stored at the University of Wollongong where all records will be anonymous
and confidential.
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Appendix R:
Study 4 main questionnaire (Main Arm) at Time 2
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Participant Information Sheet
Dear Participant,
This is the second occcasion we have collected data about Excelcare from this Unit. Today we
would like to ask you questions similar to those we asked a few months ago. The reaons for
ths similarity is to assess whether your perceptions about Excelcare have changed over time.
Your cooperation in the study is highly valued. The information obtained from the study may
benefit current and future implementations of Patient Information Systems at this hospital
and others.
Please remember all your responses are kept confidential and anonymous.
Please place an identifying code in the boxes below. We suggest you use the following
method:
To be placed in the first two boxes: The initials of your mother’s first name and her maiden
name.
To be placed in the next four boxes: The day and month you were born
For example, if your mother’s maiden name is Anne Boleyn and you were born on the 3rd
December, your code would be: AB0312

Please indicate your occupational designation (i.e., registered nurse, etc) in the space below:

Demographic Information
Please answer the following questions:

Age:..............(years)

Are you?

Female
Male

(Please tick appropriate box)
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Use of EXCELCARE
1. On average, per shift, how much time (minutes) do you spend using EXCELCARE:
………………….minutes

2. On average, per shift, how many times do you access EXCELCARE?
………………..times

3. Please indicate your agreement with the following statements. Use the 1 to 5 point scales
to indicate the extent to which you disagree (1) or agree (5) with each statement.

1 = Never

4 = Often

2 = Seldom

5 = Always

3 = Sometimes

1. I update the care plans in Excelcare as changes occur
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Always)

2.I use the care plans in Excelcare for planning care delivery
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Always)

3. I use the care plans in Excelcare as an educational tool for students and new graduates
(Never)

1

2

3

4

5

(Always)

Enthusiasm about using EXCELCARE
Please indicate your agreement with the following statements. Use the 1 to 5 point scales to
indicate the extent to which you disagree (1) or agree (5) with each statement.
1 = Strongly disagree

4 = Mostly agree

2 = Mostly disagree

5 = Strongly agree

3 = Uncertain

1. I get excited about using EXCELCARE care plans.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I look forward to using EXCELCARE care plans to assist me in my work.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. I get excited about learning to use a new technology (EXCELCARE).
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. I am keen to become proficient at using EXCELCARE care plans.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

Factors influencing your use of EXCELCARE
Instructions:
Listed below are a number of statements related to your current use of EXCELCARE. Read
each statement carefully and circle the number indicating the extent to which you think the
statement represents your thoughts. Use the 1 to 5 point scale to indicate the extent to
which you disagree (1) or agree (5) with each statement, or “NA” if the statement is not
relevant for you.
1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Mostly disagree, 3 = Uncertain, 4 = Mostly agree, 5 = Strongly
agree, NA = Not applicable

Perceived Ease of Use
1. Learning to use EXCELCARE care plans has been easy for me
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

(strongly agree)

NA

2. I have found it easy to use the EXCELCARE care plans.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

3. It has been easy for me to become skilful at using EXCELCARE care plans.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. It has required a lot of mental effort on my part to use the EXCELCARE care plans
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

5. Trying to use the EXCELCARE care plans has been a cumbersome process.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4
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5

(strongly agree)

NA

Perceived Usefulness
1. Using EXCELCARE care plans has improved my performance at work.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

2. Using EXCELCARE care plans has improved my work efficiency.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

3. Using EXCELCARE care plans has resulted in a better service of patient care.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

NA

4. Using EXCELCARE care plans has enabled me to quickly access important patient
information.
(strongly disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

(strongly agree)

0

+1

+2

NA

Attitude toward using EXCELCARE
Using EXCELCARE care plans is ….

a.

(Unpleasant)

–3

extremely

b.

(Bad)

–3
extremely

c.

(Punishing)

–3
extremely

d.

(Harmful)

–3
extremely

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

–2

–1

quite

slightly

neither

0

+1
neither

0

neither

+3
quite

+2

slightly

+1

quite

+2

slightly

+1
neither

0

slightly

+3

+3
quite

+2

slightly

+3
quite

(Pleasant)
extremely

(Good)
extremely

(Rewarding)
extremely

(Beneficial)
extremely

Thank you for your participation.
Your contribution is extremely valuable.
Upon completion, please place your questionnaire in the sealed envelope provided and return
the envelope to the NUM, Supervisor, or Researcher administering the survey. The data will
be analysed and securely stored at the University of Wollongong. All records will be
anonymous and confidential.
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Appendix S:
TRA with generic attitude in place of attitude
scale constructed from elicited beliefs
Generic attitude
toward the
behaviour

0.611*
R2 = 0.377

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.124
0.352*

PCIS for planning
care delivery

0.057 ns

352*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-

Figure A 1:

Structural model of TRA with generic attitude – using PCIS care
plans for planning care delivery

Attitude toward
the behaviour
0.567*
R2 = 0.344

Behavioural
Intention

Subjective norm

R2 = 0.099
0.314*

PCIS as an
educational tool

0.171 ns

352*p<.5; **p<.01; ***p<.001; ns= non-

Figure A 2:

Structural model of TRA with generic attitude – using PCIS care
plans as an educational tool
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Appendix T:
Test of common methods bias in the TRA and
TAM – Study 3
This section examines common methods bias in two of the models tested in study 3:
the TRA in the context of using WASCAL to access lecture notes and the TAM in the
context of using WASCAL to access tutorial and assignment information. As noted in
Section 7.1.4, common methods variance can be tested using structural equation
modeling. The procedure for doing this, as described by Podsakoff et al., (2003), is to
allow the indicators to load onto a latent variable common methods factor and compare
the indicator loadings with and without the common methods variance factor. Using this
type of procedure, the measurement models for the TRA and TAM were analysed
using maximum likelihood estimation, first as full models and then with only one latent
common methods factor in each.

The theory of reasoned action
Figure A3 shows the indicator loadings on their theorised constructs. Comparing these
loadings with those in Figure A4, when all indicators were set to load on one common
methods variance factor, it is apparent that all four indicators of attitude loaded as
strongly on the common methods variance factor as they did on the latent attitude
construct. The single indicators of BI and usage behaviour also loaded as strongly on
the common methods factor as they did on BI and usage behaviour, respectively. The
SN items however loaded more strongly on the SN construct than on the common
methods construct. These results suggest that for the attitude items as well as for BI
and usage behaviour, there was some evidence of common methods bias in the
results.
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Att1

Att3

Att2

0.007

-0.351

-0.771

Attitude toward
the behaviour

Att4

-0.699

BI

Usage

0.244

0.230

Behavioural
Intention

Using WASCAL to
access lecture
notes

Subjective norm

0.882

SN1

Figure A 3:

0.778

SN2

0.337

SN3

Indicator loadings (standardised regression weights) in the theory
of reasoned action using maximum likelihood estimation
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Att1

0.559

Att2

0.481

Att3

0.765

Att4

0.742

Behavioural
Intention
0.289

Common methods
variance factor

0.274

0.218

SN1

Figure A 4:

0.222

SN2

Using WASCAL to
access lecture
notes

0.187

SN3

Indicators in the theory of reasoned action loading onto one
common methods variance factor
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The technology acceptance model
Comparing Figures A5 and A6, there is evidence of common methods bias in the
measurement of PU. Most of the PU indicators loaded almost as strongly on the
common methods factor as they did on the PU construct. In the case of PU1, the
loading was stronger on the common methods factor and relatively weak on the PU
construct. PEU indicators as well as indicators for BI and usage behaviour loaded more
strongly on their respective theorised constructs than on the common methods factor.
As for the TRA, these results indicate that there was some commom methods bias,
particularly in the measurement of the PU scale.

PU1

PU3

PU2

0.002

-0.807

-0.843

PU4

-0.803

Perceived
usefulness

BI

Usage

0.487

0.048

Behavioural
Intention

Using WASCAL to
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Appendix T conclusions
Evidence of common methods bias in some of the scales in the TRA and TAM models
in Study 3 suggests that the size of some of the observed associations between
variables in this thesis may have been inflated. The exact size of the common methods
bias could not be determined as to do so would have required modelling the common
methods factor at the same time as the structural models: to allow indicators to load
onto their theoretical constructs as well as onto the common methods factor within the
same model. Although such analyses were attempted, they were not reported here as
the results were problematic due to the sample sizes being smaller than is generally
required for maximum likelihood estimation in SEM (Bollen, 1989).
Future studies using the TRA, TAM or TPB would benefit by minimising
common methods bias by separating in time the measurement of the criterion and
predictor variables, as occurred in this thesis, and by having sample sizes that are
sufficiently large to enable a common methods factor to be analysed at the same time
as the structural models.
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